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FOREWORD
This history was originally conceived as a multi-volume series
which would cover planning, policies, hardware development, and flight
operations of the Manned Orbiting Laboratory.' The author was detailed
to write it after Mr. Max Rosenberg, Deputy Chief Historian, Office of
Air Force History, and Maj. Gen. Harry L. Evans, then Vice Director of
MOL, azreed that the work would be done on a part-time basis.
The author began his research in May 1966 on a two-day-a-week
basis, a schedule frequently disrupted, however, by the requirements
of his own office. He was working on 1967 MOL plans and policies when
the project was terminated in June 1969. Subsequently, he prepared
three additional chapters covering the important events leading to
the President's decision to cancel the program, all consolidated into
this single volume.
Many individuals helped the author during the course of his work,
among them General Evans, Maj. Gen. James T. Stewart, Cols. Richard F.
Dennen and Ralph J. Ford, and Lt. Cols. Harvey Cohen and Robert Hermann.
He is indebted to Mrs. Sharilyn Watts, who typed the manuscript and
prepared the index.

CARL BERGER
February 1970
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I. INTRODUCTION: EARLY SPACE STATION PLANNING
(U) The idea of equipping an orbital space station with powerful
telescopes so that man might see "fine detail on earth" was first suggested in 1923 by Professor Hermann Oberth. In his pioneering book on.
space flight published in Munich, Germany, Oberth said it would be
possible "to notice every iceberg" and give early warning to ships at
sea from such "observing stations." He also thought they could be
equipped with small solar mirrors to furnish illumination at night for
large cities or with giant mirrors which he said could be used tc focus
the sun's rays and, "in case of war, burn cities, explode ammunition
plants, and do damage to the enemy generally."1
(IT) Oberth's theoretical writings on rockets, space ships and
stations, and interplanetary travel were familiar to the German engineers and scientists who, beginning in the 1930's, initiated development of the V-2 missile--the first man-made object to fly through space.
Durin: World War II, even as they worked feverishly to perfect their
war rockets at Peenemunde,* these experts still found time to draft
plans for future space travel. When word of their extra-curricular
activities reached the German secret police in March 1944, several of
Peenenunde's technical staff--including its engineering director,
Wernher von Braun--were arrested and charged with concentrating on
space travel to the detriment of vital missile programs. Von Braun

*Several thousand V-2's were launched against London and Antwerp in
the final months of World War II.
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paced a cell in a Stettin prison for two weeks before Gen Walter
Dornberger, chief of the German Army's rocket development program at
Peenemunde, obtained his release by swearing that he was essential
to the success of the V-2 program.2
(U) Following the military collapse of Hitler's regime in the
spring of 1945, many leading German rocket engineers and scientists—
_
including Von Braun, Dornberger, and Professor Oberth--voluntarily
surrendered to or were swept up by advancing U. S. Army forces. The
Americans seized many of the Peenemunde documents, including drawings
of Oberth's space mirror concept.* The Allies, who were interested
in gathering all the information they could about the deadly V-2's,
organized a number of interrogation teams at the detention camps.
The American and British officers, as it turned out, were greatly
handicapped by their lack of knowledge of German technical advances.
"They didn't know what to ask," Dornberger said later. "It was like
they were talking Chinese to us!" The Allied officers also were
skeptical about the German captives' talk about manned space flight.
At their request, Von Braun and Dornberger in May 1945 wrote several
papers on possible future technological advances in which they
expressed their strong conviction that "a complete mastery of the
art of rockets" would lead eventually to orbiting space stations
and ultimately to flights to the moon and planets.3

*Life magazine published the Peenemunde drawings on 23 May 19145 under
the heading, "German Space Mirror: Nazi Men of Science Seriously Planned
to Use Man-Made Satellites as a Weapon of Conquest."

1 110,-Zq
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(U) The information obtained from the Germans was sufficiently
intriguing to the Army Air Force (.AF) for it to incorporate many of
their projections into its planning documents. One interesting consequence of this receptivity was that the AAF Commander, General
H. H. Arnold--in his final war report on 12 November 1945--became
the first official in any branch or department of the American Government to speak of space ships and orbital weapons. In'a chapter of his
report devoted to future technical developments, General Arnold declared:
"We must be ready to launch /Weaponi7...from unexpected directions.
This can be done with true space ships, capable of operating outside
the earth's atmosphere. The design of such a ship is all but practicable today; research will unquestionably bring it into being within
the foreseeable future.
(U) Even as the Arnold report was being drafted, Von Braun and
a small party of V-2 experts were settling down in the United States
at Fort Bliss, Texas, under contract to the Army to continue work on
ballistic missiles. By early 1946 more than 110 members of the
Peenemunde team had joined Von Braun and, during the next several years,
they helped launch several dozen V-2's at the White Sands Provin.7.
Ground. Their presence in the country remained shrouded in secrecy
until December 1946, when the Army issued a press release on their
activities. The news that "nazi scientists" were working in the
United States touched off a wave of criticism of the Government. Among
the eminent scientific figures who protested directly to President
Harry S. Truman were Drs. Albert Einstein and Vannevar Bush. A news
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blackout was reimposed on the Germans' activities and the furor in
time faded away.
(U) By 1950 the attitude of the public had changed sufficiently
to enable Von Braun to surface on 3 March at a University of Illinois
space medicine symposium in Chicago, where he presented a paper on
the construction and launching of multi-stage rockets and orbiting
space stations. Von Braun described how a space station might be
constructed in orbit with materials sent up by rocket. He said it
could be used as a bomb carrier and as an observation post "for both
military and civilian purposes." Using high-powered telescopes, he
said, it would be possible to see people moving about on the face of
the earth.5
(U) In 1955 Von Braun, now a naturalized American citizen,
invited Professor Oberth to join him in the United States.* Both
before and after his stay in the United States, Oberth continued to
refine his ideas on space vehicles and travel. In a new book written
in 1956, he discussed (among other things) the use of a space telescope to observe the earth. If the station were placed into polar
orbit at an altitude of 375 miles, Oberth said
...the crew will have every point on the earth's surface
within view at least twice a day....A telescope with the
magnification of a million times at a distance of 37,500
(i3,250 miles) on the so-called stationary orbit space
station...would make the earth appear to be only 37 M (120 ft)
from the observer. This is an almost terrifying power of

*Oberth lived at Feucht near Nuremberg, Germany By 1955 he had
received world-wide recognition for his theoretical writings on
space science.

'
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observation which wo4d make any kind of "Iron Curtain"
completely senseless.°
The Air Force Initiates Space Station Planning
(U) The writings of Oberth, Von Braun, and maul others about
manned space flight stimulated a small group of USAF planners at the
Wright Air Development Center (WADC) to begin preliminary studies of
possible military applications of satellites and space stations. On
2 January 1957 the Deputy Commander for Research at WADC prepared
general guidelines for these studies. He said that the primary goal
should be an Air Force space program leading to development of "manned
space vehicles and stations" with the emphasis on military reconnaissance.7 In July 1957 WADC published a technical note on "the functional areas of employment for space vehicles." One of the vehicles
discussed in this note was a manned space station with an orbital
weight of approximately 17,000 pounds, which would enable the use of
"even sizeable astronomical telescopes and observation devices...."8
(U) All this preliminary USAF planning, however, had little
practical meaning at this time since the only approved American space
project in 1957 was the Navy-managed Vanguard program, which aimed at
putting a scientific satellite into orbit in connection with the
International Geophysical Year (IGY). However, after the Soviets
astonished the world by orbiting the first artificial satellites in
October and November 1957, Congress and the President for the first
time became receptive to major American space initiatives. The Air

I
t
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Force immediately initiated studies of ways and means to counter the
great political and psychological impact of the Russian achievement.*
—E4- By the end of 1957 the Air Force also had received a dozen
unsolicited contractor proposals, several of them dealing with manned
space stations. One contractor suggested launching a "manned earthsatellite terminal" as the. orbiting station. Another outlined a plan
for constructing a four-man USAF station at an altitude of 400 miles,
using Atlas ICBM's as building blocks.9
—(-6÷- On 2L January 1958, in response to a request from the Office
of the Secretary of Defense (OSD), the Air Force submitted its proposals and recommendations for an expedited U.S. satellite and space
program. Among the projects listed was an Air Force "Manned Strategic
Station," which would be assigned missions of weapons delivery and
reconnaissance. Several weeks later the Air Research and Development
Command (ARDC) incorporated a "USAF Space Research and.Space Station"
task as part of a proposed study of advanced systems and space vehicles.
The task called for an exploratory analysis and design of "a general
purpose space technology laboratory...orbiting in the cislunar
environment" to satisfy military and civilian research and test requirements.1° Although there was no specific response from OSD, its Advanced
Research Projects Agency (ARPA) several months later initiated a study
cf a space station, which it called "Suzanno."
(U) On 23 April 1958 Brig Gen H. A. Boushey, USAF, Deputy Director
for Research and Development, testified before a congressional committee

*After the failure to launch the first Vanguard satellite in late 1957,
the President authorized the Army's Redstone team, led by Von Braun, to
prepare to launch a U. S. satellite, which it successfully accomplished
cn ";1 January l9y3.

k
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on the status of the U.S. space program. Among other things, Boushey
emphasized "the tremendous improvement in telescopic and photographic
resolution" which would be possible from a manned orbiting space
station. He said:
What may not be widely recognized is the degree of detail
which could be distinguished from, say, a 500-mile orbit. With
only a 40-inch diameter telescope, it is estimated that objects '
on the earth of a size less than 2 feet could be detected. If
a 200-inch diameter telescope, the size of the present Palomar
reflecting mirror, were located in space at the "stationary
orbit" distance of roughly 22,000 miles, objects on the earth
approximately 17 feet in diameter could be viewed.
(U) General Boushey also expressed his belief that man would be
an "essential element" in such an orbital station. "Even the problem
of deciding where to look," he said, "is a formidable one, and if
left to a mechanical device the chances of profitable search and
detailed scrutiny would be far less than if under the direct supervision of an intelligent operator who could immediately exercise the
faculties of suspicion, comparison, and reason."11
(U) USAF opinion was unanimous in 1958 that man would have a
key role to play in space. Hoping to initiate a project to get a
man into space "soonest," the Vice Chief of Staff, Gen Curtis E. LeMay,
in February 1958, directed ARDC to prepare and submit a development
plan. Unfortunately, during this early post-sputnik period, the
American failure to launch a satellite ahead of the Russians was
wrongly blamed on inter-service rivalry.* One result of the general

*The real blame must be attributed to the original political decision
that Project Vanguard would not use military missiles to launch a
satellite, but should develop its own "peaceful" booster. .

0
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outcry against the services was the 1958 reorganization of the Department cf Defense (DOD), by which Congress and the President greatly
strengthened the hand of the Secretary of Defense. Another was the
President's decision, acquiesced in by the Congress, to establish a
civilian agency--the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA)--to carry out the primary mission of the peaceful exploration
of outer space.
(U) As a consequence, after President Eisenhower on 29 July 1958
signed the bill creating NASA, the Ai: Force was directed to transfer
$53.8 million budgeted for its space Projects to the space agency.
By this time the Air Force had published seven manned military space
system development plans, several of its contractors had prepared
studies on ways to get a man into space, and one had built a mockup
of a manned space capsule. The USAF

as well as the contractor

studies, were turned over to NASA.12 The Air Force was left with
limited space development assignments directly applicable to known
defense requirements (i.e., satellite reconnaissance)*, but it also
was authorized to pursue in-house studies of advanced spacecraft which
might have military significance.
—(-q-)—Among the proposed military vehicles which were identified
in early 1959 as possible subjects for investigation was a "satellite
command post." An Air Force Scientific Advisory Board (SAB) panel
visualized such a command post as being permanently manned, supplied,
and re-manned by logistic vehicles, and "possessed of comprehensive
communication facilities, fang reconnaissance and surveillance devices

*An unmanned DOD satellite reconnaissance project was initiated in
early 1958 under Air Force cognizance.

•••■ •••
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capable of exploiting its unique qualities, but carrying no weapons
except for its defense."13
The Military Orbital Development System

(S RD) In March 1959 Gen Thomas S. White, the USAF Chief of
Staff, instructed his Director of Development Planning, to prepare a
long-range plan for an Air Force space program. The purpose was to
provide guidance to the Air Staff in this general area. The Director
and his staff, with the assistance of Analytic Services, Incorporated,
completed the work eight months later. The results were presented in
a series of briefings to the Air Council, the Under Secretary of the
Air Force, USAF Commanders, and the Director of Defense Research and
Engineering (DDR&E). One project identified in the Directorate's
planning document was a "manned orbital laboratory."* Such a space
vehicle was needed, it was argued, because certain conditions could
not be simulated on the ground. The manned orbital laboratory was
seen as providing "training facilities for space crews, a test bed
for checking out space weapon systems, and opportunity for the
14
development of spaceship maneuver techniques and doctrines.”
While work cn this planning document neared completion,
ARDC on 1 September 1959 issued a system study directive to the
Aeronautical System Division (ASD) at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio,
requesting a formal investigation of a military test space station
(MTSS). The stated objective was to obtain preliminary designs for
an orbital station where tests could be conducted in the actual

*This 1959 phrase is the first known use of the term.
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space environment. As a first step, the Division asked the various
AMC sub-commands to identify tests they thought should be performed
in the space station. Eventually more than 125 ideas were submitted
to ASD, ranging from experiments to check electronic equipment
operations in space to tests of man's ability to perform in a weightless state.15
--(-F+ After the submissions were analyzed and collated, a statement of work and requests for proposals (RFP's) were prepared and
submitted to industry on 19 February 1960. Twelve contractors
made proposals. After a USAF board evaluated them, five firms were
'selected on 15 August to undertake the MTSS study, at a cost of
$57+,999. These funds were the first expended in studies which
years later contributed to the MOL Program. The contractors were
General Electric, Lockheed Aircraft, Martin-Denver, McDonnell Aircraft,
and General Dynamics (the last performing an unfunded study).
In January 1961 the contractors submitted preliminary retorts
to the Air Force, describing their progress in defining designs for
an MTSS, and in February they made oral presentations to a USAFsponsored conference. Later the Aeronautical Systems Division, with.
'the help of other Air Force agencies, evaluated the interim reports
and, on the basis of their comments, a design was developed for a
relatively simple space station. ASD proposed a development which
would lead to the launching of a three-man ballistic capsule plus
a module or station where the crew would live and function for a pericd
up to 30 days. The ASD concept called for the station to be abandoned
when the time came for the crew to return to earth in its capsule.
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ASD's preliminary evaluation was submitted on 30 April 1961 to the
16
newly-formed Air Force Systems Command (AFSC), successor to ARDC.

--{11+

By early July the six contractors had completed their

studies and submitted final reports. Their conclusions were sufficiently encouraging for Headquarters USAF in mid-July to establish
the MTSS as an active project under its newly-organized Directorate
of Advanced Technology. A month later, on 16 August 1961, the Air
Force submitted a Program Package VI element to OSD requesting an
allocation of $5 million in fiscal year 1963 to begin space station,
studies. When OSD's budget guidelines were released in September,
however, the proposed USAF project was left unfunded. A reclama was
subsequently rejected.17
3- Meanwhile, representatives of the Air Staff, six major USAF
commands, several AFSC divisions, and the RAND and Aerospace Corporations, attended a final MTSS evaluation conference on 12-15 September.
They reviewed the contractors' reports and agreed that, while the
individual designs differed in detail, all emphasized the importance
of orbital rendezvous, not only for supply purposes but also to
initis17y activitate the station. The conference recognized that,
because the Air Force lacked basic data on man's ability to perform
for long periods under conditions of Zero G and knowledge about the
problems of space rendezvous,* it would be extremely difficult to
proceed with a satisfactory MTSS design. They saw some hope of

*Only two men, Soviet cosmonauts Yuri Gagarin and Gherman Titov, had
flown in orbit by September 1961. Titov's flight lasted 25.3 hours.
When the Russians finally released some data on these flights, they
indicated Titov became disoriented. And, of course, the first orbital
rendezvous between two, space vehicles was still some years off.
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acquiring the necessary information from NASA's newest man-in-space
project (originally called Mercury Mark II, later redesignated
Gemini), one of whose major objectives was to achieve and demonstrate
orbital rendezvous
Despite OSD's rejection of its request for 1963 study
funds, the Air Force continued to push for a space station. In an
official USAF Space Plan published in September 1961, the Air Force
argued that it needed an orbital station in order to help it evaluate
operational hardware and concepts for "space command posts, permanent
space surveillance stations, space resupply bases, permanent orbiting
weapon delivery platforms, subsystems and components." On 21 September
General LeMay approved the plan and directed AFSC to initiate at once
a design study and experimental investigation to select the configuration for a long duration MTSS.19
--(-6)- Soon after publication of the Space Plan, John Rubel,
Deputy DDR&E, was briefed on it, the proposed space station, and other
recommended USAF projects. The Air Force also discussed its space
station requirement in a White Paper submitted to Secretary of Defense
Robert S. McNamara on 17 November 1961, in connection with a USAF
proposal to accelerate the Dyna-Soar (X-20) project.* The paper
pointed out that achievement of space rendezvous and developing docking
and transfer techniques were already important aspects of NASA's
program to land men on the moon. The ability to rendezvous, dock,

*For a further discussion of Dyna-Soar and its relationship to MOL,
see Chapter III.

13
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and transfer men and supplies, the Air Force said, would lead directly
to a capability to establish an orbital test station or laboratory
which would be especially useful for evaluating systems in space.2°
(U) While awaiting McNamara's comments on the White Paper and
the recommended Air Force program, Lt Gen James Ferguson, USAF
Demuty Chief of Staff, Research and Development, on 12 February 1962
discussed the space station proposal before a congressional committee.
He said that much of DOD's space activities would require testing of
subsystems in "the true space environment" and that USAF officials
were convinced that "a manned, military test.station should be undertaken as early as possible.' The Air Force, he added, was considering
a coordinated effort with NASA, possibly using the Gemini vehicle as
an initial transport for the orbiting station.21
--()-- On 22 February, in a lengthy memorandum to Secretary of the
Air Force Eugene Zuckert, Secretary McNamara approved an accelerated
Dyna-Soar program. Concerning the space station proposal, he agreed
"that a space laboratory to conduct sustained tests of military men
and equipment under actual environmental conditions impossible to
dumlicate fully on earth would be useful." He suggested the Air Force
consider possible adaption of Gemini and Dyna-Soar technology and
hardware for the initial development phase. McNamara's comments were
taken as official guidance as the Air Force now turned its attention
to intensive development planning.-̀—S÷ Beginning in March 1962 Air Staff and Air Force Systems
Conmand representatives began working on space station planning documents for what was now designated a military orbital development system

14
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(MODS). On 26 March AFSC forwarded study data to Headquarters USAF
which confirmed the technical feasibility of the concept and provided
preliminary funding requirements. On 19 April, Dr. L. L. Kavanau,
Special Assistant (Space), OSD, was briefed on the project and afterwards he suggested that the Air Force "quit emphasizing why it must
have a space laboratory and get on with the design."23
On 2 May 1962 Headquarters USAF issued an advanced development objective (ADO 37) for the MODS. Finally, in late May, after
working closely with the Air Staff, AFSC submitted a proposed system
package plan (PSPP) for a system, which it designated as Program 287.
AFSC said MODS would consist of three basic elements: a station
module (permanent test facility), a spacecraft (basic Gemini vehicle
attached to the module), and the Titan III launch vehicle. The system
would provide a shirt-sleeve working-environment for a four-man crew
for 30 days. AFSC recommended a 15-month Phase I study effort be
started at once in order to achieve an initial operational capability
by mid-1966. It requested $14.7 million to begin studies during
fiscal year 1963.2'
Headquarters USAF subsequently directed AFSC to identify
any internal funds which might be reprogrammed for MODS, pending project review and approval by the Secretary of Defense. On 8 June AFSC
advised there were several programs (such as the mobile mid-range
ballistic missile) which it believed would not be fully implemented
and recommended reallocation of their funds. The Air Force, however,
was still committed to the programs listed, whereupon USAF officials
decided it would be necessary to submit a program change proposal
(PCP) to OSD requesting support for a Phase I study.25
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Meanwhile, Dr. Kavanau endorsed the proposed Phase I effort
after hearing a new MODS presentation at the Space Systems Division
on 19-20 June. He indicated that OSD would be receptive to receiving
"a solid proposal" for a space test station and asked the Air Force
to develop and submit its justification. Several weeks later the Air
Staff completed the PCP which, together with a revised propOsed
system package plan, was submitted to the Chief of Staff. He approved
the documents on 12 July 1962 and forwarded them to Dr. Brockway
McMillan, Assistant Secretary of the Air Force (Research and Development).* Dr. McMillan later advised that he believed the $14.7 million
reauirement was too high and that half that amount appeared sufficient
for program definition. The Air Staff subsequently revised the PCP
in accordance with this guidance.26
MODS, Blue Gemini; and the Five-Year Space Program
—44- During the summer of 1962 other important activities were
under way which greatly affected USAF space station planning. One of
the more important involved a special task force, headed by General
Ferguson, which in July initiated a two-month effort to prepare a
Five-Year USAF Space Program. In the final program document, the
Ferguson task force described several man-in-space projects including
the military orbital development system. The MODS proposal was given
an especially strong endorsement by a Scientific Advisory Board subcommittee, which reported to General Ferguson on 25 September 1962:
*McMillan served as Assistant Secretary (R&1) until 12 June 1963, at
which time he became Under Secretary of the Air Force, succeeding
Dr. Joseph V. Charyk.
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It
It is almost certain that as man's conquest of space
proceeds, manned space stations with key military functions
will assume strategic importance. It is therefore prudent
for the Air Force to undertake R&D programs to explore the
capabilities and limitations of man in space; to undertake
exploratory development of special techniques to exercise
military functions from manned orbital bases, and to program
flight tests of primitive manned orbital bases with the
capability of rudimentary military functions.
The SAB recommended that the Air Force utilize NASA's Gemini vehicles
as a means of initiating the military man-in-space program.27
....-441-11 The Five-Year Space Program document was reviewed and
approved during September-October by the Air Council, major USAF
commanders, the SAB, and a scientific advisory group headed by Dr.
'Clark Millikan. Prepared in loose-leaf format, it contained separate
PCP's covering the USAF space projects. Total estimated costs to
implement the program exceeded by far anything previously submitted
to OSD by the Air Force. For fiscal year 1963 through 1967, it
called for expenditures of more than S10 billion, about

billion

more than the estimated costs contained in OSD's tentative guidelines
for the same period.28

(g) On 19 October 1962 the Chief of Staff forwarded the docu.,
ment to Secretary Zuckert and requested approval. He in turn
dispatched it to OSD on 5 November with a general endorsement.
Zuckert advised Secretary McNamara not to regard the PCP's in the
program document as being submitted for approval in connection with
the fiscal year 1964 budget. He said that specific recommendations
would be forwarded separately.29
On 9 November Zuckert submitted his recommendations. He
said lie recognized the fiscal implications of the Five-Year Space
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Program but explained that it had been deliberately prepared without
regard to cost limitations. In fiscal year 1964 alone, the proposed
projects would require $1 billion more than the amount tentatively
approved by OSD. The Air Force Secretary said that, since such
costs were unacceptable, he was limiting his recommendations to four
specific programs--Midas, Saint, MODS, and Blue Gemini--with
additional funds required totaling $363 million in fiscal year 1964.
Of this amount, $75 million would be for MODS and $102 million for
Blue Gemini. Previously, no funds had been provided for those
projects.3°

—*ES* Concerning MODS, Zuckert argued that it possessed "distinct
advantages beyond Dyna-Soar and the NASA Gemini program" and would
provide a useful vehicle to help resolve some of the uncertainties
concerning military space atplications. As for Blue Gemini, in which
the Air Force hoped to get some "stick time" in space, he said it
would be available at an early date and could provide "an important
and required steppingstone to MODS." While NASA's Gemini operations
would be important for the zeneral acquisition of information, Zuckert
said it could not substitute "for actual Air Force experience with the
vehicle."31
Tentative USAF planning at this time called for six Blue
Gemini launches beginning in May 1965. During the first four flights,
the Air Force would investizate and evaluate manned space flight
techniques and subsystems of particular interest for MODS and other
space operations. There would be attempts to rendezvous and dock
with an Agena vehicle, inspection of an Agena in orbit, post-docking
maneuvers, and precise recovery. The final two flights would
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concentrate on mission subsystem testing. Each Blue Gemini pilot
would first ride as a co-pilot on a NASA Gemini flight.
—.444- In summing up his fiscal year 19611 recommendations, Zuckert
admitted that "certain items appear to be similar to activities
included in the NASA program." However, he argued that while this
might be considered in some quarters as "duplication," he felt it
was essential to explore alternate approaches and to exploit different
techniques to achieve effective, rapid progress in acquiring military
space capabilities.32
The NASA-DOD Gemini Agreement
(U) Not unexpectedly, the Air Force's oroposals were rejected
in OSD. Defense officials objected not only to the price tag but
also to the duplication between USAF plans and projects already
underway in NASA. Secretary McNamara told a congressional committee
that the Air Force's recommendations posed "a real danger that two
national programs

develop; one in the Defense Department and

one in NASA." OSD's negative stand was discouraging to the Air Force,
but an important change had in fact occurred. McNamara and his staff
were now in general agreement that DOD--as the Air Force had
repeatedly emphasized--had a "bona fide interest in manned space
operations" in the near-earth environment.33
To help DOD pursue this interest, Secretary McNamara
directed his staff to review the advantages, disadvantages and roles
of Dyna-Soar versus Gemini while, at the same time, he approached
NASA for an agreement to permit the Air Force to participate in the
project. Concerning Gemini, DOD and NASA on .7 July 1962 had signed

•
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an agreement which called for Defense support of the project on a
basis similar to that provided during Project Mercury. The 196c
agreement also confirmed management relationships between the space
agency's Marshall Center and AFSC with regard to acquisition of the
Agena vehicle, developed by the Air Force.34
(U) NASA accepted McNamara's proposal for a new Gemini agreement since it was interested in preventing a duplicative DOD space
program which might impinge on its mission. On 21 January 1963
McNamara and NASA Administrator James Webb signed the agreement "to
insure the most effective utilization of the Gemini program in the
national interest." It created a Gemini Program Planning Board
(GPPB), one of whose aims was "to avoid duplication of effort in
the field of manned space flight and to insure maximum attainment
of objectives of value to both the NASA and DOD."35
(U) The Gemini Board's functions were to include delineation
of NASA and DOD requirements and to plan experiments to meet those
needs. McNamara later remarked that this agreement not only would
insure that there would be "one national space program instead of two,"
but that it would allow the Air Force, representing the Defense
Department, "to participate fully in the manned earth orbit experimental and development work."36
—44— On 8 February 1963 the Gemini Program Planning Board--composed
of NASA, DDB&E, and USAF members--met for the first time. A month
later it formed an ad hoc study group to compare NASA and DOD objectives
and recommend possible DOD experiments which might be included in the
Gemini flight program. Between 25 March and 26 April the ad hoc group
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met in almost continuous session at NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center
(MSC) and, on 6 May, it reported to its parent body. The Board
endorsed the work 'of the group and on 29 May it recommended to Webb
and McNamara incorporation of a series of military experiments on
Gemini flights that would cost approximately $16.1 million. It also
recommended the Air Force establish a field office at the Manned
Spacecraft Center to provide overall management of DOD participation.37
Board rejected an ad hoc group proposal that the Gemini
flight series be extended to include flights primarily of a military
character. The Board felt that since military flights could not be
performed within the scope of NASA's existing Gemini plans, they
should be considered in a military follow-on program. Moreover, the
Board felt that the degree of DOD participation in Gemini should be
based on the long-term goals for military man in space and it urged
DOD to expedite its decisions in that ared.38
(U) Secretary McNamara generally accepted the Board's recommendations. He authorized the Air Force to establish a field office at
the Manned Spacecraft Center to provide overall management of the DOD
portion of the Gemini program. With respect to the exhortation that
DOD expedite decisions in the military man-in-space area, McNamara
on 20 June 1963 advised Secretary Zuckert that--as a result of the
plethora of USAF studies on military manned space flight (Dyna-Soar,
Blue Gemini, MODS, Aerospace Plane, etc.)--"DOD will be faced with
major new program decisions regarding manned space flight within the
next year." Since space vehicle development was so expensive, he
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said it was necessary that DOD minimize the number of projects by
multiple use of hardware and technology within the entire national
space program. He therefore directed Zuckert to submit a plan to
assure integration of the several study efforts which might involve
Gemini,* thus providing him an additional basis for "comprehensive
program decisions in the area of manned space flight as it relates to
military missions."39

The ALr Force submitted this plan to OSD on 23 August 1963. The
Deputy for Technology, Space Systems Division (SSD), was assigned
responsibility for the conduct of all Gemini-related studies and
AFSC was to assure study integration.
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II. A NATIONAL SPACE STATION
(U) While the ad hoc committee of the Gemini Program Planning
Board was working to identify the military experiments to be flown
aboard the NASA vehicle, OSD in the spring of 1963 invoked a provision
of the 21 January agreement to prevent the space agency from proceeding unilaterally with plans for a new apace station study. project. The
provision was similar to one contained in a DOD-NASA agreement dated
23 February 1961, in which the two agencies agreed that neither would
begin development "of a launch vehicle or booster for space without the
written acknowledgement of the other." The January 1963 Gemini agreement stated that neither agency could initiate a major new manned space
1
flight program in the near-earth environment without the other's consent.
—err NASA was reminded of this restriction following a statement

made to Congress by Dr. Hugh D. Dryden, Deputy Administrator of NASA, on

4 March 1963. Dryden reported that the space agency planned to award
study contracts during fiscal year 1964 for "a manned orbiting laboratory
orbiting the earth as a satellite." The completed studies, he said,
would provide the information NASA required "to justify and support a
decision 2:To proceed with a development] to be made in time for the fiscal
year 1965 budget." USAF officials felt that these plans not only violated
the NASA-DOD agreement but also constituted "a Phase I program definition
of a MODS-type manned space station." They further involved issuance of
requests for proposals for demonstration of space station subsystem
2
hardware.
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On 5 March Maj Gen 0. J. Ritland, Deputy for Manned Space
Flight, AFSC, advised Gen Bernard A. Schriever that--in light of NASA's
proposals--he believed some kind of centralized management of planning
for development of a space station was required. He reported to the
AFSC commander that while the Air Force was pursuing its MODS studies,
NASA had greatly intensified its contracting efforts and was planning to
spend several million dollars for space station studies during fiscal
year 1964.3
(U) After this situation was brought to OSD's attention, on
15 March John Rubel, Deputy DDR&E, met with Dr. Robert C. Seamans, Jr.,
Associate Administrator of NASA, to discuss the issue. Several weeks
later Dr. Harold Brown, DDR&E, also wrote to Administrator' Webb about
the subject. Secretary McNamara felt, Dr. Brown wrote, that it would
be "contrary to existing NASA-DOD agreements...were NASA to initiate
any of these projects without prior written concurrence from the Defense
Department." He said that he and the Defense Secretary (then on an
4
oversee tour) would be glad to discuss the subject with him.
(U) In a letter to McNamara on 24 April 1963 on the subject, Webb
referred to NASA's "statutorily assigned functions" and its need to look
constantly to the future "to insure U. S. leadership in the field of
space science and technology." This was normally accomplished by letting
contracts and doing some in-house work for advanced studies which, he
said, seldom included hardware fabrication. According to Webb:
...such advanced exploratory studies do not fall within
the purview of existing DOD-NASA agreements as they
relate to the initiation of "major or new programs or
projects".... While we would like nothing better than

1.
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to have a two-way exchange of ideas and plans concerning
the initiation of such advanced studies, we feel that a
restriction which would require formal DOD concurrence
as a pre-condition to the initiation of NASA studies in
this category, or vice versa, would inevitably involve
an unduly complicated technical monitorship and unwarranted
delays....5
(U) On 27 April McNamara and Webb met to discuss their differing
interpretations of the 'DOD-NASA agreement and they reached a compromise
of sorts. That is, the space agency head agreed that funded space
station studies "should be jointly sponsored by the Department of Defense
and NASA." Webb also accepted the argument that DOD and NASA would
6
proceed, with hardware development "only by mutual consent."
The Air Force Proposes a National Space Station
—.44+ Meanwhile, the Air Force recommended that a national space
station project be initiated. In a memorandum to McNamara on 18 April,
Secretary Zuckert suggested that--in view of NASA's "explicit interest"
in an orbital station and USAF studies of the MODS concept--a near-earth
space station project would involve an effort of major magnitude and
consequently "should be undertaken as a national, rather than a departmental endeavour." He thought responsibility for such a program should
be assigned to DOD "on behalf of all national interests." He said the
assignment was logical "both because of the primary commitment of the
NASA to the manned lunar landing program and because of the important
military interests in near earth orbit."7
-{"St The USAF proposal struck a responsive chord in OSD. On 25 May
Secretary McNamara advised Zuckert that he considered "the Orbital Space
Station Program as one requiring a new national mission to be assigned
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by the President on behalf of all national interests." He agreed that
since the lunar landing assignment previously had been given to NASA,
"the near-earth interests of the DOD might be considered a logical reason
for assigning to the DOD this undertaking." However, he said the program
needed careful consideration before the President and Vice President were
approached on the subject. He expressed confidence that, if such an
assignment were made to the DOD, "the. Air Force could carry out its
8
management responsibilities cooperatively with the NASA."
(U) To decide on an approach to the national space station,
McNamara on 25 May proposed to NASA that the, two agencies organize a
"Manned Orbital Test Station Program Planning Group." He said its
primary functions would be to monitor and, where necessary, to study
potential manned orbital test station programs to insure that there was
no duplication of effort. He suggested that the group report to the
co-chairmen of the Aeronautics and Astronautics Coordinating Board (AACB).9
On 7 June Webb noted that the AACB had already directed its Manned Space
Flight Panel to study the best method of insuring DOD-NASA coordination
of studies which might lead to a manned orbital space station development.
He suggested they await the outcome of the AACB staff work already under10
way before considering creation of a new planning group.
(LT) While these top-level discussions were underway, USAF and NASA
•
representatives met and agreed informally to exchange information and
requirements for their space station studies. NASA subsequently submitted
to the Air Force descriptive material on all its space station studies
and also provided certain of its requests for proposals. The Air Force
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in turn provided NASA data based on its MODS proposals. On 10 June 1963,
referring to his agency's pending study contract negotiations,
Dr. Joseph F. Shea, NASA Deputy Director for Manned Space Flight (Systems),
also asked General Ritland to submit those "definitive requirements"
which would meet the Air Force's space station needs in the near future.11
(U) On 18 June Col Donald Heaton, Director of Launch Vehicles and
Propulsion, Headquarters AFSC, advised Dr. Shea that since there was
general agreement one national program would serve the needs of both
agencies, it appeared logical for each to sponsor separate pre-program
definition studies. That is, he suggested NASA's studies concentrate on
the configuration preferable to it but supporting DOD requirements to the
maximum extent possible, and vice versa. "The product of either study,"
he said, "should be an adequate point of departure for a national program
definition phase." Heaton also proposed that their pre-program definition
studies be coordinated and that neither agency launch a program definition
phase "without mutual.agreement."12
(U) Dr. Shea agreed to more direct contact between their study
programs as well as a further exchange of space station data. He informed
Heaton NASA would continue to provide the Air Force copies of all significant documents related to those studies and he requested copies of USAF
requirements documents and RFP's as they became available. In addition,
he asked arrangements be made for NASA representatives to sit in on SSD
briefings on its space station studies.13 Subsequently, NASA named
Dr. Michael I. Yarymovych, Assistant Director of Manned Satellite Studies,
Office of Manned Space Flight, to serve as its focal point for coordinating exchange of data with the Air Force.
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(U) Meanwhile, the AACB's Manned Space Flight Panel completed
its review of NASA-DOD coordination and concluded that a formal exchange
of information between the two agencies should be increased. On 27 June
the panel suggested to the Board that data furnished include brief
descriptions of projects (AF Forms 613 and NASA Task Descriptions),
studies of supporting technology, significant in-house efforts, RFP's,
work statements, contractor proposals, and final study reports. The
panel agreed that significant meetings related to specific studies should
be open to four observers from each agency.'
McNamara's Ruort to Vice President Johnson
(U) The advantages of acquiring a national space station were
being reviewed at this time not only in the government but also in
various technical and professional journals. In July 1963 Air Force
Magazine discussed in great detail the Air Force's MODS concept and
NASA's proposed Manned Orbital Research Laboratory (MORL) in an article
titled, "The Case for an American Manned Space Station." Perhaps
coincidentally, Vice President Lyndon B. Johnson, chairman of the
National Aeronautics and Space Council (NASC), on 22 July asked
Secretary McNamara to submit a paper to him "expressing the possible
uses of space stations in maintaining our national security." He also
requested Administrator Webb to submit his ideas as to the manner in
15
which a future space station development project should be approached.
On 9 August McNamara forwarded a three-page letter to the
Vice President which was, from the Air Force viewpoint, very gratifying
indeed. The Secretary declared that an investigation of the role of
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military man in space was important to national security and that an
orbital space station would help determine military utility. The
station could serve, he said, as a laboratory and development facility
to devise techniques for long duration life support and to test equipments for both manned and unmanned military missions. He said it.was
possible "to conceive of significant experiments and tests to improve
our capability in every type of military operation where space technology
,16
has proven, or may prove, useful.
....-ferIn addition to its potential as a laboratory and development
facility, Secretary McNamara stated:
...there is the probability that it will evolve into
a vehicle which is directly used for military purposes. It
may provide a platform for very sophisticated observation
and surveillance. Detailed study of ground targets and surveillance of space with a multiplicity of sensors may prove
possible. Surveillance of ocean areas may aid our antisubmarine warfare capabilities. An orbital command and
control station has some attractive features. While orbital
bombardment does not appear to be an effective technique at
the moment, new weapons now unknown may cause it to evolve
into a useful strategic military tool as well as a political
asset. ff
..448- McNamara reported that the Defense Department had studied the
space station concept for several years and "expected soon to approach
industry with a Request for Proposal on a detailed pre-program definition
study of an orbital space station." Data obtained from this study would
permit OSD to determine the course of development and to start a program
definition phase, "should a decision be made to proceed." Although he
was not ready to make a recommendation, McNamara advised that the orbital
space station program, if undertaken, would require a new national mission
,18
"to be assigned by the President on behalf of all national interests.
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(U) Webb submitted his statement to the Vice President, also
on 9 August. The space agency recognized, he said, "that an experimental Manned Orbital Laboratory (MOL) project, a mandatory forerunner
of any long-duration manned space operational system, would be a major
undertaking." NASA and DOD, he said, were conducting exploratory studies
of a MOL, both in-house and through contracts, and coordinating their
efforts under the aegis of the AACB. After determining the national
need for a MOL and evaluating various concepts, he proposed the two
agencies submit to the President via the Space Council a recommendation
"as to the management responsibility based on predominant interest and
consideration of other pertinent factors, such as management competence,
relation to other programs in progress, and international' and political
implications.19
A New NASA-DOD Space Station Agreement
(U) Meanwhile, Secretary McNamara concluded that "a mere exchange
of information" between DOD and NASA would be insufficient. Noting the
Manned Space Flight Panel's report of 27 June to the AACB (cited above)
had urged an increased exchange of data between the two agencies,
McNamara suggested to Webb that they "now agree to a more formal coordination in this field." Toward this end, he submitted a draft agreement
between DOD and NASA. concerning studies of manned orbital test stations
20
and requested Webb's signature.
(U) On 8 August Dr. Brown, in accordance with the above draft
agreement, forwarded to NASA the Air Force's proposed study entitled
"National Orbital Space Station (NOSS) Pre-Program Definition Study" and
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requested the space agency's concurrence. He reported approximately
$1 million would'be spent on the study in fiscal year 1964. On 23 August
NASA approved the study and expressed the opinion that it would be useful
in defining the military potential of such a space Station. 21
(U) On 23 August NASA also forwarded to DOD three proposed space
station studies it planned to pursue and requested concurrence. They
included a $3.5 million Phase II MORL study, a $200,000 Early Apollo
Research Laboratory investigation, and a $200,000 Biomedical and Human
Factors Measurement System study for a manned orbital laboratory. Asked
by OSD to comment, the Air Force generally concurred in all the NASA
study efforts up to final design and fabrication of mock-ups. It pointed
out, however, that the final results would probably not be representative
of national space station program candidates since DOD requirements were
not being considered and would not be available until early in 1964 from
22
the NOSS study.
(U) Webb, meanwhile, agreed with McNamara's view that the existing
exchange of information was insufficient. However, he disagreed with
the approach suggested in the OSD draft agreement. It did not take into
account, he said, "some very important complexities which we both face
in endeavouring to obtain the maximum of cooperation between the Department
of Defense and NASA." He cited his previous agreement to submit studies
which NASA proposed to make and to "fund in any area in which DOD was
interested." Prior to such submission, he proposed a procedure under
which officials of both agencies would coordinate to insure that the
study, when submitted, included "those things which you and your colleagues
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regard as important and exclude those things which you may believe
unnecessary." With the above in mind, Webb submitted an alternative
agreement to cover the entire approach to a possible new manned orbital
23
space station project.
(U) In brief, NASA's proposed agreement provided that: (1) advanced
exploratory studies on a space station would be coordinated through the
AACB; (2) upon joint evaluation of the studies, the Secretary of Defense
and

the NASA Administrator would make a joint recommendation to the

President as to the need for such a project, including a recommendation
as to which agency should direct the project; (3) if a decision were made
to proceed with space station development, a joint NASA-DOD board would
formulate the detailed objectives and specify the nature of the experiments to be conducted.
(U) On 16 September 1963 .McNamara accepted and signed the alter- •
native agreement, although he still had "certain reservations." In a
letter to Webb, he said his greatest concern was to insure that the
requirements and design constraints of each agency could be fully incorporated from the beginning. As an example of the type of problem confronting them, McNamara cited NASA's proposed contractor effort for
design of a Manned Orbital Research Laboratory at a cost of $3.5 million.
I belieVe that an effort of this magnitude is premature
by eight months to a year since it will not be possible
prior to that time for us to provide properly for the incorporation of Defense Department judgments and thoughts on
military requirements into the design. You must realize
that if on-going DOD studies provide justifiable military
Objectives for a space station development, there may be
the necessity for a significantly different desi approach
which will be responsive to both agency's needs. `4
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(U) In an effort to respond to this criticism of the MORL contract,
the space agency revised its study task to "lay a broad foundation for a
versatile space laboratory in such a way as to allow for later incorporation of a wide variety of experimental requirements." According to this
revision, the MORL study would be carried out in parallel with DOD's
space station studies and would make it possible "for a merging of the
two with a minimum of delay." It would also cost less--$1.2 million
instead of $3.5 million. NASA expressed the belief that this approach
would facilitate the early initiation of a preliminary design phase that
25
would accommodate the requirements of both agencies.*
.....414--Meanwhile, in accordance with the September 1963 NASA-DOD agreement, Dr. McMillan directed AFSC to continue to provide Air Force documents
to NASA. Later, on 8 November, Headquarters USAF provided AFSC formal
guidance on the procedures to follow in transferring such information.
A newly-established office, the Deputy Director of Development Planning,
Space,** was designated the Air Staff focal point for conceptual planning
of a possible new manned earth orbital and research project and for
exercising "authoritative review" over exchange of space station data
between the Air Force and NASA. AFSC was required to submit a monthly
status report on all space station study activities, a list of new NASA
26
space station reports, and other data.

*OSD approved the revised study as well as.the two other studies
planned by NASA.
**Established 23 September 1963. See also Chapter V, "Evolution
of the MOL Management Structure."
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The Air Force OSS Study
For almost half a year--while the above top-level planning
was proceeding--the Air Force's MOD study proposals had languished.
However, in the spring of 1963, reacting to NASA's space station
activities, the Air Force took steps to resurrect the project. On
16 May Lt General Howell M. Estes, Jr., AFSC Vice Commander, wrote
to General Ferguson suggesting that they initiate a "pre-Phase I" or
"Zero Phase" MODS study at an estimated cost of $1 million. He said
that since any space station program would probably be a joint DOD-NASA
effort, it was imperative that DOD "be in a position to evaluate the
extent to which objectives of Program 287 fla0DS7can be obtained by
,27
whatever program NASA proposes.
After Dr. McMillan authorized Estes to proceed, on 22 May
AFSC submitted a formal. proposal to Headquarters USAF for a three-month
pre-program definition MODS study effort. The study's basic purpose
was "to enable DOD to evaluate the extent to which the objectives of
NODS can be attained by the space station program expected to be proposed by NASA this fall." Specific study objectives were: (1) establish
precisely the peculiar requirements for a military orbital development
system, including the detailed design and schedule or the orbital tests
which would be needed; and.(2) to determine the minimum acceptable
performance characteristics of the station module, shuttle vehicle, and
associated equipment, as well as the criteria required to make the
23
system militarily useful.
...4er While awaiting Headquarters USAF approval of the MODS study,
AFSC on 27 May directed the Space Systems Division to begin preparation
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of RFP's, the MODS work statement, and other papers. On 12 June AFSC
further advised that the Phase Zero study should consider "total DOD
requirements" and that Army and Navy mission requirements would be
sought for incorporation into an appendix to the work statements. AFSC
said Army and Navy representatives also would be invited to participate
29
in the review of contractor progress and final reports.
...4.etr Subsequently, on 24 June, AFSC invited the Army and Navy to
participate in the Phase Zero study effort. It asked the two services
to provide information on missions "which either potentially may most
advantageously be conducted from space, or advanced through manned
space experimentation and testing." To help prepare their submissions,
AFSC forwarded background information on the study and advised that
their designated representatives would be able to attend contractor
progress briefings. If a development program followed, Army and Navy
personnel also would be included in the AFSC project office.3°
Early in July 1963 AFSC prepared a revised Form 613c for the
National Orbital Space Station, the new designation superseding mops.
However, this name was short-lived, as the study project was finally
identified as the Orbital Space Station (OSS), adopting terminology
. used by the Secretary of Defense. On 17 July Secretary Zuckert forwarded
the OSS descriptive task to the Secretary of Defense and advised he
intended to initiate the study at a cost of $1 million. Its primary
purpose would be to examine "on an overall parametric basis" the
contributions such a vehicle could make to enhancing military objectives.
Zuckert reported the Air Force intended to exchange data and maintain
close coordination with the Army, Navy, and NASA.31
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A week later Dr. MaMillan signed a new program change pro-

posal for the space station study and forwarded it to OSD. It listed
the following tentative system development milestones: first contract
award, September 1964; logistic support vehicle qualification test flight,
March 1968; achievement of an initial operational capability, December
1968. The Air Force requested OSD's approval of expenditures of $75
minion in fiscal year 1965 to implement a program definition phase,
and expenditures of $324 million in fiscal year 1966. Total R&D costs
through fiscal year 1969 were estimated at $786 million, but the Air
Force said that a more accurate estimate would be made during program
32
definition.
Deputy Secretary of Defense Roswell Gilpatric subsequently
advised the Air Force that the PCP was under review and'its details
being discussed by Dr. Brown with Dr. Alexander Flax, the new Assistant
Secretary of the Air Force (R&D).* Gilpatric said Brown would coordinate
the USAF proposal with NASA prior to issuance of a request for proposals.
As noted earlier, Dr..Brown did submit the proposed study to NASA and
received the latter's formal concurrence in late August.

A few days

later Brown authorized the Air Force to proceed with the $1 winion
study.33

--kei-

In authorizing the OSS study, the defense research director

advised the Air Force that the Secretary of Defense and I will have
a more detailed interest than usual "in the outcome of the work because

*Dr. Flax was sworn in as Assistant Secretary on 8 July 1963,
succeeding Dr. McMillan, the new Under Secretary.
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of the national importance attached to it. To insure program objectives
were being met, Brown asked to review results of the source selection
before the contracts were awarded. He said the immediate objective of
the study should be directed toward "the building of a space station
to demonstrate and assess quantitatively the utility of man for military,
purposes in space." He continued:
The space station so contemplated would be a military
laboratory, and its characteristics must be established with
same specific mission in mind if its function is to be a
genuine military one. The principal missions to be considered are those that can be included in a broad interpretation of reconnaissance: surveillance, warning and detection
can be considered in this context. Other missions such as
those assuming the use of offensive and defensive' weapons
shall not be considered unless it can be explained in detail
how such missions might be done better from a space station
than any other way.34

--kel-

On the basis of this additional DDR&E guidance, an ad hoc

team which included representatives from AFSC, SSD, and the Air Staff
assisted by ANSER,* revised the various documents--the DD 613c, RFP,
and work statement. On 13 September 1963, Dr. Flax approved the
revisions and authorized General Ferguson to proceed with the study.
He asked that it be completed by March 1964 and the final USAF report
be available by April 1964. He further requested submission of monthly
progress and status reports to himself and Dr. Brown, following completion of each task. Dr. Flax's approval was promptly forwarded to
AFSC.35
•

On 18 September SSD sent RFP's to 45 firms which had responded

to a formal advertisement the previous July which announced the Air Force's

*Analytical Services, Inc., a non-profit research organization.

•
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intention to contract for a space station study. It established a
tentative schedule calling for contractor selection by 15 November,
receipt of OSD approval by 22 November, and completion of contractor
negotiations by

_4E0-

5 December.36

Subsequently, OSD issued a Decision/Guidance paper on the

USAF program change proposal, approving establishment of the Orbital
Space Station as a DOD program element. However, it limited Air Force
expenditures in fiscal year 1965 to $5 million (versus a requested
$374 million). In the three succeeding fiscal years OSD indicated
tentative annual expenditures of $100 million. In establishing the
OSS as a program element, however, OSD advised that the decision did
37
not constitute approval of any specific program or study effort.

(U)

As it turned out, the award of the OSS study contracts was

delayed, due to major new decisions made in late 1963, which significantly altered direction of the study effort.

3b
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III. DYNA-SOAR KILLT1D, MOL APPROVED
(U) As noted earlier, about the time of the signing of the
January 1963 Gemini agreement, McNamara asked his staff to review
and compare the Air Force's Dyna-Soar (X-20) with Gemini. This
unexpected review troubled USAF officials since only a year before
the Secretary had authorized the Air Force to drop its suborbital
flight plan (approved by OSD in April 1959) and go directly to an
orbital flight test program. The Air Force was strongly committed
to Dyna-Soar--a piloted orbital space glider which could effect a
controlled landing in a conventional manner at a selected landing
site--as its best hope for achieving an operational space capability
by the late 1960's.
(u) But despite the earlier approval, the Secretary of Defense
apparently retained many doubts about Dyna-Soar, as he made clear in
remarks before a congressional committee in February 1963:
I personally believe that rather substantial changes
lie ahead of us in the Dyna-Soar program, but we are not
prepared to recommend them to you yet. I say this, in part,
because of the Gemini development. Gemini is a competitive
development with Dyna-Soar in the sense that each of them
are designed to provide low earth orbit manned flight with
controlled re-entry. Dyna-Soar does it one way, and with
flexibility, and Gemini another....
We are very much interested...in the Gemini project.
When we become more familiar with it and understand better
its potential I suspect it will have a great influence on
the future of Dyna-Soar....
The real question is: What do we have when we finish
(Duna-Soar)? It will cost to complete, in total, including
funds spent to date, something on the order of $800 million
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to $1 billion. The question is: Do we meet a rather illdefined military requirement better by proceeding down that
track, or do we meet it better by modifying Gemini in some
joint project with NASA?"1
The Dyna-Soar/Gemini Review
these questions in mind, on 18 January 1963, McNamara
requested DDR&E to undertake the review. Specifically, he. asked to
be provided information on the extent to which Dyna-Soar would provide "a valuable military capability" not provided by Gemini, as well
as the extent to which NASA's spacecraft "as then conceived, could
meet military requirements." A few days later the Air Force was
directed to submit a paper detailing its position.2
~& The task of preparing the USAF position paper was assigned

to Maj Gen Richard D. Curtin, Director of Development Plans, who
was assisted by AFSC and Air Staff representatives. Completed on
26 Feburary, the paper proclaimed Dyna-Soar as "the single most
important USAF development project," and "fundamental to the preservation of the image of the Air Force for the future." The project
was fully justified on the grounds it was expanding the nation's
reservoir of scientific and technological knowledge. The Air Force
argued that Dyna-Soar was not competitive with Gemini and was a
logical extension of the X-15 type of research vehicle.3
While the Curtin paper was being coordinated within the
Headquarters, General LeMay voiced concern over the latest "crisis"
and he suggested that it might have resulted from the Air Force's
enthusiasm and efforts to obtain a role in the Gemini project. On
2 March he urged Secretary Zuckert to clarify the USAF viewpoint
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with OSD. He said the Air Force might have inadvertently given the
Secretary of Defense the impression that it was more interested in
the Gemini approach to a manned military space capability than in
Dyna-Soar. "Our interest in Gemini," he said, "is strictly on the
basis of an effort in addition to the X-20 program and to. the extent
supportable by available and approved funding."
In seeking to defend Dyna-Soar, the Air Force at this time
received welcome support from NASA. On 9 March Dr. Raymond L.
Bisplinghoff, Director of NASA's Office of Advanced Research and
Technology, and Dr. McMillan, prepared a joint USAF-NASA review of
the space agency's technical interest in the X-20. Essentially, NASA
took the position that if the Air Force did not develop the X-20,
someone else would have to pursue it or something similar. NASA's
prime interest in the X-20 was that it would provide a valuable tool
for advancing the technology of highly maneuverable re-entry systems.%
The USAF position paper on Dyna-Soar was submitted to OSD
on 11 March. Two days later John Rubel, Deputy DDR&E--who had been
conducting the Gemini/X-20 review for Dr. Brown--submitted a paper
to Secretary McNamara. Rubel posed a series of questions indicative
of the doubts about Dyna-Soar. "How important, really," he asked,
"are the X-20 objectives; more particularly, how much is it worth
to try to attain these objectives? What would be lost if the project
were cancelled and its principal objectives not attained on the
current schedule, or at all?" In his paper, Rubel discussed the
differences between the X-20 and the ballistic-type Mercury and
Gemini capsules, examined the advantages and disadvantages of each,
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and concluded that flexible re-entry and landing was not "immediately
important." He listed for the Secretary of Defense four options
which might be considered in connection with Dyna-Soar's future,
including project termination.6

,„e With the Air Force and DIME papers in hand, McNamara in mid,
March undertook an on-the-scene review of the X-20 program. Accompanied
by Dr. McMillan, he visited the Martin and Boeing plants at Denver and
Seattle. Afterwards, on the flight back to Washington, he expressed
to McMillan his concern that the Air Force was putting too great an .
emphasis on controlled re-entry when it didn't know what the X-20
would do once in orbit. First emphasis, he said,.should be on what
missions could be performed in orbit and how to Perform them; then the
Air Force could worry about re-entry.? On his return to. the Pentagon,
McNamara asked Secretary Zuckert to review USAF space projects to
determine their applicability to the following four missions: (1) Inspection
and destruction of hostile satellites; (2) protection of U.S. satellites
from destruction; (3) space reconnaissance; and (4) use of near-earth
orbit offensive weapons.8
The Air Force's response was forwarded to OSD on 5 June 1963.
In it Dr. McMillan admitted that neither the X-20 nor Gemini, as then
defined, would produce on-orbital operational capabilities of military
significance. Each system, he said, possessed growth possibilities,
but they would require major additional expenditures. With respect
to what was being done on the four missions listed by McNamara,
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Dr. McMillan said there had been few real USAF accomplishments,* even
though the Air Force's R&D program was directed toward their ultimate
achievement. As for Gemini and Dyna-Soar, McMillan again restated the
Air Force's view that there was no fundamental or unwarranted duplication and urged that the X-20 development be energetically pursued.9
Brown Recommends a Defense Space Station and
NASA Makes a Counter-Proposal
....(43')
/ By the fall of 1963, after considering these reviews and other
factors such as costs, Secretary McNamara concluded that Dyna-Soar should
be terminated and that advantage be taken of the Gemini vehicle used in
conjunction with a DOD space station project.** A final decision was not
immediately announced, pending Dr. Brown's analysis and study of possible
approaches to the space station development. On 14 November Brown completed this work and submitted an 11-page memorandum to McNamara, listing
six alternative configurations for a space station using differing combinations of booster and vehicles (including Titan II, Titan III, Saturn IB,
Gemini and Apollo). He estimated the costs of the individual projects
would range from $4709.5 million to $1,286.0 million.10
.r)— Brown expressed his preference for Alternative 3, which called
for using the Titan III booster to orbit a four-room, four man

*McMillan's memorandum did not touch on the unmanned satellite reconnaissance project, which was not considered an Air Force program. See
pp 58-59.
**These events took place against the backdrop of new Soviet manned
space achievements. Between 11 August 1962 and 16 June 1963, the Russians
launched three more mate and one female cosmonaut, bringing their total
orbital time in space to 381 hours versus America's approximately 51 hours.
The last two ships, Vostok 5 and 6, came within three miles of each other.
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..mei
station. According to this Plan, the station itself would be launched
unmanned, with the crew subsequently rendezvousing with it in a Gemini
spacecraft or other similar ferry. The estimated cost of Alternative 3
was $983.0 million.

.....46-4/

The Director of Defense Research acknowledged that, in all

of the proposed space stations described, the method for returning the
astronauts to earth was "primitive." That is, it involved essentially
the ballistic trajectory and parachute descent with surface impact on
the ocean. Brown believed it desirable to have an improved ferry
vehicle--a low lift/drag maneuvering re-entry system--for a conventional ground landing. He suggested that the Air Force's ASSET
(aerothermodynamic/elastic structural system environmental test)
program* be augmented using small-scale models and that it might
eventually lead to development and launch of a full-scale ferry
vehicle able to perform the first rendezvous with the proposed
station in 1968.

-.4!6-j-

As for resources, Dr. Brown thought enough funds would be

available in fiscal year 1965 for the new project if OSD used the
X-20 resources plus other national funds related to manned earth
orbit programs. He recognized, however, there was a danger that
inadequate funding in subsequent years might leave the United States
without any manned military space program. OSD's decision should,
therefore, be made with the determination to "see the program through

*The first 1,140-pound ASSET vehicle was launched from Cape Kennedy
on 10 Sep 63 and reached an altitude of 201,000 feet and a velocity
of 16,106 feet per second. Although a malfunction in the recovery
system resulted in failure to recover the ASSET, the AF obtained most
of the desired data from 130 temperature, pressure, and acceleration
pickup points.
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the orbital test phase of the space station." If his proposal were
accepted, it would enable the Air Force to undertake a series of
manned earth orbit launches about nine months earlier than could be
expected with Dyna-Soar. In conclusion, Brown recommended:
That a military space station program be initiated,
taking advantage of the Gemini developments, based upon a
package plan which cancels the X-20 program and assigns
responsibility for Gemini and the new space station program
to the Air Force, the effective date for transfer of management responsibility for Gemini being October 1, 1965.11

-E&)-

In accordance with the NASA-DOD space station agreement of

September 1963, Dr. Brown submitted a copy of his 14 November memorandum to the space agency for review and approval of the proposed
development. After studying Brown's recommendation, NASA made a
"counter-proposal." It asked the Defense Department to consider a
program which would not extend "quite so far as the establishment
of a space station, at least as its first objective." On 30 November,
after representatives of both agencies discussed the subject further,
Dr. Brown submitted to Secretary McNamara an additional memorandum which
described the NASA counter-proposal. He said it appeared likely that
the NASA staff would advise Webb "to agree, in principle, to a manned
military space program" which was separate from but coordinated with,
the NASA activity. However, they would not agree to assigning DOD
"the responsibility for a space station" since they remained uncertain
of their own needs for such a vehicle. Consequently, they suggested
DOD fulfill its needs with an orbiting military laboratory "which does
not involve the complications of personnel ferry, docking, and resupply. 12
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(U) NASA's proposal, it should be noted, was quite similar to
the Air Force's 1962 plan for MODS. Like the USAF plan, it also would
use the Titan III to launch a Gemini capsule and a cylindrical test
module capable of supporting a crew of from two to four men for 30
days. The Gemini spacecraft would weigh 7,000 pounds and the module,
15,000 pounds. Cost of the system was estimated at $593.0 million.
-(e-)- After comparing NASA's counter-proposal with his Alternative 3,
Dr. Brown agreed that the space agency's plan was "an entirely reasonable and orderly development approach which might well be followed
whether or not the final objective is the establishment of a space
station." However, he thought that while much valuable military
testing could be accomplished using NASA's approach, it was not fully
equivalent to a space station because it lacked "the operations of
rendezvous, docking, resupply and crew rotation." If Secretary
McNamara accepted NASA's counter-proposal, it would have the effect
of delaying a Presidential decision on which organization would have
management responsibility for a space station, "since their proposal
would not be defined as a station."* Dr. BroWn said that while NASA's
alternative was acceptable for "a near-term manned military space
station," he felt it inferior to his own recommendation, which he
now reconfirmed.13

*NASA did not want DOD to even use the term "space station." An
alternate name, suggested by Dr. Yarymovych, was "manned orbiting
laboratory." As was noted earlier, the Air Force in a planning
document published in 1959 had referred to a "manned orbital
laboratory" as one of its requirements.
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......L5e-* After reviewing DDR&E's memorandum, the same day--30
November--McNamara met with Webb and the two agency chiefs reached
an oral agreement that DOD would proceed to build a military space
station. As for the approach, McNamara decided to accept NASA's
alternate proposal rather than the more complicated and expensive
system development described in DDR&E's Alternative

3.

The Air Force's Last Effort to Save Dyna-Soar
The Air Staff had been waiting, somewhat nervously, for
OSD's decisions on the Dyna-Soar/Gemini review but received no official
word until 12 November when Dr. Brown informally advised Dr. Flax of
the impending decision. However, it was not until 2 December that
the Air Force received copies of Dr. Brown's two lengthy memoranda
to McNamara (of 14 and 30 November) with a request for comments.
To help Dr. Flax prepare a detailed response to the Brown memoranda,
a technical team from the Space Systems Division, headed by Brig
Gens Joseph Bleymaier and Joseph J. Cody, was flown to Washington.
Meanwhile, within Headquarters USAF there ensued a last-minute effort
to save the X-20. The Air Staff prepared a 14-page paper which proposed
three alternate approaches for development of a space station using the
X-20 as a small two-man station or as a ferry vehicle. On

4 December

the Assistant Vice Chief of Staff, Maj Gen John K. Hester, forwarded it to Secretary Zuckert. He said:
I completely support the objective as specified in these
documents Jhe 14 and 30 November memorand7 of achieving a
manned military space capability in the most practical and
least expensive manner. However, I' cannot agree with the conclusion that the Gemini route coupled with cancellation of the
X-20 program and initiation of a low L/D maneuvering re-entry
system will achieve this objective, nor do I agree that the

1+7
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approach will lead to a militarily meaningful space program,
either operationally or from an economic or timely point of
view. Instead, I believe that a reoriented X-20 program
offers a highly promising way to achieve a 1ot cost, effective
l
manned military capability at an early date.'
--444--General Hester recommended that the X-20 be considered for use
in the proposed military manned space station. The same day he submitted
these views, the Air Force Secretary--after discussing the issue with
Deputy Defense Secretary Gilpatric--wrote to McNamara: "I hate to see us
getting into a position of abandoning a program such as Dyna-Soar and
start a new program which is based upon program data and costs that could
be quite optimistic. In addition, I think it is going to be very hard to
make clear to Congress and the public the basis for the action that is
proposed." Zuckert.asked for an opportunity to discuss the subject with
"15
McNamara, "if the final decision has not been made.
.....04er. Dr. Flax, meanwhile, prepared and forwarded to Zuckert his views
on the "unwise" OSD proposal to cancel Dyna-Soar. He also noted that OSD
had ,ziven no serious consideration to using the X-20 as a possible element
of any space station program, and he commented on (among other things)
the possible additional costs involved in using the Gemini:
With the Gemini vehicle, even with a large number of
recovery areas, it may be necessary to provide backup systems
for considerably longer periods of up to a day or more. Also,
in order to assure the capability for emergency sea recovery,
it would be necessary to keep naval and air elements deployed
on a continual basis over the entire period of manned space
station flight. Costs of such deployments over the period of
a year could easily negate any savings associated with any
cost differential between Gemini and X-20 type vehicles. Even
if emergency situations are ignored, the cost of regular
monthly recoveries at sea for Gemini re-entry vehicles would
.
substantially exceed the cost of land recovery of X-20 vehicles)
and this may well offset any payload advantages of the Gemini.lb
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-444--on 5

December Secretary Zuckert forwarded Flax's comments

to McNamara and again expressed his opinion that the X-20 deserved
to be given serious consideration for a role in the manned military
space experiment. The same day Flax also dispatched to DDR&E the
Air Force's quick-reaction study and evaluation of the recommendations
contained in Brown's 14 and 30 November memoranda. Among other things,
the USAF technical team challenged the cost figures for Alternative 3.
According to its calculations, the cost would be about $1.5 billion
rather than $983.0 million. Commenting on the new estimate, Dr. Flax
remarked that he believed the team's figure was low and should be
increased about 30 percent, bringing probable costs to $1.9 billion.17
Unfortunately, these attempts to save Dyna-Soar were wasted.
en

5

December, even as the USAF papers were being received in OSD,

Gilpatric advised Zuckert that the Defense budget for fiscal year 1965
would reflect "several changes" in the military space program. One
involved initiation, effective 1 January 1964, of a "Manned Orbital
Program" with the simultaneous cancellation of the X-20 program. The
other change required the Air Force to redirect and augment its
"Advanced - Re-entry and Precision Recovery" program (ASSET).* Gilpatric
requested the Air Force to submit plans reflecting these cilanges by
31 December 1963.i8
Announcement of the MOL Project
(U) At a press conference on 10 December, Secretary McNamara
formally announced that the Defense Department intended to build and

*Under this program, a series of studies were undertaken and several
prototype re-entry test vehicles were developed and test flown for
possible application to future USAF manned space project.

1+9
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launch a two-man orbital laboratory into space in late 1967 or early
1968 "to determine military usefulness of man in space." At the same
time he announced cancellation of Dyna-Soar, stating that the substitution of MOL for it would save $100 million in the budget scheduled
to be sent to Congress in January.
(U) The Defense Secretary described MOL as "an experimental program, not related to a specific military mission." He recalled that
he had stated many times in the past "that the potential requirements
for manned operations in space for military purposes are not clear."
Despite this, he said DOD would undertake "a carefully controlled program of developing the techniques which would be required were we to
ever suddenly be'confronted with a military mission in space."
(U) McNamara emphasized that the entire program would be "Air
Force managed." Both NASA and DOD, he reported, had agreed that the
MOL project was "a wise move from the point of view of the nation."
The two agencies also had agreed that, although it was under USAF
management, NASA's requests for participation in NOL would be recognized "to the extent that that does not compromise the Air Force
mission, in the same way that the Gemini has recognized the Air
Force request for piggyback payloads...to the extent it doesn't
compromise the lunar landing priority and requirement."19
The DOD-NASA MOL Agreement
.0.4erOn 27 December 1963 Dr. Albert C. Hall, representing DDR&E,
and Dr. George Mueller of NASA summarized in a joint paper their
agencies' views and agreements on MOL and "the minimum elements of
manned earth orbit programs." They agreed that DOD requirements--
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"the early effective demonstration of man's utility in performing
military functions (for example, earth surveillance) from orbit"-would not be aimed at an operational "space station" in the context
usually attributed to that term. They also agreed that NASA's
requirements would properly emphasize scientific and research aspects
of orbital flight.20
In the paper Drs. Hall and Mueller reviewed various possible
system candidates for manned orbital flight and the OSD decision to
select the Gemini/MOL approach. They agreed that continuing space
agency studies might confirm NASA's need "for a space station of proportions which will permit a centrifuge and/or require crew sizes of
four or more." They recognized that a national requirement might develop
for a large orbiting station and agreed that both agencies would continue
to coordinate their studies in that direction. Concerning management
interfaces for the Gemini/MOL, they concurred that "if the Gemini E
capsule is procured from the Gemini contractor that it should be
procured through NASA" and that a coordinating board should be established to define the relationships and execute the necessary agreements.

_4&r In summary, Drs. Hall and Mueller listed the following NASADOD agreements and conclusions:
1. The Gemini B/MOL was a single military project within
"the National Space Program" and was being implemented by DOD in
response to military test requirements in preparation for possible
requirements.
2. DOD would initiate, under USAF management, a MOL program
directei toward determining the military utility of man in orbit.
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3. DOD would make use of the NASA-developed Gemini, modified
as required to be the passenger vehicle for the laboratory.*
4. Titan III would be employed as the YOL booster.
5. NASA experimental requirements would be incorporated in
the MOL Program.
6. A Coordinating Board would be constituted to resolve
Gemini B/MOL interface between DOD and NASA.
7. The X-20 program would be cancelled in favor of the
MOL Program.
8. The ASSET program would be augmented by DOD.
9. DOD and NASA would coordinate on an accelerated test program to determine the characteristics and suitability of various forms
of maneuverable recovery vehicles.
10. Both agencies would continue their study of requirementi
for large or operational type space stations and would utilize the
AACB and its panels to coordinate these studies.il

*In late January 1964 Drs. Brown and Seamans signed a DOD/NASA agreement
authorizing the Air Force to negotiate a Gemini E design contract with
McDonnell, provided that the arrangement did not set a pattern for any
follow-on engineering and procurement contracts. A new contract would
require NASA's specific concurrence so as not to .interfere with its Gemini
program. See Chapter XIII, History of MOL, Plans and Policies, Vol. II.
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IV. PLANNING THE MANNED ORBITING LABORATORY
December 1963-June 1964
...4411i' The MOL decision made, the Air Force in December 1963 began
an arduous effort stretching over many months to define its primary
objectives, identify the military experiments the astronauts would '
perform, and study the kinds of equipment and subsystems needed. This
work began after Dr. Brown forwarded detailed program guidance to the
Air Force on 11 December. According to his instructions, the basic
purpose of the Manned Military Orbiting Laboratory (MMOL)* was to
'assess the military utility of man in space. Since man was not considered useful unless he performed a variety of tasks in space, MDL
eauipment was to be chosen both to support the astronaut and challenge
his flexibility and judgment. DEMO visualized the following type of
manned orbital. activity:
Line astronaut] will carry oat scientific observations of
both space and earth. He will adjust equipment to ensure
its maximum performance. He will maintain the repair equipment. He will be measured to see if he is capable of coping
with the unusual--either in his observation or in his eauipment operation. Indeed, it is planned that he will be
challenged so severely that roam in the laboratory must be
planned to provide minimum elements of personnel comfort
such as rest, exercise, and freedom from the confinement
of a space suit.1
Accordingly, Dr. Brown suggested the Air Force design military
test equipment and adopt procedures to measure the degree of improvement
that could be achieved by employinz man in space. Since reconnaissance

*At the request of President Johnson, the word "military" was later
dropped.

7
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was considered a logical mission, he proposed the Air Force install
camera equipment in the laboratory module to provide "threat. warning.
intelligence." To test the astronauts' capabilities, he suggested
that targets simulating key enemy localities be transmitted to them
and they be required to respond to emergency requests for information
by locating and photoaraphing these points, performing on-board processing and photo-interpretation, and transmitting the data to earth. Much
of the above proposed test activities, he said, could be simulated on
the ground or in aircraft.
....440")"" In addition to using photographic equipment, he suggested

the Air Force install an optical viewer in the MOL having a sufficient
field of vision to allow an astronaut to search for targets of opportunity,
identify them, and report in real time. He thought that several sets
of high quality direct optical equipment would be needed. He suggested
that tests also might be performed with an infrared system using a
variety of wave lengths to help determine the operator's ability to
interpret data, optimize the signal and identify the greatest sources
of noise, and report receipts of signals from ballistic missiles, ships,
ground installations, and other sources. He believed it might be
demonstrated that infrared systems became operationally feasible only
2
by using "the discriminatory intelligence of man in the loop."

-4414i- Besides possible experiments and equipment to be used, Brown's
instructions also covered a number of other program areas. He directed
the Air Force to make the maximum use of NASA's control facilities at
Houston* and the world-wide tracking network built for the Mercury,

*This proposal was discussed but never implemented.
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Gemini, and Apollo programs. Concerning procurement of Gemini B, he
asked the Air Force to work through NASA officials if the changes
required to adapt the capsules to MOL were of a minor nature. If
major modifications were required, he said the Air Force would be
authorized to deal directly with McDonnell. Funding to support this
preliminary study and development planning effort was set 'at $10
million for fiscal year 1964 and $75 million for fiscal year 1965.

....irEk" In his covering memorandum to the above program guidance,
Dr. Brown asked the Air Force to submit a development plan to OSD by
year's end and he further stated:
The degree of success of the MOL Program is certain
to have national importance. The nature of the cooperative
effort with NASA will require decisions that must be. made
by the Secretary of Defense. In recognition of these conditions, the DDR&E will expect to have a larger measure of
direct involvement than is the usual case. In working out
a plan for Air Force/DOD relations, the Air Force should
recommend a method of management control which will satisfy
this requirement and at the same time be acceptable to the
Air Force. An arrangement similar to that which now exists
in the Titan III program should be considered.3
The Air Force Response
Jeg}" On 16 December 1963 Headquarters USAF sent copies of the
program guidelines to General Schriever and directed him to submit
a MOL development plan. He in turn contacted Maj Gen Benjamin I. Funk,
head of the Space Systems Division, and requested preparation of both
a MOL development plan and one covering an accelerated ASSET development
program. He suggested the MOL document be in the form of an illustrated
briefing using a preliminary system package plan (PSPP) format. He
said that, in view of the "narrowing" of the MOL program's original
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scope by OSD and SSD's extensive experience conducting space station
4
studies, the Division should be able to immediately focus on the task.
..4

Schriever further suggested that the development plan provide

for six MOL launches with the first manned shot to take place in the
last quarter of calendar year 1967. He also provided guidance on other
actions required. He said SSD should seek detailed knowledge about
the Gemini system--about its launch and flight operations and control,
spacecraft engineering, etc. It should reassess the Air Force's
participation in the NASA Gemini program with particular reference to
the relationship between MOL and the military experiments being planned
for piggyback flight aboard space agency vehicles. Finally, he said it
should make a careful study of proposed MOL experiments and support its
recommendations with data obtained from analysis, ground tests, and
aircraft simulations where possible.
1 The AFSC commander concluded:
4.8)
We must move out immediately and aggressively on the MOL
Program for which we have waited and prepared for so long.
I cannot overemphasize the national importance of this military manned space undertaking and am_confident that we can
rise to meet the difficult challenge it presents.5
—43-)-- On receipt of this guidance, General FUnk instructed
General Bleymaier, who had been in charge of Titan III development,
to take on the job of full-time director of a NZI, task force.
Bleymaier's task force quickly organized itself and began work on
a preliminary plan which was completed by the end of December 1963.
As the task force visualized it, the MOL would be used primarily for
the surveillance-reconnaissance mission. To get the project underway,
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it recommended the Air Force deal directly with McDonnell rather than
through NASA on acquisition of the Gemini B spacecraft. It also proposed
that: (1) the OSS studies be cancelled or deferred, having been "somewhat
overtaken by the MOL decision;" (2) the Air Force continue to fly piggyback experiments aboard NASA's Gemini spacecraft; (3) the MartinMarietta Corporation be selected as the booster-payload integration contractor; and (4) contract definition activities be started at once.6
4er On 2-3 January 1964 Generals Fank and Bleymaier led an SSD
briefing team to Washington to present their proposed MOL implementation
plan to Headquarters AFSC and Pentagon officials. After hearing the
briefings, General Schriever approved their submission to higher headquarters together with a paper on MOL management drafted by his staff.
This paper recommended that the Air Force establish a high-level management office, with Schriever as its director, to serve as the primary
agency between the Secretary of the Air Force and a SPO (system program
office) to be established at SSD.* On

4 and 6 January

Bleymaier

presented the plan to the Air Staff Board (ASB) and members of the
Designated Systems Management Group (DSMG), including Secretary Zuckert
7
and Drs. McMillan and Flax.

...,(.Sr At

the formal DSMG briefing, Maj Gen William W. Monger,

chairman of the ASB, reported the Board's opinion that the AFSC plan
was responsive to OSD's guidelines. He commented that while those
guidelines were not ones the Air Force would have adopted if it controlled MOL decision-making, the important consideration was "to take

*See Chapter V for a further discussion of the evolution of the
MOL management structure.
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advantage of an environment which will allow us to proceed....recownizing that in the future we may be allowed to expand it to accommodate
other valid Air Force needs and aims." General Momyer said the Board
has a number of questions about the proposed plan. One involved the
launch schedule, which the Board members felt should be moved up in
view of NASA's plans to launch its three-man Apollo spacecraft in
early 1967.* The Board also was concerned about "putting all the Air
Force man-in-space eggs in the reconnaissance basket" and recommended
reexamining the mission area.

..4e

On his part, Secretary Zuckert concluded that, as the plan

appeared to be responsive to top-level guidance, the Air Force should submit
it to OSD. He concurred in an AFSC recommendation that the ASSET
program plan be withheld pending completion of a study of the scope of
that project.9
With Zuckert's approval, on 7 January AFSC briefed members
of Dr. Brown's staff including Dr. Hall. Two days later Maj Gen

A. J. Kinney, Assistant Deputy Chief of Staff, Research and Development, and his staff met 'informally with Dr. Hall to discuss the proposed
development plan. Hall remarked that, while AFSC had made a commendable
effort, he felt the plan was unresponsive in certain areas and needed
considerably more work in others, particularly concerning pre-program
definition activities.
„fear He said further that he disagreed with the AFSC recommendation that the OSS studies be cancelled or deferred. Also, he thought

*The unvoiced fear was that an operational Apollo in 1967 might
undercut support of MOL.

1
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both McDonnell and Martin-Marietta should do studies to determine
how the MOL systems integration job should be accomplished, while the
Air Force investigated "the nature of the experiments and attendant
equipment which would go into the laboratory cannister." As for the
proposed launch schedule, he also took a position similar to the Air
Staff Board's, that is, he felt that the schedule should be moved up •
to provide for unmanned launches in calendar year 1966 and early 1967
and for a first firing of a manned vehicle in the second quarter of
_, 10
calendar year 1907.
;,TeDORIAN)

Dr. McMillan also had a somewhat negative reaction

to the AFSC presentations which related to his highly secret activities as Director of the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO). Created
ix'. 1962, this covert organization was responsible for conducting unmanned satellite reconnaissance of the Soviet Union. Because of Moscow's
special sensitivity to overhead reconnaissance of its territory, the
President promulgated a stringent security policy which stated that the
United States should not in any way officially acknowledge or confirm
or deny the operational employment of a satellite reconnaissance system.*
All information relating to reconnaissance was to be rigidly controlled
70

avoid provoking the Russians and the word itself was not to be used.

For example, in response to United Nations queries, the American delegation would use the word "observation."

*Moscow's sensitivity gained worldwide attention in the spring of
1960 after a U-2 reconnaissance aircraft was shot down over its
territory. A fuming Premier Nikita Khrushchev torpedoed the Big
Four summit conference in May after President Eisenhower refused
to apologize for the U-2 missions.
DORIAN
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,...(„Te-DORIAN) In the course of supervising this highly successful,
OSD-managed satellite reconnaissance program, Dr. McMillan decided it
might be worthwhile to investigate "possible manned reconnaissance tasks."
On

7 June

1963 he instructed the Directorate of Special Projects (SAFSP),

which developed and operated the unmanned reconnaissance systems, to
undertake a study and simulations to determine man's ability to recognize
"high priority targets" and to point "high resolution cameras so as to
11
obtain coverage of these targets."
frfDORIAN) The proposed investigations, which were given the
project designator MS-285, were subsequently initiated on 2 December
- 1963 by the Eastman Kodak Company, an SAFSP "black" contractor involved
in developing the optics for the unmanned reconnaissance program. In
the area of prime photographic functions, Eastman Kodak undertook to
consider man's ability to: (1) search, detect, and recognize targets;
(2) select alternate targets; (3) aim cameras; (4) detect motion and
control exposure for unusual lighting conditions; and (7) record and
report target data. Funded by a $351,201 SAFSP contract, the Eastman
, 12
Kodak studies were to be completed by July 1964.

XDORIAN) Such was the situation when Secretary McNamara
announced. the MOL project and discussions ensued about its surveillancereconnaissance mission. Concerned about the security aspects-of the
new program, the military Director of the NRO Staff,* Brig Gen John L.
Martin, Jr., on 14 January 1964 reminded McMillan that the entire U.S.
satellite reconnaissance effort was being conducted in the "black" and

*Known otherwise as the Office of Space SysteMs (SAFSS).
DORIAN
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had been a forbidden subject within the Air Force since late 1960.
Also, he noted that camera contractors involved had been restrained
from making any public disclosures and he suggested contact be made
with the "black" contractors who had been active either in the OSS
studies or preliminary MOL planning "to reestablish satellite reconnaissance discipline which existed prior to the exception's which were
made for these programs." He also urged that any MOL flights be made
fram Cape Kennedy since launches from the West Coast would lead to the
obvious assumption of imraediate reconnaissance employment. "There is,"
he said, "no other credible reason for low altitude polar launches for
13
such a vehicle."
j
eVr It was with General Martin's strictures in mind that
Dr. McMillan, following the AFSC presentation, notified:General
Ferguson that the proposed development plan had placed too much emphasis
on an operational reconnaissance system. Development of such a system,
he said, was "not an approved objective" and he warned that it was
"absolutely crucial" to MOL's survival that it be directed toward
specified and approved objectives. He said that before program definition could begin, the Air Force would have to establish a specific set
of MOL objectives and requirements and define the criteria to be used
in evaluating "trade-offs among objectives." Until this was done,
program go-ahead would not be authorized. Be urged General Ferguson
to draw up a specific list of candidate experiments or experimental
14
areas to be analyzed and studied during program definition.
DOR1"
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1„;L:
Responding to Maillan's guidance, General Ferguson directed
his staff to take steps to insure that project goals, requirements, and
criteria were clearly defined. Following a series of meetings during
February, Schriever's and Ferguson's planners agreed that "the objectives
of the MOL should not be based on a single set of experiments aimed only
at one mission, such as reconnaissance." AFSC was directed to prepare
a unified document which identified a minimum number of experiments to

15

help assess the utility of man in space.

Meanwhile, Dr. Flax submitted a memorandum to Dr. Brown on
the preliminary USAF approach to initiating MOL development. He
reported that, as a start toward program management, a system office
would be established at SSD with responsibility for MOL, Titan III,'and
Gemini while studies of higher echelon management proceed. He said the
Air Force would proceed with the OSS studies, revising the original work
statements to drop the preliminary vehicle design requirement and
emphasize identification of technical requirements, experiments, equipment, etc. It also would let contracts to McDonnell and MartinYlarietta for the Gemini B and Titan IIIC studies. To support these
investigations, Dr. Flax asked Dr. Brown to release $10 million in
emergency fiscal year 1964 funds. He estimated the cost of all preprogram definition studies--including the $1 million previously ear16
marked for the OSS studies--at $18.60 million.
On 29 January 1964 the Defense Research Director authorized
Flax to proceed with negotiations for the OSS study contracts only.
Concerning the other proposed studies, he said "a convincing account
I.NDRIAN
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of experiments to be done in the MOL Program must first be provided
to the Secretary of Defense" before they would be authorized. His
staff, he noted, was "working with the Air Force on such a document."
Dr. Brown was referring to Dr. Hall and Bruno W. Augenstein, his
Special Assistant (Intelligence and Reconnaissance), who were meeting
with SSD and Aerospace Corporation officials on the West Coast to
17
discuss not only MOL experiments but mission and equipment justifications.
-4.47.13" DDR&E's direct involvement in the MOL planning process--which
Dr. Brown had indicated would occur—troubled General Schriever. In
a message to General Funk on 29 January, he said it was "imperative that
the results of the SSD/Aerospace contribution to the DOD personnel
presently working with you be provided me for joint discussion with
DDR&E." Recalling the AFSC presentations made to Headquarters USAF
and OSD personnel earlier in the month, he expressed concern that "the
many approaches and alternatives to mission assignments and equipment
definition in the MOL program may be in conflict and thus jeopardize
18
approval...."
Reconnaissance: The Main Emphasis

...4.Pr

Despite McMillan's efforts and those of NRO to stop references

to MOL as a manned reconnaissance system, the main emphasis in various
"white" papers prepared by SSD and the Aerospace Corporation was on the
surveillance mission. For example, an SSD scientific advisory group
headed by Dr. Millikan--after reviewing the proposed MOL implementation
plan--concluded that "reconnaissance-surveillance is a most practical
and acceptable military mission for experimentation and that other
DORL9N
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missions such as satellite inspection should remain secondary mission
possibilities." The advisory group* felt that adding a man to the
reconnaissance system "could most dramatically reduce the complexity,
expense and unreliability which would be inherent in an unmanned,
automated system to accomplish the equivalent amount of militarily
”19
important information 'gathering.
-44' Reconnaissance also was considered a prime MOL mission in
an Aerospace document on "MOL Experiments and Testing Philosophy,"
dated 13 February 1964, which proposed a number of experiments using
optics "for daily sampling of enemy reactions during tense international
situations." Reviewing the requirement for an effective optical system,
•

Aerospace noted that:
Such a system is a 60-inch diameter cassegrainian type
telescope with diffraction limit optics over the useful field
of view. This caliber of optics using high resolution film
such as S0132 (Eastman Kodak 4404) and the man to adjust the
image motion compensation to better than 0.1 percent, will
'fram 103 nautical
yield ground resolutions of
miles altitudes with 20 degree sun angle light conditions,
neglecting degradations caused by atmospheric seeing. Under low light levels associated with 5-degree sun angles
such as would be useful over the Soviet Union during the
could be
winter months, ground resolutions of
realized.20
-444. The Aerospace paper went on to discuss in some detail the
advantages and disadvantages of using optical systems with larger or
smaller diameters than 60 inches, and outlined the work sequence by
which an astronaut might point a camera and compensate for image
21
motion using an auxilliary pointing and tracking telescope.

*The members were Drs. Gerald M. McDonnel, Homer J. Stewart, and
Ernst H. Plesset. Special advisors were Drs. Nicholas J. Hoff,
Laurnor F. Carter, Arthur E. Raymond, and Prof. Cornelius T. Leonde.
DORIAN
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and Augenstein similarly concluded that observation

experiments should be given "careful and predominant attention" in
the MOL program. On 5 March, in a lengthy memorandum to Dr. Brown,
they reported on what they termed were "vigorous and productive
discussions" of MOL missions and experiments extending over a period
of many weeks. They advised that sufficient agreement and understand,
tags had been reached so that the Secretary of Defense should "provide
22
authoritative guidance to the USAF to pursue the next phase of effort."
-.4-€9"" On 9 March Dr. Eugene Fubini, Deputy DDR&E, forwarded a copy
of the Hall-Augenstein report to McMillan. He reminded the Under
Secretary that a list of proposed MOL experiments, together with a brief
statement of their military and/or scientific value, was required by
23

ODD before it would approve the project.
oire-SAR)

In March .1964 there was still another group which

recommended that manned space reconnaissance be pursued. A panel of
Project Forecast, established the previous spring by Secretary Zuckert
and General LeMay with General Schriever as its Director, declared that
the areas of most promise for manned reconnaissance were "those of nigh
resolution photography, infrared imagery, and the all-weather capabilities of the synthetic array side-looking radar." The panel estimated
that high resolution camera systems could be built within a few years
that would "yield ground resolutions of less than

It

believed the systems could be enhanced by using man to point at the
24
proper targets and adjust for image motion compensation.

„kat' With

the consensus being that the reconnaissance mission

should be given the main emphasis in the MOL program, Dr. McMillan

•
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in early March met with General Schriever to clarify future approaches
to the proposed pre-Phase I studies. The two men agreed that certain
overt experiments related to reconnaissance would attempt "to determine
man's capability, with appropriate aids, to point an instrument with
accuracy better than mile, to adjust for image motion to better than
0.2 percent, and to focus precisely (if this is necessary)." McMillan
agreed that these activities could be classified under the normal
security system (as "secret") and simply stated as objectives without
indicating to contractors or others how they might compare with existing
or projected unmanned satellite reconnaissance projects.

4&

He recommended use of a telescopic system for the pointing,

image motion compensation, and focus experiments. Pointing accuracy
could be recorded with a simple collimated camera of resolution easily
available from unclassified equipment. IMO performance could be
recorded by photographing stars or by use of long exposures. He agreed
that photography of the quality approaching that needed for reconnaissance might be undertaken on some orbital flights. An experimental
camera held under special security (an F/16 camera with 240" focal
25
length) might be made available as government-furnished equipment.
j
eeDORIAN) In a letter to Schriever sent under the NRO Hyena=
security system, McMillan further advised that the NRO had initiated
separate studies which would compare carefully the potential cost and
performance of very high resolution systems, both manned and unmanned.
He said that these studies would be kept current with the overt MOL
program and that NRO's objective would be to insure that, "at such time
DORIAN
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as the evidence from Mai experiments warrants the decision, the
basis for a timely development of a manned system will be at hand."
Concerning the experimental camera, he advised that activities related
to it would be handled exclusively within NRO channels and that
special clearances would be given selected AFSC personnel who would be
25
kept regularly informed of results.
-)ORIAN) Meanwhile, the NRO announced formal guidelines for
j
eTerf
its covert studies, being performed under the code name "DORIAN." It
stated that the studies and any subsequent hardware activities which
were directed toward development of "an actual reconnaissance capability
for the Department of Defense's manned orbiting laboratory....are under
the sole direction and control of the

National Reconnaissance

Office and are part of the' National Reconnaissance Program."
Normal military security would apply to other MOL study activities conducted outside Project DORIAN. The fact that certain actual reconnaissance studies were under way for application to MOL, and the existence
and participation of NRO, etc., were to be considered extremely sensi27
tive and required handling under the Byeman security system.
Policy for the Conduct

...her

of the MOL Program

At the end of March 1964 Dr. M2Millan issued a statement

of policy to govern the conduct of the early phases of the MOL program.
Once again he emphasized that the primary objectives of the program
were experimental: "To obtain authoritative data, in an economical way,
on the possible contributions of man to the performance of military
DORIAN
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missions in space, and to obtain data on man's performance sufficient
to form a basis for design and evaluation of manned systems." He
further directed that:
No requirement to develop an operational system will
interfere with the requirements imposed by the experiments
to be performed; cost and schedules will be defined by the
needs of the experimental program.
Experiments will be performed on orbit only after
prior tests on the ground and, if necessary, in aircraft,
adequately define and justify orbital tests.
Granted that an orbital flight is justified by its
primary experimental parposes, such secondary experiments
as are desirably and conveniently carried along may also
be included.25
..he' Among experimental areas of military interest, McMillan
listed "observations of the earth and earthbound events, and detection
of an interaction with other space vehicles, both cooperative and
uncooperative." The basic function of man was to search for and
select targets or subjects for observation, to navigate precisely,
adjust and maintain equipment, and summarize and report data. It was
exzected that man would facilitate various mission-related experiments
including detection, classification, identifiCation, and tracking of
such targets as fixed installations at known locations; fixed installations having varying degrees of ambiguity as to location; and ground
vehicles, ships, space vehicles, missile launches, explosions including
29
nuclear, etc.
(U) Like Dr. McMillan, the Director of Defense Research and
Engineering also emphasized at this time that ground simulations and
thorough advance study would have to precede any experimental MOL

68
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effort in space and that orbital experiments would be designed to
test man and determine just what he could do. Dr. Brown explained
this approach during an appearance before the Senate Committee on
Aeronautics and Space Sciences:
If you just send a man up there without knowing what
experiments he is going to do when he gets there, what you
are likely to find is that everything he can do you have
a machine that can do just as well.
I am gradually becoming convinced that there are some
things he can do better, but I want the experiment specified first so when he goes up there he will actually be
able to show he can do better.
I think I can give you one specific example: I
think a man can probably point a telescope more accurately
than automatic equipment can. However, unless you design
the equipment to measure that before you send a man up,
and unless you give him a piece of equipment that will
answer that question....you are not going to get the.answer.30
XDORIAN) Headquarters AFSC, meanwhile, had reconciled itself
to the fact that the MOL development plan would not be approved until
it had presented to the Secretary of Defense "a convincing account of
MOL program experiments which will satisfy the objectives of demonstrating qualitatively and quantitatively the military usefulness of
man in space." On

9 March General Funk was instructed to submit a

preliminary technical development plan (PTDP)--to include descriptions
of proposed experiments--that could serve as the single authoritative
MOL reference document.31 In a separate letter sent to General Funk
under the BYEMAN security system, the SSD cnmwander was advised that
the reconnaissance mission remained extremely sensitive and that the
PTDP should avoid any reference to it. 32
DORIAN
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..4.44• Several weeks before receiving this guidance, SSD had set
up a working group under General Bleymaier to identify the proposed
MOL experiments. Designated the MOL Experiments Working Group and
headed by Col William Brady, the SSD System Program Director for MOL,
it had a membership of several dozen military and industrial representatives. During February and March 1964 the group examined more than 400
proposed experiments submitted by various defense and industrial agencies
and categorized them into a number of technical areas. Committees of •
experts were then formed in such specialties as optics, infrared, radar,
communications, etc., to analyze the proposals to determine whether
common objectives and equipment might satisfy more than one experimental
objective.33
After eliminations and consolidations, 59 experiments were
identified. These were further scrutinized, evaluated, and finally
reduced to 12 primary and 18 secondary MOL experiments which were
incorporated into the preliminary technical development plan submitted
to AFSC on 1 April. The 12 original primary experiments were:
P-1 -- Acquisition and Trackiu_of Ground Targets. To evaluate
man's performance in acquiring preassigned targets and precisely
tracking them to an accuracy compatible with the requirements for
precise Image Motion Compensation (INC) determination.

P-3 -- Direct Viewing for Ground and Sea Targets. To evaluate
man's ability to scan and acquire land targets of opportunity, to
scan and detect ships and surfaced submarines, and to examine ships
and surfaced submarines for classification purposes.
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P-4 -- Electromagnetisaeal Detection. To evaluate man's
capability for making semi-analystical de'cisions and control adjustments to optimize the orbital collection of intercept data from
advanced electromagnetic emitters.
P-5 -- In-Space Maintenance. To evaluate man's capability to
perform malfunction detection, repair, and maintenance of complex
military peculiar equipments.
P-6 -- Extravehicular Activity. To evaluate man's ability in
the Pirformance of extravehicular operations peculiar to future
military operations, including external spacecraft maintenance.
P-7 -- Remote Maneuvering Unit. To evaluate the astronaut's
ability to control the Remote Maneuvering Unit (RMU)11111111111111
P-B -- Autonomous Spacecraft Position Fixing and Navigation.
To evaluate the capability of a man using various combinations of
equipment to act as a spacecraft navigator and provide autonomous
navization.
P-9 -- Negation and Damage Assessment. To evaluate man's ability
to carry out a negation and damage assessment function.
P-10 -- Multiband Sastral Observations. To evaluate man's
ability to detect high radiance gradient background events and
missile signatures using multiband spectral sensors and to provide
additional measurement data on backgrounds and missile signatures.
P-11 -- General Performance in Military Space °orations. To
obtain reliable and valid measurements of man's more basic performance
as it relates to applied mission functions and physiological changes
occurring during the stresses of the MOL flights.
P-12 -- Biomedical and Physical Evaluation. To evaluate those
effects of weightlessness which can potentially compromise mission
success. Sufficient data are required to validate supporting measures
employed, devise improved methods, if necessary, and afford plausible
estimates of biomedical status for missions longer than 30 days.
jeEKDORIAN)

Three other experiments, later added, were: P-13,

ocean surveillance; P-14, manned assembly and service of large antennas;
and P-15, manned assembly and service of large telescopes.
...fee' The SSD ievelopment plan described the pre-Phase I MOL
activities which would precede issuance of a request for proposals
DORIAN
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to industry for project definition. It discussed the USAF approach
to program management, procurement philosophy (i.e., adopting the
"associate contractor" concept to procure major elements of the
system), organizational responsibilities, and steps leading to a
first immarned launch, which the plan tentatively scheduled for
June 1968, and the first manned flight sometime in calendar year
19o9.34
After General Bleymaier and Colonel Brady briefed Dr. Flax
on the plan on 6 April, it was officially submitted to Headquarters
USAF on the 8th. AFSC requested authority to proceed with the prePhase I effort and estimated the cost at $5.5 million (another $500,000
was later added for the Navy's ocean surveillance studies). Concerning
the OSS contracts, whose cost was included in the above total, AFSC
brought to the attention of the Headquarters that it had never received
authority to award them. Dr. Flax subsequently signed a "Determination
and Findings" (D&F) on 13 April 1964 authorizing AFSC to negotiate the
final OSS study contracts.35
MOL Pre-Phase I Go-Ahead is Approved

.4ear

On 10 April Dr. Flax forwarded to Dr. Brown two copies of

the AFSC plan and requested funds and authority to proceed with. prePhase I MOL activities. The Defense Research Director, after reviewing the document, reported to Secretary McNamara on 21 April that
OSD-Air Force discussions had clarified the MOL experiments approach
and that the Air Force had requested go-ahead authority for the prePhase I studies only, with funding listed as follows:

36
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Millions

6 Experiment Study Contracts (USAF to Industry) ---- $1.0
0.5
3 Experiment Studies (Navy in-house)
1.2
6 Support Studies of Laboratory SUbsystems
Gemini B. Detailed Study (McDonnell)
Titan III Interface Study (Martin)
Apollo Applications Study (North American)
One-Man Gemini Applications Study (McDonnell)
Aerospace Corporation Support
Total

1.0
1.0
0.2
0.1
1.0
T675

..frer r
5 So that McNamara might know the spectrum and detail of the
experiments already selected by the Air Force, Dr. Brown listed the
12 primary and 18 secondary experiments. He explained that the advantages of having a man in space vehicle were in his ability to
recognize patterns, interpret them in real time, and report the results, and his ability to point a sensor (telescope-camera) and provide image motion compensation. He said the proposed MOL experiments
should provide answers to the question whether better results could
be obtained by using a man as compared to an unmanned system of the
same weight. He advised he planned to release $6 million of deferred
fiscal year 1964 funds for the Air Force to begin the studies-if the
Defense Secretary did not object.
.(410.100RIAN) On 27 April Dr. McMillan also reported to McNamara
on USAF plans for reconnaissance studies, experiments, and possible
developments connected with the MOL'project, and NRO actions. He
advised that the "black" effort was being handled within the BYEMAN
control system, while certain other studies were carried out openly
as part of the MOL program under normal classification. He said:
Should the MOL experiments demonstrate satisfactorily
that a man may be able to make important contributions to
DORIAN
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the effectiveness of satellite reconnaissance missions, it
will be necessary to compare carefully the potential cost
and performance of very high resolution systems, manned and
unmanned. Such comparisons will require complete access
to the present unmanned satellite reconnaissance program.
They will be carried out exclusively by the-(3)- NRO as
Project DORIAN.38
~8~ Based upon this information from two of his top scientific
ani technical advisors, Secretary McNamara authorized the start of
pre-Phase I activities. Whereupon, on 29 April Dr. Brown advised
Zuckert of the release of the $6 million for the MOL studies. However, he laid down certain conditions by requiring the Air Force to:
(1) delay contract nezOtiations for Apollo and one-man Gemini studies
until his office had approved the proposed work statements;-(2) delete
experiment P-9 unless the Air Force could show its compelling impor-.
tance; and (3) give speCial emphasis to ground simulation testing
during all experimental studies.39
....kar On 4 May Dr. Flax forwarded Brown's instructions to the

Vice Chief of Staff for "action as directed," noting that AFSC would
have to obtain advance approval of all work statements. AFSC and SSD,
however, found the latter requirement irksome since the procedure was
time-consUming and would delay the letting of. contracts. The OSS
study contracts were an example. The work statements, first submitted
to Headquarters USAF on 19 February, were not approved until 12 March,
the DScF was not signed until 13 April, and authority to proceed with
the contracts was not given until 20 May. Actual letting of three
contracts--to Douglas, Martin-Marietta, and General Electric--was not
accomplished until 27 May 1964.40
DORIAN
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As expected, there were long delays which served to extend
the contracting process through the spring and summer months. Thirteen additional contracts were awarded on the following dates: 8 June,
the Gemini B spacecraft study (McDonnell); 15 June, attitude control
and stabilization (Minneapolis-Honeywell); 17 June, Titan III interface
(Martin-Marietta); 7-16 July, electrical power subsystems (AllisChalmers, North American Aviation, and General Electric); 13 July,
environment control subsystems (Garrett Corp. and Hamilton Standard);
22 July, autonomous navigation (Hughes); 28 July, multiband spectral
observation definition (Aerojet-General); 10 August, image velocity
sensor subsystem (IBM); 1 September, short-arm centrifuge (Douglas);
and 2!- September, manned electro-magnetic (EM) signal detection
(Airborne Instrumentation Laboratories). The most expensive contracts
were for the Gemini B study ($1,189,500) and the Titan III interface
investigation ($910,C0C). Total costs of 13 pre-phase I studies came
to $3,237,716.*
›e Dr. McMillan, meanwhile, had again reemphasized to General
Schriever the importance of using simulations during the various experiments and studies. On 15 May he informed the AFSC commander that
he thought the contractors might be misled by the preliminary technical
development plan's emphasis, especially as it related to the proposed
image velocity sensor subsystem study. "The objective," he said, "is

*In addition to these contracts, SSD was responsible for a costplus-incentive fee (CFIF) contract previously negotiated with LingTemco-Vought Astronautics for development of a Modular Maneuvering
Vehicle unit for the NASA Gemini program. The cost was $5,890,183.
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to determine what man can do in acquiring and tracking and compensating
for image motions. Design of orbital gear is incidental to a third
phase of the task. The first two phases are simulation and aircraft
tests, which are prerequisite to, rather than concurrent with, the
third phase." Consequently, he asked that the plan be rewritten to
clearly establish the main objective. This additional guidance was
dispatched to SSD on 28 May and a revised development plan was
41
published on 20 June.
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V. EVOLUTION OF THE 140L MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE

J2

Several months before the pre-Phase I studies got under way,

Headquarters USAF took steps which eventually led to establishment of
the unique MOL management structure. This special organization had
its origins in events which took place during the summer of 1963, at
a time when DOD and NASA were investigating the propoSed national
space station concept discussed in Chapter III. USAF officials believed that development of a national space station would require an
effort comparable to "the Manhattan project, our ICBM program, and
the Lunar program" and they felt it essential that the Air Force be
chosen executive manager.1
was with this goal in mind that General Ferguson on 7 August 1963 reported to Gen William F. McKee, the Vice Chief cf Staff,
that NASA was already organizing "in depth" to thoroughly define and
establish a space station project. If the Air Force was to succeed
in becoming executive manager, he said it would be necessary to adjust the Air Staff organization since USAF field agencies would not
be in a position to cope with a project requiring top level coordination with such groups as Secretary McNamara's staff, Congress, etc.
Accordingly, he requested permission to set up an office within his
Directorate of Development Planning "to plan, define, and establish
a national space station program under the executive management of
the Air Force."2
(U) General McKee approved the request and on 23 September the
office of "Deputy Director of Development Planning, Space" was
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formally established as the Air Staff focal point to coordinate with
NASA on plans for development of the national space station. Col
Kenneth W. Schultz was named to head the new office, which was seen
as paralleling the arrangement within DDR&E's office, where Dr. Hall
was serving as Deputy Director for Space. Besides working with NASA,
Colonel Schultz was given responsibility for managing USAF space
planning studies and coordinating with the Army, Navy, and other
governmental agencies.3
(U) Dr. McMillan lauded the above action as "a timely organizational step." On 27 September he wrote to General McKee that it
might also be appropriate to give the new Deputy Director the job
of reviewing proposed agenda items for the monthly space station reporting meetings with NASA, controlling USAF attendance, and reviewing all Air Force space briefings intended for the space agency.
Advising that while he did not intend to downgrade General Ritland's
role as AFSC Deputy Commander for Manned Space Flight,* he thought
Colonel Schultz should be responsible for keeping him informed of all
significant space station data exchanges between NASA and the Air
Force
...44=a- .Subsequently, General Ferguson advised General Ritland that
the new Air Staff office would exercise "authoritative review over
exchanges of space station data between the USAF and NASA." It also
would be responsible for all correspondence which promulgated or altered official USAF positions or policies, and handle coordination

*Established in the spring of 1962 to coordinate certain Air Force
activities with NASA in support of the lunar landing program.
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of NASA studies. He directed General Ritland to submit to the new
office a monthly status report on all AFSC space station study
activities.5
>54° When in December 1963 Secretary McNamara announced the
plan to kill Dyna-Soar and initiate MOL, an entirely new factor was
introduced into the management picture. Dr. Brown shortly afterwards asked the Air Force for recommendations on a "method of 5i0t7
management control" and, as was noted earlier, suggested adopting
the arrangement followed by SSD in the Titan III development project. While General Schriever and his staff thoroughly agreed on
the need for a strong, centralized field organization, they also
believed there should be strong and clear lines cf authority to the
highest levels of the Air Force.
(U) In January 1964, at the recuest of Headquarters USAF, AFSC
prepared a MOL management paper which General Schriever submitted
to Dr. McMillan on the 20th. The stated objective was to provide
"continuing positive direction and control cf the program by the
Secretary of the Air Force while assuring the necessary flexibility
at the operating management level." To achieve that objective, AFSC
recommended placing General Schriever at the head of a "MOL Special
Program Office" to be located in the 'Washington area, preferably
in the Pentagon. It would be responsible for overall review and
program control, report directly to the Secretary in directing the
project and implementing his decisions.6
(U) To insure Headquarters USAF participation, AFSC suggested
assigning Air Staff representatives on a full-time basis to the
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SFS at the Space Systems Division. They would be responsible for
keepinw their home offices informed while they worked for and represented the system office in their respective functional areas. In
addition, AFSC proposed that NASA be requested to provide one or
two people to work full-time with the sPo on the West Coast. On
major Program and policy matters, it visualized the MOL office as
coordinating with the Chief, Vice Chief, or appropriate Deputies,
and with Dr. Seamans or other NASA officials. The system office
would report directly to the "MOL Special Program Office."7
(U) On 1 February 1964, while the Air Staff was mulling over
AFSC's proposal, General Schriever moved within his own headquarters
to establish a new office of "assistant Deputy Commander for Space
for ICL" under Col R. K. Jacobsen. Shortly thereafter he met with
Dr. 21c:allan to discuss these management changes and the AFSC plan
for a Pentagon-level program office. Initially, McMillan thought
well cf the proposal. On 6 February he advised Schriever he agreed
that there should be a MOL office in the Washington area responsible
for developing and maintaining "an experimental plan binding on the
program, and in particular on SSD, after approval by the Air Staff,
SAF-CS, and DDR&E." As he saw it, the MOL office would be responsible for coordinating with NASA, insuring support from all AFSC
elements, programming and managing resources, and monitoring progress and providing timely information to the Secretary, Air Staff,
and DDR&E.8
(U) However, McMillan also favored appointing a special assistant to the Secretary to help him review MOL program progress. He
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said that while the assistantship would be a full-time job, the
director of the MOL office might wear the "second hat" if an individual with appropriate qualifications could be found. He said
further that he believed the MOL office should be headed by a general officer, with his appointment and that of the Secretary's special assistant being considered together.9
...(e' While awaiting a firm decision on the top-level organiza.
tion, General Schriever on 10 March directed General Funk to establish an SSD Deputy Commander for Manned Space Systems and to delegate it full authority for MOL development. Subsequently, he named
General Bleymaier tc head the new office. Colonel Brady was designated System Program Director under Bleymaier, and 18 other officers
were initially assigned to him. Later, on 7 May, a permanent Navy
iOL

field office was established as an integral part of the SP0.10
(U) These organizational actions completed the basic field-level

organization but in the meantime little had been done about the Washington office. On 12.March Schriever and Ferguson met with Drs.
McMillan and Flax to discuss the matter, at which time the Air Force
Under Secretary expressed "certain reservations" about his earlier'
agreement of 6 February. He now indicated that AFSC's proposed toplevel management proposal was not acceptable.* The next day a dissatisfied General Schriever wrote to Ferguson and reviewed the steps
he had taken within his headquarters and at SSD to establish "effective

*The NBC had already raised questions about management of the "black"
aspects of MOL development activities.
DO RIAN
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internal AFSC management" of MOL. He said these steps were valid
and adequate for AFSC operations but, in his opinion, as he later
advised McMillan, the Air Staff arrangement was "inadequate for
the task that lies ahead."11
(U) Dr. McMillan, however, subsequently decided on a different
type of arrangement. In late April, after receiving authority to
go ahead with the pre-Phase I studies, he wrote to the Chief of
Staff about his previous approval of establishment of Colonel
Schultz's office and said:
The project of developing a Manned Orbital Laboratory as
directed by the Secretary of Defense will involve an extraordinary degree of intra-governmental and inter-service relationships, particularly during the early phases. The Office
of the Secretary of Defense, as well as that of the Secretary
of the Air Force, will be continuously concerned with details of
the policies governing the MOL development....
I now believe that the MOL Project Office should assume
the responsibility to meet the requirements implicit in the decision by the Secretary of Defense to proceed with further studies
relative to this project. For the reasons outlined...above,
this office must be specifically and directly responsive to
the requirements of the Secretary of the Air Force, as well as
to the Chief of Staff.12
(U) McMillan's memorandum set off an Air Staff organizational
study aimed at creating the needed coordination office. The recommendation that emerged from this study was to redesignate the
Deputy Director of Development Planning, Space, as the "Assistant
for the MOL Program" and to expand the office. This recommendation •
was accepted and on 9 June 1964 the Vice Chief formally announced
redesignation of the office, which he said would assume "the normal
Air Staff functions involving MOL activities as directed by the Chief
of Staff and the Secretary of the Air Force."13
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(U) As it turned out; this proved to be an interim arrangement
in the evolution of the MOL management structure. Tnese further changes
will be discussed in Chapter VII.
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RESULTS OF THE PRE-PHASE I INVESTIGATIONS
VI. RESULTS

....4,WAFSC's

original preliminary MOL development proposal of Jan-

uary 1964 called for about 20 months of pre-Phase I and Phase I-study
activity* leading to full-scale hardware development beginning in September 1965. It projected the first unmanned MOL launch in June 1968
and the first manned flight sometime in calendar year 1969. This
schedule was criticized, as noted earlier, by Dr. Hall of OSD and
General Momyer, chairman of the Air Staff Board. Both men recommended
that the Systems Command review the proposed schedule to see if it could
be accelerated to insure that MOL remained competitive with NASA's Apollo
and Apollo Extended projects. On 23 April, during a meeting with USAF
officials, Dr. Hall again urged that they try to achieve an earlier MOL
launch.
Secretary Zuckert subsequently requested General Schriever
to take another look at the MOL Schedule. The AFSC commander in turn
directed General Bleymaier to undertake a preliminary review of possible alternative schedules and to submit a report. Bleymaier completed
this task on 1 June 1964; he concluded that if the time alloted for
Project definition could be sharply curtailed, NOL experimental test
flights could begin 18 months after contractor go-ahead, a MOL with

*Om 26 February 1964 OSD issued a new directive (No. 3200.9) which formalized what it called the "Project Definition Phase," which was previously termed Phase I or Program Definition. PDP was defined as a
period of time set aside for precise planning of engineering, management, schedules and cost factors, prior to commitment to a full-scale
development project.
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limited subsystems suitable for manned flight could be made available
within 24 months, and one with complete subsystems in about 32 months.1
General'Bleymaier noted that SSD's experience with other
major development programs, such as Titan III, indicated that the study
phase prior to receipt of OSD go-ahead authority for hardware development ran as long as 17 months to 2 years. Since many months of study
had already been devoted to the MOL concept, he thought it "logical and
feasible to reduce the definition phase to six months and the contractor selection to four months with program go-ahead at that point." If
this was done, he felt that the first MOD flight could be achieved "approximately 30 months from initiation of the current [re-Phase 17 studies which were approved last month."`
Alternative MOL Schedules
Unfortunately, Bleymaier's report was based on the assumption
that Dr. Brown's 29 April approval of the start of pre-Phase I studies
would be followed by-the prompt award of the various contracts. But,
as we have seen, SSD and AFSC were forced into the time-consuming procedure of obtaining higher headquarters approval of work statements
beforehand. Consequently, the awarding of the contracts dragged out
through the entire summer. In July, however, Schriever asked Bleymaier
to prepare a briefing on alternative MOL schedules based on his preliminary study.* Also, in advance of Phase I approval, the AFSC commandedirected SSD to establish a MOL source selection board; he later named.

*This briefing was given Schriever on 5 August 1964.
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Brig Gen Jewell C. Maxwell its chairman. The board, officially
organized on 27 August 1964, did not, however, begin its work for
many months.3
.....hger*Meanwhile, the possibility of adopting alternative MOL
schedules to help shorten the development cycle was brought to the
attention of top Pentagon officials. Dr. Flax thought the subject
worth pursuing (as did, later, Dr. Brown) and on 3 August he asked
General Ferguson to undertake a formal study of alternative schedules.
In this connection he said that, among other things, an accelerated
140L program "could generate additional meaningful payloads for the
T_tan IIIC research and development launches."4 Headquarters USAF
dispatched Dr. Flax's recommendation to AFSC on 7 August. SSD subsequently was asked to do the formal study. Besides considering the
possible use of Titan III R&D launches, the Division was to identify
any program elements--hardware, facilities, etc.--for which funding
or procurement actions might be initiated in advance of overall MOL
project approval.5
(U) After this new study of alternative MOL schedules was completed, Colonel Brady, MOL System Program Director, briefed General
Schriever and Drs. McMillan and Hall on 15, 16, and 18 September respectively. He stated that, if authorized to go ahead with certain
contracting efforts, the Air Force would be able to launch "a 2-man
1.500-cubic foot laboratory as early as mid-1967, and a 4-man, 3,000cubic foot laboratory by late 1968." To achieve this accelerated
schedule, SSD requested authority to prepare and release to industry

86
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by 2 November 1964 a complete RFP package for the MOL laboratory vehicle. It also, prior to completion of the pre-Phase I studies, wished
to negotiate new "level of effort" contracts with McDonnell for the
detailed design and initiation of Gemini B spacecraft development
and with Martin-Marietta for work on Titan III integration and
structural engineering tests.6
,..WrDr. McMillan approved SSD's proposals and forwarded then
to DDR&E on 18 September with a recommendation that SSD be authorized
to prepare the RFP package. Meanwhile, SSD pushed ahead with the major
task of planning, outlining, and drafting the formAl request for proposals, including a work statement and annexes which covered such
subjects as system engineering, PERT/time/cost factors, configuration
control, etc. On 1 October, still awaiting OSD approval, it requested
Permission to publicize a synopsis for the laboratory vehicle yrocurement so as to insure that all qualified sources were aware of the impending competition and could be included in the bidders list.
Dr. McMillan forwarded this request to DDR&E on 6 October.?

--et

In his delayed response, Dr. Brown advised McMillan that the

18 September request for release of the RFP to industry was still under
discussion in his office. As for SSD's proposed synopsis, he said
that since DOD and NASA were currently engaged in discussions of space
station projects (see pages 88-91)its publication "at this time" might
have an adverse effect. Further, he remarked, the status of MOL planning
was still "too premature to warrant the interpretation which contractors
are likely to place upon the act of publication." Therefore, he Planned
to withhold "a decision on the synopsis" until his staff completed its
review of the RFP proposal.8
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.....‘a<These delays were exceedingly frustrating to USAF officials.
On 13 November General Schriever complained to Dr. McMillan that AFSC
had been left "without current direction or intention on which to base
the allocation of command manpower and resources to meet MOL milestones."
If it was OSD's intention to revert to the original development schedule,
"program ramifications" must be recognized, he said. He referred specifically to the launch dates in the late 1960's, which would place the
Air Force "in a poor competitive posture with NASA's current and extended Apollo programs." He reiterated his strong desire "to undertake a more progressive MOL program."9

-444- On 23 November Under Secretary McMillan sought to get a
decision from OSD. Forwarding a copy of SSD's completed laboratory
RFP, he pointed out to DDR&E that it had been so structured that it
would be applicable whether or not the accelerated MOL schedule was
approved. He said the Air Force was prepared to proceed immediately
with a two-shot pre-MOL program integrated with the Titan IIIC R&D
schedule and he requested permission tc negotiate sole source (level
of effort) contracts with Martin-Marietta for the Titan III and
McDonnell for the Gemini B.10
-.46+ Dr. Brown, however, could not act at this time pending a
decision on the fiscal year 1966 budget, being reviewed by top officials. Instead, he advised the Air Force that it would be necessary
to stretch out Titan III development to insure the booster would be
available for use in the MOL and defense communication satellite
programs. He requested a new study be made of various alternatives,
including one which would delay completion of Titan III development
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as much as 6 to 12 months. He suggested a test program consisting
of 15 Titan III flights, with two additional vehicles being produced
and assigned to MOL.11
....terr In forwarding this request to AFSC, Headquarters USAF said
it was aware that "requisite to any final determination of firm recommendations" on Titan III was the MOL decision. However, it felt the
delay in obtaining the decision did not preclude initiating a study
of various Titan III program adjustments. SSD shortly thereafter began the requested study, although--as General Funk wrote to General
Schriever on 7 December 1964--the Division found it "extremely difficult to plan a worthwhile program in a vacuum."12 But the very day
he sounded this pessimistic note, an important budgetary meeting 0:it
under way in Washington which produced a decision to proceed with the
program.
DOD/NASA "Duplication," Congressional Criticism
and the Budget Conference of 7-8 December 1964
(U) Some 18 months before, it will be recalled, Secretary McNamara and NASA Administrator Webb submitted statements to the Vice •
President on manned space stations and on 16 September 1963 agreed
to coordinate each agency's advanced exploratory studies of such a
vehicle. They also agreed they would eventually submit a joint
recommendation to the President on the need for a National Space
Station, including which agency should management the development if
the requirement was accepted.
(U) Meanwhile, NASA had already embarked on an extensive study
program of earth orbital stations. In fiscal year 1963 it contracted
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for 23 studies totaling $4.049 million; in fiscal year 1964 it planned
to spend an additional $5.750 million for follow-on investigations,
and it scheduled still other studies for fiscal year 1965.13 As the
results of the early studies came in, NASA planners worked up three
possible approaches to a manned space station. One involved a plan
to extend the Apollo spacecraft "stay time" in space; another called
for development of a 4 to 6-man laboratory; the third proposed a 10
to 20-man vehicle.. NASA gave special attention to the extended Apollo
concept, known as Apollo X. It was seen as remaining permanently in
orbit, with crew rotation and resupply being. provided by Gemini or
Apollo-type ferry vehicles. Besides being used for observations of
the behavior of men in space, such a vehicle would permit NASA to
conduct scientific and engineering experiments.14
(u) By the summer of 1964, as the space agency moved vigorously
ahead with these studies, DOD officials concluded that score sort of
joint management arrangements were needed to prevent program duplication. On 25 September Secretary McNamara wrote to Webb about the
matter. He reported that DOD had obligated $5.5 million for the MOL
Program, budgeted $33 million in fiscal year 1965, and planned to
make a much larger commitment in 1966. Then referring to NASA's
studies of Apollo as a possible forerunner of a national space station,
and noting its plans to spend additional sums in fiscal year 1965,
the Defense Secretary said:
I know we both feel, because of the. important leverage
they exert on subsequent programs of potentially enormous
size, that studies in the area of manned earth orbit research
and development should be carefully controlled, and that the
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purpose of our joint agreement of...1963 is to achieve the
necessary control. Of course, as studies progress and become
more closely associated with particular configurations, joint
control may become more difficult to achieve.-1
(U) McNamara saw little reason for having "two separate large
programs" because of the great expenditures they would entail and
he proposed they adopt a management plan to consolidate the work of
both agencies. Under terms of this DOD plan, NASA would agree that
MOL was the flight forerunner to a scientific or military operational
space station. It would accept responsibility for the scientific program to be carried out using the MOL, while the Air Force continued
as operating manager of the development effort. A DOD-NASA board
would be established to carry out the coordination. After completion
of MOL flights, DOD and NASA would decide on the need for a new large
military operational or scientific space station, the extent to which
their individual requirements could be met by a single program, and
which agency should have development responsibility .16
..(e43*)"" On 14 October

in a lengthy rely to :4cNamara's letter,

Webb politely rejected the DOD proposal. He agreed it was timely that
they reassess their efforts and said that NASA was ready to help in the
detailed planning of the MOL module configuration and in other areas.
However, he pointed out that the Apollo system represented a capability
for earth orbital operations "that will be in being before 1969" (i.e.,
long before MOL) and that much could be gained "by exercising this
capability." In doing so, he said, the space agency "would, of course,
be most desirous of continuing to support the military needs." Webb
said further:
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In a new and rapidly developing field such as astronautics
wherein new opportunities as well as perhaps constraints and
limitations are revealed almost from day to day, it seems to
me that we should not attempt rigidly to interpret or classify
programs in terms of possible undertakings in the future. In
the area of manned spaceflight, both in potential scientific
and military applications, I view Gemini, Apollo, and the DOD
MOL all as important contributors to the ultimate justification
and definition of a national space station.17

...)r

While Webb's support of the MOL program was welcomed, the

fact remained that a cost-conscious administration or Congress might
balk at funding two "duplicative" space station developments. Indeed,
the Air Force's fears were aroused at year's end when Senator Clinton
P. Anderson, the powerful chairman of the Senate Space Committee, urged
President Johnson to merge the two prcjects. In a letter to the White
House, the Senator argued that $1 billion could be saved over a fiveyear period if MOL were cancelled and USAF.funds applied to the Apollobased space station. In support of his argument, he noted that MOL
was "dead-ended" since it could not grow beyond its two-man, 30-day
mission without developing a resupply system. He said that while he
aareed the military should be given a chance to eNploit the potential
value of a manned space program, the Apollo X would provide the Air
Force a broader-based capability on which to buila.18
jerelf.The Senator, a close friend of the President, subsequently
reported he had received a."sympathetic response" from the White House.
He said an agreement had been worked out between the military and
civilian programs which had "gone a long way toward answering the
questions I raised." Ac he understood it, under its provisions the
Air Force and NASA would take advantage of each other's technology
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and hardware development "with all efforts directed at achievement
of a true space laboratory as an end goal."19
The agreement cited by Senator Anderson was reached during
a two-day budget conference held 7-8 December 1964 between McNamara,
Webb, Kermit Gordon (Director of the Bureau of the Budget), and Dr.
Donald F. Hornig, the President's Scientific Advisor. After discussing the status of MOL, the four men agreed that the primary objectives
of the Defense Department project, in order of priority, would be:
1. The development of technology contributing to improved
military observational capability for manned or unmanned operation.
They saw this as possibly including intermediate steps toward operational systems.
2. Development and demonstration of manned assembly and
service of structures in orbit with potential military applications,
such as a telescope or radic antenna.
3. Other manned military experimentation, including the
programs studied durinc: the .cast year .20
.....(6.1" They further agreed that DOD would emphasize the first two
primary objectives and undertake to determine the vehicle characteriztics that would be required. Vehicle studies and investigations
cf military experiments would be coordinated with NASA, which also
would undertake to identify "specific configurations of the Apollo
which may have the capability of accommodating experiments" relating
to the two primary Defense Department objectives. Results of the
NASA studies were to be made available to the Pentagon by 30 April
1=,c5, at which time DOD would attempt to determine whether any of
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the Apollo configurations could meet its objectives "in a more efficient, less costly, or more timely fashion."21
-446+" The conferees also agreed that the President's fiscal year
1966 budget wouldinclude450 million for the MOL program. However,
these funds would not be released until all studies had been completed
and the results were reviewed by McNamara, Hornig, and Gordon. They
anticipated that these reviews would take place about May 1965. Subsequently, in a memorandum to the President on 12 December, Secretary
McNamara advised that his future recommendations on the Min would be
based on agreement between the three which took into account costs
and the issue of NASA-DOD program duplications.
Pre-Phase I Study Conclusions
RLAN) The agreement at the 7-8 December meeting to pro.ceed with MOL was based in large measure on the results obtained
from the "black" MS-285 investigations undertaken by the Directorate
cf Special Projects. Eastman Kodak, one of its "black" contractors,
on 22 July 1964 had reported its preliminary conclusion that man
could indeed "make substantial contributions to a satellite reconnaissance mission." Reviewing a plan to adapt a strip versus frame
camera approach to a manned reconnaissance satellite, Eastman Kodak
stated that:
...the frame camera makes optimum use of man's ability to
point accurately at a ground target. The primary object of
a manned mission should be very high resolution coverage
(both photographic and visual) of limited target areas of
major importance. The man's ability to put the camera on the
target reduces the need for a large field, thereby making the
frame camera feasible. The astronaut looks through the primary
DORIAN
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optical system at the target and adjusts tracking rates of
the tracking mirror until the image is stationary in the
field. VisUal target inspection can be performed concurrently with photography. As the target is tracked the
number of photographs is limited only by the frame rate of
the camera.
Such a system should provide at least 20 separate looks
at a given target, each from a different angle and under different seeing and tracking conditions. This number of photographs would also provide the opportunity for subsequent image
enhancement.... The resolution improvement with the manned
frame camera approach can be matched in a strip camera on1:4_,
by using a lens of applicable greater aperture and weight.
As part of Project MS-285 studies of a manned reconnaissance system, the Directorate of Special Projects also contracted
with Lockheed to obtain use of its manned reconnaissance simulator,
developed by the company with its own funds. This "black" contract
initially covered two major experimental sessions on the simulator
and extended from 28 May to 7 September 1964.*
..okebORIAN) Used to'determine man's ability to aim sensing devices
to acquire and track ground targets, the Lockheed simulator provided
the astronaut with a televised simulated view of the earth as it appears from a satellite. A gimballed television camera which transmitted the image to the operator could be programmed in pitch and roll
to simulate vehicle rates and pointing error rates as they would actually occur. The pilot, through a two axis control stick, was able to
center the target and perform a "rate killing" tracking operations and
also change magnification over a 9 to 1 range.

*The original contract cost $150,000. Two further extensions of the
contract through 19 October 1964 brought the cost to $175,067.
DORIAN
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(, DORIAN) On the basis of numerous runs on the Lockheed simulator, the Directorate of Special Projects reported on 22 September:
All data to date has confirmed our original assumptions
that man could correct the line of sight to an accuracy of less
than 0.1 degree and that he can reduce image motion or smear
rate to a value of less than 0.1 percent of V/H .(velocity over
height). The data indicates that the target acquisition and
centering task ranges from approximately 3 to 8 seconds with
a mean resultant displacement error in the line of sight of
0.06 degree when performing at five times magnification and
0.02 degree when performing at 45 times. We have consistently
demonstrated the ability to reduce the residual tracking rate
error to values of .025 percent of V/H. This level of rate
performance is accomplished within the first 2 seconds of tracking
time. We have performed the tracking task in the presence of
varying levels of tracking mirror vibration. Overall tracking
performance is at least as good as stated above. We are still
analyzing the results in detail to determine the precise effects
of magnification and vibration....23
(-DORIAN) The results of the above simulations were briefed
to the Reconnaissance Panel of the President's Science Advisory Committee (PSAC) on 21 October 1964. Among those in attendance, besides
Prof. E. M. Purcell, Panel Chairman, were: Drs. Hornig, E. H. Land,
H. F. :- ork (formerly DDR&E), N. F. Crolovin, D. H. Steininger, Prof.
Sidney Drell, and Mr. Willis Shapley, a representative of the Bureau
of the Budget.
-DORIAN) After this briefing, ProfesSor Drell was dispatched
to Lockheed on 11 November to get a first-hand look at the equipment
used for the simulations. Over a four-hour period, he was given a
complete briefing and demonstration together with some operational
time in the simulator. He emerged from the session apparently convinced that the numbers which had been reported to the Panel as representing man's ability were indeed valid and that the pilot was
DORIAN
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consistently performing the IMC task to an order of magnitude better
than results obtained from existing unmanned systems.24
As the "black" studies and simulations contributed to the
decision to proceed with MOL, so did the conclusions of the various
"white" study contractors, whose pre-Phase I reports began flowing
into the Air Force late in the year. Copies also were made available,
at DDR&E request, to the Institute of Defense Analysis (IDA) for
review and evaluation.25
An analysis of the studies and reports of simulation test
it received led SSD to conclude that the basic MOL concept and the
value of employing man to perform specific military tasks in space
had been confirmed. .It reported that the results of studies of. MOL
Experiments P-1, -2, and

-3

and contractor simulation tests demon-

strated "that man can accomplish IMC to better than .2'f; consistently
and was limited only b7 the quality and magnification of the optics
and the inherent stability of the vehicle." Extensive B-'•+7 flights
conducted with a modified bombsight and using two cameras also. had
verified that man had the ability "tc acquire unknown targets as
small as trucks and trains and make an accurate count of the total
present."26

,ker In

the area of electromagnetic signal detection, a test

employing a KC-135 confirmed that man was able to discriminate false
alarm signals, select signal bands of interest, and assess and classify the signals within seconds after receipt. Tests to determine
in-space maintenance (Experiment P-5) capabilities, using the Air
Force's zero "g" KC-135 and submersible tests, proved that man had
DORIAN
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"the inherent potential to accomplish any level of maintenance and
repair conceivable, being constrained only by the time available,
the fineness of the task, and the presence of a pressurized suit."
....44iir"The Division reported other test and study results were
equally encouraging. During exercises in the zero "g" KC-135, it
was demonstrated that man could stabilize and maneuver himSelf in
an AMU and similarly could effectively operate an RMU by TV or direct

viewing (Experiments P-6 and -7). In the autonomous navigation and
geodesy area (Experiment P-8), simulations were performed which indicated that, with small fields of view, man could acquire and point
at identifiable landmarks within 15 arc seconds. In another experiment (P-10) involving multiband spectral observations, four men
operating radiometric and calibration instruments and automatic
trackers installed in a KC-135 demonstrated their ability to calibrate, point, monitor displays, change plans, and assist in data interpretation.27

—4ael-

The IDA review and assessment of the we-Phase I studies

also tended tc support the basic validity of the MOL concept. IDA
reported, among other things, that there appeared to be no known insurmountable problems to providing life support and environment control systems for 30-45 days. and that attitude control systems for specified attitude holding and slewing of the MOL were within the technological state of the art. It also concluded that the ground support
network for MOL appeared adequate but only for initial flights (other
facilities would be needed for MOL follow-on systems) and that the
three OSS studies contained "general operational concepts of value"
to the MOL project.28
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In a separate analysis of the simulation aspects of the
MOL experiments, IDA reported that many aerospace firms had installed
equipment to simulate the critical photo reconnaissance mission.
Their preliminary results, IDA said, indicated that "man will be able
to contribute to the task of pointing a high resolution camera and
tracking a target with the rate accuracy of
achieve very high resolution photography

-3

arc/sec necessary to
However, IDA

cautioned that important inputs such as stabilization and attitude
control parameters and realistic navigation errors needed to be included in the simulations before final conclusions could be reached
about system tracking accuracy.29
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VII. THE LABORATORY VEHICLE DESIGN COPLPETITION
January-June 1965
.004S<In accordance with the agreements reached at the budget

meetings on 7-8 December 1964, DDR&E submitted new instructions to
the Air Force which formally changed MOL program objectives. On
4 January 1965 he directed Dr. McMillan to initiate additional studies

for an experimental military program which would contribute
"to improved military observational capability for manned or unmanned
operation" and to development and demonstration of manned assembly
and servicing of structures in orbit with potential military applica1
tions such as a telescope or radio antenna.
-f

In ordering the new studies, Dr. Brown asked the Air Force

to carefully assess whether any of NASA's Apollo configurations could
be used in place of the Gemini B L. To help make this determination,
he said NASA would be requested to submit data on the Apollo system to
the Air Force by 30 April 1965. The USAF evaluation of both configurations was to be submitted to him by 15 May.
Brown authorized the Air Force to award three contracts
to industry for preliminary design studies of the NOL laboratory vehicle,
based on the Titan IIIC/Gemini B combination. He asked that the
proposed lab configurations provide for assembly and servicing of large
optical devices and radio telescopes in space, for testing high resolution surveillance radar concepts, and be capable of being used as a
manned experimental facility. He required that the three contractors
DORIAN
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be qualified to build the laboratory module, whether the final Titan
IIIC/Gemini or NASA's Saturn IB/Apollo combination was chosen. It was
OSD's intention that the final contractor would be selected from the
above three firms without further competition from industry.
......„(,5e The Defense Research Director also asked the Air Force to
re-examine its proposed MOL unmanned flight schedule to take advantage
of planned Titan III R&D test launchings in order to provide for "qualification of components of the MOL system." To preserve the option for
proceeding with development, he advised Dr. McMillan that certain fiscal year 1965 funds would be released for studies and work on the Titan
booster and Gemini B.2
On 8 January Dr. McMillan forwarded these DDR&E instructions
7
7
to General Schriever and directed their implementation. Concerning the
lab vehicle preliminary design studies, he advised General Schriever
to consider only the Titan IIIC/Gemini B configuration, but with the
understanding that it was being used "solely for illustrative purposes
and is not intended to prejudice the final decision on booster or
personnel carrier subsystems." The three contractors selected to do
the studies should be able to develop and build their proposed
laboratory for integration with either Saturn IB/Apollc or Titan
IIIC/Gemini B. He also asked the AFSC commander to prepare a work
statement for NASA defining MOL requirements, to enable the space
agency to determine whether any of its proposed Apollo configurations
could accommodate the planned equipment and experiments.3
RIAN) Almost simultaneously, Dr. McMillan sent instructions
to Maj Gen Robert E. Greer which were somewhat similar to those dispatched
DORIAN
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to General Schriever. That is, he directed General Greer to initiate
certain "black" studies to define the technical characteristics of
large optical system payloads and large antennas for use in achieving
"improved military observational capability for manned or unmanned
operations." Study results were to be submitted by 15 May.4
Worries Over MOL Security

X

DORIAN) When NRO officials in Washington and Special Projects

personnel on the West Coast read Dr. Brown's 4 January memorandum,
they were startled by its reference to acquiring a MOL reconnaissance
.capability. Twelve months before, in January 1964, the Director of
the NRO Staff had expressed concern over the breakdown of security
discipline resulting from widespreaa 140L discussions at that time.
Subsequently, the NRO devised and established Project DORIAN as a
means of controlling all information relating to satellite reconnaissance activities.
),T-DORIAN) Now, in January 1965, General Martin* bluntly informed
Dr. McMillan that Brown's memorandum constituted a violation of NM
security. He said its implication, although it did not explicitly use
the word "reconnaissance," was obvious. "The overall impression created
in the minds of unwitting people involved," he said, "has been that
MOL has finally been assigned a reconnaissance mission." He emphasized
the need for prompt security decisions before any further MOIL correspondence'was issued, pointing to the following dangers if no action was taken:

*At this time General Martin, former Director of the NRO Staff, was
understudying General Greer, who was scheduled to retire on 1 July 1965.
DORIAN
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The security of MOL reconnaissance aspects is inescapably tied to the security of the unmanned satellite
reconnaissance program. Exposure of MOL reconnaissance
capability to anyone outside the BYEMAN system automatically
will provoke pressure for disclosUre of unmanned reconnaissance data. Such personnel will want to know how the MOL
capability compares with the linnAnned satellite reconnaissance capability.

X

DORIAN) As a consequence cf this situation, a working group

which included General Greer's special assistant, Col Ralph J. Ford,
and Col Paul E. Worthman of the MO Staff, was formed to prepare
recommendations on the security aspects of the MOL program. The group
proposed a basic approach which would provide for "an absolutely clear
and separate division between reconnaissance oriented tasks (DORIAN/
BYEHAN) and non-reconnaissance related tasks in MOL." General Greer
endorsed this approach and on 30 January 1965 recommended to Dr. McMillan
that all payload studies and development of passive-in-nature Sigint
and terrestrial (of the earth) image forming sensors, "having practical
intelligence collection application," be controlled by the Director of
NE0 under Project DORIAN and within the BYEMAN security system. Studies
and work not involving reconnaissance payloads, i.e.,.such as those
concerned with general experiments to determine man's usefulness in
space, would be subject to normal security restrictions, such as those
contained in DOD Directive 5200.12 and AFR 205-3.6
(DORIAN) Dr. McMillan approved these recommendations and, on
5 February, he issued a paper titled "Special Security Procedures for
the Department of Defense Manned Orbiting Laboratory," a copy of which
he sent to Dr. Brown. He advised the Defense Research Director that it
had become clear from detailed analysis of work statements, procedures
DoRIA
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and methodology, "that the only practical recourse is to keep any reconnaissance, including active sensor work, black." He said he thought
this could be handled in a manner "which does not detract from the
efficiency of the current activities nor will it hamper the DOD-NASA
exchange of information...."7
Seven weeks later McMillan also issued additional
guidance and security policies to govern MOL study and developmental
activity. He emphasized that all payload study and other work would
have to be cleared by him to insure appropriate security controls.8
A Revised MOL Management Structure
Dr. Brown's redirection of the program on 4 January was followed by important changes in the MOL management structure. As noted
earlier, General Schriever during 1964 had urged that a strong central
management office be set up in the Washington area. McMillan, however,
decided that an Air Staff coordination office, which in mid-1964 was
organized as the Office of the Assistant for MOL,* would be sufficient
for the time being. General Schriever objected to this arranaement as
inadequate. He said the new office simply could not provide the leadership, channels, and direction needed for the program. On 18 August 1964
he once more strongly urged the Air Force Under Secretary to establish
"a single integrated office."9
(U) In response to General Schriever's criticism, Dr. McMillan
on 3 September met with Colonel Schultz, the Assistant for MOL, and

*Redesignated on 9 November 1964 as the Assistant for Manned Flight, to
take into account its other responsibilities including the NASA Gemini
experiments project and certain coordination activities involving the
space agency.
DORIAN
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Mr. Frank Ross, of the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Research
and Development, to discuss the management question. Afterwards, he
asked them to prepare working papers on MOL management alternatives
and advised he was thinking of establishing a "MOL Policy Management
Committee" to help oversee the program. The committee, which would
consist of himself, Dr. Flax, Generals Schriever and Ferguson, and
a Secretariat, would enable "the principals in the decision-making chain"
to meet at regular intervals "to facilitiate agreement on major policy
matters." Colonel Schultz and Mr. Ross subsequently submitted several
alternative management proposals to the Under Secretary which, in
general, incorporated some of the ideas contained in AFSC's original

1964 plan.10
While these activities were under way, General Schriever
undertook to strengthen his own management structure. He designated
Brig Gen Harry L. Evans, who was nearing the end of a two-year tour
of duty with the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS), as his Assistant Deputy
Commander for Space for MOL. Evans, who had previously worked under
General Schriever at the Ballistic Systems Division, had had major
responsibilities for a number of early USAF satellite systems. On
30 October 1964 the AFSC Commander informed Dr. McMillan that he
planned to bring General Evans into his headquarters; he again urged
him to provide the top-level management needed to insure program
success. 11
RIAN) In early January 1965 the AFSC commander's year-long
campaign for better MOL management began to produce some results.
DORIAN
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Dr. McMillan decided that General Evans could be of great help in the
Office of the Secretary of the Air Force in overseeing the new MOL
studies. He directed Dr. Flax to seek General Evans' immediate
release from the JCS. Since his tour was to end 1 February 1965,
this proved to be no problem. General Evans promptly reported in
and was provided temporary office space in the conference room of
the N10 staff, then under the direction of Brig Gen James .T. Stewart.*12
Meanwhile, McMillan discussed his MOL management plan-the establishment of a management committee and the post of Special
Assistant for MOL (Evans' title)--with Cyrus Vance, the Deputy
Secretary of Defense. Vance agreed that management would be a
"dominant factor" in ensuring successful implementation of studies
leading to a MOL decision. "The objective, of course," Vance wrote
Mciillan on 7 January, "is the creation of a system which will allow
the exercise of firm control which will unquestionably be needed to
prevent the program from becoming prohibitively complex and costly,
and at the same time.to deal effectively with the many governmental
elements that are involved in such a large program, particularly
during the early stages."13
(U) On 18 January Secretary Zuckert, approving McMillan's management plan, issued a formal order establishing a "Special Assistant for
the Manned Orbiting Laboratory." He was to report directly to the Under
Secretary and "be primarily responsible for assisting the Office of the

*Gen Stewart succeeded Gen Martin, who was at this time understudying
Gen Greer at the Directorate of Special. Projects.
DORIAN
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Secretary in managing the MOL Program." In addition, he was made responsible for maintaining liaison with and providing Min program status
information to OSD and other interested government agencies, in particu1ar to ITAsA.14
(U) McMillan described General Evans' new assignment as being
"in addition" to his assigned duty as Schriever's Assistant Deputy
Commander for MOL. In the latter capacity, Dr. McMillan said,
"General Evans will be responsible, under General Schriever, for fieldlevel management of the program. His straddling of both Secretarial
and working-level positions in the management structure provides him
with an ideal vantage point from which to effect the important exchange
of program information" with NASA. This arrangement was considered
an interim organizational structure "for the study phase conducted
between January and June 1965."15
(U) Simultaneous with the announcement of establishment of the
Cffice of Sretial Assistant, Secretary Zuckert approved formation of
a LEL Policy Committee. Designated as official members of this 'key
policy body" were the: Secretary of the Air Force, Chairman; Under
Secretary; Chief of Staff; Commander of AFSC; Assistant Secretary for
Research and Development; and Deputy Chief of Staff, Research and
Development. The committee was responsible for reviewing and making
recommendations on all MOL matters, including program objectives, plans,
programs, schedules, and milestones. The Special Assistant was to
provide the committee secretariat.16
(U) In notifying the Air Staff of these new management arrangements, Secretary Zuckert stressed that the success of the 1.0L program
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would depend "on how well we execute our mandate in the next few
months...how rapidly we can implement this unique management concept."
He expressed belief that the MOL Policy Committee would permit "most
rapid application of the broadest level of Air Force support to the
program, and will insure that we have applied our best judgment and
experience to MOL policies and gu!dance."17
After reviewing the new management arrangements, Secretary
Vance informed McMillan that OSD had no objections to them and he
advised that DDR&E was prepared to participate to the extent the Air
Force considered desirable as problems arose.18 Within Headquarters
USAF, however, some questions were raised over "the limited degree of
Air Staff participation" in the program. On 9 February 1965 the Space
Panel expressed the opinion that while the Chief of Staff had concurred
with the management organization, "he did so as an initial means of
providing necessary response to OSD, and did not necessarily envision
it as a continuing method of program management."19
,T,AORIAN) In any event,

early 1965 the MOL management struc-

ture consisted of the MOL Policy Committee and the Special Assistant
in the Pentagon. Within AFSC there was Schriever's Assistant Deputy
,Commander for Space for MOL and a system project office on the West
Coast. Finally, the Directorate of Special Projects on the Coast also
had major responsibilities in the "black" area.
NASA's MOL/Arollo Study
Even as MOL management was being strengthened, Drs. Brown
and McMillan were initiating discussions with NASA to obtain space
DORIAN
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agency contributions to the study program. In a letter to Dr. Seamans
in early January in which he solicited NASA's cooperation, McMillan
remarked:
As I see it, from the point of view of the Department of
Defense, the central question relative to the Manned Orbiting
Laboratory is one of existence: the question whether or not to
proceed with a major program of manned military space flight.
This is a question to which the Secretary of Defense must develop
an answer. Furthermore, before any such program is undertaken...
he must reach agreement with the President's Science Advisor
and the Director of the Bureau of the Budget that the program
of military, engineering and scientific experiments and steps
toward operational capability is worth the cost and does not
duplicate approved programs in any other agency .20
...ker McMillan said that if a decision was made to proceed with the
military project, many contingent decisions would follow. Those that
would directly affect NASA would involve the manner in which MOL might
support space agency objectives and whether or not NASA hardware and
resources would be used. To clarify the issue of "program duplication,"
he said information was needed on whether Apollo could be used for MOL.
He referred to a recent sulgestion made

kim W. F. Boone of NASA

that they form an ad hoc board within the Aeronautics and Astronautics
•Coordination Board to consider the results of DOD and NASA studies and
arrive at findings. McMillan agreed an ad hoc group would be helpful
but he opposed involving the AACB because of security.21
4e Dr. Brown also wrote to Seamans about space agency inputs. On
11 January he proposed that NASA submit a briefing and supporting documents to DOD by 1 March giving its best estimate of Apollo capabilities
to serve as a military facility for earth orbit operations. He also
solicited information on: (1) any Apollo improvements which it was
likely NASA would undertake as part of its program; (2) the times at
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which Apollo equipment could be procured and operated by the Air Force
for orbital operations without interfering with the national lunar
landing program; and (3) the cost history of Apollo and the Saturn
booster. In addition, he asked Dr. Seamans to submit a description
of NASA's planned scientific earth orbit experiments which MOL might
be able to perform.22
„If* Recognizing the importance of the DOD study and the implications it might have on the space. agency's program (i.e., it would be
a great coup should Saturn/Apollo be selected for the MOL program),
Dr. Seamans promised NASA's full cooperation. Thus the space
agency acted promptly when--advised that Evans would be in charge
of coordinating DOD studies--it designated Mr. Robert F. Garbarini
as his counterpart, responsible for exchanging pertinent data and
guiding preparation of NASA reports. Evans and Garbarini met on 13
January and formed a six-member DOD/NASA ad hoc study group which discussed exchange of data and submission of USAF descriptions of proposed
MOL experiments.23

_her During

the next several months the Evans-Garbarini group

conferred an at least eight more occasions. The two officials also
engaged in an extensive correspondence, agreeing on guidelines and ground
rules for mutually acceptable formats for submission of cost estimates
and a study plan. On 1 March General Evans delivered to NASA two SSD
reports on proposed MOL primary and secondary experiments and two other
documents on MOL performance and design requirements. Other data requested
by Garbarini--on the proper ordering of MOL experiments with respect to
priority, interdependence, number of flights, orbit altitudes and inclinations, and flight duration--also were provided.24
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3,50)"Even before most of this data was in hand, NASA organized
a MOL-Apollo task team to prepare the space agency report. It also
contacted its various centers for assistance and let three contracts
(to Grumman, Boeing, and North American Aviation) to help identify
and define proposed scientific experiments which might be conducted
aboard the MOIL. A total cf 84 NASA experiments were identified and
a report describing them was sent to OSD on 17 March 1965. Included
were a number of "earth viewing" experiments which NASA proposed to
conduct using various high performance optics, infrared, or radar
sensors.
)2:eDORIAN) In evaluating the various material provided it by
the Air Force, the MOL-kcollo task team quickly noted that not all
information on planned =SAF experiments had been made available. For
example, it had been given no information on two primary experiments-P-14 (manned assembly and service of large antennas) and P-15 (assembly
and service of a large telescope). On 17 March Seamans brought this
matter to Brown's attention. He reported that NASA had only six weeks
remaining to complete its study and that it was "imperative" that experiment descriptions on P-2. and P-15 and other USAF experiments be forwarded.2 '
pieDORIAN) But, cf course, OSD was unable to comply with this
request because of secuity. In view of the decision that all references
to sensor or reconnaissance payloads would be controlled under Project
DORIAN and the BYEMAN security system, NASA was officially informed
DORIAN
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that the P-15 experiment had been deleted.* Dr. McMillan, however, did
agree to release information on Experiment P-14 and a description of it
was forwarded to NASA on 22 March. Thus, with the primary I'LL experiment, P-15, being withheld, the MOL-Apollo task team could only reach

the erroneous conclusion that all USAF experiments could be accommodated
26
by certain Apollo configurations which it shortly proposed.
),RDORIAN) The fact that NASA had been going through a
somewhat unreal exercise became apparent to Dr. Michael Yarymovych
in mid-March, when he was detailed to General Evans as a technical
advisor from the space agency. After he was briefed on P-15 as the
primary MOL experiment, Dr. Yarymovych strongly urged that Mr. Garbarini
and other NASA staff members be informed since they were "just wasting
their time." In April Garbarini and several other members of the MOLApollo committee were given a DORIAN briefing on the "black" aspects
cf the Program by Maj Harvey Cohen, the MOL security officer. This
new information--while it enlightened them--could not be considered
in the NASA report, which was to be based entirely on the "white" data
submitted earlier.27
DORIAN) Another major handicap NASA faced in promoting the
Saturn/Apollo configuration involved schedules and costs. Because of
the priority commitment to the lunar landing program, the space agency
found it would be unable to make Saturn IB boosters available to DOD
until mid-1969 and Saturn V until 1970--too late for the proposed

*NASA's top officials, Dr. Seamans and Mr. Webb--given DORIAN clearances
in the fall of 1964—apparently were briefed on the reasons why.
DO RIAN
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Air Force launch schedule. Also, Saturn/Apollo costs were substantially
higher than the Air Force estimates for Titan II:/Gemini B.* But, in
its formal report to OSD dated 5 May 1965 and titled, "Utilization of
Apollo Systems for NASA and DOD Experiments in Earth Orbit," NASA
declared that with slight modifications, Saturn/Apollo could meet all
the requirements of the MOL Program.

_-4e1-

However, several weeks earlier--during a meeting of the MOL-

Apollo study committee--Dr. Seamans had hinted to the members that
"constraints' of pressurized volume and early flight schedules required
in the interest of national security" would tend to prejudge the hard- .
ware selection "in favor of Gemini B/Titan IIIC." He expressed his
confidence that "military earth orbital operations" would not have an
adverse effect on NASA's plans to build a space laboratory. Justification of such a laboratory, he said, would be used "upon the quality
of its experimental program and the values of extended lunar exploration. "28
Approaching a MOL Decision
(U) On 23 January 1965 Secretary of Defense McNamara told a
press conference that an aerospace industry competition would soon
get under way for design studies of an orbiting laboratory system.
He said the purpose was to develop technology "to improve the capabilities
•for manned and unmanned operations of military significance." McNamara

*Estimated 10-year developmental and operational costs for Apollo
(90-day flights) were $5837 million, for Apollo (30-day flights),
$6948 million. Titan III/Gemini B costs (30-day flights) over
10 years were estimated at $4999 million.
DORIM
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made a special point of emphasizing the phrase, "orbiting laboratory
system," explaining to the newsmen that OSD had "not eliminated the
manned phase of the program" but had broadened its concept "to include
unmanned activities as well as manned." The reason, he said, is that
"manned and unmanned systems are always competitive
Several days later he and NASA Administrator WebO issued a
joint statement pledging close cooperation and coordination of each
other's space projects. The primary purpose of the statement was to
provide a basis for the impending budget message "and Congressional
testimony and public remarks of all officials concerned." The two
agency chiefs said that they intended to avoid "duplicative programs"
and that any manned space flights undertaken in the years ahead by
DOD or NASA would "utilize spacecraft, launch vehicles, and facilities
already available or now under development to the maximum degree possible."30
(U) McNamara discussed the use of certain NASA hardware in the
MOL program some time later in a letter to Vice President Hubert
Humphrey, Chairman of the Space Council. The Vice President had asked
for comments received from Congressman Olin Teague (D-Tex), the ranking
member of the House Committee on Science and Astronautics, who had urged
.President Johnson "to take a look as soon as possible and make a decision"
whether or not Gemini would be used by DOD. Representative Teague was
particularly concerned that the valuable Gemini industrial team at
McDonnell Aircraft would be disbanded if a MOL decision was not made-since all of NASA's Gemini spacecraft were already in production.31
(1.1) In his letter to the Vice President, McNamara cited the various agreements and steps taken by DOD and NASA to insure maximum benefits
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were obtained from "the national investment" in the Gemini program.
Concerning MOL, he said his decision might take one of three forms:
First, it may be determined that the cost of the MOL
program is too high to be commensurate with its military value.
While I do not expect this conclusion, it is a possibility, and
in that case I will not proceed. Or, second, it may be determined that the MOL program is worth the cost but the use of
Apollo hardware is the more effective approach. Or, third,
it may be determined that we will proceed with the Gemini B
approach to MOL. In the third alternative, we will, of course,
take advantage of Gemini capability.32
_4& Meanwhile, in accordance with his announcement of the laboratory vehicle design competition, AFSC on 25 January released its
request for proposals to 23 aerospace contractors. By mid-February
seven contractors submitted proposals to the Air Force, which were
promptly reviewed and evaluated by the MOL Source Selection Board
headed by General Maxwell. On 25 February the newly-created NOL
Policy Committee met for the first time to hear the Board's recommendations. Attending this initial session were Secretary Zuckert, Gen John P.
McConnell, Drs. McMillan and Flax, Mr. Leonard Marks, Jr., Assistant
Secretary for Financial Management, and Generals Schriever, Ritland,
and Ferguson.* After General Maxwell's briefing, the committee decided-as the third and fourth contractors in the competitive evaluation were
very close. in ranking--that AFSC should award four rather than three
study contracts.33
....€1r}" Several days later, on 1 March, the Air Force announced that
Boeing, Douglas, General Electric, and Lockheed were the successful

*Also in attendance were members of the Secretariat, including General
Evans and Col David L. Carter and.Maj D. S. Floyd.
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bidders. Each was awarded 60-day contracts totaling about $400,000
per firm. They were directed to submit their final study reports
by 30 April. One of them, the Air Force said, would be selected to
begin MOD project definition.34
-DORIAN) Even as these "white" activities got under way, the
Directorate of Special Projects was pursuing certain "black" studies.
In mid-January 1965 it redirected the existing Eastman Kodak DORIAN
effort, organized initial technical meetings to discuss the latest
guidance, and established milestones to meet the 15 May reporting date.
The Directorate also contracted with two other firms--Perkin-Elmer and
ITEK--for studies of large lightweight optical elements and, in
addition, it assembled a team of highly experienced personnel in the
fields of optics and satellite reconnaissance. This team was charged
with investigating and considering large lightweight "optical elements
together with their application in manned satellite reconnaissance"
systems.35

_4g4-

With the "white" and "black" studies proceeding nicely,

Dr. McMillan suggested to Dr. Brown that it might be desirable-from both the Air Force's and industry management standpoints--to
announce the successful laboratory vehicle contractor immediately
after review and approval of the Source Selection Board's findings and
recommendation. He pointed out that, even with an early decision, the
four contractors would have to be supported at their current contractual
levels between the time they completed the studies and announcement cf
•
the project definition phase winner. In addition, he thought it might
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be necessary to support the winning contractor for a period after the
announcement.
›;* Consequently, McMillan proposed that OSD provide $0.8 million
to sustain the four contractors for 30 days after completion of their
studies and $1 million to sustain the selected contractor after announcement of the winner. Dr. Brown agreed and he subsequently released $1.8
million in fiscal year 1965 funds.* Supplemental agreements of approximately $200,000 each were negotiated with the four laboratory vehicle
study contractors, which extended them through May 1965.36
.ketSAR) Meanwhile, during. March and April laboratory contractor
briefing teams made mid-term presentations to the Air Force and the
result:, pointed to the final contractor selection. Thus, a NASA
representative who attended the briefings thought that Douglas had
made a "very strong Presentation that indicated large corporate support behind the study." DORIAN security, it might be noted, proved
ineffective as far as these rresentations were concerned. According
to this NASA official: "EYPeriment P-15 was discussed ty all contractors,
although it has been dropped by the Air Force. Designs ranged from 55"
to 100" aperture optical telescores."37 On 1,May the contractors' final
documented reports were completed and submitted to the A:r Force.
.4,2eDORIAN) The Source Selection Board promptly began its evaluation of the MOL laboratory vehicle proposals. Simultaneously, AFSC
began drafting its program recommendations and, on 15-16 May, gave a
preliminary briefing to Dr. McMillan. Afterwards, he suggested that

*This brought total approved FY 1965 MOL expenditures to $20,300,000.
DORIAN
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certain additional data be incorporated into the mresentation and he
asked for another briefing.
...;;RLDORIAN) Meanwhile, on the basis of prozress reported to him
on the "black" payload investigations, McMillan issued new program
guidance to the Directorate of Special Projects. in a message on
20 May, he advised:
The development of optical technology leading to optical
systems capable of improved resolution is the primary objective
of the MOL program. The initial objective is to develop and
demonstrate at the earliest time an operationally useful high
resolution manned optical reconnaissance system capable of
..1ground resolution. Other misachieving at least
sion applications of the MOL program such as sea surveillance,
COMINT and ELINT are secondary and may be accommodated if no
appreciable compromise to the orbital vehicle which meets the
primary objective is required.
"febORIAN) Reviewing the current status of optical. technology,
Dr. McMillan noted that there was considerable skepticism about the
possibility of fabricating mirrors in diameters greater than 60 inches.
He therefore suggested that the initial MOL flights "be predicated on
a mirror of approximately 60 inches of conservative design...to operate
with cr without a tracking mirror." He also recommended that
General Greer initiate related development work, including advanced
development of larger optical systems (with diameters up to
) which at a future date might be used in the MOL program. In
addition, he provided guidance for the award of additional "black"
contracts to Itek and Perkin-Elmer.*39

*On 15 June 1965 General Martin advised McMillan that contractual
actions had been initiated with Itek and Perkin-Elmer. (Msg
8045, Martin to McMillan, 15 June 1965.)
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(54DOPIAN) On 26 and 29 May, in advance of meetings with the
MOL Policy Committee and with Drs. Brown and Hornig, the Air Force
Under Secretary sat in on several more "dry run" presentations by
AFSC and afterwards suggested some additional change's for the MOL
Policy Committee briefing on 1 June. In attendance at this latter
briefing were Zuckert,.McMillan, Flax, Marks, McConnell, Blanchard,
Schriever, and Ferguson. General Evans opened the presentation with
a brief resume of the recent study activity and stated the principal
conclusion--that "a large optical telescope could be built for manned
orbital operations, that man could plan a useful role in the alignment
and checkout of large structures in orbit, and that the program could
or

be justified in terms of the high resolution obtainable
less) through employment of man in orbit.”14.0

...peDORIAN) General Evans was followed by Dr. B. P. Leonard of
the Aerospace Corp., who reviewed overall MOL vehicle characteristics
and compared the results to be obtained in high resolution optical
reconnaissance from the manned versus unmanned modes. The basic
argument in favor of MOL, he said, was that the unmanned optics
currently being flown were able to achieve

ground resolution

and that, at best, an unmanned system could approach

as a

limit.* However, the latter would require a major advance in the state

*The figures given by Dr. Leonard for the unmanned system's capabilities
were goals, not actual products. A later study (1967) of the various
products obtained by the unmanned system showed that the best ground
Most flight produced results
resolution ever obtained was
of 30 inches or more.
DORIAN
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of the art, whereas in the manned mode

or better could be

achieved "with existing technology, with growth improvement toward
of resolution." Following Leonard's
statement, General Maxwell briefed the Committee on the results of
the MOL laboratory vehicle competition. The Source Selection Board
had rated the four participating contractors in the following relative
order of merit: Douglas Aircraft Company, General Electric Company,
Boeing Aircraft Company, and Lockheed Missile and Space Company.
General Maxwell stated that the first two comPanies showed a clear
41
margin of superiority over the last two.
,....DORIAN) The Committee consensus was that justification for
the program should, as proposed, emphasize the higher resolutions
that could be obtained from the manned system. The Committee approved
submission of a proposed USAF MOL program to OSD but with certain
changes to highlight the primary mission. A series of top level
briefings followed. Dr. Brown was briefed on 2 June and the
President's Science Advisory Committee on the 10th. Dr. Seamans and
other NASA officials were briefed on the 23rd. Dr. McMillan, who
was :mite pleased by these presentations, conaratulated General Schriever
"on the high quality of the proposed NDL program recently submitted
for approval." He said it was evident from the excellence of the
final product that "much creative imagination, intelligent analysis,
and plain hard work" had gone into it. The final briefings to the
MOL Policy Committee and to Dr. Brown and PSAC were, he said, of
outstanding overall quality and "auger well for the future conduct
of the MOL program.
DORIAN
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(U) Several other factors at work during the first half of 1965
also tended to auger well for the program. One was the dramatic "space
walk" on 18 March by Soviet Cosmonaut Pleksei A. Leonov, who maneuvered
outside his space capsule for about eight minutes. No one was more
impressed by Leonov's extravehicular activity--another Soviet "first"—
than members of the House Committee on Government operations. In a.
report on U. S. space activities released to the public, the committee
strongly recommended that Secretary McNamara "without further delay,
commence full-scale development of a manned orbital laboratory (MOL)
project."
(U) The House Committee said its recommendation was made "without
prejudice to NASA's future requirements for manned space stations,"
fully recognizing that such vehicles would serve important civilian
as well as military space purposes. But, concluded the Committee,
the "compelling need of the moment is to overcome a military lag in
space technology.1,3
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VIII. THE MOL PROGRAM DECISION
25 August 1965
ORIAN) For several months prior to the MOL Policy Committee
meeting of 1 June General Evans and his staff had been collecting data
and drafting papers to support an Air Force recommendation to OSD that
they proceed with the program.. This work was well along when the
Committee authorized submission of a formal proposal to Secretary
McNamara. Whereupon, during June 1965, General Evans, Col Lewis S.
Norman, Jr., Lt Col Richard C. Randall, Maj Robert Spaulding, Dr.
Yarymovych, and others intensified their writing efforts, completing
a half-dozen drafts before a final document was approved and forwarded

on the 28th to OSD. This document, the culmination of 18 months of
Air Force studies, analyses, and efforts going back to December 1963,
consisted of a 14-page memorandum and eight lengthy appendices. One
of the latter--a 9-page paper entitled "The Potential of Very high
Resolution Photography"--was written by McMillan, who also reviewed
and recast the covering memorandum to McNamara to give greater emphasis
1
to the importance of acquiring a high resolution photographic capability.
The Air Force Prousal
peDORIAN-GAMBIT) In this memorandum, the Air Force recommended
,
that DOD proceed with development of a manned orbiting laboratory using
the Titan IIIC booster and the Gemini B spacecraft. It proposed a
six-vehicle launch proaram--one unmanned and five manned--with the first
manned flight taking place in late calendar year 1968 and the last one
DORIAN/GAMBIT
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in early 1970. The cost of the program was estimated at $1,653 million.
The Air Force advised the Defense Secretary that it would place primary
emphasis on development, demonstration, and use of a manned optical
or better

reconnaissance system to provide resolutions of

on the ground. It expressed the belief that this order of resolution
could be attained using an optical system of relatively conservative
design having an aperture of 60 inches; such a system was considered
to be the primary payload for the early flights. It said parallel
development also would be undertaken along a less conservative approach,
aperture,
2
on the ground.

leading to the possibility of a system of perhaps
capable of a resolution of about

)TeDORIAN-G.AMBIT) The Air Force emphasized that the optics and
optical technology to be developed for MOL would be directly applicable
to unmanned systems. It planned to pursue development of elements suchas image trackers, which were crucial to the performance of large unmanned systems. It said, however, that the development of MOL would
produce a resolution of

much sooner "and with a higher

probability of initial success" than a development based on an unmanned
config uration. At

resolution, using,current cost estimates,

it predicted the manned system would be about as productive per dollar
as an unmanned system "even setting aside the greater development

3

difficulties and risks attaching to the unmanned system."

(.740RIAN-GAMBIT) Concerning the basic need for MOL, the Air
argued that it was vital to have a high resolution photographic
'
Force
capability to acquire not only technical intelligence but also data on
DORIAN/GAMBIT
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"tactical objectives" during times of international crisis. It
noted that during the 1962 Cuban missile crisis, the United States
undertook repeated photographic flights at very low altitude in
order to identify details of military equipment "and in particular
to determine the country of origin of same of this equipment." The
credibility of findings based on such high resolution photography,
the Air Force said, "can be crucial. Certainly it was essential, in
the case of the Cuban crisis, for President Kennedy to have pictures
whose credibility was beyond his doubt, before he could make same of
his crucial decisions."
jelttIORIAN-GAMBIT) The Air Force, consequently, concluded that
there was a basic national need for satellite reconnaissance "at
111111111 resolution or better," that the manned program offered
"the quickest and most assured way.of reaching that goal," and that
the MOL was almost essential "if we are ever to develop systems manned
or unmanned, having resolutions much better than
,
cToe
,DORIAN-GAMBIT) In addition to the above formal program proposal,

the Air Force submitted a second paper to OSD, describing the MOL
management structure and plan to be adopted for the project definition
phase, the rationale fcr selecting two contractors (Douglas and General
Electric) instead of cne to carry the development forward, NRO's relationship to MOL, and proposed security and public information policies.*

*See Chapter IX.
DORIAN/GAMBIT
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Hornig AroveS, with Qualifications

/- DORIAN) Several days after the Air Force proposal was received
by OSD, the President's Science Advisor submitted his important evaluation of.it to Secretary McNamara. As noted earlier; the Defense
Secretary made it clear that before a MOL development would be authorized, Dr. Hornig, the Director of the Budget, and he would have to
agree that the project was worth the cost and would not duplicate any
other approved space program.
).SebORIA11) To help evaluate the USAF proposal, Dr. Hornig
earlier asked Dr. Purcell of the PSAC Reconnaissance Panel to submit
airport to him and he also discussed MOL with Dr. Land.* After considering their comments, which he discussed informally with McNamara,
on 30 June 1965 he forwarded his views to the Defense Secretary. To
begin with, he said that since there was "very great value" in obtaining
the highest possible photographic resolutions, he would be willing to
pay a great deal to acquire a system that possessed such a capability.
The Air Force, he said, had done "an exceedingly thorough analysis of
both the manned and unmanned system alternatives." It had:
...documented a persuasive argument that. for equal total
weights and total volumes, the manned system does have an
advantage over the unmanned system and can be expected to
provide a higher average resolution at an earlier time than
the unmanned system. I therefore would support approval
of the MOL program. I would point out that we shoald
expect difficult technical problems in building the mirrors
necessary for such a system. A capability is yet to be
demonstrated. However, I believe that this risk is
acceptable.5

*Dr. Land submitted a lengthy paper on the USA1 proposal to Hornig
on 18 August. See Chapter X.
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..3,20ebORIAN) But, Dr. Hornig noted, there were certain points to
be noted about the USAF case. That is, he said, the Air Force's conclusions about the relative merits of manned versus unmanned systems
were based on certain assumptions about existing technology which
caused the latter to fall short by comparison. For the very sophisticated type of unmanned system being discussed, relatively little
effort had been devoted to solving the problems inherent in automatic
pattern recognition, image motion compensation, and precise pointing
to the accuracy required. Dr. Hornig said he believed that if sufficient
competence, imagination and effort were devoted to the development of
the necessary automatic subsystems, "the margin that now exists in. .
favor of the manned system could in time be largely eliminated."
, (.etlIPORIAN) He also raised a number of related questions concern-

ing manned versus unmanned systems. He said while available evidence
"makes us reasonably confident that man is physiologically and psychologically capable of performing as reauired by MOL," this capability
had not yet been demonstrated and it was possible that the flight
tests would show that the manned system would not perform as well as
predicted. Also, he thought it reasonable to anticipate the possi. bility "that either public reaction azainst MOL as an invasion of
privacy or international opposition to manned overflights may prevent
the use of a manned system." He said:
Although both these risks are acceptable from the financial
standpoint and should not therefore prevent initiation of
the development of the MOL, they are serioas enough politically to warrant our taking action to provide for the eventuality that an unmanned, rather than manned system will be
DORIAN
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required. In addition, it seems quite possible that from
an operational standpoint, an unmanned system will eventually be desired to complement the manned system by performing the more routine reconnaissance missions or be available
in special circumstances, such as, for example, in the case
of threats against the system by the other side.°

J,SepORIAN) For these reasons, Dr. Hornig recommended that a
major effort be made as an integral part of MOL, to develop subsystems
which could be used for a high resolution unmanned System. There was
no reason, he believed, why an immediate effort on the critical automatic subsystems "should perturb the progress of the MOL development
program in its initial phases." In brief, he supported MOL program
approval, provided the Air Force undertook "to concurrently develop
an unmanned operational capability for the system."
›geDORIAN) In a separate report to the President,* Dr. Hornig
advised that the MOL Program would provide a substantial increase in
U.S. reconnaissance capability "by developing a system which could,
for example, resolve so well that we could even discover the
in our overflight photography." Consequently, he
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
informed the Chief Executive he was recommending that they initiate
development of MOL and had so advised Mr. McNamara. However, he •
suggested that, if they proceeded, they should be prepared to assume
"serious political risks" when the flight tests began. However, he
said:

*Contained in a draft memorandum to the President, dated 30 June 1965,
which he submitted to McNamara for review. He indicated to the Secretary
he hoped to deliver the memo to the President the following day. (Ltr,
Hornig to McNamara, 30 Jun 65.) •
DORIAN
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We should give consideration at the highest level to the
contingencies which may occur so that one day we are not
caught by surprise by the intensity of the reaction abroad
as we were when the U-2 was shot down over the USSR. It
is true that unmanned satellite reconnaissance has been
used and accepted by both sides. However, it is possible
that manned satellite surveillance could be considered
'overflight' with all its connotations. It is also
possible that MOL will be construed by the USSR as a
weapons system in space capable of launching bombs from
orbit. We must certainly consider how likely it is that
such an interpretation could be made, whether the leaders
of the USSR could tolerate the existence of MOL if such an
interpretation is made, and what their reaction might be....
)01)0RIAN) On the other hand, Dr. Hornig noted that manned
activities in orbit had become somewhat routinely accepted over the
past years and it was possible that MOL would also achieve acceptance
if introduced to the public in a careful manner. If so, it might
make a substantial contribution to the recognition of manned observation and surveillance as a normal mode of international behavior. He
therefore recommended to the President that high level political oversight be given to: (1) the extent to which the public should be
informed about MOL and the method by which the program was announced
"so that we establish, right from the start, a picture of MOL which
will give it the best chance of gaining acceptance by the international
community," and (2) the contingencies that might arise if the flights
were not accepted and the detailed plans for meeting those contingencies
8
if they occurred.
The BudEpt Bureau Expresses Doubt
14ORIAN) After Secretary McNamara's staff received the Air
9
Force's MOL program proposal and Dr. Hornig's comments, Colonel Clarence
L. Battle, Dr. Hall's assistant in ODDR&E, began composing a memorandum
DORIAN
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on the subject for Secretary McNamara to send to the President.
Col Battle's draft memorandum was reviewed by Dr. Brown, who made
a number of changes in it and then forwarded copies to Mr. Charles L.
Schultze,* the Director of the Budget, Adm. William Raborn, Director
of the CIA, and Vice President Humphrey, chairman of the National
Aeronautics and Space Council.
..:DORIAN-GAMBIT) On 8 July 1965 Schultze forwarded his comments
;.
to the Vice President and McNamara and questioned whether MOL's superiority as a reconnaissance system, as compared to a possible unmanned
system, was worth the $1 billion of additional development costs and
5200 million of additional annual operating costs. "I think," he said,
"we must satisfy ourselves beyond a reasonable doubt that the probable
superiority of the manned over the unmanned system is likely to be
worth the additional cost before recommending to the President that
the program proceed.u9
;er-DORIAN-GAMBIT) The budget chief noted that the existing
unmanned systems "have made and can continue to make essential, significant and spectacular contributions to intelligence and national
security." He pointed out that the latest version, GAMBIT-3--which
was under active development--was expected to provide about
resolution at a development cost of some $200-300 million while an
even better product

might be obtained with an improved

unmanned system at a development cost of

$600-800 million. On the

other hand, he said, MOL would cost $1.6 billion more and it was not

*Schultze succeeded Kermit Gordon on 1 June 1965.
DORIAN/GAMBIT
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clear to him that

resolution photography had that much

additional value for national security.
pebORIAN-GAMBIT) Schultze consequently concluded that--until
the points he had raised were clarified--"there is no clear need to
proceed with the manned system as now proposed." If there was a
requirement to develop a system for obtaining higher resolution than
GAMBIT-3, he thought they should proceed with development of an
unmanned system. In this connection, he cited Dr. Hornig's comment
that if sufficient competence, imagination, and effort were applied,
unmanned systems could probably be developed with resolution capability
10
approaching that expected from MOL.
-DORIAN-GAMBIT) Later, however, after he was advised that
further DOD studies indicated that the difference in cost between a
manned and unmanned system would not be $800-1,000 million as originally thought but more nearly $300-400 million, he withdrew his objections. However, he requested, and Secretary McNamara agreed, that if
studies during the next six months showed a cost difference substantially
greater than $300-400 million, the MOL should be reappraised and a
new decision made whether the additional benefits of the manned syStem
11
were worth the costs.
State Department and CIA Views
----("SG--)- On 9 July 1965 the Space Council met to review the draft
McNamara memorandum to the President, the problem of security and
information handling of MOL, and a proposed public announcement-DORIAN/GAMBIT
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submitted by Mr. Webb--which the President might wish to consider.
During this meeting the Space Council identified certain tasks for
implementation prior to any public announcement on MOL, one being
to coordinate with the State Department. Subsequently, Dr. Brown
forwarded a copy of the McNamara memorandum to the State Department
along with a proposed policy paper setting forth proposed information
controls.
In response, on 16 August Secretary of State Dean Rusk advised McNamara that, while some international problems would likely
arise, he did not consider these of sufficient negative importance
to warrant advising against going ahead. Be said, "if you are fully.
satisfied the project is justified in terms of potential contribution
to national defense, I have no objection to your going forward with
the recommendation to the President." Rusk said further that if a
decision was made to proceed, it would be essential to maintain very
tight control of the project and to carefully handle all publicity "if
we are to succeed in safeguarding the sensitive aspects of MOL and
deal effectively with whatever international.problems arise." Commenting further on the information problem, the. Secretary of State stated:
I consider it most important that to the extent it can be
controlled, everything said publicly about the MOL project
emphasize its experimental and research nature, and that
statements and implications that MOL constitutes a new
military operational capability in space, or- an intermediate
step toward such a capability, be rigorously avoided. It
would be useful to this end if fully knowledgeable people
in this Department would work closely and continuously with .
your own people in devising detailed press and publicity
handling guidelines, reviewing the text of key statements
or releases, etc.12
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Director of the CIA also gave a general, if cautious,

endorsement to the MOL Program. Admiral Raborn said, "It is in the
interest of the United States to obtain the highest resolution of
photographic coverage feasible over those areas of intelligence
interest designated by the United States Intelligence Board, provided
that such highest resolution will of course have to be weighed against
the relative factors of cost, time, and relative importance of intelligence which could be obtained in an optimum balance of these considera,13
tions.
McNamara Recommends MOL Program Auroval
(e-DORIAN-GAMBIT) Having coordinated with all key individuals
and azencies, Dr. Brown and Colonel Battle put the finishing touches
to McNamara's memo to the President. The Defense Secretary reviewed
the final draft on 24 August, made several minor language changes, and
that same day carried it over to the White House where he recommended
to the President that they proceed with MOL project definition beginning
14
in fiscal year 190o.
....C.TferDORIAN-GAMBIT) McNamara noted that Congress was currently
in process of appropriating $150 million for the program (requested
the previous January) and that he had previously indicated he would
defer release of funds until such time as studies of the nature and
value of the problem were satisfactorily completed. These studies,
he told the President, had been completed and--based on his review
of their conclusions--he now recommended release of the $150 million,
DORIAN/GAMBIT
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initiation of a contract definition phase, and that the program
proceed toward the following goals:
a. Semi-operational use beginning in late 1968 to secure
-solutions of significant targets.
photographs of ''y?.
better than the best satellite
This is approximately,
photography we are now obtaining, and approximately
better than the best U-2 photographs or the G3 satellite system,
now under development, from which we expect photographs in
about 15 months.
b. Development of high-resolution optical technology and
systems for either manned or unmanned use. This technology
resolution and be aimed at ultiwill provide the
mately even better resolution.
.c. Provision of a facility for the development, test and
use of other potential military applications such as SIGINT
collection, radar observation and ocean surveillance, as the
utility and feasibility o' such applications become established.
d. Provision of an experimental program for determination
of man's ability in assembling large structures, and in adjusting, maintaining ani?i. processing the output from complex military
equipment in space.
McNamara recommended that the MOL program be
at( under the NRO security guidelines which already existed for
operated
military space projects. The idea, he said, was "to help avoid provocation in the international area, and to forestall initiation cf
international action that might prevent the United States from using
satellites for reconnaissance." He reported that DOD planned to
pursue a modest and low key public information program and that the
annaanced mission of MOL woald continue to be expressed solely as
"the investigation and development of orbital capabilities, manned
and unmanned, associated with national defense."
(pe'DORLIN-GAMBIT)

Tile.

Defense Secretary advised the President

that he had received the concurrence of Secretary Rusk, Admiral Reborn,
DORIAN/GAMBIT
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Dr. Hornig, and Mr. Webb, and that Vice President Humphrey also
endorsed program go-ahead. The Director of the Bureau of the Budget,
he reported, had withdrawn his original objection, subject to a future
program reappraisal of costs. McNamara said further that, in his view,
there was a vital national need for reconnaissance photography with
resolutions of

or better. He noted that during the Cuban

crisis the United States had made a special reconnaissance effort
"to acquire pictures having the detail and the credibility that were
necessary to verify and to convince others of the nature of the military
activity in Cuba." In other future situations, he thought it might be
important to accomplish these same ends. With

resolution,

the nation also would be able to assess such military factors as the
and the nature of various Russian anti16
missile deployments.
(T -DORIAN-GAMBIT) The defense chief advised that he had incor-

4

porated several of Dr. Hornig's suggestions concerning an unmanned
system* and that designs of the new devices needed for the unmanned
operational mode would be pursued. He said:
It is my intention that the system will be designed so
that it can operate without a man. It will operate somewhat differently, however, (and with improved overall effectiveness) with a man. Whether the system will produce
poorer average resolution without a man depends on how well
some of the ideas for such functions as automatic focusing
and adjustment, automatic navigation and image motion compensation work out. But in any event, it is agreed that

*Dr. Hornig met with Dr. Brown on 23 August and the two man agreed
that the Air Force would pursue development of the automatic system
simultaneously with the manned MOL.
DORIANi GAMBIT
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the man's ability to select targets, to override the automatic controls when they function less well than expected,
to choose data for prompt transmission, will improve the
overall utility of the data. Furthermore, the presence of
man in the development phase can be expected to shorten
the development and improve the capability of the unmanned
version of the system.17
The President's Decision and

Public Reaction

(U) McNamara's recommendation to the President, it should be
noted, was made against the backdrop of six months of U.S. achievements which clearly proved that man would be able to function effectively in space. On 23 March NASA launched its first'two-man Gemini,
successfully recovering the spacecraft and astronauts after three
orbits of the earth. On 3-7 June, during its second Gemini flight,
Air Force Maj Edward H. White became the first American to maneuver
outside his space vehicle. White's 22-minute "space walk" exceeded
that by Soviet Cosmonaut Leonov of the previous March. Finally, on
21 August 1965, NASA launched its third Gemini into a flight which
shattered all existing orbital endurance records (astronauts L. Gordon
Cooper, Jr., and Charles Conrad spent nearly eight days in a weightless
state). On 24 August--the same day McNamara made his MOL recommendation
to the President--Cooper and Conrad performed a number of military
exmeriments which included sighting and photographing a Minuteman ICBM
launched from Vandenberg AFB.
(U) There was little doubt the President would accept the
Secretary's recommendation. President Johnson decided, however,
that he would personally make the announcement. The following day,
DORIAN/GAMBIT
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25 August, he opened a televised White House press conference with
the following statement:
After discussion with Vice President Humphrey and members
of the Space Council as well as Defense Secretary McNamara,
I am today instructing the Department of Defense to immediately
proceed with the development of a manned orbiting laboratory.
This program will bring us new knowledge about what man
is able to do in space. It will enable us to relate that
ability to the defense of America. It will develop technology and equipment which will help advance manned and
unmanned space flight and it will make it possible to perform
very new and rewarding experiments with that technology and
equipment...
The Titan 3C booster will launch the laboratory into
space and a modified version of the NASA Gemini capsule will
be the vehicle in which the astronauts return to earth...
We believe the heavens belong to the people of every country.
We are working and we will continue to workthroue the United
States--oar distinguished Ambassador, Mr. LArthur7Goldberg is
present with us this morning--to extend the rule of law into
outer space.
We intend to live up to our agreement not to orbit weapons
of mass destruction* and we will continue to hold oat to all
nations, including the Soviet Union, the hand of cooperation
in the exciting years of space exploration which lie ahead for
all of us.1°
(U) The initial press reaction to the President's announcement
was critical. The New York Times, after commenting that the Presidential
decision was "a fantastic, terrifying" measure of arms preparation,
several days later editorialized that it had spread "disquiet across
the world...Assuming that Russia has similar technical capacity to
•
produce orbiting laboratories, outer space from 1968 onward could be

*Both Moscow and Washington agreed to abide by a U.N. resolution,
adopted 13 December 1963, which called upon all states to refrain from
orbiting nuclear weapons or any other kinds of weapons of mass
destruction.
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full of manned space ships with awesome potential." The WaningIsm
Post worried about assignment' of the project to the Air Force which
it said was committ.,d to "total secrecy." Such secrecy, the paper
argued, "is bound to arouse international suspicions and alarms,
H19
partictilarly since the flights will be over Soviet territory.
(U) Some 45 private citizens expressed their opposition to the
decision in letters they wrote to various administration officials,
including the President, Secretaries McNamara and Rusk, and Administrator Webb. Their general theme was that the MOL would extend the
arms race into space, in contradiction to U.S. policy favoring the use
of space for peaceful purposes. A number of Congressmen also objected.
Two feared that MOL might encourage a military space race, five argued
that the project should be given to NASA, and another complained that
it would lead to duplication of manned launch facilities on both
coasts.20
(U) Not all editorial comment (aside from the technical and
professional journals, which zenerally approved the rim announcement)
was negative. For axnmple, The New Republic,.saw a positive aspect
to the program:
It is...possible that MOT, will demonstrate the feasibility of a few American and Soviet spacemen in their respective spacecraft operating a continuous space watch. If it
does, and if both nations exercise restraint, it could have
a stabilizing effect, as have our mutual unmanned reconnaissance satellites. If man can be an efficient observer in
orbit for extended periods, the time may come when the U.S.
should invite the United Nations to maintain a continuous
space control, with a multinational crew to warn of any
impending or surprise attack.21
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(U) The Soviet reaction, as expected, was critical.' Tass,
the Russian news agency, commented pointedly that some of the orbiting
laboratories would be launched from Vandenberg AFB, the firing site,
it said, "for hush-hush spy satellites that fly over the territories
of socialist countries several times a day." On 9 September Reuters
reported the remarks of Col Gen Vladimir Tolubko, Deputy Commander-nChief of Soviet Strategic Rocket Forces. Echoing a West German news
account which speculated that MOL would be able to bombard the earth
with nuclear weapons, General Tolubko declared: "Now the Pentagon
wants to use space laboratories not only for espionage but also to
'accomplish direct combat tasks."
(U) Several weeks later Izvestia published a lengthy article
by Col M. Golyshev, not further identified, who attacked not only
MOL but NASA's Gemini program. He reported that Astronauts Cooper
and Conrad in Gemini 5 had. carried out 17 military experiments, photo
graphed missile launchings from Vandenberg, and performed "visual
obser.rations" of ground installations, in particular, the White. Sands
Proving Ground.. He complained that Gemini 5 was used to check out
"the possibilities of intercepting artificial earth satellites and
-carrying on reconnaissance from space." Colonel Golyshev concluded
that MOL would be suitable "for creating command posts in space,
intercepting foreign satellites and making reconnaissance. Such a
wide range of combat capabilities gladdens the Pentagon strategists....
(U) To the distress of the U.S. Information Agency (USIA), the
foreign press for the first time began to ask critical questions abcut
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the peaceful orientation of the American space program. Previously:
the Mercury and Gemini flights had produced highly favorable publicity
for the United States. The State Department, somewhat disturbed by the
change in tone, dispatched an airgram in early September 1965 to all
diplomatic posts. It included a copy of the President's MOL statement
and emphasized that the new project had no "weapons in space" or "bombs
in orbit" aspect whatever, and was neither illegal nor different in
23
motivation and purpose from other defense research projects.
On 7 September the Department also convened a meeting of an
interagency committee (attended by State, DOD, CIA, and USIA representatives) to discuss the oversee reaction to Gemini 5 and the President's
announcement. The Defense Department was represented by Lt Col Daniel C.
Mahoney and Maj Robert Hermann.* The latter had been assigned as an
information advisor to General Evans several months earlier.
USIA official sllnmPri zed for the committee the world press
reaction to the military implications of the Gemini 5 flight and the
Nni, program, and he suggested a high policy statement was needed to
counteract the unfavorable news coverage. In response, Major Hermann
summarized DOD's public affairs policy for the military space program
ar.4 noted that the National Space Act of 1958 had placed specific responsibility for military space activities'on the Department of Defense. The
MOL, he continued, did not represent a new policy by the U.S. government
but was a logical step in providing for defense of the nation. As for

'*Colonel Mahoney was from the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Public Affairs, Major Hermann from the USAF Office of
Information
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countering unfavorable news coverage, he noted that Dr. Edward C. Welsh,
executive secretary of the Space Council, had made a number of widely
publicized speeches which possibly might satisfy the requirement for a
24
high level statement of national policy.
(U) Some time after this meeting,* Major Hermann met with members
of the Space Council staff and discussed possible approaches to countering criticism of the program. Other officials also apparently contacted
Dr. Welsh, who proved quite agreeable to restating U.S. national policy
on MOL. On 28 October 1965--in an address to the American Ordnance
Association--he cited the MOL as an example "of a highly valuable exchange
of technology and experience by two operating agencies of the government."
And he said further:
Since I have mentioned the Manned. Orbiting Laboratory,
it is worth pausing right now to challenge forthrightly
those who have asserted or intimated that it has something
to do with a weapons race. We expect misrepresentations
of that sort to came from unfriendly countries and sometimes
from ignorant domestic critics. However, I was disappointed
to find that a few otherwise well informed publications and
individuals have asserted that MOL is a weapons carrier and
a -project contrary to our peaceful progress in space.
I assert as positively as I can that MOL is not a weapons
system, is not a means by which aggressive actions can be
perpetrated, and is in no way in conflict with the established policies, objectives, or methods of the United States. •
Rather, it is a program that will increase our knowledge of
man's usefulness in space and will relate that ability to
oar national defense. 5

*The State Department later advised OSD that world press reaction
to the MOL announcement, "while not laudatory, has not been as bad
as it might have been."
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IX. ORGANIZING FOR CONTRACT DEFINITION*
,DORIAN) On 29 April 1965, some four months before the
President's announcement, Dr. McMillan met with Generals Schriever and
Martin to discuss the kind of management organization the Air. Force
should establish for the next MOL phase--contract definition. At
this meeting on the West Coast, the three men tentatively agreed that
a strong autonomous system office should be organized there, supported
by an appropriate AFSC structure. Subsequently, however, when Evans
and Schriever undertook to put down on paper the details of a permanent
MOL organization as they saw it, they found themselves embroiled in
a maZor disagreement with General Martin. This issue concerned how
the "clack" and "white" aspects of the program should be managed.1
(

-DORIAN) During the spring and early summer of 1965, General

Evans' staff undertook to draft a papet on the proposed USAF managemen:
structure. It proposed the creation of a "strong, autonomous,
integrated program implementation office" on the West Coast, headed
by a zeneral officer to be known as the Deputy Director, MOL. He
would report to the MOIL Program Director (General Schriever), who would
be res-consible to the Secretary of the Air Force, the Under Secretary,
and the Director, NRC, for "total program direction:" The Deputy Director,

*Orizinally known as project definition. Contract definition was defined
as "that phase during which preliminary design and engineering are
verified or accomplished, and firm contract and management planning
are Performed." The overall objective of contract definition was "tc
determine whether the conditional decision to proceed with Engineering
Development should be ratified." (DOD Directive 3200.9, dtd 1 July 1:=1:5.)
DORIA.I\T
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MOL, would be given "full procurement authority

necessary to conduct

both 'black' and 'white' procurement of the MDL program from

funds

provided him from higher authority."2

),Te-DORIAN) General Martin strongly disagreed with this plan.
In a message to Dr. McMillan on 8 July, he declared that in view of
his responsibilities to the NRO, it was essential that he control not
only the development of all reconnaissance payloads, the reconnaissance
payload section, and integration of all payloads into this section, but
also all "black" contracts and "white" contracts affected by "black"
contracts. He recommended that the responsibilities of the Deputy
Director, MOL, be limited to "all non-reconnaissance and non-BYEMAN
aspects" of the program, such as the laboratory section, Gemini capsule,
boosters, launch facilities, etc. To insure essential coordination and
"interface," he proposed creating a'"MOL payload office," which would
be physically located adjacent to the office of the Deputy Director,
MOL, to handle all black-related matters.3
RIAN) General Schriever, however, felt that the above approach
would fragment MOL management and was contrary to all the basic management principles AFSC had learned in the ballistic missile program.
Writing to Dr. McMillan in early August, he argued that the management
problem of dealing with the Directorate of Special Projects was "amenable
to proven solutions from other programs that were no less complex than
MOL." He urged that the final laL management plan, which OSD had
requested prior to program approval, provide for a "clear, single channel
of direction and responsibility" linking the Secretary of the Air Force
DORIAN
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or Director, NRO, and Director, MOL and the West Coast organization.
There should be, he insisted, "unequivocal MOL program policy guidance
4
from or through the Director, MOL, for all aspects of the program.”
The AFSC commander acknowledged that security was important but also
noted that "The MOL is too big, and the image is too well established,
to hide." In a second letter to Dr. McMillan, he reiterated his concern
over "unnecessary fragementation of the management authority of the
Director, MOL, and the existence of multiple channels of direction and
responsibility for MOL system acquisition."5
The New MOL Structure: Two Management Channels
..;;24ORIAN) As the Director, NRO, however, McMillan's views were
influenced by the "black" environment which had produced the highly
successful U. S. unmanned satellite reconnaissance system. The conservative approach was to support General Martin's position, which he
did.* Thus, the final MOL management plan sent to OSD on 24 August 1x5-while it accepted the Drinciple of "single, clear line of direction to
a fully coordinated MOL program"--provided for two distinct management
channels. The plan stated that since MOL would meet some of the NRO's
proposed long-range ob,fectives, the direction of it "should be responsive to policy, guidance, and approval of the Secretary of the Air Force
with assistance and advice from DNRO.”6

*Dr.cMillan wished to maintain tight control over the "black"
environment, from which the Air Staff and many other USAF agencies
had been excluded.
DORLVI
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Under this management plan, the Director, MOL-7

assisted by a full-time general officer serving as Vice Director*-was designated "the principal operating agent" for the program. He
was to organize a strong "integrated systems and program implementation
office" at El Segundo, Calif., headed by the Deputy Director, MOI, The
latter would be responsible for "system procurement, design, development,
test and evaluation," overall mission operations, including man's
safety during all phases of manned flight, etc., and would exercise
"on-orbit control of the vehicle and reconnaissance payload in responsive
to intelligence collection tasks established by the DNRO or his designee."
..(4e-DORIAN) The basic MOL management structure would be completed
with establishment of a "Sensor Payload Office" under General Martin.
Its responsibilities were to manage all contracts for the high resolution thotograohic sensor payload, i.e., the primary optics, cameras
and camera handling devices, etc. It would recommend the contractors
to be selected, be responsible for detailed technical direction over
the contracts, and provide 'contracting services" to the Deputy
Director, MOL, for all "black" contracts required by the latter.?
...441MOR-TAN)

After McNamara approved this MOL organization (see

chart, next page) and following the President's announcement, Secretary
Zuckert formally designated General Schriever as MOL Director and sent
him instructions which spelled out General Martin's responsibilities
as follows:

*The Vice Director was to organize and run the MOL Program Office in
the Pentagon.
DORIAN
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The Director, SAFSP, located at SSD, will be responsible
to the DNE0 for development, acquisition and test of the sensor
payload in response to technical specifications and requirements provided by the Deputy Director, MOL. He will be responsible for all "black" contracting, and will establish a MOL
sensor payload office, co-located with the MOL System Office,
to carry out his responsibilities. He will review and approve
implementation of BYEMAN security procedures. In addition,
SAFSP will maintain surveillance over the utilization of the
critical Air Force, Aerospace and industrial resources of the
NRP including the MOL.°

..... L.Te<ORIAN)

Three days after receiving these instructions, Schriever

convened a meeting at SSD of the key people who would be'involved in
managing the program. They included General Evans, who had been
designated Vice Director, MOL; Brig Gen R. A. Berg, who was named
Deputy Director, effective 1 October; and Generals Funk, Bleymaier,*
and Martin. After discussing the essential supporting role that SSD'
would play during MOD's development, Schriever addressed Martin as
follows: "I think it is important that any time anything goes on in
the sensor area important enough to talk to your boss 5NRO7, I should
also be informed. We must not keep secrets from one another."9
3,..23tDCRIAN) General Martin responded that he would try to keep
Schriever informed, but he noted that in his discussions with McMillan,
many subjects were covered with MOL frequently mentioned in that context.
He said it would be improbable, therefore, that he would be able to
Inform General Schriever of details of each discussion but would do
his best to advise him of substantitive issues. He understood that he
was to be responsive to program guidance from the Deputy Director, MOL,

*At this meeting Schriever announced Bleymaier's reassignment to become
Commander of the Western Test Range. He had been serving as SSD Deputy
Commander for Manned Space Systems.
DORIAN
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and would manage sensor activities to conform with such guidance.
"Let me assure you," he said, "that we will work closely with the
Deputy Director.u10
cle-DORIAN During the next several months--while Evans, Berg
and Martin organized their respective offices*--a new team of top-level
civilian officials began moving into key USAF and OSD positions. On
30 September 1965 Dr. McMillan resigned to return to private life (Bell
Telephone Laboratories) after serving four years with the Air Force and
the NRO. He was succeeded as NRO Director by Dr. Flax, who continued
in his post as Assistant Secretary of the Air Force (R&D). Mr. Norman S.
Paul took over as Air Force Under Secretary. Another major change,
effective 1 October 1965, was the selection of Dr. Brown to succeed
Mr. Zuckert as Secretary of the Air Force. Brown was succeeded as
DDR&E by Dr. John S. Foster, Jr.
.....(AelnORIAN) At the first MOL Policy Committee meeting the new
Air Force Secretary attended (on 14 October), Cieneral Schriever raised
a question about the need for "streamlined management" above the USAF
11 Subsequently,
level to handle MOL "black" versus "white" program funds.
General Evans initiated a study of this requirement and on 19 October,
after coordinating with Dr. Flax, he forwarded to Dr. Brown a proposed
draft memorandum to McNamara on "MOL management channels above the
Secretary of the Air Force level." This memo noted that, while MOL
was a part of the National Reconnaissance Program, because it was visible

*The MOL Program Office in the Pentagon, the MOL Systems Office on
the West Coast, and the MOL Sensor Office.
DORIAN
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to the public and known to exist, its management was "not entirely
amenable to procedures currently used for other parts of the NEP."
One distinction related to the way funds were handled. Except for
cleared personnel, the scope and existence of most NEP programs was
not known and they were not defended in open sessions before Congress.
In the case of MOL, all funding requirements were contained in white
PCP's, only a portion of which were subject to special access, i.e.,
that pertaining to sensors.12

.j,518eLORIAN)

The memorandum further noted that DDR&E's staff had

not normally been involved in the justification, review, and approval .
of the NRP. On the other hand, Dr. Brown or his Deputy Director of
Space (Dr. Hall*) in recent months had been personally and intimately
involved in the review, justification, and approval of the MOL program
for both black and white portions. .Since security dictated that there
continue to be a visible MOL program, with certain aspects of its
mission kept under wraps, it appeared necessary that DDR&E remain in
an authoritative position to justify, review and approve various
funding requests.13
4tORIAN) It was therefore proposed that DDR&E, as an individual,
be designated the MOL focal point for the Secretary of Defense and
provided a Special Assistant who was cleared for all aspects of the
program, had experience in the satellite reconnaissance field, and was
known to people in that field. Dr. Brown subsequently discussed this

*Dr. Hall resigned from this post in October 1965 and returned to
private life.
DORIAN
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proposal with Dr. Foster and Secretary McNamara and both agreed with
the approach outlined. Later, Dr. Foster designated Mr. Daniel J.
Fink, Deputy Director (Strategic and Space Systems), as his principal
staff advisor and assistant to assure that MOL received proper support.14
Procedures for Guidance and Direction of
NRO Aspects of MOL

.),.DORIAN)

On 22 October Dr. Flax as the new NRO Director met

with General Martin to discuss the latter's responsibilities relative
to MOL. He agreed that MOL funds would be made available to the
Directorate of Special Projects in the same manner "as presently
employed" in other NRO programg, but that General Schriever would be
permitted "to follow" overall funding for both "black" and "white"
activities. He further aareed that Martin might receive directives
directly from General Schriever, after he (Dr. Flax) had approved in
each case, "with an information copy simultaneously going to General Berg,"
and that the Director of Special Projects "must comply with overall
system integration and overall system engineering instructions from
General Berg concerning the integration of the payload into the complete MOL system," etc. However, Dr. Flax also determined that, since
the DORIAN payload was "an NRO payload," General Martin would be held
responsible to him "for development, acquisition, and test, including
decisions as to the configuration of the payload."15
......›<ORIAN) The fact that he had little control over the payload
portion of the program remained troubling to General Schriever. In
October, at his direction, Evans and his staff drafted a paper on the
DORIAN
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MOL organization to "clarify" the management principles outlined in
the 24 August plan. Their view was that, unlike previous "black"
projects, where the reconnaissance sensor itself was "the major
element around which overall system integration is postured," MOL
was different because of the introduction of man into the system and
because of "the currently expressed national policy of overt and ,
unclassified admission of the existence of MOL." Consequently, the
suggested that the conduct of MOL as a covert program was denied,
although "conduct of covert activities within the program itself"
was not.
RIAN) Because of this special nature .of the program, they
argued that MOL was different from other N10 activities and that the
Director, MOL,was and should be responsible for "all" its aspects.
According to this interpretation of the 24 August management plan,
"guidance and direction issued by Director, NOL...is clearly competent
and authoritative, not only for the 'white' aspects of the MOL program,
but also for 'black' aspects--those which interface with the NRP."
This was believed consistent "with the spirit and intent of MOL
management since it would preserve a single, clear line of direction"
.and permit integration of "black and white" guidance and direction at
the most effective management leve1.16
.0,051SORIAN) The above viewpoints were submitted to Dr. Flax in
a paper titled "Procedural Considerations for MOL Program Management."
Dr. Flax in turn asked General Stewart, the Director of the NRO Staff,
for his comments. After reviewing the paper, General Stewart suggested
DORIAN
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a number of changes and in a memorandum to General Evans on 18 October
1965, he suggested that Generals Berg and Martin also be asked to
comment before a proposed new management directive was submitted to
Flax and Schriever. In early November, after the comments of Flax,
Stewart and Berg were incorporated, the "procedural considerations"
paper was submitted to General Martin for his comments and/or concurrence.17
peetORIAN) On 12 November Martin responded with a lengthy

e

critiaue sent to Dr. Flax and General Schriever, in which he challenged
and disagreed with the basic thrust and intent of the paper. He argued
that, in view of guidance he had received from Dr. Flax, he retained
complete responsibility for development, acquisition, and test of the
MOL reconnaissance payloads in the same manner as the other NBC payloads.
He rejected the view that

was different from other NRO programs

because of man's presence or the policy of publicly admitting the
existence of the project. He said:
The MOL reconnaissance sensor dominates the entire configuration of this project. Its influence is far greater than the
presence-of man, even in the "manned-only" configuration. The
requirement of manned/unmanned capability further extends the
influence of the reconnaissance sensor on the configuration of
the project....
My present MOL responsibilities are assigned to me by the
Director, NRO, who has informed me that he holds me responsible
for'carrying them out. I, therefore, cannot agree with the
"procedural principles" as written in the draft. I submit that
it is axiomatic that my direction should come to me from the
person to whom I am responsible for carrying it out, with no
intervening modification of interpretation, and with no constraint on my direct access to such person for questions,
clairfication, response or discussion of such responsibilities
and direction.1°
DORIAN
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RIAN) To ease some of the MOL Director's complaints, however,
General Martin proposed adopting some alternate procedure: which would
be consistent "with the present assignment of responsibilities." Thus,
for example, he suggested that when Dr. Flax sent him written guidance
or direction, an information copy be simultaneously provided General
Schriever. Copies of messages and letters sent from his office to
Flax similarly would be dispatched to the MOL Program Office.19

......>"-DORIAN)

Martin's stand killed the plan to ohs/we the existing

dual management structure. general Stewart, however, agreed informall
with Evans that they would follow the Martin-Berg arrangement. It was
his view that all MOL program direction should be issued by the MOL
Director, requiring only that instructions sent to Martin first have.
Dr. Flax's (or his authorized representative's) concurrence, and that
the flow of information upward should go through the same channels.
Subsequently, General Stewart assigned Colonel Battle to general Evans'
staff to provide the necessary NRO-MOL Program Office coordination.
By late 1965 the entire management ouestion went into limbo and not
until many months later, when the program entered Phase II engineering
development, was the organization revised.20

MOL Financial Procedures

..,,(DORIAN)

Discussions of "black" MOIL financial procedures

began in the summer of 1965 when the NRO Comptroller,
proposed that the Air Force include a single MOL program element in the
defense budget which would incorporate both "black" and "white" funds,
with the MOL Program Office exercising a substantial level of control

DORIAN
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plan became the basis for a series of

over the former.

discussions and reviews which led, on 4 November, to the signing by
Dr. Flax and General Schriever of a formal agreement governing "MOL
”21
Black Financial Procedures.

...044rtbORIAN) Under terms of this agreement the NRO Comptroller
and the MOL Program Office would work together to prepare current and
future year cost estimates of MOL black requirements. These would be
reviewed and approved by both the Director, NRO, and Director, MOL,
before issuance. The responsibilities of the Director of Special
Projects would include providing "black" cost estimates, coordinating
with the Deputy Director, MOL, and forwarding them to the NRO Comptroller
and the MOL Program Office. Authority to obligate the "black" funds
would be issued by the IC Comptroller directly to the Director of
Special Projects, who would be held accountable for them.`2
-DORIAN) A companion agreement on "White Financial Procedures,in December 2.965, also was

approved by Dr. Flax and

promulgated. Signed by Assistant Secretary of the Air Force Leonard
Marks, Jr., it provided that /KZ white funds would go through normal
AFSC channels to SSD for the MOL Systems Office. The "white" financial
agreement also outlined procedures for making budget estimates, preparing
program change proposals, and submitting other financial papers requirei
by OSD, the Bureau of the Budget, and Congress.23
The mcL Systems Office
....4.;&—DORIAN) The day President Johnson announced the United States
would build MOL, General Schriever dispatched Program Directive No. 65-1
DORIAN
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to the Space Systems Division. This document, which provided authority
"to establish and commence management functional activity...for the
Manned Orbiting Laboratory System (Program 632A)," required the Deputy
Director, MOL, to submit by 15 September 1965 a MOL Systems Office
management plan, organizational charts, job descriptions of key positions, etc., plus an Aerospace Corporation management plan in support
of the program.24

1;efpORIAN) The program directive was received by the MOL project
office, which had been created in March 1964 under General Bleymaier,
the SSD Deputy Commander for Manned Space Systems, and Colonel Brady, .
the System Program Director. By August 1965 this SPO had a staff of
42 military and 23 civilian personnel. In accordance with Schriever's
directive, Bleymaier and Brady immediately initiated an office reorganization. The realigned SFC included separate divisions or offices for
Program. Control, Configuration Management, Engineering, Test Operations,
Procurement and Production, Requirements, Bioastronautics, Facilities,
and Navy liaison. On 23 September, after General Berg, the new Deputy
Director, briefed him on the proposed new MOL Systems Office structure,
General Schriever approved the changes, which became effective 1 October.25
(See chart, next page.)

...j
egetORLIN) On 28-29 September General Schriever held the first
MOL Program Review Conference at SSD, attended by General Evans, Funk,
Berg, Martin, and Bleymaier and Dr. Yarymovych, Colonel Brady and
Aerospace's Drs. Ivan Getting, Allen F. Donovan, Byron P. Leonard,
and Walt Williams. They discussed the planned approach to MOL field
management and-agreed that the basic principles enunciated in the
DORTAN
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Figure 4-2. MOL System Program Office (MOL SPO)
May 1966
Change No.8
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AFR 375 series of regulations would be applied. The conferees recognized,
however, that judgement would have to be exercised "in that the MOL was
not going into the operational inventory in the typical sense; and,
hence, the series of regulations could not be totally adapted to the
MOL program."
Later, General Schriever formally authorized Berg to deviate from
standard system acquisition policies and procedures in the 375 series
of regulations.26
DORIAN) During this meeting Aerospace Corporation officials
briefed the USAF officers on their planned organizational structure
for general systems engineering and technical deVelopment (GSE/TD)
support of MOL. They indicated they would establish a MOL Technical
Director within the Cornoration's.Manned Systems Division. Gen Schriever
objected to this arrangement, since it would place the Technical Director
at the fourth organization level. He also noted that Aerospace had
not adequately defined the Director's responsibilities. Emphasizing
the need for "vertical organization to totally support the MOL program,"
Schriever said that all elements of the various corporate divisions
"must be responsive to the MOL Director commensurate with the unique
27
Air Force management structure.
S.23tDORIAN) He asked General Berg to work with Aerospace to pro.
vide a more acceptable organizational structure. Subsequently the
corporation took steps to reorganize itself so that it paralleled the
MOL Systems Office and was "in line with the overall MOL management
concept." On 14 October it established a MOL Systems Engineering
DORIAN
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Office headed by Dr. Leonard, Aerospace vice president, who would
report directly to Dr. Donovan, senior technical vice president of
the corporation.28
The Contractor Team
ORIAN) On 25 August 1965, the President in his announcement
named the two successful MOIL contractors--Douglas Aircraft and General
Electric--contrary to the original DDR&E plan, which had called for
selecting one contractor for Phase I definition. This decision to
go ahead with two industrial concerns had origins in Air ForceDDR&E discussions which followed the award of the 60-day laboratory
vehicle study contracts on 1 March to Boeing, Douglas, General
Electric, and Lockheed.

-DORIAN) Thus, on 18 March General Evans reported to McMillan
)e
that he had found "there are arguments within the Air Force and
certainly within DDR&E against proceeding with a single contractor."
These parties suggested that by continuing with more than one.firm
during the definition phase, a competitive atmosphere would be
preserved "from which, hopefully, will emerge better cost and schedule
information and perhaps new ideas." General Evans was opposed to this
suggestion. He said that "we cannot.afford the luxury of another
competitive study period" and expressed the view that there were more
advantages to proceeding with a single contractor. It would be
cheaper, he said, the security problem would be less with one contractor
and the administration of a single contract would be easier.29
DORIA.N
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.....(.5=DORIAN) By late May and early June 1965, after the MOL Source
Selection Board had submitted its evaluations of the four contractor
proposals, a new rationale was offered for proceeding with two of the
firms which gained general approval. That is, it was argued that the
program could be strengthened by integrating the two strongest
contractors into a single team. On 12 June General Schriever formally
proposed to General McConnell, the Chief of Staff, that they adopt the
two-contractor approach. He explained that while "contractor A clearly
offers the best overall technical program and management approach,
the proposal of contractor D is superior in a few

important respects

that bear on mission capability.... This suggests it may be particularly
advantageous to the governtent to include contractor D in the program
in those areas where his capabilities will strengthen the development
team"3°
04e5ORIAN) The Chief of Staff thought this proposal worth pursuing,
)
whereupon a study was undertaken to identify "the allocation of specific
tasks" in the program between the two contractors. It was quickly found
that the tasks to be done divided readily into three major categories
involving the laboratory vehicle, the sensor module, and the payload
of sensor package itself. In a memorandum to General McConnell on
25 July, the AFSC Commander described these as follows:
1. The laboratory vehicle contractor would be the system
integration contractor, responsible for structural analysis of the
entire system through the launch phase and the successful operation
DORIAN
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through the 30-day mission of all elements except those actually
contained in the sensor module.
2. The sensor module contractor would be responsible for
receiving requirements from the sensor designer and Systems Program
Office, and would "define, assign, and engineer a discrete structural
carrier for the sensor package and associated crew displays." He
also would assemble and test the sensor module elements and prepare
them for launch, and provide interface requirements to the laboratory
vehicle contractor for his own equipment as well as those from the
sensor contractor.
3. The sensor contractor would be responsible for the design,
fabrication and test of the sensor elements and package. The sensor
contractor would interface principally with the sensor module
contractor.31
„eSDORIAN) The two-contractor approach was discussed further
on 30 June by Secretary Zuckert, Dr. Flax, and other USAF officials.
On 1 July additional information was sent to the Chief of Staff and
gained his endorsement. Subsequently, in the management plan sent to
OSD on 24 August, Secretary Zuckert reviewed the Source Selection Board
results and reported that it had rated the four competing firms in
the following order of merit: Douglas, General Electric, Boeing and
Lockheed. He noted that "the total MOL development program confronting
us is a very complex and important one which will demand the very best
talent and experience in the industry." Because of the need for comprehensive knowledge and appreciation of systems integration and firsthand experience in fabricating large structures, he suggested that:
DORIAN
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...it may be particularly advantageous tc draw on the capabilities'of two outstanding contractors to accomplish the task
originally envisioned for a single laboratory vehicle contractor. I have carefully reviewed the report and findings
of the selection board and have completed an additional
examination of contractor past experience and performance,
and of security factors pertinent to the MOL Program. The
Douglas Company offered the best overall technical and management approach. Its past experience and performance as a
system integrator on weapons such as Thor, Genie and NikeHercules/Zeus is good and considerably broader than that of
the General Electric Company. General Electric, on the other
hand, showed superiority in important aspects that bear on
mission capability. They have current experience in space
vehicle operation as well as expertise in handling the complex
interface with large optical systems. They have over 1000
people immediately clearable for DORIAN work. The Douglas
Company have very few cleared people.32
-DORIAN) In addition, Zuckert noted, these contractors
possessed in aggregate "a most impoSing array of existing test facilities"
available for support of the program. He therefore concluded that it
was in the government's interest to include both these contractors on
the industrial team. Secretary McNamara, who several days earlier
had approved the designation of Eastman Kodak as the primary DORIAN
optical contractor,13 agreed with the two-contractor approach as did
the President.
Initiating Contract Definition
In late August 1965 the Titan III booster was the only segment
of MOL hardware for which a Phase I definition contract had been let,
although negotiations with McDonnell Aircraft for Gemini B definition
had been completed and a contract was expected to be issued momentarily.
Following the President's announcement, SSD procurement officials moved
to place Douglas under contract by submitting a request for proposal and
DORIAN
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work statement on the laboratory vehicle and asking the firm to reply
by 20 September. General Electric also was sent a request for proposal and work statement on the mission module.34

„LeetAR)

The MOL SPO, in addition, distributed a "contract

compliance document" which was to serve as a vehicle to direct the
contractors. Designated the "Government Plan for Program Management '
for the Manned Orbiting Laboratory System Program," its aim was to
provide "an early overview of the key features" of the entire project
to top management officials in government and industry who might
become directly associated with MOL. The plan included a projected
MOL flight schedule, a breakdown of the primary hardware and functional
elements of the system, and also identified the agencies responsible
for each program segment, explained the interrelationship of the several
organizations involved, and described their roles and missions.35
General Evans, to support contract defintion activities, on
31 August forwarded to Dr. Flax current requirements and requested
the Assistant Secretary to seek DDR&E's approval. The following break-

down of costs included funds for continuation of certain pre-MOL activities:
Titan IIIC
Gemini B
Laboratory Vehicle
Mission Module & Capsule
Flight Crew and Equipment
Facilities
Systems Analysis
Mission Control Equipment
Test Support
Navy
Pre-MOL
Total

I v-.,_.._.

-.

Millions
$ 7.0
7.0
12.0
12.0
1.0
0.5
2.0
0.5
0.5
2.0
10.5

$Z7:47
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egrrOn 10 September, Dr. Flax asked DDR&E to release $12 million
if fiscal year 1965 and $50 million in fiscal year 1966 funds so that
the Air Force could begin contract definition. He reported that'the
Air Force had initiated actions to award the necessary contracts and
he estimated Phase I definition would be completed in approximately
six months. On 30 September, after he was briefed on the above costs,
Dr. Brown authorized release of the requested $62 million.* Flax, in
the meantime, signed a "Determination and Findings" authorization
for procurement associated with continuance of pre-MOL activities and
the start of contract definition.36
■/°(' -DORIAN) Meanwhile, Douglas submitted its proposal and fixed
S/
price estimate for the MOL definition phase. Formal negotiations,
begun on 30 September, were completed on 17 October, when agreement
was reached on a fixed price "minimum level of effort" contract
totalling $10.55 million. The contract's effective date was 18 October
and Douglas agreed to submit definition phase data and Phase II
proposals by 28 February 1966. The tentative date for Phase II goahead was set for 1 May 1966.37
)DORIAN) In mid-October contract negotiations also were Com- pleted with General Electric. The cost of its definition phase activities
was set at $4.922 million, most of it in the "black." The "white"
portion of the G.E. effort, extracted and prepared as a separate
contract, came to $0.975 million of the $4.922 million tota1.38
(U) Even before its Air Force contract was signed, Douglas moved
to invite subcontractors to bid on five major MOL subsystems. These

*Total approved fiscal year 1965 MOL expenditures came to $36,500,000;
for fiscal year 1966, $50,000,000.
DORIAN
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were in the areas of environmental control, communications, attitude
control, fuel cell electrical power, and data management. On 28 October
Douglas made its first selection with MOL Systems Office concurrence*
naming Hamilton-Standard to work on the environmental control and life
support system. Of the three competitors for the communication system
contract, on 9 November it selected Collins Radio. Douglas also
awarded the attitude control and translation system subcontract to
Honeywell on 16 November, and the electrical power system subcontract
to Pratt & Whitney on 22 December.39
(DORIAN) The one subcontract the Air Force rejected during
this period was Douglas' award to IBM of the data management system
contract. An Air Force/Aerospace evaluation team challenged that
firm's superiority over a competing proposal submitted by Univac, which
Douglas had rated only several points below the former's proposal.
The team noted that while IBM had a better technical proposal, its
estimated cost was $32 million Compared to Univac's $16.8 million.
After a further review of the two proposals, Douglas decided, with
USAF approval, to let study contracts to both firms to obtain more
specific technical data and cost information.4°
(U) Concerning this subcontracting process, General Schriever
prepared and on 5 November briefed General Berg on policy to be followed
to avoid congressional criticism. He said the Air Force should avoid

*Douglas accepted the Air Force's source selection procedures and agreed
to work closely with the MOL Systems Office, giving the latter the opportunity to review the paperwork leading up to the company's choice
of a subcontractor.
DORIAN
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becoming involved in the contracting action between the prime contractor
and the subcontractor, to avoid charges that it had influenced in any
way the award to a particular firm to the detriment of another. He
said the Air Force's basic interest was to assure that its requirements
were fully stated and its interests protected in the specifications and
provisions of the subcontract, the bids of subcontractors were responsive,•
etc.41
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X. THE MANNED/UNMANNED SYSTEM STUDIES
1965 - 1966
-DORIAN) Contract definition activities had scarcely gotten

/

under way when USAF and OD officials found themselves involved in
several new studies, one of a "wholly unmanned" system which some
feared might lead to termination of the "manned MU" even before
engineering work began. It will be recalled that after the President's
Science Advisor and the Director of the Budget expressed interest-for different reasons--in an unmanned system, Dr. Brown and Secretary
McNamara agreed the MOL also would be designed to operate without a
man. The question of an unmanned system also was raised by Dr. Land
of the PSAC Reconnaissance Panel. On 18 August 1965, in a lengthy
memorandum reviewing the original USAF arguments for proceeding with
MOL, he informed Dr. Hornig that not enough time had been devoted to
exploring "alternatives to the use of man." Specifically, Land
challenged certain Air Force statements about the unmanned version.
He said it seemed to have assumed that a family of inventions was
required to make the unmanned navigation system work and to eliminate
photographic smear.* The PSAC Panel was puzzled by these assumptions
since it saw "quite clearly" the feasibility of "adapting what is already
known in both of these domains for use within a vehicle." He said further:

*The USAF statement read: "...to get in an unmanned system the kind of
performance, in toto, that we expect of a manned system will take some
new inventions and will call for a photographic system of much greater
complexity than that needed when the man is present." See Memo (TS-DORIANGAMBIT), Zuckert to McNamara, 28 June 1965, subj: Proposed 'VL Program.
DORIAN/GAMBIT
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A solution to these problems would permit the unmanned
system, operating with essentially the same camera, to achieve
the same ground resolution on prescribed targets as the manned
system. It would also contribute significantly to the manned
operation by relieving the observer of much of the routine
tracking and identification task, and making the pointing and
selection of area of interest less critical.
The conclusion that an unmanned vehicle would result in
a lower resolving power seems to us, therefore, unwarranted;*
the further implied conclusion that the solution of the problems
involved when a man is not employed to direct the telescope, would
seriously delay the program also seems to us unwarranted. Indeed,
it appears that the limiting factor in the schedule will probably
be learning how to design the mechanics of very large mirrors so
that they will retain their shape in their mounts in space. We,
therefore, recommend...the MOL system...camera payload be designed
as a completely automatic system. This device could then be
flown with or without a man depending upon a national judgement
on each occasion about the need or desirability of adding the
special human capabilities for target selection, selection of
data to be transmitted to ground station and verbal reporting.1

jelle-DORIAN) After reviewing the above memorandum, Dr. Hornig asked
DDR&E to meet with him on 23 August to discuss the issues PSAC had
raised. During this meeting Drs. Hornig and Brown agreed that the
Department of Defense would undertake to develop MOL with a
capability, either manned or unmanned. They also agreed that a flight
demonstration of the unmanned system would be conducted nine months
after the first manned flight.2
#(;54ilbRIAN) The importance of the unmanned system also was

emphasized by Under Secretary McMillan just prior to his departure

*The USAF memorandum stated, in part: "....From our knowledge of man's
ability to point and track, and from our estimates of the better level
of adjustment that he can maintain, we conclude that the manned system
would statistically show a medium resolution of
against one of
for the unmanned.... We feel that A manned system will get us an
operational resolution of1111111111tmore quickly and more reliably
than an unmanned." See Memo, (TS-DORIAN-GAMBIT), Zuckert to McNamara,
28 June 1965, subj: Proposed MOL Program.
DORIAN/GAMBIT
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from the government. In instructions he sent to General Martin on
29 September 1965, he said a decision was needed early in the program
"as to how the alternative unmanned capability will be developed."
To help with this decision, McMillan directed Martin to initiate a twoto-three month analysis of both the manned and unmanned versions to
"identify the critical aspects of the two approaches, including the .
impact on spacecraft and system design." He also requested an immediate
study be initiated to determine the critical automatic subsystems
which would be needed for the unmanned system and asked that a report
be forwarded to the Director, NRO in mid-December.3
0DORIAN)
..›.

The manned/unmanned question was reviewed by MOL

officials at the program review meeting convened by General Schriever
on the West Coast on 28-29 September. During the discussion several
officers voiced concern that man's potential would not be sufficiently
exploited if the MOL design was optimized for unmanned operations.
Following this meeting, the MOL Program Office prepared a talking paper
for General Schriever aimed at convincing top officials to alter
direction "to permit optimization of the telescope for manned operation,
perhaps accepting as a consequence degraded performance in an unmanned
mode." The talking paper, however, did not progress beyond the draft
stage since, during the first MOL Policy Committee meeting he attended
as Air Force Secretary, Brown pointed out that he was committed to
provide a development plan using the same general optical system for
the manned and unmanned versions and was committed to PSAC to provide
an unmanned launch within nine months of the first manned flight.4
DORIAN
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);e:DOPIAN) At this meeting on 14 October, Dr. Flax.and General
Schriever assured Secretary Brown that the program did provide for
the unmanned requirement. They said the approach being taken was to
optimize the sensor "with man in-the-loop" and then automate the
functions necessary to provide for unmanned operation of the system.
General Schriever reported that the MOD Systems Office and Directorate
of Special Projects were studying the problems involved and stated
that the results of their investigations were due in mid-December.-5
PSAC Reemphasizes the Unmanned System
ORIAN) To make sure its views were clearly understood, the
PSAC Reconnaissance Panel convened a meeting on 8 November 1965 of
key MOL personnel. Among the Air Force representatives in attendance
were Dr. Flax, Generals Beig and Martin, and Col Lew Allen and Lt Col
Frank Knolle of the Directorate of Special Projects. Others present
were Dr. Leonard of the Aerospace Corporation; Mr. Fink and Samuel
Koslov of ODDR&E; Mr. Thomas of the Bureau of the Budget; and Mr. Hermann.
Waggershauer, Arthur Simmons, John Sewell, and Dr. F. C. E. Oder of
Eastman Kodak. PSAC members at this meeting included Drs. Hornig, Land,
Purcell, Joseph F. Shea, Richard L. Garwin, Allen E. Puckett, James
Baker, Marvin L. Goldberger, D. P. Ling, and D. H. Steininger.6

4tORIAN) In his opening remarks to the group, Dr. Land
9
emphasized that both the manned and unmanned system could make use

*A small integrated task group was set up to do this work and to guide
the prime contractors--General Electric, Douglas, and Eastman Kodak-in studies of a baseline MOL configuration.
DORIAN
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of a considerable amount of interchangeable components, "provided that
the original design was carried out, from the beginning, on this
basis." The Panel's view was made clear by Dr. Shea, who was Deputy
Director for NASA Manned Space Flight. He cited the space agency's
experience with Project Apollo, which included a good example and a
bad one of how to approach the manned/unmanned capability problem.
He said the good example had involved the Lunar Excursion Module (PEM)
development. From its earliest inception, agency officials levied a
requirement on the designers to fly the same basic equipment in unmanned
as well as manned modes. With everyone accepting this requirement from
the beginning, the solution proved relatively simple. On the other hand,
the example of how not to do the job occurred in the Command Service
Module (CSM) Project. The planners "barrelled along" for a while,
designing everything for the manned-only mode of operation. Later,
when they tried to convert to add the unmanned capability, the result
proved very complex. These remarks of Dr. Shea's were clearly endorsed
by the panel.7
ORIAN) Following the PSAC meeting, General Martin informed
Dr. Flax that the current Phase I MOL project definition effort was
oriented "entirely on a manned-only minimally automated design" and
that consideration of an unmanned capability had been limited to study
tasks based on converting the manned-only design to unmanned operations.
No efforts to date, he reported were based on the single design with
dual operating modes, as urged by the PSAC panel. Quite the contrary
. "all our efforts so far have been in the direction which they clearly
don't want."8
DORIAN
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DORIAN) The PSAC panel views on the MOL were restated formally
by Dr. Hornig on 22 November in a memorandum to Dr. Flax. The panel
believed that a

resolution could be obtained by a properly

designed unmanned as well as manned system. It thought that MOL
officials should pursue an operational program which could use both
manned and unmanned versions. It believed that a properly planned
development program could accommodate "identicality between major
elements of the system." It interpreted the Hornig-Brown agreement
of 23 August to mean the initial system definition would produce a
design consistent with the above guidance and that the separate
modules and conversion equipment necessary for automatic operation
would be developed and built "concurrently with the manned MOL."9
(,W8= DORIAN) As a consequence of this. PSAC guidance, MOL Program
officials initiated studies of the system design to determine which
manned functions would have to be automated and how to'do it. On
30 November Colonel Allen reported to a meeting of the MOL Policy
Committee that analyses and investigations were under way which
addressed the points raised by the panel. He said he believed these
studies would be sufficiently comprehensive to.enable decisions to
be made by mid-December on the basic MOL configuration. At this
meeting General Schriever, who wished to emphasize the manned system,
reported he had talked with Astronauts L. Gordon Cooper and Charles
Conrad, Jr.*, and that both were skeptical of a design approach for
a manned vehicle which stressed the use of automatic modes.-0

*Cooper and Conrad, pilots of Gemini 5, completed 120 revolutions of
the earth during their eight days in space, 21-29 August 1965.
DORIAN
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DORIAN) The unmanned/manned studies and investigations--

conducted by West Coast agencies and the contractors--were completed
on schedule by mid-December. They indicated that automatic alignment,
tracking, focus adjustment, and image motion compensation for the sensor
were feasible and that, as Eastman Kodak expressed it, "full automation
of the system was not a major problem." The investigators concluded
that the unmanned mode resolution would approach that of the manned
version; however, the latter would offer important advantages in targeting, readout, and visual reconnaissance. They also agreed that the
manned/unmanned configuration should be established "as baseline"
but noted that incorporation of automatic features into the manned
vehicle would create a weight problem, and create other difficulties .11
)0ORIAN) The MOL Systems Office moved at once to revise its
general performance and design requirements specification to incorporate the dual approach. On 23 December General Berg formally notified
the MOL contractors of the change. He directed them to include,
within the basic MOL design, "such automaticity and redundancy that
with removal of the Gemini and selected laboratory components, and
the addition of appropriate kits to the laboratory, the system can be
flown unmanned." He also informed them that the contract definition
phase was extended to 1 May 1966; the system acquisition phase would
begin 1 September 1966; and the first manned flight would take place
in September 1969.12 However, concerning this schedule, Eastman Kodak
advised that the first set of optics would not be available before
DORIAN
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late 1969 and a January 1970 flight date was the earliest that optics
availability could support.*13
( DORIAN) Meanwhile, the MOL Program Office arranged to brief

I
/the Reconnaissance Panel on the steps taken by the Air Force to automate the MOL mission module. At an informal meeting on 7 January 1966,
Dr. Flax and Colonel Allen reported to Drs. Hornig, Land, Purcell,
Garwin, and Steininger on the manned/unmanned baseline configuration.
A more detailed preS"entation was made to the panel on 9 February 1966.
MOL officials reported that one of the key conclusions of their recent
studies was that the ground resolutions obtainable with the unmanned
system "is the same as that of the manned, provided the unmanned system
is operated with a perigee of 70 N.M." They stated further that the
unmanned system also could perform for 41 days at the lower altitude
with 1,400 pounds of added fuel for. orbital "sustenance." Both the
January and February briefings were well received by the panel members,
whose sole recommendation was that a specific flight be selected for
the first unmanned mission. This suggestion was acted upon and Flight
No. 6 was so designated.14
The Role of Man in the MOL
—*DORIAN) As indicated, General Schriever was worried about the
effect the unmanned system might have on MOL development planning,
being strongly opposed to any possible decision to eliminate the

*This was but the first of a number of program slippages attributable
to difficulties associated with development of the unique optics
package.
DORIAN
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manned version. On 29 December, during a conversation with Gen Evans,
he proposed they undertake an operational analysis of "manned and
unmanned capabilities for reconnaissance." He was particularly
interested in the "quantitative difference" in the reconnaissance
"take" of the two modes and also in a qualitative comparison of
the resolutions on specific targets and the reliability of the two
configuration on a 30-day mission.15
„keboRIAN) This suggestion was formally embodied in a Schriever
directive to General Evans on 17 January 1966, instructing him to
initiate a study which would bring into sharper focus man's role in
MOL. In particular, Evans was to consider NASA's experience with
manned space flight and the Air Force's extensive accomplishments "in
the effective utilization of man in the performance of unique and
highly complex functions under conditions of extreme stress"--as
typified by the F-12, X-15, XB-70 and other flight tests programs.
The AFSC Commander thought a fresh look at this problem might suggest
actions "that we should take to exploit more completely man's contributions in the conduct of MOL missions, and in particular the high
resolution optical reconnaissance mission.t,16
,ke:DORIAN) General Evans shortly thereafter organized a study
group under the chairmanship of Col Lewis S. Norman, Chief of the
MOL Program Office's Mission Planning Division. Members of the group
were Lt Cols Stanley C. White, Benjamin J. Loret, and Arthur D. Haas,
and Maj Kenneth W. Weir. Beginning in February, these officers began
to compile basic data on various aspects of the subject and during the
DORIAN
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next several months they interviewed more than 60 individuals, including
astronauts, scientists, engineers, contractor personnel, etc. Their
preliminary findihgs were presented to General Schriever on 25 April
and a final report, the bulk of it written by Colonel Loret, was
completed on 25 May 1966.17

/DORIAN)

In this report the group stated that at the beginning

of the study, the members were concerned that the rationale for
including man in the MOL had deteriorated since program approval in
August 1965. They cited developments in automatic equipment, which
appeared to undercut the original USAF argument "that a manned system
appeared capable of achieving

ground resolution whereas an

unmanned system probably could not, or at least not as soon." But
contrary to the group's expectation, it found as it completed its
work "that the argument for man is as strong now or even stronger
than it was when the program was first approved."18
pepORIAN) Thus, the study group maintained that the original
rationale in McNamara's 24- August 1965 memorandum to the President-his point that conducting the development program with a manned
spacecraft would improve the prospect of achieving resolution in
-the

class*--remained valid, even taking into account that.

technological progress in development of automatic devices would
provide greater assurance that the unmanned configuration would

*McNamara's statement was: "Beyond the initial objective of producing
ground resolution photography, successful automation will be
increasingly difficult. Conducting the development program with a
manned s cecraft will improve the capability of achieving resolutions
in the
class."

1111111I
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resolutions. The group argued that, even if it were

produce

postulated that a completely unmanned system would be more costeffective in the long run than the current MOL manned/unmanned
configuration in achieving

resolutions, "the need for early

achievement of this capability and for ultimate growth to higher
resolutions...make it mandatory that the program proceed in accordance
with the current plan, i.e., to retain man in the system." The group
continued:
We believe the essence of today's argument is that, from
a current program viewpoint, inclusion of man will virtually
guarantee an earlierlillilliresolution capability--and earlier
useful "take"--even for the unmanned MOL configuration than
would be possible in a wholly unmanned system. Further, we
believe that a system capable ofill.11.11resolution will
be more cost-effective in a manned configuration if,.in fact,
resolution is possible at all with an unmanned
system.
The Budget Bureau Asks a Reexamination of NOL
jelt<DORIAN)

Even before the group's preliminary finding on man

in the MOL were submitted to General Schriever, the importance of a
favorable outcome was reemphasized by a 21 March 1966 memorandum from
Mr. Schultze, the Budget Director, to McNamara. In this memorandum,
Schultze reminded McNamara about the Budget Bureau's prior reservations
about the cost of the manned system as compared to the unmanned version.*
He referred to the recent DOD studies which indicated that the unmanned
system could achieve "substantially the same resolution as a manned
system." Consequently, he suggested that the MOL program should be
reexamined ,to determine whether the benefits other than resolution

*See pp 127-129
DORIAN
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justify the cost of a manned system." He requested DOD to undertake
to develop cost estimates for the unmanned system to provide a basis
for a joint review "to determine whether or not reconsideration of the
original decision is justified."2°
-DORIAN) In his reply on 25 March, Secretary McNamara advised
Schultze that the Air Force was pursuing "a dual development approach"
in the MOL program which had the advantage of ultimately permitting it
to fly the system either manned or unmanned. He confirmed that recent
studies indicated the unmanned version would ultimately approach the
11111111 ground resolution range of the manned system. However, he
emphasized that man served "a dominant role in the on-orbit development process to achieve the high quality capability" and that by
proceeding along this road, he felt a system could be built that would
be "close to optimum in each mode': while retaining the benefits of
both.
(7 -DORIAN) The defense chief further stated that while the

///

Department ultimately expected high performance in the ImmAnned version,
to proceed unmanned from the start "would certainly lower our confidence
in the time and reliability with which we hope to achieve the desired
performance." He said:
These considerations are still valid, as they were last
summer. We now better understand the techniques and inventions
that must be developed to achieve an unmanned capability. As
a result, we can make more meaningful estimates of the costs
required to go the wholly unmanned route. This effort* is in
process and should be complete in about two months. At that
time we will be able to evaluate the wholly unmanned approach
and compare it with the present option of retaining man in the
development process and subsequent operations.21

*For a discussion of costs and funding, see Chapter XI.
- DORIAN
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DORIAN) As a follow-up to the above exchange of correspondence,
DDR&E on 6 April requested Dr. Flax to have the following considerations
included in the Air Force's studies of the manned versus unmanned.approach:
1. A wholly unmanned system configured to provide the same
quality and quantity of reconnaissance-intelligence information as
the MOL.
2. The difference and risks of obtaining equal intelligence
content with the wholly unmanned system and the development and
operating costs to achieve it.
3. The expected performance of the unmanned and manned
versions of MIL.
The operation effectiveness of the two approaches with

4..

regard to numbers of missions required to insure equal target coverage
(i.e., objectives seen per day, per week, per month), and ability to
select and/or discriminate between target systems. The Air Force
also was to assess the manned and unmanned systems' ability to circumvent weather phenomena.22
...("le-DORIAN-GAMBIT) On 8 April Flax instructed Martin to "let us
quickly as possible" two conceptual system study contracts for an
unmanned reconnaissance satellite system employing the DORIAN optical
subsystem. The unmanned system was to have a lifetime goal of at
least 30 days on orbit and make use of existing and projected technology,
components, and subsystems to the maximum extent possible. The minimum
product desired from each contractor, he said, was "a conceptual system
design with appropriate analyses," which identified and analyzed critical
DORIAN/GAMBIT
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technology, components and/or subsystems. The contractors also were
to provide an estimated system schedule and detailed costs of a followon operational program at a rate of about

5-6

launches per year.23

(DORIAN-GAMBIT) Flax also requested the Directorate of Special
Projects to undertake a separate in-house conceptual study of a wholly
unmanned system, to be'submitted with the results of the contractor
studies by

6 June

1966. The three studies--except for technical

information inputs--were to be managed "apart from the MOL Program
Office and of your DORIAN project office." Five days later the Directorate
of Special Projects awarded two 60-day study contracts ($220,000 each) .
to Lockheed and General Electric to develop a conceptual system design
and schedules and costs for a wholly unmanned system.24
-DORIAN) These investigatibns were well under way when General
Schriever--two days after being briefed on 25 April on the preliminary
conclusions of the Man'in the MOL study group--directed Gen Berg to
initiate three new studies with results to be made available to him
about the same time the wholly unmanned system investigations were
completed. He asked, first of all, for a cost comparison study of an
optimized manned and unmanned system to inclUde a projection of probability of mission success of each version. Secondly, he requested
that another investigation be undertaken similar to the above which
concentrated on "an advanced DORIAN system capable of

to

ground resolution, comparing again optimum manned and

optimum unmanned configurations." His third requirement was for a
DORIAN/GAMBIT
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"broadly based parametric study of all relevant factors of experience
in past space flight manned and unmanned."
/
,
X
-SORIAN) Schriever emphasized the importance of these studies
"in the support and justification of the MOL program." In the final
analysis, he considered that all of the studies should contribute
"and must be woven into a logical rationale" and theme which clearly
showed Pa current, defensible contribution of man to the current MOL
system, and an expanding capability for follow-on systems which can
be exploited in an effective manner."25
‹DORIAN-GAMBIT) While work on these'new studies began, the

,X
)

MOL Policy Committee on 29 April reviewed the situation. Concerning
the wholly unmanned DORIAN system investigations resulting from
Mr. Schultze's request, Dr. Brown commented that the Budget Bureau
had not received much sympathy "from either DOD or Dr. Hornig." He
reported that he and Dr. Flax had discussed Schultze's request with
Secretary McNamara and had reviewed the cost effectiveness of MOL as
compared to GAMBIT

3. He commented that while an rnmAnned photographic

system to operate for.30 days might be feasible, it also would be
costly. Dr. Flax remarked that as the unmanned system studies progressed, it was becoming more evident that "man is a neatly packaged
system to do many tasks."26 When Schriever commented that the desired
capability could be attained sooner with the manned approach, Dr. Brown
reiterated that neither McNamara nor Hornig were against the manned
system. The Secretary of Defense, he said, wanted the intelligence
data and only questioned the best way to get it. However, Brown added
DORIAN/GAMBIT
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that cost increases or schedule slips could change the current OSD
bias favoring the manned MOL.27

X

-DORIAN) Because of a delay in completing the various studies,

it was not until mid-June 1966 that the results of the two contracted
investigations and the in-house Special Projects analysis were available.
In Washington, the NRO staff also had performed an in-house study of
the manned and unmanned versions of MOL from the standpoint of the
total number of intelligence targets which might be photographed during
a typical 30-day mission. In forwarding a copy of the MO study to
OSD, General Evans noted that:
The results of the study show that, with the astronauts
performing a weather avoidance role, the manned system will
successfully photograph significantly more intelligence targets
than will the unmanned system on a comparable mission. Various
cases were examined and the improved factor of the manned system
over the unmanned ranged from 15 to 45 percent. The general
conclusion reached by the study is that on identical missions
against average Sino-Soviet weather, the manned system with the
astronaut providing a weather avoidance function and having the
option of photographing pre-designated alternate targets, can
be expected to successfully photograph 18 to 20 percent more
targets than the unmanned system.d8
pe-DORIAN-GAMBIT) In late August an overall final report on
'Manned/Unmanned Comparisons in the MOL"--which included data submitted
by General Berg's staff and a summary of the wholly unmanned DORIAN
system investigations--was forwarded to Dr. Foster as the formal'Air
Force response to his memorandum of 6 April 1966. Forty-seven pages
in length, this consisted of a covering memorandum from Dr. Brown and
four major sections, which answered in detail the major points which
Foster had requested the Air Force consider.
DORIAN/GAMBIT
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-DORIAN) In his memorandum, Brown repeated the earlier conclusion that either the automatic version of MOL or a completely
unmanned configuration potentially could give the same resolution as
a manned system. On the other hand, he noted that many of the
automatic devices had never before been used in an orbital reconnaissance system, and while it was believed they ultimately could be made
to perform reliably, there was uncertainty how long it might take.
For this reason, the Air Force was convinced that the risk against
early achievement of

resolution was "considerably greater with

an unmanned vehicle"; that is, to the extent that man's participation in
the development proved effective, "the

resolution unmanned

capability should be.achieved earlier in the automatic mode of MOL."29
/-DORIAN-GAMBIT) The recent studies, he said further, had
considered an unmanned DORIAN system flown on both a 30-day and 60-day
mission. He agreed that the latter would be more economical--provided
that the component reliability could be developed to acceptable levels.
In either case, he said that the absence of man increased the development
risk. Citing the various new features which were planned for automatic
operation during both manned and unmanned flights, he noted that man
would be able to override or compensate for most of the failure modes
envisioned for this equipment. However, any "out-of-specification
performance" in automatic functions could defeat the

resolution

objective, whereas retaining man during the orbital development period
"not only will enable us to increase the output and quality of reconnaissance data acquired in this period but will assist in identification
and correction of equipment deficiencies.
DORIAN/GAMBIT
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›geDORIAN-GAMBIT) Brown reported that the latest estimated
development cost of the 7-launch MOL program was $1.818 billion.
On completion of the development, the system could be operated manned
or unmanned (automatic mode), with the latter able to perform in orbit
for 60 days, subject to the same qualifications on reliability stated
above for the wholly unmanned system. The development cost of the
unmanned (automatic) MOL was estimated at $1.50 billion. When compared
in this manner, the difference in development cost for including a
manned operating mode and a manned development program was estimated
at $318 million. This difference, the Secretary said, would be "almost
entirely offset" if the manned system's weather compensation potential
proved to be only 20 percent, since it would result in an increased
photographic "take" during the development cycle.
(7.0eDORIAN-GAMBIT) Brown also referred to the potential of the
manned system to provide a superior intelligence content per day on
orbit. The results of operator-reaction tests conducted on a laboratory
simulator showed, he said, that "crew participation in target selection
could yield almost three times as many photographs of high-intelligencevalue targets as could be taken by an unmanned,system on the same
mission." The type of operations that the crew could perform included
locating significant military vehicles, inspecting special radar
equipment, detecting a silo with an open door, detecting a missile
being moved, etc.
The Secretary said further than there appeared
to be distinct advantages in having a man select cloud-free targets.
DORIAN/GAMBIT
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He pointed out that, in a typical unmanned mission, the photographic
loss was 50 percent from cloud cover alone. On a manned mission, the
operators could employ their spotting scopes--which would have been
pre-programmed against targets along the path--to determine which
targets were in the clear "and then orient the main optics for
photographing the clear targets." Other advantages of having the
man in the system was that he could decide the best viewing angle
from which a target should be photographed. If the Min, for example,
approached a parked aircraft from the rear and needed intelligence
of its front end, the man could wait until he had passed over and
then snap a backward looking picture. He also could, on command
from the ground, insert aerial color film, infrared and other special
films in the secondary camera so that their special characteristics
could be brought into play. Such films might prove of value in
detecting camouflaged targets or in acquiring information on the
nature and level of enemy industrial plant activity.
....c,T.S4ICORIAN-GAMBIT) Brown cited a number of additional advantages
of having man aboard. During times of crisis the MDL could be transferred from its nominal 80-mile orbit to one of approximately 200-300
miles. In this higher orbit the system would have access to all
targets in the Soviet Bloc approximately once every three days and
be able to take photographs at resolutions of about

The

crew could employ the acquisition and tracking scopes, which would
provide a resolution of about nine feet, for intelligence by direct
viewing. They could detect the absence or presence of aircraft, ships
DORIAN/GAMBIT
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in port, cargo accumulations, parked vehcile build-up, railroad activity,
etc. The MOL could enter orbits of about 200 miles after one to 21 days
and still remain in orbit 30 days, permitting daily reports of activities
of significant value in determining the posture and state of readiness
of Soviet forces.
3,50etORIAN-GAMBIT).

The Secretary further stated that the MOL laboratory module possessed
sufficient flexibility to support other missions besides high resolution reconnaissance, such as communication intelligence or ocean
surveillance, should they be approved. The manned system in addition
had the potential of providing a unique laboratory environment for
conducting scientific experiments, having 1,000 cubic feet of pressurized volume and up to 3,000 cubic feet (8,000 pounds) of unpressurized experiment space.3°
The Reconnaissance Panel Briefing, August 1966
(WebORIAN-GAMBIT) Much of the material contained in the above
.

report Dr. Brown sent to Foster also was presented in a day-long
briefing given the PSAC Reconnaissance Panel. At this meeting, held
on 13 August, were Drs. Land, Baker, Puckett, Shea, Garwin, Steininger,

DORIAN/GAMBIT*
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and D. P. Ling of PSAC. The Air Force representatives inclUded Dr. Flax,
General Evans, Stewart and Berg, Dr. Yarymovych, and Colones Battle and
David Carter. Mr. John Kirk and Samuel Koslov represented DDR&E and
Messrs. Thomas and Fisher the Bureau of the Budget. The main presentations were made by Mr. Michael Weeks, Samuel Tennant, and Dr. Leonard
of the Aerospace Corporation.31
j
ee-DORIAN-GAMBIT) Mr. Weeks reported to the PSAC members on the
studies of the design of the baseline MOL, the steps taken to provide
automaticity, even in the manned mode, and plans to provide for
reliability through redundancy rather than extensive on-board manual
maintenance. His report not unexpectedly was well received by the
panel since it reflected previous PSAC guidance. Mr. Tennant then
reviewed the "wholly unmanned DORIAN system" and the problems such
an approach entailed. He was followed by Dr. Leonard, whose presentation
covered the relative effectiveness factors of manned and automatic
versions of MOL and the wholly unmanned DORIAN system. His statement
that man could perform a better function in weather avoidance was not
challenged by the panel; his argument that an added benefit of man's
presence was target photography verification was not accepted. Concerning this point, Dr. Garwin suggested that the Itek image motion sensor
mechanism could lend itself very well to the verification task by means
of recording the output of the device.
.....feeulDORIAN-GAMBIT) Dr. Leonard's major thesis for using a man in
the system was that he possessed the ability to detect active indicators
and enhance the intelligence "take" by increasing the number of special
DORIAN/GAMBIT
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photographs shot on a mission. While the panel was interested in this
concept, doubts were expressed about the validity of the laboratory
simulations, which the PSAC members thought were not sufficiently
representative of "real viewing conditions." The panel suggested an
extensive simulation program would provide more valid data. It also
expressed reservations about whether the design of the acquisition and
tracking scope (5-inches) was sufficient to enable man to spot active
indicators, suggesting a 15-inch aperture might be closer to what was
required. Doubts about whether man could actually stay in space for
30 days were voiced by Mr. Koslov.*
)
0S450RIAN-GAMBIT) At the conclusion of the presentations, Dr. Land
summarized for the panel. He said it wanted assurances that, as a
matter of national need, an unmanned reconnaissance capability would
be provided because man might not be able to go cn certain missions for
political reasons. He did not object if the Air Force pvt a man in the
system for some mission enhancement, which he was quite prepared to
accept, but this should not be done at the expense of compromising the
stated requirement to build an unmanned reconnaissance capability.
The panel wanted the Air Force to proceed with the various studies
_needed to answer the several questions raised during the meeting.**

*See Chapter
**On 22 August General Evans directed the MOL Systems Office to undertake
a series of new studies to provide the information requested by the panel.
See Msg.' Whig 5623 ;8=DORIAN), Evans to Berg, 22 Aug 66, subj:' Study
Requirements Resulting from PSAC Mtg of 13 Aug 66.
DORIAN/GAMBIT
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However, he concluded (most importantly from the Air Force viewpoint)
that the panel also was adamant "that we should not hold up any conT,
tractual proceedings while these questions were being settled.
X-DORIAN) Several days following this meeting, one of the PSAC
members, Dr. Steininger, remarked during a visit with the NRO staff that
the DOD was "killing itself in attempts to justify the man." He said
the man did not need to be justified to the panel, which accepted his
presence. "MOL is an experiment in which man is the experimentor," he
said. "We should keep it that way." Further, he stated 'that the panel
insisted on automating all MOL functions so that the man "could stay
loose and be an experimentor." The panel, and Dr. Land in particular,
thought that a sensor to do man's weather avoidance task also might
be built, but felt that DOD was so busy justifying man in the system,
"it won't really want to work on the sensor." In summary, Dr. Steininger
said, the panel wanted "to release man to do his job."33
General Schriever's Farewell Remarks
(U) At the end of August 1966 General Schriever retired from
active duty as head of the Air Force Systems Command and as MOL Program
Director.* From the earliest days of the nation's missile and space
programs in which he had played a prominent role, he had been convinced
that man would utilize space for a variety of military purposes,
reconnaissance being only one of them, and that it was essential that
the Air Force move vigorously into this new realm. On the eve of his
retirement, he wrote to Secretary Brown and restated his conviction

*He was succeeded as Director by Gen James Ferguson, Deputy Chief of
Staff, R&D, Headquarters USAF, who took over as AFSC commander.
DORIAN/GAMBIT
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"that the conduct of manned military missions in space will become
indispensible to the defense of the nation in the future." Citing
the tremendously expanding and accelerating technology, and a restless
international environment, he expressed concern that in the manned
military aspects of space, "our pace has been conservative." He said
he thought NASA's manned space flight experiences, which had "brought
to the forefront the values of man as an integral and essential element
in the conduct of space missions of great national significance,"
were not without implications for the military. He said:
The inception of the Manned Orbiting Laboratory Program has
given us the opportunity to bring into sharper focus a broader
appreciation of the potentials of military space by now encompassing the uniqueness, flexibility, and responsiveness of man.
Our experience in recent years in military conflict has shown the
wisdom of configuring our military materiel to permit its flexible
employment in a spectrum of uses. Thus, we are enabled to respond
effectively to the new and unpredictable military and political
circumstances which inevitably arise. Our experience, likewise,
shows that realization of this flexible responsiveness is largely
dependent upon man. I see a close parallel between our experience
with utilization of conventional military material and that which
we will and must employ in space.
It is my firm conviction that conduct of a vigorous manned
military space program is essential in preparing to respond to
hostile activity in the space environment. As operational space
functions become more complex and more sophisticated with time,
the need for the development of truly effective manned systems
emerge's with increasing urgency. There is no true alternative for
a manned system....34

.....>!DORIAN) Some 33 days after Schriever's retirement, McNamara decided
the unmanned/manned question. After considering the data provided him, he
advised Mr. Schultze he intended to proceed with "the present MOL Program at
the optimum engineering development pace dictated by the development cycle
for the optical. payload." His reason was that he was more confident that the
manned system could achiev

resolution than the wholly unmanned system

"because of the engineering development problems in precision subsystems."35
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XI. BUDGET, DEVELOPMENTAL, AND SCHEDULE PROBLEMS
1,65 - li66
-DORIAN) Even as Air Force officials were reacting to PSAC's insis-

d;$//
•

tence that they incorporate an unmanned configuration into the MOL.program,*
a severe financial problem arose that threatened and finally delayed early
system acquisition. Some 60 days after the President authorized the Air
Force to go ahead with the program, Daniel J. Fink, Deputy Director
(Strategic and Space Systems), ODDR&E, asked the MOL Program Office to
review and substantiate its fiscal 1967 and 1968 budget requirements for
Phase II engineering development. This review was the beginning of a
critical OSD evaluation of the Air Force's budget requests. Apparently
anticipating an OSD rejection, Dr. Flax in early November 1965 cut $20
million from the Air Force 1967 MOL request, bringing the total down from
$395 million to about $374 million. Schriever later remarked to Evans that,
while he could not quarrel with the Assistant Secretary's cut, "because
it is arbitrary," he disagreed with the procedure.)

X

-DORIAN) The MOL Program Director, however, soon had much more

to worry about than a $20 million reduction. From the Secretary of Defense's
office came word that McNamara intended to limit the MOL program in 1967 to
$150 million--the same sum provided in 1966. Secretary Brown immediately
wrote to the defense chief to voice concern. He pointed out that the
original MOL plan had projected the first manned flight in late calendar

*See pp 164ff.
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year 1968, based on a schedule requiring the start of engineering development in January 1966. Dr. Brown reviewed several alternate schedules which
might be adopted to reduce fiscal year 1967 funding requirements. But these,
he advised Mr. McNamara, would have the effect of slipping the first manned
flight three to 12 months. He said a development schedule with a goal of a
first manned launch in April 1969 would require about $294 million during
the year. He further stated that a $230 million budget would be "the
lowest fiscal year 1967 funding compatible with maintaining continuity of
contractor efforts already under way" and an early manned flight.2
j
eZtrORIAN) On 18 November, analyzing the MOL funding problem for •
DDR&E, Deputy Director Fink expressed agreement with the above arguments.
Tnat is, he said that if $294 million were provided, the first manned NDL
could be flown in early calendar year 1969. If an additional slip of three
to six months was considered acceptable, funding could be reduced to approximately $230 million. Fink recommended to Dr. Foster that the MOL budget not
be reduced below the $230 million level.3 These arguments failed to convince
McNamara, who, in the final thrashing out of the fiscal year 1967 DOD
budget request, concluded that $150 million was sufficient for MOL.*
DORIAN) This severe cut in 1967 spending plans was a main topic
of discussion between Brown, McConnell, Schriever, Paul, Flax, Marks, and
Ferguson on 30 November 1965 at a meeting of the MOL Policy Committee.
Dr. Brown reported that Foster and Flax were working on alternate plans to
slip the program either six or nine months, with fiscal year 1967 funding

*The fiscal year 1967 budget, prepared in late calendar year 1965, was the
first to feel the impact of the accelerating war in Southeast Asia. In the
years that followed, the Vietnam war came to require enormous sums to the
detriment of many defense projects including MOL.
DORIAN
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needs to be calculated in each case. Flax said that DDR&E was in agreement that $150 million would not be enough to support the program during
the year. However, Assistant Secretary Marks advised the Committee that
there was little hope for reinstatement of the bulk of the requested MOL
4
funds.
(TeDORIAN) Marks' view was soon borne out as OSD rejected an Air
Force reclama and the $150 million total was incorporated into the
President's defense budget for submission to Congress in January 1966.
On 9 December Evans informed Berg of MOL's unhappy financial prospects.
He said there was a possibility that the final budget might provide a
slightly higher level but, in any event, the Systems Office should "cost
out alternative MOL programs" based on various funding levels, which in
each case would insure a balanced program.5
.
..(5.411100RIAN) Subsequently,- on 29 December 1965, General Berg reported
to the MOL Program Office on possible actions that might be taken to
minimize MOL expenditures in fiscal year 1967. His plan called for completing Phase IP studies by 1 May 1966 and initiating Phase II engineering
development by 1 September. This could be done, he said, within a total
1967 budget of $237 million "plus the $100 million carryover of fiscal
year 1966 funds." He indicated, if only $150 million were provided,
there would be a further stretchout of the program.6
Sensor Development Slippage
..c.T.iteDORIAN) The Systems Office's costing exercises had scarcely gotten
under way when MOL officials received more bad news. On 9 December, the
Eastman Kodak Company, the DORIAN sensor contractor, dispatched a letter to
Gen Martin advising that the firm would be unable to fulfill its original
DORIAN
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commitment to deliver the first ortical sensor in January 1969 for a
planned April 1969 first manned launch.* Company officials stated they
would require a 10-month extension, with delivery of the first flight
optics taking place about 15 October 1969 and the first manned launch
slipping to mid-January 1970.
e'-DORIAN) This unexpected development was discussed at a West
Coast management review meeting on 20 December 1965, attended by Foster,
Flax, Schriever, Evans, Martin, and other officials. They decided that
General Martin should immediately initiate an investigation and review of
the Eastman Kodak schedule, while Dr. Foster made arrangements to travel
to Rochester, N.Y. (on 22 December) to discuss the problem with company
executives.? General Schriever's reaction was that the Air Force should
not accept the new Eastman Kodak schedule "at this time." On 30 December
he suggested to Berg and Martin that, in drawing up their plans, they
continue to aim for a late 1969 launch.8
DORIAN) They agreed, pending a detailed review of Eastman Kodak's
schedule and costs, not to accept as final the proposed schedule slippage,
although Berg noted that a lengthy schedule slip would have at least
one beneficial effect of nearly fitting "the constraint of FY 67 expenditures of approximately $230 million."9 Meanwhile, General Martin organized
a committee of Special Projects officers who proceeded to Rochester
(5-8 January 1966) to review in some detail the company's schedule information, the reasoning and philosophy behind it, and its physical and

*These dates were agreed upon in July 1965 during discussions between company
officials and Dr. McMillan.
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personnel resources. The information collected was subsequently compared
with the Special Project Directorate's several year's experience in acquiring
several unmanned reconnaissance systems. Among other things, they noted
that the development time for three unmanned systems--with sensors substantially smaller than the planned DORIAN optics--ranged from 19 to 33
months (from time of program go-ahead to the first flight), whereas the
proposed new Eastman Kodak schedule would require 51 months (from the
October 1965 contract signing to the first flight in January 1970).10
fR(ZDORIAN) On 20 January, after being briefed on the above review,
Dr. Flax also travelled to Rochester to discuss the MOL sensor schedule
with company officials and examine ways of compressing it to achieve an
earlier launch.11 During his conversations with these officials, Flax
suggested that they consider a less conservative approach. On his return
to Washington, the NRO director wired General Martin requesting he prepare
.. proposal
at least two DORIAN schedules--one for the "baseline" Eastman Koda,
and the other a compressed schedule which would provide a launch "at least
six months earlier."12
jee-DORIAN) On 2E January, in response to Flax's suggestion, Eastman
Kodak submitted a new DORIAN development schedule to the Directorate of
Special Projects, designated Plan E. It would eliminate the prototype
compatibility model flight article and accelerate delivery of the qualification model even before the latter had been completely qualified.* By

*The compatibility model, integrated with the Mission Module forward section
and the Laboratory Vehicle, was to be used to check out interfaces and system
Operation. The purpose of the qualification model was to demonstrate the
system's ability to meet performance requirements in a simulated space
environment.
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taking this approach, the company stated it could deliver the first
Flight Model (FM-1) in April 1969 as opposed to October 1969. However,
Special Projects considered this plan undesirable from the viewmint of
"quality assurance" and it asked the firm to take another look at the
schedule problem.13
(,!DORIAN) Whereupon, Eastman Kodak prepared and submitted a third
alternate proposal (Plan C) on 9 February. It called for delivery of FM-1
in July 1969 while still retaining the compatibility model and completing
qualification model testing prior to the launch of the first flight sensor.
Applying the normal delivery-to-launch time span of three months, this
meant that the first "all-up" DORIAN sensor could be launched in October
1969. Company officials warned, however, that they required a prompt goahead on construction of essential new facilities to maintain this schedule.
On 15 March, after further meetings and discussions with Special Projects
personnel, the firm submitted a revised schedule which called for delivery
of a Camera Optical Assembly (COA) at Rochester 37 months from the day
the Air Force authorized new facility construction.*14
..kRetDORIAN) Several weeks later, however--at the MOL monthly management review meeting on 2 April 1966--Mr. John Sewell of Eastman Kodak advised
there would be a new two-month slip in the delivery of the FM-1 optical
system, from 15 July to 15 September 1969. He attributed this to Air Force
delay in authorizing construction of facilities, the problem of acquisition

*These facilities included a new steel frame building and a masonry building
about 1111,200 square feet to house several test chambers, plus various items
of equipment. Total estimated costs of facilities and equipment was
$32,500,000. /Tee Memo for Record j„Tre-DORIAN), prep by Col R. C. Randall,
25 Mar c6, subj: Status on DORIAN Facilities and ASE Requirement2
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of long lead items of equipment, and the firm's "underestimate" of the
time needed to debug the planned optical test chamber.15 To eliminate the
first obstacle, Dr. Flax on 4 April asked DDR&E for authority to proceed
with the purchase of the unique facilities and support equipment needed to
develop the primary optical sensor. Foster quickly approved, whereupon.Flax
authorized Martin to sign a contract with Eastman Kodak and proceed with
the necessary facilities construction.16
'DORIAN )

Meanwhile, following the 2 April 1966 management meeting,

the MOL Program Office took another critical look at the firm's proposed
15 September 1969 first manned launch. Working back from the first date,
it became clear.to MOL officials that "only 31 months is available to EKC,"
not the 37 months the firm stated it would need to deliver the camera
optical assembly. The resulting six months gap would therefore slip the
proposed first all-up launch to April 1970.17
;ReDORIAN) MOL Program officials were thus faced with the fact that
less than eight months after the President had announced the first manned
launch would take place in late calendar year 1968, it had slipped into
calendar year 1970. This stituation was particularly embarrassing to
those OSD and Air Force officials who had recently testified before Congress.
On 23 February 1966, for example, Secretary Brown told the House Appropriatio
Subcommittee: "Our best estimate at this time is that the first manned
flight will not occur prior to mid-1969, which...is a slip of about nine
months from what we said last year." On 8 March Dr. Foster also advised
the Senate Armed Services Committee that the first manned launch would
take place "about mid-calendar year 1969."
DORIAN
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/DORIAN) Citing the repeated schedule slips in the program,
General Evans on 7 April expressed apprehension to the MOL Director that
there might be "a very adverse effect on the program as a whole and the
Air Force's management image." He said that, if the schedule slipped
further--due to the still unresolved funding problem--the program might
not survive "as a manned reconnaissance system." He urged steps be taken
to reduce expenses and that all contractors be advised "that we have a
major cost problem, that we need their assistance, and that they should
be creative in exploring ways of reducing program costs."18
The FY 1967 Budget Review
.

...,.(0SDORIAN) The MOL budget was already under intensive study by Air
Force officials. In late December 1965, acting on news that McNamara
intended to limit 1967 program funding to $150 million, General Schriever
ordered a thorough budget review of financial requirements. He directed
Evans to establish a budget review committee to meet with top'contractor
officials to analyze the latter's cost proposals for Phase II engineering
development.19 Subsequently, Evans proposed, and Flax approved, establishment of several task forces and senior cost review boards.
4.8.610RIAN) One task force, headed by Col Robert Walling of the MOL
Program Office, consisted of eight officials who beginning in April 1966
embarked on an intensive review and evaluation of contractor white financial
requirements. Their results were subsequently submitted to a MOL Senior
Cost Review Board, chaired by Schriever and including Evans, Stewart,
Yarymovych, Major General G. F. Keeling and Brig Gen W. E. Carter of Headquarters AFSC and Major General David M. Jones of NASA. The second task force,
NRO Comptroller, performed the same kind

chaired by
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of review in the black area. Its membership included three representatives
from the MOL Program Office and two from the Office of Space Systems.2° In
this area General Martin had major responsibility for compiling the DORIAN
payload cost estimates. However, because Eastman Kodak and General
Electric could not complete their final Phase II cost estimates by 1 May,
Martin's DORIAN report (submitted on 22 April 1966) contained only the
"best cost data" and were subject to change when firm contractor proposals
were received.
pee-DORIAN) On 29 April, at a meeting of the MOL Policy Committee,
General Evans presented the results of the above cost reviews. He reported
there was a substantial difference between the contractors' preliminary
or interim estimates ($2.6 billion) and the Air Force's estimate ($1.978
billion) of program costs. Evans reviewed six different program options
for the committee to consider: two of them would reduce the number of
flights by one or two, with program costs dropping to either $1.817 billion
or $1.714 billion.22
..42ZtDORIAN) After the briefing, the Committee directed that an
.
additional seven-shot schedule--two unmanned flights in 1969 followed
by a first manned flight in December 1969 with fully-qualified DORIAN
optics--also be "costed out." The Committee recognized the difficulties
in getting early delivery of the first qualified optics package, but still
wished to see the first manned flight take place in calendar year 1969.
Concerning the optics problem, Flax and Schriever agreed they would visit
Eastman Kodak prior to the next Committee meeting to discuss the matter with
company officials. As for the Air Force's "public posture" on possible
DORIAN
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further schedule slippage, the Committee directed that no unclassified
announcement be made "at this timo."23

-SORIAN-GAMBIT) To assist Flax and Schriever during their visit
)2e
to Rochester, the Directorate of Special Projects prepared a detailed
background paper on Eastman Kodak's situation. The paper noted that
during many discussions and reviews with company officials, Special
Projects personnel had found it extremely difficult to single out critical
hardware items that could be given special attention. For example, the
contractor maintained that in his ,;udgment he needed all his allocated
time spans to dc the various jobs, such as mirror polishing, fabrication,
etc. The Directorate said there were three significant reasons behind the
contractor's stance:
First, he has undoubtedly factored into his planning the
bitter experience he is presently having in attempting to meet
GJ schedules.* Secondly, he is undoubtedly concerned about the
availability on schedule of the large new facility and the
unknowns facing him in the area of simulated zero gravity testing
of 72" light weight mirrors. Thirdly, he must produce specification performance 11111 resolution) on the first flight. Considering
the cost per flight, he is not disagreeing with this rationale;
however, past programs have started initially with lower specifications and worked up to specified performance Jnly7 after a
number of flights.24

X

DORIAN-GAMBIT) Eastman Kodak's conservative personnel policies

also were an important factor affecting the schedule. The company believed
in "a well groomed organization" and felt it could only be achieved by
increasing personnel strength at a modest rate. New personnel, after being
sent through a short indoctrination course, were assigned to a job with welldefined responsibilities and inter-relationships, thus preserving a solid

*An advanced unmanned reconnaissance systemilliresolution), G3 was initiated
in February 1964 with a first flight scheduled for July 1966.
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"teamwork" attitude and approach to a project. The firm believed this
approach was more economical and necessary to insure a satisfactory end
product.25
;SeDORIAN) With this background information in mind, on 17 May
Flax and Schriever met with Eastman Kodak officials at Rochester to
again review the entire problem. On the basis of this Meeting, during
which the Air Force officials emphasized the importance of an early manned
launch, an agreement was reached on a MOL schedule which provided for the
first manned flight with DORIAN optics in December 1969 using the prototype
compatibility model and the launch of FM-1 in April 1970. Eastman Kodak
agreed to do what it could to insure the compatibility model was provided
high quality optics. On his return to Washington, Flax directed Martin
and Berg to review their plans in light of this decision.26

.....›WDORIAN-GAMBIT)

On 20 May 1966 the MOL Policy Committee met again

to review the schedule problem and the latest program costs for Phase II
engineering development.' In attendance were Brown, Paul, Flax, Schriever,
Ferguson, and Gen William H. Blanchard, sitting in for the Chief of Staff.
General Berg briefed the Committee on the program's estimated costs, which
he said had risen substantially above the original August 1965 program
costs of $1.5 billion. For the currently-approved nine-shot baseline program,*
the major contractor estimated their overall costs at $2.805 billion. This
compared to the System Office's estimate of $2.058 billion.27 In this regard,

*The original MOL schedule included an initial booster development flight,
and one unmanned and five manned flights. In December 1965 this sevenflight program was increased to nine to provide two vehicles to fly the
unmanned system recommended by PSAC.
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Schriever and Flax both remarked that they had stressed to the contractors
the importance of cutting costs and had warned of the danger of project
termination if costs went too high.

..PeDORIAN -GAMBIT) The Deputy Director, MOL, also reported on
"Option 6," the proposed seven-shot program (a first manned launch in
December 1969) which the Committee had requested be costed out. He said this option would reduce the funding requirement to $1.751 billion.
Dr. Brown and General Schriever agreed Option 6 constituted the best
schedule, although the Secretary noted it would still require extra funds
in fiscal year 1967. The Committee formally determined that Option 6
should be adopted and it so directed.
„PeDORIAN-GAMBIT)

Under this schedule there would be seven flights--

three in calendar year 1969, three in 19704 and the last in 1971. Flight
No. 1 would be the Gemini B qualification flight. Flight No. 3 would be
the first manned flight and would carry the compatibility model cameraoptical sensor fully operational, Flight Nos. 4 and 5 would be mannedautomatic, and Flights 6 and 7 would be automatic. The Committee directed
that a firm program cost baseline be established for this seven-flight
program after Phase II contractor negotiations were completed.28
Initiating MOL Engineering Development
)2eDORIAN) When Option 6 was adopted by the Committee, the contract
definition studies (Phase IB) were not yet completed. The MOL Program
Office found it necessary to provide additional funds to extend the studies
into Phase IC, described as preparation for engineering development. On

31 March Dr. Flax approve an extension of the Eastman Kodak contract for
DORIAN/GAMBIT
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another 120 days, and a similar four-month extension was authorized to
cover General Electric and Douglas activities into the first quarter
of fiscal year 1967. On 24 June, at the request of the MOL Program Office,
DDR&E released $60 million in fiscal year 1966 funds, bringing the total
made available to the authorized $150 million. Of that amount, approximately $108 million was eventually spent on contract definition activities
(Phases IB and IC).29
tORIAN) While all these activities were under way, MOL officials
had continued to search for additional program funds. As noted, the Air
Force had advised OSD that it required a minimum of $230 million in 1967
to maintain a balanced program. When Secretary McNamara refused to increase
the budget beyond $150 million, General Evans and his staff sought the
assistance of the Congress requesting that the fiscal year 1967 DOD
appropriation for MOL be increased an additional $80 million. Beginning'
in early calendar year 1966, they briefed key Senators and Congressmen and
selected members of the House and Senate Appropriations and Armed Services
Committees. In May 1966 this effort bore some fruit when the House Armed
Services Committee agreed to provide the requested additional $80 million.
The Senate committee however, failed to act and it seemed the entire effort
had been lost. In the meantime, on 30 June 1966 a sympathetic Dr. Foster
advised MOL Program Office officials that he would, through internal OSD
action, increase 1967 program funds another $28 million. This brought the
total to $178 million, leaving a shortage of about $52 million.30
dSAORIAN)

Subsequently, the MOL Systems Office prepared a "MOL Program

Plan and Funding Requirements" document which identified a still higher 1967
DORIAN
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funding requirement-4253.9 million. In forwarding this document to
Secretary Brown on 20 July,* General Schriever remarked prophetically
that it was "difficult to be sure that development costs will not
exceed the $1.75 billion estimate.". That total, he pointed out, was
based on contractor studies and in-house investigations and did not
31
include any contingency funds.
......LA0DORIAN) In a separate paper submitted to Dr. Brown the same
day, the MOL Director listed several alternate approaches for proceeding.
with MOL development. He noted that if the program was limited to the
OSD apportionment of $178.4 million in 1967, it would suffer a major
schedule slip and delay the first manned reconnaissance flight to approximately June 1970. This schedule also would generate very high funding
requirements (estimated at $550 million each) in 1968 and 1969. A second
alternative--if 1967 total funding were raised to $208.4 million--would
provide a first manned reconnaissance flight in April 1970. The Director,
MOL also listed a third alternative, which he advocated. That is, he
proposed.that the Air Force:
_ Proceed initially with...the recommended program schedule
/the first manned flight in December 19697 with the proviso to
reschedule the MOL Program no later than January 1967 based on
the realities of negotiated. contract prices and FY 67 fund availability.
Also this approach would allow the subsequent reprogramming action
to take into account the level of FY 68 funds provided in the
rimpendine DOD FY 68 budget. The merit of this approach is
that it affords the least disruption to the program until contract
negotiations have been completed and proceeds with the program development build up to a point in time where contractor effort could be
held to proceed at a level based on a program,Achedule dictated by
the end FY 67 and FY 68 funding availability.-3` S
*Originally submitted to Dr. Brown on 22 June 1966, the document was
returned to the MOL Program Office with a request for certain changes.
It was resubmitted on 20 July.
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),S4t0RIAN) Several weeks elapsed without a response from the
Secretary's office whereupon General Evans on 18 August wrote to Drs.
Brown and Flax and asked for a decision on proceeding with full-scale
engineering development. He brought to their attention certain OSD
policies governing the start of engineering development, pointing out that
two important program elements--the Titan HIM and the DORIAN sensor payload-had with OSD approval already entered into Phase II development because they
required long lead times.* Based on the approval already granted, Evans
suggested there was clear "intent and willingness" on the part of OSD "for
the Air Force not only to proceed with the Engineering Development Phase but
also to protect development leadtime where necessary." The only limitation
or hindrance to going into full engineering deVelopment on all MOL segments
was the funding deficit in 1967 and subsequent years. In view of the above,
Evans urged Drs. Brown and Flax to authorize the MOL Program Office to proceed
with engineering develoloment.33

iX-DORIAN)

On 20 August Secretary Brown accepted the above recom-

mendation. He authorized the MOL Program Office to obligate fiscal
year 1966 and 1967 funds at the necessary rate to protectdevelopment
lead time with requirements for 1967 funds being limited to $208 million.
He said this authorization would apply "only until program approval for
full-scale development and, in any event, will not apply beyond

*As noted, in early April 1966 the Eastman Kodak facilities/equipment package
was approved by DDR&E. Subsequently, on 1 August', a $258,471,000 negotiated
contract for the sensor engineering development phase was awarded the contractor.
In the case of Titan IIIM, in early 1966 the four contractors involved were
provided $20 million in 1966 funds to begin engineering design and some hardware development. They were: Martin Marietta Corp., United Technology Center,
Aerojet General Corp., and AC Electronics Division of General Motors.
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January 1, 1967." He asked that every effort be made to hOld 1967
funding to a minimum, consistent with the primary objective for the
first manned flight.34
"ttORIAN) Whereupon General Evans on 30 August directed Berg to
continue his negotiations with all major contractors in accordance with
the flight objectives and schedules defined in the Program Plan and .
Funding Requirements document. He was requested to prepare a briefing
on total program costs resulting from these negotiations, and was authorized
to obligate 1966 and 1967 funds as needed to protect schedules and development leadtimes, up to 1 January 1967. He also advised that, pending a
review by higher authority of the final negotiated program costs,
authority to proceed with full-scale MOL development would be withheld.35
}DORIAN) General Berg took immediate steps to implement this
directive. His office issued "pre-contract" cost letters to Douglas, General
Electric, and McDonnell for the month of September 1966, limiting them to
expenditures of $4.0 million, $2.0 million, and $1.789 million respectively.
To provide contractual coverage for the above, the MOL Systems Office planned
to negotiate amendments to Phase IC contracts to cover this interim effort
until engineering development contracts were approved.36 In a report to
Dr. Brown on the above actions, General Evans advised that he hoped to be
able to provide him "by late October with the firm cost data you require
to support a decision on full-scale development of the MOL.* Prior to

*Despite the fact that "full-scale" MOL development was not authorized, and
only segments of the program were fully funded, the date of 1 September 1966-which Berg had suggested the previous December as the date for initiating
Phase II--was adopted by the MOL Program Office as the official start of
engineering development.
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the decision, I will continue to protect the flight schedule, within
the funding constraints you have stipnlated."37

IDORIAN) In the meantime, on 25 August 1966, the MOL Program Office
received good news from Capital Hill, where a Joint House-Senate
Conference approved a compromise appropriation of $50 million to be
added to the $150 million requested by the President•in his January
budget. The gift came on the first anniversary of the President's announcement that the United States would proceed with the Manned Orbiting Laboratory
Program and brought the total fiscal year 1967 appropriation to $228:4
million.38
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XII. CONGRESS, MOL SECURITY AND THE RANGE CONTROVERSY

(u) When the MOL project received Presidential approval in August
1965, Air Force officials recognized they would soon be called to
testify before Congress. To smooth their path on Capitol Hill, they
worked closely with representatives of the Office of Legislative Liaison,
OSAF, in particular with Col William B. Arnold, who was extraordinarily
helpful to the program. One concrete example of his aid was his persistent
and persuasive work with key members of the appropriations committees, which
led to the Joint House-Senate Conference decision to add $50 million to the
fiscal year 1967 budget.1

2

e4eDORIAN) In looking ahead to appearances before Congress, Program

officials were troubled by the problem of how to preserve MOL/DORIAN
security in the face of expected committee inquiries.* One of the first
things :hey determined to do in this instance was to give DORIAN
briefings to key staff members of the House and Senate space committees.
Thus, on 10 September, James J. Gehrig, Staff Director of the Senate
Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences, and on 21 September
W. H. Boone, Chief Technical Consultant to the House Committee on Sciences
and Astronautics, were DORIAN-briefed.2
The first request for MOL information came, however, from Chairman
Chet Holifield of the House Military Operations Subcommittee. In a letter
to the Air Force in early November, he requested a briefing for two of his

*The problem was unique in that unlike other completely black programs, MOL
was both black and white, had been publicized by the President, and information on it was expected to be demanded by Congress.
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staff, Herbert Roback and Daniel Fulmer. Since the Holifield's subcommittee was primarily interested in missile and space ground support
equipment, General Evans was able to avoid entirely the sensitive mission
area. On 17 November he and his staff presented a three-and-one-half
hour "Secret" briefing to the two Congressional aids which apparently
satisfied the Chairman's requirements.3
>5? However, the next Congressional query--received on 14 December
from the House Committee on Science and Astronautics--immediately posed a
security problem. On that date the committee informed the Air Force that
it would hold hearings in January 1966 on "the operational aspects" of
MOL and "how the MOL program complements and/or duplicates the NASA
Apollo Applications Program.tt4 Apparently, the committee's plan was not
coordinated with its Chief Technical Consultant, Mr. Boone, who had been
DORIAN-briefed several months before. On 16 December, accompanied
by Colonel Arnold, Evans met with a different member of the committee
staff, Mr. Peter Girardi, who requested that the MOL briefing in January
be conducted at the "Confidential" level. The Vice Director replied it
could not be done, that "with some tolerance on the part of the Committee,"
the Air Force might be able to give a Secret briefing. To Girardi's questions
concerning MOL experiments and payloads, Evans stated that DOD security
regulations required special access to those areas and he said they would
be "troublesome ones to handle in the hearings from a security standpoint."5
(U) The next day the Congressional security matter was discussed
at a meeting attended by Flax, Evans, Arnold, and Brig Gen L. S. Lightner,
Deputy Director, Office of Legislative Liaison. After reviewing possible
courses of action, the conferees agreed the committee chairman, Congressman
George P. Miller of California, should be approached. Dr. Flax authorized
DORIAN
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Colonel Arnold and General Berg to visit Miller at his home at Alameda,
Calif., to explain the difficulties of an open hearing and to suggest it
not be held. They were to offer, as an alternative, to give a special
access MOL briefing to selected committee members. On 20 December Arnold
contacted Congressman Miller by phone and a meeting was arranged for 29
December. Several days later he flew to the Coast to coordinate with
6
General Berg.

.0.....,CA4t0RIAN) On 29 December the two officers met with the Committee
Chairman at his Alameda office and discussed the MOL security problem,
in general terms, for several hours. During their conversations--described
by General Berg as "affable and interesting"--Miller stated that he understood the need for security and did not wish to disturb it. He also said
that he, personally, did not want to know MOL's mission and did not believe
it necessary to receive highly classified information. It was his policy,
he explained, not to accept invitations to visit classified projects in
his district. However, he rejected their suggestion that a classified
briefing be given to selected members of his committee, saying that he
believed he should hold a regular hearing. But he said his mind was open
on the matter and he asked Arnold to contact him in Washington in January
to arrange a meeting between himself, Secretary Brown, and General Schriever.7

...
04.eW Several weeks later Dr. Brown directed Arnold to contact the
chairman and advise that the Air Force Secretary would like to call at his
Capitol Hill office to discuss MOL. Miller proposed, instead, to visit
Brown's office in the Pentagon. At this meeting on l4. January, the Congressman
DORIAN
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and the Secretary agreed hearings would be held but that they would be
confined to seven areas: the MOL booster, life support systems, tracking
stations, ships, recovery areas, schedules, and rendezvous. They also
agreed that Flax and Schriever would appear before the coamittee, the
exact date to be determined by the chairman.*8
-DORIAN) The House committee hearings, initially set for 31 .
i/
r
January, were rescheduled on 7 February. To prepare for them, the MOL
Program Office--assisted by General Berg's staff--undertook an intensive
effort to prepare non-DORIAN classified and unclassified statements for
General Schriever's expected appearance. Unfortunately, several days
before the Committee was to meet, the White House released a report on
the nation's space program which drew unexpected and unwanted public and
Congressional attention to the program.
The Florida Uprising
(U) On 31 January President Johnson submitted his annual report to
Congress on the U.S. aeronautics and space program (for calendar year 1965).
Simultaneously, copies were released to the press and within days--based
on its content--the news media of Florida was angrily denouncing the Air
Force and its MOL plans. The outcry became so great that Senator Anderson
agreed that his committee, which had been planning general hearings on the
military space program, would hold a special session devoted solely to the
MOL project.

*The chairman earlier agreed that Mr. Girardi might be briefed on the program and this was done on 5 January. Senator Anderson, Chairman of the
Senate Space Committee was given a DORIAN-level briefing on 21 January and,
on 4 February, Sen. Margaret Chase Smith, a member of his committee, was
also indoctrinated into the program.
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(U) The President's report to Congress noted that a number of
unmanned MOL launches would be made from the Eastern Test Range, using
Titan IIIC vehicles, and that at least five manned launches would be
"flown out of the Western Test Range." This information was not new.
Dr. Flax, in response to a query from Florida Congressman Edward J.
Gurney (who represented Brevard County including the Cape Kennedy area),
had reported on the above plans in general terms in a letter dated
2 September 1965. Various trade publications, such as Aviation Week and
Space Technology also had noted that the Air Force would launch MOT, from
the West Coast.9
(U) Unfortunately, the President's report went on to state that during
1965 the Air Force had completed its Titan III. Integrated-TransferLaunch (ITL) facilities at the Cape--"a dual launch pad facility" which
possessed "a high launch rate capability" (and cost $154 million) and also
had begun work on "an initial launch capability at the Western Test Range."*
The latter, it said, would provide support "for polar or near polar orbit
mission requirements that would be degraded if flown from Cape Kennedy.7,10
(U) It was this information that the Florida media seized on to
raise a cry of "costly duplication" of facilities. In a lengthy front
page story, the Orlando Sentinel on

4 February castigated Air Force planners

for "cutting loose completely" from the Eastern Test Range and saddling
the U.S. taxpayer with unnecessary costs. It derided the Air Force for
claiming it was necessary to launch MOL into polar orbit from Vandenberg,

*This data was provided by the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff, Research
and Development, Headquarters USAF.
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and cited unnamed "veterans of the space program" as declaring such a
requirement was "nonsense." Fulminating against "certain Air Force space
empire builders," the Sentinel urged Florida's Congressmen and Senators,
state and local government officials and the citizens of the state "to
stop this threatened waste of national resources.tl11

-4,1.

Consequently, when Chairman Miller called the House Space

Committee into executive session on 7 February to take testimony on MOL,
Congressman Gurney was primed for attack. It was immediately evident that
the Air Force's informal contacts with the Chairman had paid off. In an
opening statement, he declared that "the Committee had no interest in
LgOL'7 mission or characteristics as there could not possibly be any
duplication in these areas." He advised the members to concentrate
their attention on those things common to the Air Force and NASA programs
to check duplication and he listed the seven areas previously coordinated
with Dr. Brown,12
*.S.1. The first witness, Dr. Seamans, Associate Administrator of NASA,
began with a strong endorsement of the MOL program. The space agency, he
.

said, agreed the program met national requirements and had assisted the
Air Force in a variety of ways, including conducting studies, dealing with
vehicle design. When Congressman Gurney's turn to ask questions came, he
asked Dr. Seamans whether NASA had ever successfully launched vehicles
into polar orbit from the Cape. Yes, it had, Seamans replied, but in
each case the space agency had required State Department and DOD approval
because of the safety/overflight problem. Gurney pursued the matter,
declaring that, in his view, the total danger for an ETR polar launch was
no greater than a WTR launch and, "if NASA could perform polar orbits
from the Eastern Range, why couldn't DOD?" 13
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Seamans responded that a "national decision" had been made to
launch certain operational programs from Vandenberg into polar orbits
and to use the ETR for equatorial orbits. He noted that NASA planned to
launch operational weather satellites from the West Coast because they
required polar orbits. Gurney asked whether NASA and DOD had coordinated
on studies comparing MOL launches from both ranges. Seamans said he was
aware such work was under way but NASA was not involved and General Schriever
would be a better person to ask. He remarked further that to launch into
polar orbit from Cape Kennedy required a "dog leg" in the initial boost
phase. Such a maneuver, he concluded, was "scarcely within the L;eigh7,7
limitations" of the Titan IIIC/MOL.14
The next day, 8 February, the committee reconvened with General
Schriever in the witness chair. Once again Chairman Miller cautioned the
members "their interest did not lie in the mission of MOL" and that they
should concentrate on NASA/DOD possible duplication of efforts. After
opening the meeting, Miller left the room and Schriever began reading a
lengthy paper to the committee. He gave the history of the MOL program,
described the system, and reported on planned schedules, the MOL booster,
life support system, tracking stations, etc. He ended his statement with
a review of Defense Department policy requiring mutual exchange of information and cooperation with NASA on their individual space projects.15
_414* After he had answered various questions dealing with the program,
Congressman J. Edward Roush of Indiana finally asked the "forbidden" one:
"What is the ultimate purpose of MOL and why is it thateverythingthe Air
Force is doing cannot be done by NASA?" Schriever replied that the
mission was military in nature, was not of interest to NASA, and did not
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fall within the space agency's area of responsibility. At this point
Chairman Miller returned to the hearing room and remarked: "It is not
necessary to ask this type of question if .

. you have confidence in

the U.S. military.v16
When Congressman Gurney was recognized by the Chairman he
began his interrogation by proclaiming himself as a strong advocate of
military man in space. However, he reminded the MOL Program Director that
the Air Force had invested "$150 million" in its Cape Kennedy launch facility,
which he claimed it was abandoning. He noted that polar launches had
already been made from the Cape, that NASA was planning a polar orbit
manned mission from that site,* and he challenged Schriever about the
Air Force's "exaggerated" safety requirements for ETR polar flights.
General Schriever replied by reminding the committee that several
years before a Thor missile launched from the Cape had impacted on Cuban
soil. He admitted that a polar orbit was technically feasible from the
Eastern Test Range but said there was a weight penalty which made it
impractical for MOL. The Air Force, he said, had initiated a study on
possible MOL launches from the ETR, but he said that "if you attempt the
launching in the necessary 180 to 185 degree direction, it will fly over
Miami and Palm Beach. Neither the Saturn IB or Titan MC can make the
turn necessary for a safe polar launching and still boost the full MOL
payload into orbit." He said he would submit to the committee information
on the exact loss of payload weight during such a maneuver.17

*At this time NASA was considering possible polar orbit launches from
Cape Kennedy, whenever the reliability of the Saturn IB launch vehicle was
established.

,
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,4i Following this statement and other questions and answers on
possible duplication between the Air Force and NASA space programs, another
Congressman--Representative William F. Ryan of New York--insisted Schriever
explain the mission of the MOL. Once again, Chairman Miller interjected with
a reminder that the committee would not inquire into the mission. Whereupon, Ryan asked why NASA couldn't accomplish all that the Air Force planned
to do? Schriever answered that the 1958 Space Act had definitely stated
that the Department of Defense would be responsible for military applications.
in space and "the MOL program is definitely a military application."18
(U) Schriever's testimony concluded the executive hearings of the
House committee. With the important help of its chairman, the problem of
a bieach in MOL security was overcome and the question of duplication apparently answered to the satisfaction at least of Congressman Miller. Thus,
he stated to a press representative that he felt there was no major duplication of effort between MOL and NASA's Apollo Applications program. He
also declared he supported the Air Force's decision to launch the MOL from
Vandenberg.* Cape Kennedy, he said, was the best site for near equatorial
launchings but the Western Test Range was best for polar orbit launches.19
Senator Holland Requests a Meeting
Nevertheless, the issue continued to roil the Floridians. On
10 February Congressman Gurney requested General Schriever to answer 11
questions concerning Air Force launch plans, the requirement for polar orbits,
the cost of Vandenberg facilities, etc. The same day, Mr. Francis S. Hewitt,

*The fact that Chairman Miller was a Californian certainly did not, of
course, hinder the program.
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a staff member of the Senate Appropriations Committee, informed the Air
Force that Sen. Spessard L. Holland of Florida--a member of both the
Senate Appropriations and Space Committees--wished MOL officials to
attend a meeting in his office on 15 February to review the program.
Hewitt advised that the Air Force representatives should be prepared to,
answer the specific question: "Why can't ETR be used to launch the MOL."20
(U) Also, on 10 February, Senator Holland wrote to Chairman Anderson
of the Senate Space Committee and requested a "thorough hearing" into the
Air Force's plans to launch i•iOL from Vandenberg. In his letter, Senator
Holland said that:
The people, officials and news media of central Florida are
complaining vigorously about this proposal which they tell me will
cost our country unnecessarily many millions of dollars of added
expense and will deteriorate the fine joint effort of NASA and the
Air Force which has been conducted so effectively at Cape Kennedy.
They also feel that such a move would cause unnecessary hardship tc
many families not settled in the Cape Kennedy area. They feel, and
strongly assert, that there is no sound reason whatever for making
this proposed move.21
(U) Senator Anderson an-Droved Holland's request and Gehrig, the
Staff Director, advised the Air Force that the full committee would
meet on 24 February to take testimony "on the MOL as it relates to facilities
at Patrick versus Vandenberg." Gehrig remarked that this was "a continuation
of the pressure tactics of the Florida delegation to attempt to keep as
much of the Air Force Space Program as possible at Patrick."22
(U) On 14 February, Gehrig met with a member of Schriever's staff,
. Col James M. McGarry, Jr., to discuss the proposed Senate committee hearings.
During their meeting, they worked up a series of questions which they
agreed General Schriever and other Air Force officials should be prepared

,47
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to answer. These covered such topics as the ETR "dog leg," the cost
of West Coast facilities, whether MOL was ever considered for launching
from Cape Kennedy, and related matters. Gehrig advised that if
Senator Holland could be told that it had never been contemplated that
MOL would be launched from Florida, it would help turn aside much of
23
the criticism.
„(..SeDORIAN) Also, on 14 February, acting on a request from Dr. Flax,
.
General Berg forwarded his evaluation of problems involved in launching
MOL from ETR. He said the existing facilities at Cape Kennedy could be
used if it was acceptable to (1) run a black reconnaissance program at
ETR in conjunction with unclassified NASA programs; (2) risk disclosure
of the program by discovery of payload elements in Cuba or some Central
or South American country should the booster fail; and (3) risk human
life to launch due south from Cape Kennedy. Since he considered these
unacceptable, Berg submitted several pages of detailed information on
24
current MOL planning for WTR polar launchings.
—444- The next day the Florida delegation gathered in Holland's
office with the DOD delegation--headed by Dr. Flax--in attendance.
Besides Holland, the Florida contingent included Sen. George A. Smathers
and Congressmen Gurney, Charles E. Bennett, James A. Haley, and A. Sidney
Herlong, Jr. Others present were Gehrig and Dr. Glen P. Wilson of the
Senate Space Committee staff and Mr. Charles Kirgow of the Senate Armed
Services Committee staff. Lt Col James C. Fitzpatrick, of the
Directorate of Development, Headquarters USAF, opened the meeting with
a presentation on the Titan III family of boosters, costs of the Cape
DORIAN
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Kennedy facility, and Air Force plans for both. ranges. He was followed
by Col Richard Dennen,* of the MOL Program Office, who described the
basic MOL flight equipment and program schedule.
.
04..6‹The briefings of Fitzpatrick and Dennen were punctuated by many
questions from the Florida delegation, especially on the costs of facilities
on both coasts. The Air Force representatives also spent a considerable
period trying to explain the value of polar orbit, and this matter was not
made clear until a "hastily acquired globe" had been brought into the
room. At this point, the Floridians demanded to be told MOL's mission.
Dr. Flax replied that it was highly classified and known to only a few
people. Gurney and Holland persisted, but Dr. Flax stated that divulging
of this sensitive information was subject to control by the Executive
Branch and the chairmen of the committees involved. When Holland threatened
to take the subject to the Senate floor and have it aired, Dr. Flax said
he thought that was something the Senator wouldn't want to do. "That's
for us to decide," the Senator retorted.25

.
0.4e1.-At

the conclusion of the meeting, the Florida contingent

remained dissatisfied. "This is not the end of this little tete-a-tete,"
Holland said. "We are going after this and we are not going to stop here.
We are not going to lose this like we let Houston get away!" His reaction
reflected the great pressures he and other Florida representatives were
being subjected to from home. A flood of letters and telegrams--from real
estate dealers, developers, citizens, and other local interests--had poured

*The DOD representatives present included Dr. Yarymovych, Colonel Arnold,
Capt Howard Silberstein, DDR&E and Lt Col William R. Baxter, Director of
Range Safety, ETR.
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into their offices. Some were artifically stimulated by the local press.
For example, the Melbourne Daily Times published for its readers a clip-out
form letter protesting the proposed move of MOL to Vandenberg; more than
2,500 of these made their way to Washington.26
(LI) Among letters sent directly to the White House was one from the
editor of the Orlando Sentinel, Martin Anderson, one of the most vociferous
critics of the Air Force.*

In the President's response, prepared by the

MOL Program Office, Mr. Johnson explained that the MOL was a military space
program and that polar launches were required to accomplish its principal
missions. He said:
While it is true that some polar launches have been conducted.
from the Eastern Test Range using the "dog leg" maneuver, this does
result in a reduction of physical capacity. In the case of the Manned
Orbiting Laboratory, the 10-15 percent. loss in payload required by
performing this maneuver is sufficient to jeopardize seriously the
success of the program. Furthermore, there is a risk in the case of
failures of impacting classified military payloads in areas where
classified information might be compromised.
The facilities which will be built at Vandenberg to launch the
MOL will be considerably simpler than those available at the Integrated
Transfer and Launch Titan III facility at Cape Kennedy. We have every
intention of using the Cape. Kennedy facilities to the maximum advantage
in our space program. In particular, there are 10 remaining launches
in the Titan III R&D program which will be used to orbit such important
programs as the Defense communication satellites and nuclear test
detection (Vela) satellites. Current Air Force plans beyond those
R&D launches ipvolve approximately four launches per year from Cape
Kennedy. . .
Meanwhile, with the MOL Program Office facing further interrogations
by the Anderson committee, Schriever directed Berg to organize an ad hoc

*Not everyone protested. Orlando TV Station WFTV editorialized on 15 February 1966: "How could the Cape be losing something it never had...Local
citizens and businessmen are becoming unduly upset...The MOL is a military
project that may involve maximum security. It is possible that the whole
Cape area could be as closed as a tight security area as is the case of
Vandenberg AFB."
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task group to study all aspects of the controversy and to report to him
on 18 February. Col Walter R. Hedrick, Jr., was later named chairman
of this group, which convened the afternoon of the 16th to begin its work.
By the 19th it had completed and gave to General Schriever and Dr. Flax
a preliminary "secret" briefing, which emphasized the necessity of
launching into "80-1000 orbital inclinations" to meet program objectives.
Concerning facility costs on both coasts, the ad hoc group noted that
while the Cape facilities were cheaper by some $60 to $70 million, the
decreased payload resulting from yaw steering--and reduded number of days
on orbit--made WTR launchings more economical for long-term operations.28
The Senate Space Committee Hearings
(U) On the morning of 24 February Chairman Anderson opened "Secretlevel" hearings into the MOL Program. The main witnesses were Drs. Foster
and Flax representing DOD and Dr. Seamans of NASA. To place the matter before
the committee into proper perspective, Sen. Margaret Chase Smith introduced
into the record excerpts from hearings held in January 1965, in which
Secretary Vance had reported on DOD plans to begin Titan III facility construction at Vandenberg. Senator Holland then made an opening statement
and introduced into the record five editorials and stories from Florida
newspapers, all of which were highly critical of the Air Force's plan to
"move" MOL to California.29
)
0,3•)** Dr. Foster, the first witness, began by reading a lengthy

statement which emphasized that the MOL program was aimed at fulfilling
military requirements. He said:
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To satisfy these requirements, there is no question but that we
must place the MOL payload in near polar orbits. Orbital inclinations
from 80° to 100° are considered mandatory. To assure overall success
of the program and minimum system costs, we have given careful
attention to maximum use of NASA developed subsystems, the minimum
weight payload which can meet the requirements, and the most effective
launch vehicle approach. We have also considered the range constraints
which might limit our ability to launch payloads as planned during
early flight of the MOL Program and any follow on which may develop
as a result of the MOL program.3°
Dr. Foster reviewed the problems of possible land impact of the
MOL and security of the payload in such a circumstance. He pointed out
that ETR launch trajectories would involve land overflight, with the
vehicle passing directly over southern Florida and Miami, and that this •
was "totally unacceptable in my opinion due to the hazards involved." He
said that, in the case of MOL, a decision had been made a year earlier
to avoid unnecessary land overflight, "particularly since this program
involves repeated launches of classified military payloads." He assured
the committee that the Defense Department planned to continue various
Titan III launch operations from Cape Kennedy.31
(U) Senator Holland began his lengthy interrogation of Dr. Foster
by remarking that other scientists (who were not named) had challenged
the basic premises of the MOL program, particularly the need for polar
orbits. He continually pressed Foster to answer "why polar orbit" was
needed. Part of the colloquy went as follows:
Senator Holland: What I am trying to ask is, if you will, state
why the polar orbit is the sole and exclusively chosen one, under the
thinking of the Air Force.
Dr. Foster: I am sorry, I can only say that it is a requirement
of the program.
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Senator Holland: Yes, but, in other words, you are not going
to state to this committee why you choose the polar orbit rather
than the other courses that can be fired to greater advantage and
more cheaply out of Cape Kennedy.
Dr. Foster: No, other than to say that in order to fulfill
the purpose of the program, these inclinations are required.
Senator Holland: Doctor, this committee is composed of Senators
of the United States who are entitled to know something about this
program, and so far as the Senator from Florida is concerned, he thinks
he is just as safe to trust with knowledge of this program...as your
self or anybody else, and I want to know why the polar flight is the
only one that will fulfill the requirements of the Air Force....32
(U) At this point Sen. Howard W. Cannon of Nevada came to the rescue
of the besieged witness. He posed a series of questions to the Defense
Research Director which elicited the general information that MOL flight
objectives required "that areas be overflown in a polar orbit that cannot
be overflown in an equatorial orbit."33
(U) Holland also raised questions about several Air Force reports
he had learned of, which he said confirmed the view that the Cape could
be used to launch MOL. Dr. Flax replied that the reports mentioned had
been prepared by Air Force officials at Cape Kennedy who were "not fully
aware of the MOL requirements, have no responsibility for the MOL program,"
and were "merely speculating across the board" on all possible applications
of the Titan III family flown out of the Cape. He agreed to provide the
Committee copies of these reports.*34
(U) During the afternoon session, the main witness was Dr. Seamans
of NASA. He had earlier assured the Air Force that he would take "a real

*Two documents, "Titan IIID Comparison, WTR-irs ETR," and "Briefing on Titan
III Capability at Cape Kennedy," were forwarded to the Committee by Dr. Flax
on 25 February. fftr, (S), Flax to Gehrig, Cmte on Aeronautical and Space
Sciences, 25 Feb

2
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hard position" on MOL launchings from the West Coast and "remain firm,"35
and he did so. He reported on NASA's future plans for launchings from both
coasts, emphasizing that Cape Kennedy would be the primary base. He
described the type of vehicle the space agency would be launching from
Vandenberg, and said it was desirable to conduct regular operational launches
from the West Coast base. He reiterated that NASA officials not only had
supported the MOL program "but we have also supported the necessity for
the MOL's launching from the Western Test Range."36
(U) The testimony taken on 24 February--the united front of DOD and
NASA--had the effect of taking some of the pressure off all parties concerned.
At day's end, Senator Holland, like his colleagues, sought to emphasize the
positive aspect of the Cape Kennedy situation. He told a reporter for the
Miami Herald that, "despite the MOL move," there would be a substantial
number of Air Force launchings from the Cape in the future, that it would
not cut down on its personnel there, and that the Vandenberg investment would
be

"relatively small" compared to ETR.37
(U) Subsequently, a number of other Congressional committees also sought

information about ETR-WTR facilities "duplication." Replies were made to all
inquiries38 and by early spring 1966 the Floridians had all but dropped the
issue. Thus, during a floor debate in the House of Representatives on 3 May
on NASA's authorization bill, Colonel Arnold observed that "not one of the
nine Members of the Florida Delegation present rose to protest the planned
use of the Western Test Range for MOL."*39

*Two years later the Comptroller General of the United States issued a report
critical of Air Force planning for its ETR Titan III facilities and suggested
it had been overbuilt. fee Report to the Congress by the Comptroller
General of the United States, 3 Jul 1968, Opportunity for Savings in Space
Programs by Reevaluating Needs Before Buying Facilities/
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XIII. AIR FORCE/NASA COORDINATION

X

pORIAN) By 1965-1966 Air Force and NASA manned space programs

had evolved to the point where the competition between the two agencies
had manifestly declined. Deeply involved in its Gemini program, NASA
at this time was also laying the ground work for its multi-billion
dollar Apollo moon-landing project.* The Air Force, meanwhile, was
working energetically to get going with the MOL, which it believed would
provide the vehicle that would conclusively demonstrate the value of
putting a man into space to perform various military missions, beginning
with reconnaissance. This period saw increasing coordination of the
efforts of both agencies. Thus, in 1965 the Evans/Garbarini group had
worked closely together on the Apollo/MOL studies, which provided comparative cost figures and other data to the Air Force. Also, the following
year, as we have seen, NASA backed up the Air Force during the noisy
ETR-WTR controversy.
(1.1) In addition to the above examples of cooperation, the two agencies
coordinated their activities in several other areas. One involved the
release and modification of certain NASA flight equipment for use in an
Air Force pre-MOL flight test program, Another--which generated
differing views before a compromise was reached--centered on the question
of Air Force procurement of the Gemini B spacecraft.

*NASA was allocated $5.2 billion in new obligational authority in fiscal
year 1965, $5.1 billion in fiscal year 1966.
DORIAN
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NASA's Gemini and the Gemini B Contract
(U) Background: Several months before John Glenn became the first
Mercury astronaut to orbit the earth in early 1962, NASA formally announced
the initiation of the Gemini program. On 15 December 1961 it awarded a
$25 million contract to McDonnell to begin design, development, and manufacture of 13 Gemini spacecraft. (The cost of these vehicles eventually
ballooned to more than $790 million.)* NASA also assigned to SSD the job
of procuring man-rated Titan II boosters to launch them. During 1962-1963
the development work proceeded satisfactorily and an important milestone
was reached with the successful test firing on 21 January 1964 of the GT-1
(Gemini-Titan No. 1) launch vehicle.
(U) Meanwhile, McNamara's announcement of 10 December 1963 that DOD
would undertake the development of MOL made it apparent that certain under-'
standings would have to be reached by NASA and DOD, since the system required
a modified Gemini. On 23 January 1964, Drs. Seamans and Brown (then DDR&E)
agreed the Air Force should negotiate a preliminary design study contract
with McDonnell, with the arrangement to be subject to NASA review to assure
McDonnell could do the work without interfering with the space agency program.
The two officials also agreed the contract would not establish a pattern
for any follow-on engineering or procurement contract relationship with
The Air Force contract subsequently was approved and, in June,
McDonnell.)

*In February 1963 NASA estimated the cost of the 13 Geminis, two mission simulators, five boilerplates, and other equipment at $456,650,062. By the end
of the program, however, the cost of the spacecraft and ancillary equipment
had risen to $790.4 million. JASA Draft Chronology, Project Gemini:
Technology and Operations, pp 108, 40g
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McDonnell began a $1 million pre-Phase I Gemini B study which it completed
by year's end.
(U) In connection with this contract, the St. Louis firm was naturally
eager to obtain additional Gemini business and retain the space engineering
competency it had acquired during its work on Mercury and now Gemini. To '
support the latter, it had built up a Gemini team which included 441 personnel, 240 of them doing advanced engineering work. McDonnell advised
the Air Force that it would need an early USAF commitment in order to keep
the team intact. The firm's situation was discussed during the summer of
1964 by NASA and OSD officials, and they agreed that it was in the nation's
interest to retain the newly-acquired industrial base. However, OSD was
unable to make a commitment until it had decided whether or not to proceed
with MOL development.2
(U) Toward the close of 1964 several factors, including congressional
pressures,* conspired to push OSD toward such a decision. Thus, when Senator
Anderson expressed concern to the President about duplication between NASA
and DOD space programs and recommended cancellation of MOL, he was assured
the two agencies were working closely together and would take advantage of
each other's technologies and hardware. In January 1965 McNamara and Webb
issued a joint statement touching on this point. "Duplicative programs,"
they declared, "will be avoided and manned space flight undertaken in the
years immediately ahead by either DOD or NASA will utilize spacecraft,
launch vehicles, and facilities already available or now under active
development to the maximum degree possible."3

*In March 1965 Congressman Teague of Texas expressed concern to the President
that the valuable Gemini industrial team would be disbanded if a MDL decision
was not made.
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.00(
eier This policy statement encouraged the Air Force to seek the early
release by NASA of its Gemini 2 spacecraft, successfully recovered from the
Atlantic on 19 January 1965 following an unmanned suborbital test flight.
On 9 February, during a meeting with Dr. Albert C. Hall (Special Assistant
for Space, ODDR&E), General Evans mentioned the USAF requirement for the
recovered spacecraft and he also suggested the Air Force be authorized to
contract directly with McDonnell for development of the Gemini B. Dr. Hall
4
approved both proposals and said OSD would contact NASA about them.
);,' On 3 March 1965, Dr. Brown wrote to Seamans about Gemini B. Referring to their agreement of the previous year, he advised that--in order "to
preserve the option of proceeding at a later date with a configuration based
upon Gemini B and Titan IIIC"--DOD planned to negotiate a second contract
with McDonnell for design definition of Gemini B "to the point of engineering
release." In response, Seamans reminded DDR&E that their 1961 agreement
required the space agency's approval of any such follow-on contract. A
second contract, he said, was "a matter of direct concern to us" because
of the possible effect it might have "on the fulfillment of NASA's Gemini
Contract by McDonnell." To reach agreement on this matter, a meeting of
top officials of both agencies was scheduled. In the meantime, General
Evans discussed MOL equipment requirements with Dr. George Mueller,
AsSociate Administrator, NASA Office of Manned Space Flight and, in a
follow-up letter, he forwarded a list of items of Gemini equipment--such
as the Gemini spacecraft and Static Article No. 4—expressing hope they
could be released to the Air Force as soon as possible.
(U) On 18 March, the DOD/NASA meeting to discuss the proposed Gemini B
contract was convened at NASA Headquarters. Representing DOD were
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Drs. Hall and Flax, General Evans, and several others. Dr. Mueller, who
headed the space agency contingent, began by reiterating NASA's concern about
possible interference with the on-going Gemini activity at McDonnell. To
avoid such disruption, he suggested that NASA be assigned responsibility
for "the total spacecraft job for the Air Force for Gemini B/MOL." Dr, Hall
agreed that interference with the Gemini program should, of course, be
avoided or minimized, but he expressed doubt the space agency would be
in a position to handle all the technical functions involved in the MOL
program. To Hall's query whether NASA would make the GT-2 spacecraft and
other Gemini hardware available to the Air Force, the NASA official made
no response but returned to his original point: if the space agency was
given responsibility for the technical direction and contracting for
Gemini B, he could thus assure himself of minimum interference with the
Gemini program.6
(U) The conferees finally decided to dispatch a NASA-DOD task group
to McDonnell on 22 March to determine the extent of such interference.
After meeting with company officials, the task group returned to Washington
to report to a reconvened conference--attended.by Hall, Flax, Mueller,
Evans, and others from both agencies--on 25 March. General Bleymaier,
who had headed the DOD element of the task group, briefed the conference on
the results of the survey, which he said indicated there would be little
or no interference with the space agency's program. This conclusion did
not alter Mueller's view that executive management responsibility for design
and acquisition of Gemini B should logically go to NASA.?
..* The issue remained unresolved during several follow-up meetings,
including a separate conference on 30 March between Dr. Mueller and General

---CONHEMAL1
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Schriever. During one of the meetings in early April, NASA submitted for
consideration a "Plan for NASA Support of the Air Force Gemini B/MOL Program."
This plan assigned primary responsibility for Gemini B acquisition to the
space agency, at least up to July 1966, at which time the Air Force would
take over executive management. However, it remained unacceptable to OSD
and Air Force officials.8
early April General Evans prepared a counter-proposal for
NASA's consideration. In forwarding the document to Mueller's deputy,
Brig Gen David Jones, on 8 April, Evans said he believed it would minimize
interference between the two Gemini projects, while assuring that the management of the highly integrated Gemini B/MOL system remained with the Air
Force. According to this plan, NASA's Gemini Project Office--located at
the Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC), Houston, Tex.--would be assigned full
responsibility for modifying and refurbishing Gemini spacecraft required
for MOL early test flights. On the other hand, the Air Force would retain
responsibility for contracting, development, and acquisition of Gemini B.9
(J) This compromise was accepted by the space agency. On 12 April
Drs. Seamans and Hall formally agreed the Air Force should proceed to negotiate
the Gemini B contract with McDonnell. In light of this agreement, DDR&E wrote
to Seamans to solicit suggestions "of technical or management methods" which
could help DOD reduce Gemini B acquisition costs. Schriever followed up
during a meeting with Mueller on 13 April. As a matter of policy, he said,
the Air Force wanted and needed all the NASA technical help it could get,
particularly in connection with refurbishment of the Gemini 2 spacecraft
and other equipment for use in the MOL test flight program.1°
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UNCLASSIFIED
(U) During the next several days, Generals Evans and Jones worked
out the details of the responsibilities of the two agencies. In their
preliminary draft agreement, the Air Force assigned to NASA the responsibility for engineering, contract management, and procurement associated
with refurbishment and modification of the GT-2 spacecraft and.Static
Article

The Air Force also agreed to provide several highly qualified

personnel to participate in the above work. As for Gemini B, the Air Force
alone would be responsible for its acquisition and would contract directly
with McDonnell
(U) A final, revised agreement--incorporating the major points agreed
upon above--was signed on 21 April 1966 by Dr. Mueller for NASA and General
Ritland for the Air Force. Simultaneously, the Manned Spacecraft Center
designated Mr. Paul E. Purser as its main contact for NASA policy matters
relating to MOL and Mr. Duncan R. Collins of the Gemini Spacecraft Office
as the point of contact "for all technical assistance provided to the MOL.
Program."*12 Lt Col Richard C. Henry, USAF--assigned to NASA's Gemini
Program Control Office at Houston--was named the Air Force's contact "for
matters relating to the transfer of materiel and equipment to the MOL
program and for all matters pertaining to the HSQffieat Shield Qualificatio7
program,"
(U) With this agreement the issue was resolved and the Air Force took
steps to negotiate a Gemini B engineering definition contract with McDonnell.

*The space agency later assigned two employees at McDonnell to work fulltime on the Gemini B.
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OSD provided seven million dollars for this work; the final contract,
signed in May 1965, totalled $6,784,000.
Turnover of NASA Equipment
(U) After the President announced the Air Force would proceed with
MOL, Dr. Seamans wrote to OSD on 23 September 1965 to offer again NASA's
full support to the new program. His agency believed, he said, that "an
experimental manned space flight program under the military" was justified
and it was prepared to undertake joint planning "for the maximum practicable
utilization by DOD of the NASA developed hardware and technology, our production, testing, processing facilities, and our management and operational
experience."13 Seamans' helpful offer was made against the background of
three spectacularly successful NASA Gemini flights. On 23 March Gemini 3
was successfully launched, its astronauts achieving an important space "first"
when they changed their orbit three times. Gemini 4, launched on 3 June,
also made space history when Astronaut Edward H. White "walked in space" for
20 minutes and used a propulsion gun for the first time. Gemini 5, launched
into an eight-day flight on 21 August 1965, shattered all existing space
endurance records.
(II) The newly formed MOL Program Office pursued the subject of turnover of various items of Gemini equipment to the Air Force. After it had
reviewed the subject, NASA on 4 October requested the Air Force to submit
a complete list of all Gemini-associated equipment it needed for the MOL.
This task was passed on to the MOL Systems Office, which by the end of
October 1965 had compiled a list of items desired, including Gemini training
boilerplates, flotation collars, mission simulators (one each located at Cape
Kennedy and the Houston Center), crew station mockups and engineering mockups.14
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(J) On 8 November General Evans forwarded the list to NASA and suggested the space agency designate a Houston official to work out details
of the turnover with General Berg's representatives. On 29 November,
after his staff had reviewed the items listed, Mueller directed Dr. Robert S.
Gilruth, head of the Manned Spacecraft Center, to immediately transfer to
the Air Force one Gemini training boilerplate, three Gethini flotation
collars, Spacecraft Article #3, and Spacecraft #3A. He also requested the
MSC to designate an individual to handle the transfer of such other equipment which it determined was "surplus to our manned space flight program."
In the next several months a number of the above-mentioned items, plus

75 pieces of aerospace ground equipment (AGE) for use in support of the
HSQ launch, were transferred to the Air Force.15
(U) Subsequently, data from McDonnell's Gemini B engineering definition
study became available and the MOL Systems Office in early 1966 was able
to identify additional equipment needed. On 26 March General Berg forwarded
to Dr. Gilruth a new detailed list which included: four boilerplate test
spacecraft, three static test spacecraft, two recovered spacecraft, 25
ejection seat testing structures, six trainers, 199 mission recovery items,
34 long lead time AGE items, and 592 pieces of auxiliary equipment. Berg
noted in his letter, that, while most of the equipment had been identified
by name, some was general-in nature due to his staff's inability "to inventory
and establish firm, specific requirements in such areas as . . . components
and vendor equipment at this time." He proposed that the best interests of
both agencies would be served by adopting a general policy of transferring
all NASA Gemini equipment "except that which is readily usable on the Apollo
program.”16
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(U) On 28 March 1966 Air Force and MSC representatives conferred at
Houston to discuss the new list of requirements. The space agency's
representatives--Mr. Purser and Colonel Henry--agreed "in principle" that
Gemini equipment and materials not required by NASA would be released to
the Air Force, at least on a shared basis, as they became available from
the current test flight program. However, they indicated NASA had not made
up its mind about certain "grey areas." These involved possible retention
of equipment for use as artifacts at the Smithsonian Institution, the MSC
lobby, world-wide travelling displays, etc. Concerning the Gemini simulator
at the Kennedy Space Center, they startled the USAF representatives by stating
the "NASA would release the simulator for a $5 million reimbursement." The
conference adjourned with the understanding that the MSC would submit to
the Air Force on a proposed procedure to govern transfer of certain items
of equipment.*17 As subsequently received by the MOL Systems Office,
this procedure proved acceptable.

-44- On

23 April NASA headquarters authorized Houston to transfer 29 of

31 items of long lead time AGE. However, it delayed making a full response
to General Berg's letter of 26 March. In early May General Evans wrote to
Dr. Mueller about the matter. After commenting on the various agreements
they had reached and explaining that the Air Force expected soon to receive
a Phase II proposal from McDonnell "conditioned on the use of Gemini equipment,"
Evans touched on a sensitive point:

*Air Force members at this meeting were Colonels Paul J. Heran and Russell
M. Harrington, Lt Col Charles L. Gandy (of the MOL Systems Office), and
Maj M. C. Spaulding of the MOL Program Office.
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During the meeting at Houston on March 28, the MSC representatives proposed that the Air Force reimburse NASA $5 trillion in
return for the mission simulator at Cape Kennedy. This came as
quite a surprise in view of Dr. Seaman's statement to the Senate
Aeronautical and Space Sciences Committee on February 24 that crew
trainers and simulators would be made available to the MOL program
"as soon as they can be scheduled for this purpose." We have not
been advised of the terms of this latter qualification. In the
same context, Dr. Seamans expressed a view of equipment availability •
on a nonreimbursable basis except where modification costs are
incurred on a NASA contract as in the case of the HSQ spacecraft.18
After mentioning several other matters, including the possibility
of obtaining assistance from NASA's resident/engineering/quality assurance
personnel at McDonnell, Evans suggested to Mueller that they get together
to discuss "the total subject of Gemini support to MOL." His complaint
about the Kennedy mission simulator quickly produced results; NASA now
determined it would be made available to the Air Force at no costs.
Whereupon, on 3 June 1966, Evans advised Berg to arrange accountability and
turnover of the simulator to McDonnell "for necessary refurbishment to
Gemini B configuration."19
(U) Early in July Dr. Mueller wrote to Evans to discuss the entire
subject of NASA Gemini equipment transfer. Referring to his previous instructions to Gilruth to transfer 29 to 31 items of long lead time AGE to the
Air Force, he now advised that the two items withheld also would be transferred. Further, he said, Houston had been authorized to work out a procedure with the MOL Systems Office to transfer a substantial portion of the
equipment listed in Berg's letter of 26 March--to include the Kennedy simulator--plus Gemini peculiar components. Attached to Mueller's letter was a
paper on "Procedures for Transfer of NASA Gemini Equipment to the United
States Air Force for Utilizing on the Manned Orbiting Laboratory Program."2°
With this correspondence, the turnover of NASA Gemini equipment to the Air Force
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ceased
ceased to be an issue and,by the end of 1966, an estimated $50 million in
space agency hardware had been transferred, or was scheduled for transfer,
to the MOL program.21
DOD/NASA Gemini Experiments
)' When NASA's Gemini program was completed with the splashdown of
Gemini 12 on 15 November 1966, USAF Program 631A--a series of military
experiments performed during the flights--also ended. This program had
origins in the McNamara-Webb agreement of January 1963 which established
the Gemini Program Planning Board, whose mission was "to avoid duplication
of effort in the field of manned space flight" between NASA and DOD.* In
March 1963 the Board formed an ad hoc study group to review and recommend
military experiments for inclusion in the Gemini flight program. It
subsequently proposed a series of Air Force and Navy experiments and, on 25
August, an AFSC Field Office (Detachment 2, SSD) was established at Houston
to manage their integratiOn into the Gemini program. A technical development
plan covering these Program 631A experiments was submitted to DDR&E and
approved by him on 7 February 1964. Funding for the experiments totalled
$16.1 million.22

fre

Integration of the experiments was done to specifications developed

by the Air Force and Navy experiment sponsors and SSD personnel as approved
by the Gemini Program Office. Statements of work for the "Experiments Orders,"
written by SSD personnel, were submitted to the Gemini Program Office.
Training, mission planning, test operations, and data collection were
responsibilities of the Manned Spacecraft Center, assisted and supported

See pp. 19-20.
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by Detachment 2. However, in actual practice the detachment's project
officer performed the dual role of experiment management for both the
Manned Spacecraft Center and the Air Force.23
icor One of the most difficult management problems that emerged after
the military experiments began flying--beginning with the GT-4 mission on

3 June 1965--concerned NASA's public information policy. According to the
original ad hoc study group report which set up the program, military experiments were to be flown with the understanding that the results would be
handled as classified information. However, prior to the flight of Gemini 5--

which was scheduled to carry a number of photographic experiments--word
was received in Washington that Houston officials had decided not to withhold
information from the news media about them. Whereupon, a team of USAF officers--including Major Robert Hermann of the MOL Program Office--visited
the Manned Spacecraft Center to review NASA's information planning for the
flight. They found space agency officials determined not to compromise
NASA's information policy of full disclosure. Although MSC officials agreed
to provide for special handling of photographs produced by the military
experiments, this arrangement was never implemented.

-(1...t

The result was an upsurge of public criticism during the flight

of Gemini 5 on 21-29 August 1965. When information was released on the
DOD photographic experiments, "a hue and cry about NASA's peaceful image
vs the military spy-in-the-sky implications" arose.* Part of the trouble
according to Lt Col Wallace C. Fry, chief of the Space Experiments Office,
Headquarters AFSC, was Detachment 2's failure to brief the astronauts on

*See pp. 134-137.
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security aspects of the experiments. "As it developed," he said, "the crew
of Gemini 5 apparently was not cautioned, and the astronaut who operated
the D-6 lens made comments over the space-ground radio about the superb
view and definition through the Cluestar telephoto lens. Also, post-flight
handling of the film was open to suspicion and speculation .5n the part of
the news media] probably due to poor planning on our part." It did not
take the Soviet Union very long to react and to accuse the United States
of using Gemini 5 "to carry out reconnaissance from space." One result
of the outcry was the withdrawal of the D-6 experiment from its second planned
flight.24 (For a complete list of the DOD experiments, see Chart on the
next page.)
....4*-Despite the above events, the cooperative DOD/NASA effort proved
beneficial to both agencies and was considered a success. Experiments D-1,
D-2, and D-6 clearly demonstrated the capability of man to acquire, track,
and photograph objects in space and on the ground. Experiment D-3 showed
it was feasible to determine the mass of an orbiting object (in this case,
an Agena target vehicle) by thrusting on it with a known thrust and then
measuring the resulting change in velocity. The mass as determined from
the experiment procedure was compared with the target vehicle mass as
computed from known launch weight and expendable usage to determine the
accuracy of the method.25
(C) Experiments D-4 and D-5 used two interferometer spectrometers and
a multichannel spectroradiometer to successfully demonstrate the advantage
of using manned systems to obtain basic celestial radiometry and space object
radiometry data. Experiment D-8 successfully produced data on cosmic and
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Van Allen belt radiation within the Gemini spacecraft. Experiment D-9 demonstrated the feasibility of using a space sextant in an autonomous navigation
system, the data comparing favorably with the accuracy of the spacecraft position computed from radar returns.

.....R1-)r

Experiment D-10 performed in an especially impressive manner on two

flights. This ion sensing attitude control system experiment proved particularly useful during the flight of Gemini 12, after its fuel cells began
acting up. With the cells turned off to conserve power, the crew relied
upon the ion sensing control system and found it provided an excellent
indication of attitude. D-12, the astronaut maneuvering unit, was not completed
due to the inability of the astronauts to accomplish the tests on Geminis 9
and 12. Although carried on the Gemini 9, flight testing of the AMU was
terminated when visor fogging obstructed the vision of the pilot during his
extravehicular activity.
--(•et Experiment D-13--run in conjunction with NASA's visual acuity expriment(S008)--confirmed that the flight crew could discriminate small objects
on the surface of the earth in daylight. Experiment D-14, involving UHF/VHF
polarization measurements, was not completed, although the experiment equipment and technique was successfully demonstrated. Experiment D-15's image
intensification equipment was used for the first time on Gemini 11 and demonstrated that, at night and under conditions with no moon, the crew could see
bodies of water, coastlines, and rivers under starlight conditions. Experi'.
ment D-16 was not completed because the Gemini 8 mission was terminated early
due to control problems, and pilot fatigue on Gemini 9 led to cancellation of
its planned use.26
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The Manned Space Flight Committee
'*64 In his letter to DDR&E of 23 September 1965, in which he expressed
NASA's desire to give full support to the MOL program, Dr. Seamans also
raised a question about future top-level planning of the manned space
programs of both agencies. He suggested that "joint planning and monitoring
on the policy decision level" was needed and he proposed to Dr. Brown that
they meet to discuss possible methods of conducting such reviews. Dr. Foster
(Brown's successor as DDR&E) welcomed Seaman's suggestion and agreed to a
meeting on the question of "coordination of our activities at a level which
can determine policy."27
(U) From this meeting, held in mid-October, and discussions of their
staffs, emerged a tentative plan to establish an informal six-man DOD/NASA
committee to review and solve manned space flight problems "not solvable
by any other level." The committee, they agreed, would also serve to assure
Congress that they were working closely together in the Gemini, Apollo
Applications, and MOL areas. General Schriever, however, had been attempting
to establish a close personal working relationship with Dr. Mueller and
felt that the proposed committee would undercut his current effort. In a
letter to Secretary Brown on 9 November 1965, he expressed the view that
he and Mueller were "the appropriate level to resolve all problems except
major policy problems" and there was no need for the committee. He asked
the Air Force Secretary's support for his current negotiations with Mueller
28 Secretary Brown, however,
and "opposition to the committee arrangement.”
felt that the committee would not interfere with Air Force management of
MOL since it would deal with policy rather than program coordination questions.
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(U)
(j)

The Seamans-Foster discussions, meanwhile, led finally to a plan

to create a "Manned Space Flight Policy Committee (MSFPC)" to supersede the
Gemini Program Planning Board established in 1963. The task of the new
committee was to coordinate the manned space flight programs of DOD and
NASA, resolve matters which could not be resolved at a lower level, make
agreements involving top policy decisions, and facilitate exchange of viewpoints and information of importance. The formal agreement was signed in
January 1966 by McNamara, Webb, Seamans, and Foster. The latter twc were
designated as Committee co-chairmen. Other members were Mr. Fink, OSD;
Dr. Flax, Air Force; and Drs. Mueller and Homer E. Newell, NASA.29
The Reconstituted NASA Experiments Board
At the initial meeting of the new committee, held on 21 January,*
one of the several topics discussed was a proposed revision of the charter
of NASA's Manned Space Flight Experiments Board (ASFEB) to include DCD
membership. The space agency subsequently distributed a draft Memorandum
of Agreement on the proposed reconstituted Board and Dr. Flax solicited the
views of aenerals Schriever and Evans as to the membership. The MOL Program
Director asked that he be a member, with Evans serving as his alternate.
This suggestion was accepted.3°

,4e-)

On 21 March 1966 Drs. Seamans and Foster signed the formal agree-

ment establishing a reconstituted MSFEB "to coordinate experiment programs
which will be conducted on DOD and NASA manned space flights." The Board
was charged with the task of approving or disapproving experiments, recommending experiments for assignment to specific flight programs, setting
priorities, reviewing the status of approved experiments, etc. The DOD

*Attendees were Seamans, Mueller, Newell, Foster, Flax and Fink.
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membership included Mr. Fink and General Schriever; their alternates were
Mr. John E. Kirk, Assistant Director for Space Technology, OSD, and
General Evans. NASA's representatives were Drs. Mueller, Newell and Mac C.
Adam; their alternates, James C, Elms, Dr. Edgard M. Cortright, and
Dr. Alfred J. Eggers, Jr. 31
(U) Under terms of this aareement, before submitting proposed experiments to the Secretariat for consideration by the Board, the sponsoring agency
was required to review them for scientific and technical merit and to establish
its own list of priorities. 32
DOD Experiments for the Apollo Workshop
As early as the spring of 1964 NASA had asked t1-4e Defense Department
whether, as in the case of Gemini, it might also be interested in providing
experiments for the upcoming.Apcllo spacecraft. In response to a request
from DDR&E, the Air Force studied possible experiments and, at the close of
196= and in early 1965, submitted three: Radiation Measurements, Autonomous
Navigation, and a CO2 Reduction System. All three were approved by DDR&E and
accepted by NASA, which assigned them to Apollo-Saturn (AS) flights 207 and
209.33
(U) While NASA was planning experiments for Apollo, it also was studying
possible advanced manned missions to exploit the hardware being created
by the lunar-landing program. In 1965, following these investigations, it
outlined a plan for a series of post-Apollo flight missions "in earth orbit,
in lunar orbit, and on the lunar surface." This follow-on Apollo Applications
Program (AAP) it estimated would cost $1 to $3 billion a year.
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(u) On 17 January 1966, during a meeting of the MSFEB which General
Evans attended as an observer,* one of the AAF "expetiments" was outlined
by a NASA official. He described a "S-IVB Spent Stage Experiment" whose
purpose was to demonstrate the feasibility of providing a habitable, shirtsleeve environment in orbit using already developed hardware. An airlock
would be developed:
...using qualified Gemini flight hardware to allow docking
of the Apollo Command Service Module (CSM) with the hydrogen tank
of the spent stage of the S-IVB booster. Once docked, the airlock
unit will provide ingress-egress capability, life support, electrical
power, and the necessary environmental control required for pressurizing and maintaining the S-IVB stage hydrogen tank so that astro- .
nauts may work insidp in a shirt sleeve environment during a 14-day
or greater mission.34
(U) The "spent stage" experiment was to be scheduled for the SA-209
mission in the last quarter of 1967. Listening to this presentation, it
occurred to General Evans that the early flight date might offer the
Air Force a unique onportunity. "to design experiments, directly supporting
MOL development, to obtain information on crew activities in a large volume
orbital vehicle."35 On 21 March, at another meeting of the Board, he advised
the NASA members that the Air Force was studying the possibility of conductin€
MOL-oriented experiments aboard the orbital workshop. Dr. Mueller welcomed
the Air Force interest and said the Board would consider any experiments
proposed.36

....(se

Following this meeting, the Vice Director, MOL, appointed an ad hoc

group to study and recommend experiments for the Apollo Workshop. The
group was chaired by Dr. Yarymovych and included representatives of the
MOL Systems Office, Detachment 2 at Houston, and AFSC's Research and

*This was before the reconstitution of the Board.
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Technology Division (RTD) and Office of the Deputy Commander for Space.
During April 1966 the ad hoc group met twice and identified nine experiments for consideration.37 Subsequently, it selected six to be flown in
the workshop: (1) Integrated Maintenance; (2) Suit Donning and Sleep
Station Evaluation; (3) Alternate Restraints Evaluation; (4) Expandable.
Airlock Technology; (5) Expandable Structure for Recovery; and (6) Mciular
Assembly for Antennas. The MOL Systems Office sponsored the first three
experiments, and RDT's Aerospace Propulsion Laboratories (APL) the last
three. SSD's Detachment 2 was designated the Houston focal point and "management interface" for coordinating and integrating the experiments into the
workshop.38

All

On 25 August, Evans submitted a report to Dr. Flax on the pro-

posed experiments and recommended approval. He said they comprised a
worthwhile effort and would enable the Air Force to test specific MOL
equipment/crew relations in time to incorporate the results into the
MOL system, if appropriate. Evans estimated the cost of the three MOL
experiments at $3.0 million, and the three APL experiments at $1.92 million.
On 19 September Flax approved the first five experiments, deleting the
modular assembly for antennas experiment. He advised Evans that the APL
experiments were approved, "contingent upon RTD reprogramming internal
funds to support the effort."39
That same day, 19 September, the five experiments were submitted
to the Manned Space Flight Experiments Board and were accepted. At this
meeting Dr. Mueller announced that the Orbital Workshop was firmly committed
to AS-209, scheduled for flight in March 1968.4o The next day Evans directed
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the MOL Systems Office to begin work on the experiments.* Several weeks
later the MOL Program Office forwarded descriptions of the five Air Force
experiments to NASA.41
—4.14 In late October 1966, the MOL Program Office learned that NASA
was reconsidering its basic plan for launch of the workshop. Instead of
a single launch, NASA planners now proposed a rendezvous mode involving
the addition of the SA-10 flight. On 26 October Evans wrote to Mueller to
express concern about the effect the change might have on the schedule.
He noted that the Air Force's basic objective in preparing the MOL experiments for the workshop was to test them "in sufficient time so that results
can be incorporated into the MOL development." A delay in the launch date
beyond December 1968 would not allow sufficient time to make inputs from
these experiments into the MOL. He advised that, until he could evaluate
the impact of a schedule change, he was directing a delay in the award of
a contract for the experiments.42
----4ei-- In his response on 7 November, Mueller reassured Evans that the
planned NASA launch would remain on or very near the original schedule.
He said that while the space agency had not yet formally adopted a rendezvous mode for the workshop, it probably would do so since it would be
a superior mode of operation. Even so, he stated that the mission would
be flown "no later than July 196E" and he urged the Air Force to continue
its experiment development"at the maximum pace possible."43

,,(.4e,"

Several weeks later, at another meeting of the MSFEB at NASA head-

quarters (attended by Kirk and Evans), the space agency described an even

*The RTD has some difficulty obtaining funds for the two APL experiments,
but these were finally provided by AFSC reprogramming action.
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more ambitious Apollo Workshop plan, involving four launches. First, in
June or July 1968, NASA would launch AS-209 into a 225 nautical mile orbit,
the payload consisting of the Apollo Command Service Module and Mapping
and Survey System. Five days later they would launch AS-210, unmanned,
which would put the Orbital Workshop (S-IVB tank) into a one-year orbit.
AS-209 would rendezvous and dock and the crew would enter and perform the
workshop experiments. Reentry would take place 28 days after the launch
of AS-209. Three-to-six months later NASA would launch AS-211, manned, which
would rendezvous and dock with the workshop. The crew would enter the tank,
this time for a 56-day mission. One day later NASA would launch AS-212,
unmanned, carrying an Apollo Telescope Mount, which would be tethered and
docked for use as a manned orbiting telescope.
--4Q4 During this MSFEB meeting, which was held on 21 November, the
Board approved seven scientific and technological experiments proposed by
NASA for earth orbital flight, and one involving a lunar surface experiment.
NASA officials also reported on, and Kirk and Evans approved, a priority

listing of the DOD and NASA experiments for the workshop. Eight days later
Evans directed the MOL Systems Office to proceed with its contract for the
three experiments, aiming for a 30 June 1968 launch date.45 At the close
of 1966 the following eight experiments were scheduled for flight aboard
NASA's Apollo spacecraft:

D-008
D-009
D-017
D-018
D-019
D-020
D-021
D-022

- Simple Navigation
- Radiation in Spacecraft
- Carbon Dioxide Reduction System
- Integrated Maintenance
- Suit Donning and Sleep Station Evaluation
- Alternate Restraints
- Expandable Airlock Technology
- Expandable Structure for Recovery
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AAP Use of Titan III/MOL Hardware
(U) Even as NASA was refining its "spent stage" experiment in early
1966, its post-Apollo proposals came under the scrutiny of the Bureau of
the Budget. Searching for ways to cut federal expenditures, the Bureau
requested NASA to consider several alternate approaches to a manned space
flight program, such as possibly using the Titan III-MOL system plus the
Saturn V-Apollo, or substituting the Titan booster for the Saturn IB at a
certain point. The Bureau also asked the question whether the entire MOL
system might not be used to perform the experiments NASA was planning for
the Saturn IB-Apollo system.
(U) The Bureau was not alone at this time in suggesting that MOL hardware might be useful in the NASA program. In a report published on 21 March
1966, the House Military Operations Subcommittee complained about "unwarranted
duplication" between AAP and MOL and suggested that the greatest potential
savings "would come from NASA participation in the MOL program." It noted
that both NASA and the Air Force had talked about the possibility of
accommodating NASA experiments on a non-interference basis on MOL "but to
date little has been done to achieve this goal." Instead, the subcommittee
said, NASA was proceeding with"a similar near-earth manned space project. . .
which will also explore the effects on man of long duration space flights
and the capability of man to perform useful functions in space." The House
unit urged the NASA and the Air Force to get together in a joint program
which it said would save "billions of dollars."'
JAKSAR) Meanwhile, DDR&E had learned of the Budget Bureau's request
to NASA to study possible use of Titan III/MOL equipment. Anticipating the
space agency would seek detailed information on the MOL system, Dr. Foster
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on 11 March directed the Air Force to undertake a study to provide answers
to seven questions (which he provided) relating to NASA experimental use
of MOL hardware, to include cost estimates and schedule impact on the MOL
program.47 Foster's request was the first of several submitted during the
next several months, which led to extensive studies by the MOL Systems Office.
On the basis of the Systems Office's initial investigation, whose results
were presented to the MOL Policy Committee on 29 April 1966, Air Force
officials concluded that MOL/Titan III hardware could handle the AAP experiments, although certain costly modifications and other changes would have
to be made.48
....„.J

.However, it was not until mid-June that NASA approached DOD for

information. At that time it submitted an initial set of questions relating
to MOL equipment (other questions followed) duly forwarded to the Systems
Office for answers. By September the MOL Systems Office had compiled and
the Air Force had provided the space agency "a wealth of technical and.
cost data" covering such matters as available payload weights and volume,electrical power, life support and environmental control based on the MOL
30-day baseline. In summing up this exercise, Dr. Yarymovych stated that
the information indicated that "payloads in the order of 13,000 pounds in
near-earth orbit at low inclination angles 27aunche7 from ETR could conceivably be supported by T-IIIM/MOL hardware subsequent to early 1970."
Further, it appeared there would be no impact on the current MOL program
by adding six more launches to the existing requirement, provided that the
.49
Air Force received "a near-future go-ahead for such a program.
reviewing over the voluminous Air Force data, NASA completed
its final report on "Apollo Applications Program use of Titan III-MOL Systems"
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for the Bureau of the. Budget. The report not surprisingly concluded that
"the introduction of either the Titan IIIM launch vehicle or the Titan
IIIM/MOL systems into the post-Apollo manned space flight program is neither
technically desirable nor cost effective, and it could jeopardize the
possible U.S. position in space by delaying by almost three years the low
orbital application of proven U.S. space technology." NASA forwarded a
copy of the report, dated 2 Novembei 1966, to OSD with a draft of a joint
NASA/DOD memorandum endorsing its conclusions. Before taking any action
on this memorandum, Dr. Foster requested General Evans to critique the report.
On 6 December, after his staff had completed an intensive evaluation of the NASA document, Evans reported the MOL Program Office's findings
to DDR&E. They were such "as tc cast substantial doubt as to the objectivity,
analytical thoroughness, and technical accuracy of the NASA report." Evans
said that the report contained "undue bias against use of any hardware configuration other than Saturn-Apollo." Also, it took the position that the
NASA study was "a sequel to and the converse of" the 1965 study on the possible use of Apollo systems for both NASA and DOD experiments, implying "a
jointly planned and conducted study by DOD and NASA," which was false. The
report further stated that the earlier study had indicated that Saturn/
Apollo systems could be used, beginning in 1968, to accomplish the DOD
objectives assigned to MOL. Concerning this, Evans remarked that:
There is no doubt that technically, if given sufficient resources
and time, Apollo systems could be used in MOL. Similarly, under the
same assumption, MOL systems could also be used in AAP. However, the
assessment of the desirability of use of one specific. system hardware
in another program must consider all cost effectiveness factors, principally those associated with performance, schedule, and cost. The
comment on last year's study is incomplete and is neither meaningful
nor relevant.50
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The Vice Director, MOL, consequently recommended that OSD "nonconcur" in the 2 November 1966 NASA report.
-46+ Dr. Foster agreed. On 10 December he advised Dr. Seamans that
he had reservations about the report in its "present form." Specifically,
he said, the report did not represent "a joint" study but rather was a
NASA study on data provided by DOD on Titan III/MOL hardware. He also
indicated there were other unsatisfactory aspects to the NASA report and
he said he was prepared to discuss the matter during the next meeting of
the Manned Space Flight Policy Committee. Dr. Seamans accepted this suggestion.51
(U) NASA's worries about the Bureau of the Budget inquiry--and DOD's
position--were further exacerbated by the attitude taken by the President's
Science Advisory Committee. In December 1966 PSAC circulated a draft report
on "The Space Program in the Post-Apollo Period" which declared that:
....Before substantial funds are committed to the AAP plan to
modify Apollo hardware or to utilize the orbital workshops for
extended periods, a careful study should be made of the suitability,
cost and availability of Titan III/MOL systems for biomedical
studies of man for periods up to 60 days. NASA should also
investigate whether delivery of these components could be speeded
without interference with the MOL program if additional funds
were contributed to MOL in the formative years of the program.
...Arrangements should be developed between NASA and the USAF to use
the MOL Program as an importance source of data on the capabilities
of man for space missions lasting 14 to 30 days, in addition to
experience to be gained in early Apollo Applications missions.52
(U) Secretary McNamara thought the PSAC report (published by the
White House in February 1967), a very fine job "which perceptively addresses
the important issues affecting NASA's future programs." It led in early
1967 to a Defense Department proposal that a joint DOD/NASA study group
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be set up to look into the entire matter, beginning with "an examination
of the objectives of both Apollo Applications and follow-on MOL in low
earth orbit. u53

UNCLASSIFIED
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XIV. NEW FINANCIAL AND SCHEDULE PROBLEMS
1967 - 1968
roe: the earliest days of the program Air Force
plepORIAN) As noted, ::
,
officials had felt a senL:e o urgency about getting the MOL inco orbit at
an early date. They were motivated in part by their experiences with the
B-70 and Dyna-Soar program., which had been dragged out interminably—mainly
due to lack of administration .dtport--until Zinaily cancelled. In both
cases, the Air Force rationale had been disputed and neither was supported
by 7fle White House. MOL on the other hand, had been pdblicly.endor,ed by
President Johnson and was a—igned an important mission—very high resolution photographic reconnaissance. Still, Air Force o_ficials

it

e,cential to gec a laboratory vehicle into orbit as soon as possible.
- :hen MOL entered Phase II engineering developThey were con-equently pleased .
ment in September 1966 and they had additional cause for satisfaction two
month, later when the Gemini B heat shield underwent a success:All test
:Launch from Cape Kennedy. The :irst unmanned MOL launch was set for
Apri= 1969 and the first manned :light for December 1909.*
.....44eSORIAN) Although engineering development work got under way

oi-

=icially in the late summer and fall of 19b6, the MOL Systems Office at
the time was still involved in.hard contract bargaining with the Associate
Contractors. The problem was a familiar one: the contractor ' cost estimate:,
and those of the Air Force were millions of dollars apart. McDonnell, for

*This schedule constituted a year's slip from the launch dates announced
by tb.e President in August 19c. See Chapter XI.
DORIAN'
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example, estimated its Gemini costs at $205.5 million for a fixed price,
incentive contract whereas the Air Force offered $147.9 million. Douglas
requested $815.8 million to develop and build the laboratory vehicles (fixed
price incentive/cost plus incentive fee), the Air Force proposed $611..3
million. General Electric sought $198 million (cost plus incentive fee),
the Air Force offered $147.3 million.1
..lear-DORIAN) With the government and contractors unable. to reach an
agreement, Air Force officials--with the approval of the MOL Policy Committee-in late November 1966 adopted a new "negotiating strategy." They directed
the MOL Systems Office to reopen competition for those systems not already
under contract and to halt the issuance of any further DORIAN clearances.to
contractor personnel. This tough stance broke the deadlock; by early
December, the contractors had substantially reduced their cost estimates
to bring them closer to the Air Force offers. On 4 January 1967--when
Dr. Flax summarized the results of these negotiations to Dr. Foster--he
was thus able to report that total MOL development costs would run approximately $1.92 billion, a sum which included $295.0 million in "deferrals."*2
The FY 1968 Budget Crisis'
..(40e-DORIAN) The December 1966 agreements with the contractors--completed to the handshake stage--were based on an understanding that OSD
would release all deferred fiscal year 1967 funds and that at least $480
million would be provided the program in fiscal year 1968. The latter premise soon proved faulty. OSD--finding it needed huge sums to support U.S.

*Items deferred included the data readout system, various spares, some test
activities, and manpower requirements to support "out-of-plant" or field test
operations for all of the contractors concerned.
DORIAN
.17
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operations in Southeast Asia--notified the Air Force on 7 January that it
planned to request only $430 million from Congress in new obligating authority
(NOA) for fiscal year 1968. This sum was $157 million below the amount the
MOL Systems Office estimated was its minimum requirement and $381 million
below the contractors' estimates.
,ORIAN) McNamara's decision meant that the Air Force would have to
renegotiate the prime contracts to reduce fiscal year 1968 fund requirements
to $430 million NCA. On 15 February, in an effort to define a revised MOL
baseline to fit the lower funding level, contractor and Air Force officials,
including Dr. Flax, convened a meeting on the West Coast. It became evident
during their discussions of ways to reduce the impact of the cut in funds
that there would be additional slippage in the launch schedule. At the end
of the conference, Dr. Flax directed the contractors and the MOL Systems
Office to prepare new program schedules, using as their "Bogeys" the planning figures of $500 million and $600 million NOA's for fiscal years 1968
1969.*3

y

bDRIAN) It was against this background that General Evans--soon to

be succeeded as Vice Director, MOL, by Maj. Gen. James T. Stewart**--summed
up "the current mess" and the "Pearl Harbor"-type crisis facing the program.
In a memorandum to several aides, he reviewed various options they might
examine in the future. One would accept a nine or 12-month program slip;
another would accept "a fund-governed program" tailored to $228 million in

*It was Dr. Flax's intention to reprogram other Air Force funds to meet the
fiscal year 1968 deficit.
**Stewart took over on 27 March 1968. General Evans retired to join an
industrial concern.
DORIAN
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fiscal year 1967, $430 million in fiscal year 1968, "and whatever the
approved DOD figure is in FY 1969." Evans suggested MOL officials might
consider a possible fourth option: "...decoupling the optics from the first
manned flight with fthe7 objective being to provide a more completely manrated system when the first flight-qualified DORIAN package becomes available."4
jAdORIAN) He also recommended the MOL Program Office attempt to resolve
several other issues, including determining the best approach to funding
future contracts (commitment versus an expenditure basis), obtaining a DX
priority for the program,* and reforming MOL management. This last subject
was a sensitive one to Evans. For many months he had believed that existing
arrangements--which had black. MDL contract, development, management, and
financial actions being accomplished by another Air Force activity--were
ineffective. "The present manaaement structure," he said, "is incapable of
producing a well-integrated, well-managed large program such as MOL."**5
dpeDORIAN)

Some of the questions posed by Evans were discussed on 10

March 1967 during a managemen7., meeting attended by Dr. Flax, General Ferguson,
and other MOL officials at Andrews AFB. Systems Office personnel briefed
them on proposed funding and schedule revisions which they had been examining
with the contractors. They advised that, even if a 12-month schedule slip
was acceptable, MOL would require additional funds beyond the $500/600 million
"Bogeys" proposed by Dr. Flax. If given only $480 million in fiscal year 1968,

*For many months Evans had sought to obtain approval for assignment of a DX
industrial priority to the program. The request was never acted upon.
**Gen Martin, previously opposed to Schriever's plan for integrated management,
on 20 April 1967 agreed that "division of management responsibility and authority
on the basis of security is totally unworkable." A major management reorganization followed, which placed all black contracting under the MOL Systems Office,
effective 1 July 1967. iTtr (S-BYEMAN), Martin to Flax, Ferguson, 20 Apr 67,
subj: Management Responsibilities for the MOL Program'
DORIAN
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they foresaw a slip in the first manned flight of at least 15 months. This
discouraging report was subsequently reviewed by Drs. Foster and Brown, Who
asked that new guidance be sent to the MOL Systems Office. Future funding,
the Office was informed on 17 March, was to be on "a commitment baSis" and,
for planning purposes, totals were not to exceed $480620 million in fiscal
years 1968 and 1969. The Systems Office was directed to prepare a paper on
the impact of those funding levels for presentation to Pentagon officials in
Washington in,April.6
.46510RIAN) The MOL schedule was reworked by MOL Systems Office personnel.
They concluded that the 15-month slip in the first manned launch constituted
"an optimum program from the standpoint of fund limitations" and would ease
development and hardware integration problems. However, even if funding was
provided on a commitment rather than an expenditure basis, they saw the program requiring $518 million in.fiscal year 196E. On 15 April 1967 their conclusions were presented to a MOL management meeting attended by Flax,
Ferguson, Stewart, Bleymaier,* Martin, Berg, and others. Dr. Flax's response
was to challenge the cost estimates presented to him; it was his view that
the contractor's costs were probably inflated, "at least for the scope of
work as currently defined." He warned that the projected overall total MOL
program cost rise of about half a billion dollars, if correct, might be "very
detrimental" to its future and he directed the MOL Systems Office to take
another look at its cost estimates.

*Bleymaier who officially took over as Deputy Director, MOL Program, on
1 July 1967, participated in various planning exercises during the spring
of 1967. He was, at this time, serving as Commander, Air Force Western
Test Range, Vandenberg AFB, Calif.
DORIAN
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The cost figures were subsequently reworked on the West Coast and

forwaried to Flax and Ferguson on 2 May by General Bleymaier and Colonel Heran.
In their message, they stated flatly that the funding levels of $480/600 million in fiscal years 1968 and 1969 "positively eliminate any possibility of
establishing a realistic 12 month slip *program." Furthermore, those levels
placed in jeopardy their ability to meet a 15-month slip, particularly if
there were additional delays in contract negotiations over the new schedule
and deciding on deferred items. They said that they had examined all possibilities and nothing could be further gained by efforts to hold the program
to a 12-month slip. "The only hope in holding the slip to 15 months," they
said, 'lies in proceeding immediately

the negotiations of a 15-month

schedule slide." The contractors' "firm cost proposals," based on their
detailei analysis of a 15-month slip, indicated a two-year funding need for
$524/$E17 million. Accordingly, the $480million fiscal year 1968 funding
limitation would produce a $44 million deficit, Bleymaier and Heran further
stated that:
If you entertain the possibility of placing increased emphasis
en those system elements that are critical technically and scheduleLse, you will effectively reduce fund availability to continue the
orderly development of the total system. To date, we have proceeded
on a balanced funding approach with orderly development of interfaces and testing. To deviate would seriously impair the systems
approach. Expediting part of the system could not in any case reduce
schedule slip since other elements would be out of balance.8

r

After reading this pessimistic report, Flax wrote to Stewart:

"There must be some schedule slip at which it is cheaper to stop some efforts,
but we are informed that this is impossible because it would preclude 'orderly'
development of everything."9 After the two men discussed the situation,
General Stewart sent a messa2:e :o the MOL Systems Office advising that a
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meeting would be held in Washington on 11 May "to attempt to reach some
understanding and agreement" on the program schedule and the "near-term
contractual actions to be taken." The Systems Office would have to justify
its unequivocal assertion that "all possibilities have been examined and
nothing further can be gained" toward retaining the objective of a first allup manned flight by the end of calendar year 1970. Stewart said that Dr. Flax
desired the Systems Office's views on "the maximum reasonable curtailment of
Martin and McDonnell work in FY 1968, short of termination, which would permit the continuance of minimum essential engineering interfaces and the
maintenance of the minimum essential supervisory and technical teams for
each.”10
Further, he stated that while he and Dr. Flax appreciated the
Systems Office's desire to have an "orderly development of the total system"
and a balanced funding approach, the program "is now in a financial/schedule
constraint not of our making and is in for more jeopardy than I seem to have
impressed on you." If there was any feasible way in fiscal year 1968 to
work toward a first manned launch by the end of 1970, he said, "it must be
identified and pursued, recognizing its possible effect on 'orderly development
of the total system.'" For their information, Stewart provided them the
latest OSD planning NOA figure for fiscal year 1969--$661 million.11
.00.4‘5-10RIAN) This message apparently finally convinced both the contractors and MOD Systems Office that $480 million was all that would be made
available in.fiscal year 1968. At the 11 May 1967 management meeting, they
agreed they could live with it. However, $480 million was still $50 million
shy of the amount the President requested from Congress. Dr. Flax indicated
that at least a portion of the sum ($10 million) would be obtained from Air
DORIAN
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Force internal reprogramming action and the balance sought from the congressional appropriations committees. Concerning the two alternative schedule
slips--12 or 15 months--Brown, Flax, and Stewart the next day--12 May-decided to proceed with a "compact 12" schedule, pointing toward the first
all-up manned flight in December 1970 and working against fiscal year 1958
and 1959 "Bogeys" of $480/$661 million. The three officials agreed that the
Phase II contracts and appropriate supplements should be signed as soon as
) to this effect
possible to put the program on a sound basis. Instruction,
12 On 22 May--after all
went out to the MOL Systems Office the same day.
the contracts had been signed--the Department of Defense announced to the
public a total award of $855,072,744 to the McDonnell-Douglas Corporation*
for MOL engineering development work. The Douglas contract was for

$674,703,744 and covered work on the manned laboratory vehicle; the $180,469,00C
award to McDonnell covered preliminary design, development, and production
of the Gemini B. On 29 May the contract award of $110,020,000 to General
Electric for MOL experiment integration work also was announced.

D

ORIAN)

Even as this important milestone was reached, OSD and

Air Force officials became increasingly concerned over the effects of the
war in Southeast Asia on the DOD budget. At a meeting of the MOL Policy
Committee on 1 June 1957, Secretary Brown mentioned the possibility the
Air Force would face severe cuts in its research and development funds.
General Stewart interjected that, based on comments made to him during his
recent MOL briefing to the chairman and staff of the House.Appropriations

*During 1966 Douglas Aircraft ran into financial difficulties. McDonnell
offered to merge with it and the corporate marriage was formally consummated late in the year,
DORIAN
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Committee, he did not think Congress would reduce the MOL budget request.
However, in reviewing for the Policy Committee the status of the program,
he noted that overall program costs had risen to

$2.35

billion.13

McNamara Visits Eastman Kodak
ORIAN/TALENT/KEYEOLE) During the summer of

1967 MOL

officials began

planning a proposed visit by McNamara to Eastman Kodak. An orientation and
briefing on sensor development and the overall program was scheduled. To
insure there would be no press coverage of his visit to Rochester, MOL.and
other security personnel made extensive advanced preparations. One "cover"
action was release of a short news item to the press stating that the
Secretary of Defense would be inspecting various military installations
over several weeks. The actual flight to Rochester was to'be made under
tight security wraps.
-DORIAN/TALENT/KEYHOLE) Also, to help make a case for continuation
of the program, Colonel Battle and

MOL

Program Office personnel prepared a

two-volume report, titled "High Resolution Photography," to be provided the
defense chief. The report analyzed the results of all G-series of unmanned
reconnaissance satellite flights and the expected MOL product. The best
with

photos from the KH-7 missions, it noted, had resolutions of
20 percent having resolutions cf more than 30 inches and

85

percent of all

photos being four feet or more in resolution. In the case of the KH-8-still in the development phase--its photos were better than the mature KH-7
products. The report estimated that

93

percent of its photos would be

superior to 24 inches only about six percent of the time. On the other
hand, it declared that

99

percent of the MOL photos would fall in the better

DORIAN/TALENT/KEYHOLE
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category and more than half would approach

class, while under ideal conditions better than

li be produced. The

MOL report concluded, therefore, that the DORIAN systec would be about
times as productive as photos in the

or higher class.14

0RIAN/TALENT/KEYHOLE) McNamara's visit to Eastman Kodak took place
10.5t5.
.
on 14 September 1967. Flying to Rochester with him were Drs. Foster, Flax,
Brown, and several others. During the flight he read the MOL Program Office
report on "High Resolution Photography" and, as Stewart later remarked, "it
apparently was the convincer that we needed the

product." At Eastman

Kodak, after touring the facilities, and being briefed by various officials,
McNamara said that he had been concerned about the program, "particularly
since he had noted an increase of 50 percent since the original estimate."
He had wanted to assure himself on the status of the program. He commented
that the presentations were excellent, he had received the information he
required, and he thanked everyone for their efforts.15
,cle-DORIAN) The defense chief's visit seemed to have been a success.
But the MOL program was still short $40 million in 196E funds. At a staff
conference on 28 September 1967, General Stewart remarked that the program
faced "a real crunch." He said other R&D programs--such as the C-5A and
Minuteman III--were putting a squeeze on the Air Force budget and, with the
MOL Program expending funds at the $480 million rate, unless an additional
$40 million was made available "we might have to go unmanned." However,
the Vice Director went on to say that he didn't think it would "come to this
because the Air Force is emotionally committed to man in space."la Despite
its commitment, however, it was unable to come up with even the $10 million
Flax had earlier hoped to reprogram. The fiscal year 1968 shortage consequently
came to $50 million.
DORIAN /TALENT/KEYHOLE
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ORIAN) At this juncture, both Dr. Brown and General McConnell
made informal requests to Chairman Rivers of the House Armed Services
Committee soliciting a $50 million increase in the DOD budget. They were
turned down, however. One reason--cited by Mr. Earl J. Morgan, counsel of a
House subcommittee headed by Representative Melvin Price--was that Dr. Foster
had testified that $430 million would be adequate to support the program.Morgan also remarked that the Price subcommittee was "tired of getting the
idiot's treatment" on MOL. A related reason, given by Mr. John R. Blanford,
Rivers' chief counsel, was that the tight security surrounding the MOL created
problems in the main committee.17 The end result was that, when Congress
completed its work in October on the defense appropriation bill for fiscal
year 1968, the MOL was allotted only the original $430 million requested b,•
the President in January.

X.-DORIAN)

The $50 million shortage required Air Force and contractor

officials to revise the schedule again. On 19-20 October, Systems Office and
contractor personnel met to discuss the problem. Their tentative conclusion
was that an additional 12-week slip would have to be incorporated into the
program, pushing the first manned launch date into 1971. However, they
noted that even if another 12-week slip was accepted, the MOL contractors
would be nut into "an unacceptably exposed financial position." On 7 November
Stewart directed Bleymaier to develop an appropriate adjusted schedule
which would reduce or eliminate any contractor risk and which could be used
18
as a departure point for fiscal year 1965 and 1970 funding projections.
DORIAN
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The Third Major Schedule Revision of 1967
-DORIAN) During late November and early December 1967 the third
major program and schedule revision of the year got under way on the West
Coast. On this occasion, the frustrated associate contractors asked-Air
Force officials to allow them to meet separately to devise a program which
would meet both the goals and financial constraints placed upon MOL funding.
The Air Force agreed, whereupon the contractors during the week of 30 November
through 6 December met at McDonnell-Douglas's Huntington Beach facility. On
7-8 December, they submitted their revised MOL program to the Air Force
management. Surprisingly, they recommended only minor changes and deletions
in program content, and proposed a schedule keyed to a first manned MOL
launch in August 1971. This schedule, which had the unreserved indorsement
of all the major associate contractors, was based on the assumption that
fiscal year 1969 funding would total $661 million.19 On 8 Decemler a MOL
Program Review Council, chaired by Dr. Flax, approved the proposed program
revisions (with some minor exceptions). Both the government and industry
were in agreement that they had a MOL plan which was "technically and
financially sound" and promised to achieve all primary program objectives.20
-DORIAN) However, scarcely had this agreement been reached than
.25.
Secretary McNamara--the very next day, 9 December--dispatched a memorandum
to Brown inquiring as to the feasibility of completing the program, at least
in the first phase, "without a man" and limiting funding in fiscal .year 1969
to $400 million. This astounding memorandum quickly doused Air Force hopes.
On 15 December Dr. Brown forwarded to McNamara a lengthy reply, in which he
listed and discussed four alternative programs which might be adopted. They
DORIAN
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ranged from the current program to dropping man, to a severe stretchout of
the MOL schedule. After examining each in some detail, Brown stated it
was his opinion that they should proceed with the program "as presently
constituted." He said:
I believe the present MOL Program approach is worth.the cost in
terms of assurance of meeting the resolution goal and returning a
worthwhile product at the earliest reasonable date, plus the verification and exploration of additional manned reconnaissance contributions such as target verification, target selection, weather avoidance,
etc.
I therefore recommend, as a first option, that we fund the
present program in FY 69 at not less than $600 million. If that is
not possible, then the program should be funded at not less than
$520 million...in FY 69 and the resulting 5-6 month additional
stretchout and increased total cost of the program be reluctantly
accepted. We should do the latter only if we are willing to accept
the $600 million cost in FY 70 and perhaps that much in FY 71. If
we are not, we should terminate the MOL Program except for the Eastman
Kodak and General Electric efforts and define a new unmanned system...
In that situation at:proximately $400 million should be budgeted in
the black for FY 69.21.
DORIAN)

Brown's first option--S600 million--was accepted by

McNamara and incorporated into the President's budget, submitted to Congress
in January 1968. However, it would not stand up during the new year, an
election year, which found the United States beiet by more grim events than
it had experienced in several decades. First, on 24 January 1968, a bellicose
North Korea seized the U.S. intelligence ship, USS Pueblo, off the coast of
Wonsan in the Sea of Japan, generating an international crisis leading the
President to call up of the Air Force Reserve. More importantly, in Vietnam
at month's end, the Communists launched a powerful Tet offensive which
carried North Vietnamese and Viet Cong troops into the heart of the
country's major cities, including Saigon. Also, before a half year was
out, President Johnson would announce his intention not to run for reelection,
Sen. Robert Kennedy and the civil rights leader, Martin Luther King, would be
DORIAN
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assassinated, and riots would hit a dozen American cities.
DORIAN)
dp.e

All these events would eventually affect MOL directly

or indirectly. It was, perhaps, just coincidence which led General Stewart;
on 30 January 1968, to write to the Comptroller of the Air Force about 1.:01,
program cancellation costs. He advised that all available funds would, be
the end of June, either have been spent or Peneeded legally "to cover
noncancellable commitments made on the part of the MOL contractors." He
reported special termination cost clauses had been included in all MOL contracts and that--if the program was cancelled late in the fiscal year--certain
funds would have to be provided by the Air Force from sources outside the
program. He estimated such costs would total $46.7 million if the program
was cancelled late in the fiscal year. He further advised that, while "no
such action is contemplated," his memorandum's purpose was "merely to apprise
you of the possible impact of MCL on administratively reserved funds should
termination take place."22
DORIAN) The Director of the Budget, Maj. Gen. Duward L. Crow, subsequently replied that the Air Force had no specific administrative reserve
of funds for special termination costs. If additional funds were needed, he
'said, "adequate unobligated funds would be available within the applicable
appropriation, even though reprogramming from other approved programs might
23
be necessary.”
CIA and State Department Opposition

}i3e-DORIAN) In early 1965 a new factor entered the MOL picture--the
growing opposition to the program of the CIA and State Department. On
14 February, during a meeting of the National Space Council--chaired by
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Vice President Humphrey--Ambassador Charles E. Bohlen of the State Department
asked whether MOL was worth $2.4 billion. He noted that the government had
spent "some $722 million on this project" and he suggested that a committee
be set up to "study the need...before we go any further." He added that
the system had never "been approved by USIB." Dr. Foster responded that it
was not the role of the U.S. Intelligence Board to appfove programs but to
establish national intelligence requirements. He said MOL's value and
scope had been reviewed in detail and endorsed by McNamara, Schultze,
Vance, Brown and Hornig before the President announced his 1965 decision.
Further, he had personally reviewed the program and felt it would be valuable
"to the fUture reconnaissance requirement." Foster suggested to Bohlen that
the Defense Department brief him in detail on the program; the offer was
accepted and a presentation made several days later.24

X

-DORIAN) Bohlen's criticism was similar to that expressed by

Richard Helms, Director of the CIA. On.5 March 1968 he forwarded to
Dr. Foster a statement summarizing his views, which he suggested be incorporated in a MOL Development Concept Paper* ODDR&E was preparing with the
assistance of Air Force officials. This CIA statement read:
Mr. Helms, Director of Central Intelligence, has reservations
as to the value ofillor better resolution photography for national
intelligence purposes. He recognizes that photography with resolutions better than that obtainable by the GAMBIT-3.system would be
helpful but does not believe studies conducted to date shown that
the value of this increased resolution justified the expenditures
associated with the MCI., Program. He has initiated a review of these
studies.25
*The Development Concept Paper was a management device established by
McNamara in September 1967. Its purpose was to "document the full military
and economic consequences and the risks involved in each new major R&D
program."
DORIAN
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...44erDORIAN) The review by the CIA was completed by mid-May 1968, at
which time Helms forwarded a summary of its conclusions to Ambassador Bohlen,
Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul Nitze, and the Director of the Bureau of
the Budget. It declared that there was no doubt very high resolution MOL
photography "would make a valuable contribution to intelligence, particularlyon detailed information relating to Soviet and Chinese weapons and programs."
Satellite photography with

resolution would help identify

a larger number of small items or features beyond existing capabilities.

54i7

It would increase U.S. confidence in identifying items "we can now .

discern" and would reduce the error of measurement of such items. Higher
resolUtions also would improve U.S. understanding of some operating procedures
and construction methods at Soviet military installations and technical
processes and the capacities of certain industrial facilities.26
..4 -DORIAN) But, despite all the above cited advantages, the CIA paper
concluded that no important agency estimates of Soviet or Chinese military
posture, weapon performance, or size and composition of forces would be
changed significantly by 140., photography. This conclusion, it said, was
based partly on the judgment that some of the nation's outstanding intelligence problems were more likely to be solved by the acquisition of technical
information from systems other than satellite photography. It noted, for
example, that "electronic intelligence is needed for solving certain problems
critical to our estimates of the capabilities of surface-to-air ABM systems...."
Programs for the collection of such information were either under way or
were scheduled for operation "by the time the MOL is operational." In summary, the CIA report stated that, while there was no question that satellite
photography with ground resolutions of
DORIAN
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useful intelligence, the "pivotal question" remained whether such additional
intelligence was worth the costs.27
Trouble on the Congressional Front
..4Z??1 DORIAN) The CIA's arguments reinforced Bohlen's doubts and opposition from the Bureau of the Budget, which had been unenthusiastic about
MOL from the start. In addition, Air Force officials saw the program
undermined somewhat, perhaps inadvertently, before key members of Congress.
This occurred during an NRO briefing on 21 March 1968 for Chairman Mahon of
the House Appropriations Committee and Congressmen Frank T. Bow and Glennard
and

P. Lipscomb. Representing. DOD were Drs. Foster and Flax,

Col. David Carter of the Office of Space Systems, who made the formal presentation. Also in attendance were three CIA representatives. During his
presentation, Carter referred at one point to the development of GAMBIT 3
and declared that its design goal was
system's current performance, he said, was at the

ground resolution. The
level. At

this point, Chairman Mahon remarked that the products looked so good that
"we ought to be able to slip the MOL."28
j
eetORIAN) After Carter concluded his briefing, Dr. Foster sought to
allay any doubts raised about MOL by the presentation. He explained to the
Congressmen that he had begun the November-December budget "scrubdown" with
the intent of reducing MOL funds to the $400 million level in fiscal year
1969, which he had thought was feasible. However, he had finally become
convinced that $600 million was the lowest level at which the DOD could
have a viable program. Concerning the resolution question, he reiterated
his belief that there was a need for MOL, that the
DORIAN
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greatly add to U.S. knowledge of many facets of Soviet and Chinese military
capabilities. He also cited McNamara's view that the MOL system would be
extremely useful in an arms agreement role.29
...48tDORIAN-GAMBIT) On 25 March, at a follow-up NRO program review with
selected members of the Mahon committee, Mr. Robert L. Michaels, the chief
staff assistant to the chairman, asked whether the intelligence community
had "indicated a requirement" forthe MOL program. Dr. Flax, the NRO Director
and a strong MOL supporter, replied it had initially but that there had been
a change with the change of the top leadership in CIA and OSD. He said
that when Mr. McNamara left office several weeks earlier, he had been
convinced "that there was a vital need for the MOL system and the resolution that it will provide...." The MOL Program, Flax argued, was the only
one "in which a high resolution reconnaissance system is being developed."
Further, he believed that "the present resolution obtained from GAMBIT 3
system is not sufficient to do the complete analysis of the Tallinn Missile
System." When Michaels pointed cut that the MOL system would no: be available
for some time, Flax countered by saying that the United States would be
facing "other Tallinns in the future." At this point, Chairman Mahon
specifically asked Foster and Flax if they were in favor of the MOL system.
Both answered "Yes."3°
( DORIAN-GAMBIT) Turning to the CIA representative, Mr. Carl Duckett,
Mahon asked about the agency's views. Duckett replied that Director Helms
had reservations "with respect to the value of the very high resolution in view of the cost of the system," that he was not opposed to MOL, but felt
the time had come to study the system again to confirm the value of its product versus the cost of acquisition. (The conclusions of this review,
DORIAN/GAMBIT
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completed in May, have been noted above.) Toward the close of the meeting,
when the discussion turned to MOL's fiscal year 1969 fund requirements,
Dr. Foster remarked that the program was "not the softest spot in the DOD
budget."31
,WDORIAN) Unfortunately, the financial pressures on the defense
budget continued to increase and directly affect MOL. In the spring of 1968,
before Congress agreed to pass the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act (the
surtax) as requested by President Johnson, it required him to cut $6 billion
from fiscal year 1969 government disbursements. Secretary of Defense Clark
Clifford, McNamara's successor, subsequently established a special project
aimed at getting the Department of Defense to absorb $3 billion of the
reduction. DOD's cost-reduction effort seems to have stimulated the Congressional Quarterly, a private publication which covered the activities of
Congress, to print an article on 28 June 1968 which declared that there was
$10.8 billion in "fat" in the defense budget. Specifically, the Quarter1::
homed in on the MOL program as an area "ripe for cuts," and declared the
time ha• come "in this period of reevaluation of national priorities and
objectives" to raise questions about that Air Force program.32
okOtDORIAN) Greatly concerned about possible severe program cuts,

General Stewart in early July 1968 met with a staff member of the Senate
Committee on Appropriations, Mr. William W. Woodruff. The Vice Director
explained he had no doubt that MOL would have to make its contribution to
the general defense budgetary cuts. However, he feared the amount of the
cut might seriously affect the schedule and total program costs. He
reviewed the extensive rerrogramming exercise which had been conducted in
December 1967 and stated that, if the FY 1969 NOA was cut to $14o0 million, it
would be necessary "to publicly terminate the program and continue payload
DORIAN/GAMBIT
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development in the black." In his view, he said, $520 million would be
the minimum figure at which the program "could remain viable." Stewart
also expressed particular concern over the possible "double jeopardy" the
program faced with regard to a Senate cut, followed by an OSD cut, to meet
the $3 billion reduction goal. In response, Woodruff assured him the Senate
cuts would be applied to the DOD quota and that Senator Russell could
probably hold the committee "to a reasonable reduction in MOL."33
.....W4DORIAN) Subsequently, Congress authorized an FY 1969 MOL appropriation
of $515 million, a figure acceptable to Foster, Brown, Flax, and Stewart.
Months before the bill was passed, the MOL Systems Office was directed tc
restructure the program "based on a NOA of $515 million in FY 1969 and $600
million in FY 1970,"which would require another slip in the launch schedule.
On 15 July the MOL Systems Office convened a four-day conference of the
associated contractors to once again readjust the program and schedule to
fit the reduced funding. An observer, Lt Col Bertram Kemp, of the MOL Program
Office, noted "a considerable amount of demurral" from the contractors over
the schedule adjustments, which they apparently had not expected. In the end,
they agreed to change the flight schedule to slip the first manned launch
from August to December 1971. No changes were made in the program's technical
content. The revised schedule was reaffirmed on 25 July at a meeting of contractor program managers at Valley Forge, Pa.34
fee:DORIAN) By year's end, Air Force officials had successfully navigated
MOL through the financial shoals of 1968 and still had a program which they
considered viable. At this time, they were watching with interest the
activities of the new President-elect, Richard M. Nixon, as he undertook
to organize his administration. They were hopeful they would receive the
DORIAN
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support of the new Chief Executive, whose campaign literature had pledged
a strengthened military space program. At year's end General Stewart and
his staff were making plans to brief the new defense chief and his aides
and other officials who would take office in early 1969.
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XV. THE PROJECT TERMINATED
.B--TORIAN/GAMBIT) In late November 1968--just prior to Presidentelect Nixon's announcement that Congressman Melvin R. Laird (Rep., Wis.)
would serve as his Secretary of Defense--a DDR&E ad hoc group completed
work on the MOL Development Concept Paper (DCP).* It addressed three current "management" issues: should MOL be continued or terminated; if continued,
should the unmanned capability be cancelled; if continued, what level of
support should be provided in fiscal year 1970? The DCP reviewed the events
leading to project approval in 1965, the recent criticism voiced by Bohlen
•and Helms andy in particular, the detailed CIA arguments contained in its
May 1968 memorandum to the effect that MOL was not worth the cost.1
-DORIAN/GAMBIT) The DDR&E ad hoc group strongly disagreed with
the CIA assessment. It declared that MOL's very high resolution (VBR) photography would "improve the accuracy and timeliness of performance estimates
of enemy weapon systems over that provided by HR photography produced by a
mature KH-8 system." MOL, it said, would produce photos containing sufficient detail to determine the performance characteristics, capabilities and
limitations of important enemy weapons. It also could provide intelligence
and contribute "to the monitoring of

of

any arms limitaticn agreement." In periods of international crisis, it would
prove especially helpful. As a case in point, the group cited the Cuban
*See also p 264. MOL Program Office personnel worked with the group and
also participated in a study on "The Value of MOL and Very High Resolution
Photography." The conclusions of this study were incorporated into the
DCP. iLtr (TS-DORIAN/GAMBIT/CORONA), Foster to Brown, 12 Dec 687
DORIAN/GAMBIT/CORONA
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missile crisis of 1962, when very high resolution photos were required by
the President "to provide the basis for verification of existence and
removal of strategic systems from the island."2
ORIAN/GAMBIT) After discussing MOL characteristics and technical
aspects of the project, the group addressed three options that might be considered by the decision-makers. (1) Terminate the program; (2) continue it
but terminate the unmanned version; or (3) continue the existing program
(both the manned and unmanned versions), funding it in 1970 at levels of
$442 million, $417 million, or $342 million (which assumed another $158 million
would be added to each of the above totals for procurement support).
.......(-1er-DORIAN/GAMBIT) After he had reviewed the DCP, Dr. Foster concluded
that the value of MOL photography to the Defense Department justified expenditure of the remaining costs to completion ($1.8 billion) and the estimated
annual follow-on operating costs of $100-$200 million. On 4 December he
recommended to Secretary of Defense Clifford that $575 million be "as low
as we should go in FY 70 funding and the unmanned option should not be cancelled at this time." The OSD Comptroller, R. C. Moot, approved Foster's
recommendation as did'Debuty Secretary of Defense Nitze, on 6 December.
Dr. Hornig, the President's Science Adviser, also concurred in the recommended

$575 million MOL baseline program.3
•

DORIAN/GAMBIT) The CIA, however, stuck to its guns. On 6 December

1968 Director Helms wrote tc Nitze that his staff--after reviewing the DCP-believed it conveyed "an overly optimistic assessment of the potential value
of the very high resolution photography anticipated from MOL." He said he
continued to feel that while "MOL-type photography would make a useful
DORIAN/GAMBIT
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contribution to intelligence," it was not of sufficient importance."to
justify the estimated cost."
....S„Te-DORIAN/GAMBIT) The Development Concept Paper and the study on
"The Value of MOL and Very High Resolution Photography" were among - several
documents readied for submission to the new OSD team headed by Laird and
his deputy, David Packard. The other documents included an updated "MOL
Program Summary'', prepared under General Stewart's direction, and two
companion papers, "Man in MOL" and "Mission Value"--the last discussing
the contributions very high resolution imagery could make to DOD decisions
and operations.%
.0>eDORIAN) The outgoing Secretary of Defense--prior to the inauguration
of the Nixon Administration on 20 January 1969--approved the assignment to
On l4

MOL of a new, secondary mission-

January, Stewart directed the NU Systems Office "to proceed with the necessary
into the MOL system...." Such a

action to incorporate an

capability was to be provided on a non-interference basis with the primary
MOL mission--earth reconnaissance--and no hardware modifications of the
flight vehicles were to be made. The Systems Office was authorized to proceed with pre-contract award actions to procure

and

to conduct a limited competion between General Electric, McDonnell Douglas,
and TRW, Inc.6
_DORIAH) After key members of the Nixon Administration were sworn
in--among them were the new Secretary of the Air Force, Dr. Robert S. Seamans,
and the new Director of the Bureau of the Budget, Robert P. Mayo--they were
scheduled for a series of briefings on various defense programs. In the
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case of VOL, Air Force officials originally were allotted only 20-30 minutes
to brief Deputy Secretary Packard. One of his staff members. Dr. Ivan Selin
of OSD's Office of Systems Analysis (a holdover from the Johnson Administration)
advised the new defense official that he did not believe MOL photography
was very significant to the Defense Department or, if it was, there were far
cheaper ways to get it. When they learned of this statement, Drs. Foster
and Flax* recommended to Mr. Packard that he give them an opportunity to
provide him a separate and more in-depth MOL review. He agreed and the
briefing was scheduled for Saturday, 8 February 1969.7
,42e-DORIAN) The presentation on 8 February was made by General Stewart.
Sitting in on the briefing were Drs. Brown, Foster, Flax, and Selin; Mr. Moot
and General Carroll of the Defense Intelligence Agency. Both during
Stewart's presentation and the ensuing dicussion, Foster, Brown, Flax, and
Carroll expressed favorable opinions on the value to DOD of the information
"derivable from very high resolution photography" and strongly supported the
existing :40L program for that purpose. They concurred that very high resolution photography "is of significant value to DOD in retaking

multi-billion

dollar R&D and force structure decisions." Stewart said that MOL was the
best way to have a VHR photographic capability at an early date and that
the Air Force had proceeded very deliberately to insure very high confidence
in an operational system. He said that the program was "strictly dollarpaced" and that its status was such that "sizable dollars must be invested
in FY 70 and 71 to avoid gross stretch-out, inefficiency and waste." Packard's
reaction to this briefing was later reported to MOL officials as being "reasonably favorable."8
*Dr. Foster was retained by Mr. Nixon as DDR&E. Dr. Flax departed tc join the
Institute of Defense Analysis.
DORIAN
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...421,0tDORIAN/GAMBIT)

However, two other important agencies--the CIA and

BOB--came forward with generally unfavorable or anti-MOL views. Based on
information obtained from the CIA, Mr. Mayo on 13 February 1969 submitted
a lengthy paper to Packard in which he questioned the value of MOL photography. He argued that other unmanned systems--such as GAMBIT-3 and SIGINT
satellites--were or soon would be providing all the necessary information
needed by DOD to make essential force decisions. He noted that the Director
of Central Intelligence had "seriously questioned" the benefits or value of
photography "compared to that of the present

the MOL's

photog-

raphy of the G-3...."* Mayo stated that improvements in the resolution and
orbital life of the "proficient G-3" made it "highly questionable that the
MOL's marginal improVement beyond an already impressive capability is worth
the huge cost."9

.... L.T.RAIDORIAN/UMBRA)

Assisted by the staff of the MOL Program Office,

CSD officials were given an opportunity to critique the Mayo paper and
counter its arguments. They remarked that, on a comparable basis, MOL would

be

far superior to the G-3 satellites in detecting aircraft, missiles,

submarines, defense missiles, armed vehicles, and other enemy equipment.
*The tendency of officials to speak of a projected design capability in the
present tense was a familiar problem. During a briefing at Eastman Kodak
in May 1969 given to a visiting group, when a project manager spoke of a
GAMBIT-3 resolution oflwithout qualifications, Lt. Col. Daniel Lycan of
the MOL Program Office objected. Based on his complaint to the briefer,
an informal poll was taken of various members of the visiting group "to 1.1.1
what they understood would be the resolution. They answeredliand then'.
The briefer then attempted to clarify the point that G-3 "was not now getting
-but this figure was the design goal." Colonel Lycan, however, felt his
statement was not "a sufficient qualifier." ffiemo for the Record (TS-DORIAN/
GAMBIT), by Col Lycan, 26 May 69, subj: Visit of EXTRAND Gp to EKj7
DORIAN/GAMBIT/UMBRA
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They also stated that MOL photography would make a significant contribution •
to policing an arms limitation agreement, that it had the potential to obtain
VHB photos of targets and areas during periods of international crisis and
tension, and that it contribute to decisions on future force structures.10
The Fight to Save the Program
,44ttbORIAN/GAMBIT) Secretary Laird, meanwhile, had been scrutinizing
the last defense budget (totalling $80.6 billion) submitted by President
Johnson, with the idea of reducing it by at least $3 billion. In the .
case of MOL, he tentatively decided to drop the unmanned vehicles 6 and 7
and replace them with an additional manned vehicle. This was expected to
produce an estimated saving of $20 million. On 19 February 1969 Stewart
forwarded information on Laird's decision--subsequently made firm--to Bleymaier.
....fear-DORIAN/GAMBIT) The same day this message went out, OSD/BOB officials
met to review Mayo's paper on MOL and GAMBIT-3. Afterwards, Packard asked
the Air Force for additional information on MOL. Specifically, he wanted
financial data on various alternative MOL programs, including one consisting
of only three manned flights, and a "sustaining program which would minimize
FY 1970 funding." A week later, on 26 February, Secretary Seamans forwarded
information to Packard on four alternative MOL programs. In the case of
the "minimum sustaining" one, he noted that:
A program to minimize FY 70 funding might entail a 50 percent reduction in iThe7 work force,* new material purchases, etc. Approximately
$275-400 million would be required in FY 70 to maintain personnel competency and fast readiness. A.delay of more than one year in development
prior to the first manned flight would result and total program costs
would increase more than $360 million.
*There were about 15,000 Associate Contractor personnel aboard at this
time, about 85 percent of the expected peak work force.
DORIAN/GAMBIT/UMBRA
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In order to maintain a capability to pick up the present
program pace at the beginning of FY 71, a smaller work force
reduction would be appropriate, new material purchases limited,
etc. Approximately $360 million would be required in FY 1970 for
this alternative. The impact would be a one year stretchout in
development prior to the first manned flight and a total program
cost increase of approximately $260 million.12
- ORIAN/GAMBIT) As an alternative to the existing programs, Air
Force officials recommended a four manned vehicle program (dropping the unmanned vehicles as already decided by Laird). Citing it as a "more clearly
desirable" approach, Seamans said the four manned MOL program would protect
until December 1970--with minimum commitment of funds--"a continuing very high
resolution operational reconnaissance capability in the 1970's, provide time
in which to carefully assess other options, and sustain a minimum cost
development program leading to manned or unmanned operational'systems." If
this course of action were to be adopted, Seamans suggested that OSD fund
the program "at no less than $556 million" in fiscal year 1970.13
......(TAgetORIAN/GAMBIT) OSD responded favorably, apparently influenced by

former Congressman Laird, who had previously criticized one of his predecessors
Secretary McNamara, for not putting enough resources into the MOL program. On

6 March 1969 Packard directed Foster to proceed with the four manned MOL program as recommended, with funding of $556 million in FY 1970. The first
manned launch would take place in February 1972 and the fourth in September
1973. This program was expected to reduce total MOL deVelopment costs by
approximately $200 million.14
(U) However, the decision did not stand up, due in part to a growing
revolt in Congress-fed by critics in the press and university communities-against the "military-industrial complex". Thus, a local publication,
DORIAN/GAMBIT
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The Washington Monthly, published a lengthy article by a former DOD employee,
Mr. Robert S. Benson,* titled "How the Pentagon Can Save $9 Billion." His
article was placed into the Congressional Record on 26 February 1969 by a
vociferous critic of military spending, Representative John Brademas (D-Ind).
Benson's article led off with an attack on MOL, which he declared "receives
a half a billion dollars a year and ought to rank dead last on any rational
scale of national priorities." The program he declared, was "a carbon copy"
of NASA's spacecraft operation and the only reason it was in the budget was
"because the Air Force wants a piece of the extraterrestrial action, with its
glamour and glory, and Congress has been only too happy to oblige." Benson
recommended the program be terminated, thus saving the nation 076 million
in fiscal year 1970.15
(U) In addition to this public attack on MOL, the critics were out in
full cry against President Nixon's decision to proceed with development of
a modified version of the Army's Sentinel anti-ballistic missile (ABM) system.
On 14 March he told a televised news conference that, instead of deploying
ABM batteries around the nation's cities as originally proposed by the Johnson
Administration, he had decided that the defensive missiles should be located
to defend the Air Force's missile retaliatory force. This revised ABM program, renamed Safeguard, became the focus of much anti-Pentagon sentiment in
and out of Congress. Members of the President's own party vowed to fight
passage of the authorization bill in the Senate.
(pe.DORIAN) Although the growing ABM debate dominated the news, General
.
,
Stewart--who had been briefing key members of the House and Senate on MOL
*Benson served in the OSD Comptroller Office.
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during February and March--soon was made aware that it was not being ignored
by the critics. Thus, during a 5 March 1969 DORIAN briefing of Congressman
Durward Hall (Rep., Mo.), the Representative urged him to release more information on the program. He expressed concern about the comments from Congressmen "who have not been completely informed on the MOL Program" and thought
it might be "judged unfavorably by those who did not know its specific
purpose."16 This unrest also reached certain important staff members, such
as John R. Blandford of the House Armed Services Committee, previously considered sympathetic. When Stewart during a briefing told him the cost of
MOL would increase to $3 billion by fiscal year 1973, Blandford remarked
that the United States "could buy the Kremlin" for that amount. If the MOL
was strictly for reconnaissance, he said, he could not support it.17

.(52<ORIAN)

On the Senate side, members of the Armed Services Committee--

during another DORIAN briefing--questioned of the value of

photography

as contrasted with the capability of the KH-8. Stewart responded with an
effective exposition on MOL's very high resolution photographic capability,
and climaxed his talk by showing them an excellent

photograph of a

Soviet submarine with its ballistic missiles exposed. An Air Force observer
later wrote that this photograph "did more than anything else...to wet the
appetites of the members present for the MOL system." That is, it became
clear to them that additional resolution was required to define the capabilities
and characteristics of the missiles. Unfortunately, another Senate staff
member, Edward Braswell--who was not present when the photograph was shown-later told Stewart that: "In my opinion what you have to do is convince
is essential, not just generally better but real gutsy

people that
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examples of technical intelligence must be shown; an unbiased, objective,
u18
well informed champion of MOL must be found.
(U) There were many champions of the program in the Defense Department,
but no one who could counter the Congressional. criticism of military expenditures. The majority leader of the Senate, Mike Mansfield, announced that
the Democrats were determined to cut at least $5 billion from the $77.6 billion
in the fiscal year 1970 appropriations requested by the President in his
revised budget.* Declaring that the fight to curb military expenditures
would not stop with a decision whether to deploy the Safeguard ABM system,
Senator Mansfield listed 15 different defense programs as "economy targets,"
one of which was the Manned Orbiting Laboratory.19
Mayo Takes the MOL Issue to the President
(DORIAN) Meanwhile, the Air Force learned that the Budget Bureau
would not accept Secretary Laird's decision of

6 March to proceed with a

manned only MOL Program as final. It was the BOB's view that "the proper
decision is to terminate the whole program." During a meeting with budget
officials, Stewart sought to convince them--without success--that MOL photographic resolutions would.be approximately

better than GAMBIT-3.

In reporting 'to Secretary Seamans on his meeting, Stewart said that. Mayo
planned to submit a "go no-go MOL Budget Issue" paper to the President.2°

....(.2e:DORIAN)

This news set off another round of OSD-Air Force paper

studies on MOL. While Stewart coordinated with Mr. William Fisher of the
*The Administration had cut
DORIAN
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Budget Bureau on the DOD portion of the BOB issue paper (required when a
decision on defense projects was sought from the President), Packard asked
Seamans to submit to him six possible FY 1970 MOL funding levels and
descriptions of the programs associated with each. On 24 March, Seamans
forwarded the information prepared by the MOL Program Office, He listed
the various possible options--ranging from a "Zero FY 70 NOA"--which would
require MOL's termination before mid-April "to permit all termination costs
to be paid" within the current fiscal year--to funding levels from $150 million
to $556 million. The Air Force Secretary pointed out that the MOL Program
was spending at a high rate and that major reductions. would be quite wasteful.
"In my opinion," he said, "we should fund MOL at or near the presentlyapproved ?556 million level or terminate the program."21
ORIAN/GAMBIT) Two days later, Stewart forwarded to Dr. John H.
McLucas, Under Secretary of the Air Force, a draft of the proposed BOB/DOD
issue paper to the President on MOL. In it, the Bureau argued that the
improved GAMBIT-3 system (expected

resolution) would provide in fiscal

year 1972 most of the infcrmation on important weapon system characteristics.
discernible through photography. As for DOD's claim that MOL could help
police a strategic arms limitation agreement, it stated that existing unmanned
systems were capable of detecting changes in enemy weapon system deployments.
Further, it argued that the more subtle qualitative improvements in enemy
missiles--"such as accuracy/vulnerability (hardness, reliability and yield
and type of warheads)"--were difficult to discern, "even wit
raphy.“22
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),„TSK-DORIAN/GAMBIT) BOB also challenged--on the basis of GAMBIT-3 experience--the Air Force claim that the MOL would "achieve its goal for best•
resolution of approximately

If it failed, then "the improvement over

GAMBIT-3 would be even more marginal." The savings provided through MOL's
termination, it argued "would provide additional flexibility in future
budgets to pursue other manned space projects or new types of intelligence
capabilities such as warning...." The BOB rationale again cited the position
taken by the CIA to back up its claim that, while MOL photography would be
useful, it was not worth the very large cost involved.23
RIAN/GAMBIT) OSD's rebuttal, which would go forward with the
BOB recommendation to the President, touched on many of the points pre-.
viously made. Among other things, it argued that:
MOL photography alone will enable the production of performance
= times more accurate
estimates of foreign weapon systems that are
and 2-3 years sooner than from current all-souree intelligence.
Certain important performance parameters and characteristics of
foreign weapons, systems, facilities and equipment can be derived
with reasonable accuracy, timeliness and confidence from VHR imagery
alone...
MOL photography will be of considerable value in any strategic
arms limitation agreement (along the lines of those now under discussion with the USSR) to provide very high confidence that the
Soviets either are adhering to or violating-the terms of the Treaty,
and further to provide additional technical intelligence on subtle
weapon improvements. The 19c2 Cuban missile crisis is illustrative
of the need for convincing evidence when the President was reluctant
to act on the basis of U-2 photography
but did act when low-level reconnaissance aircraft
was secured....24

peDOEIAN)

Before this issue paper was submitted to Mr. Nixon, Secretary

Laird announced a further reduction of the program's 1970 budget. On 2 April
1969 he informed the House Committee on Armed Services that he was reducing
DORIAN/GAMBIT
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MOL's budget from $576 million to $525 million. "A careful review of the
work done to date," he said, "has convinced us that a total of six launches
would probably be enough to accomplish all of the approved objectives. The
elimination of one launch will save $20 million. The remaining reduction of
$31 million will simply stretch out the program and delay the first launch .
by two to three months."25
_ler-DORIAN/HEXAGON) This decision, however, was soon made academic.
On 9 April--after reviewing the BOB/DOD Issue Paper with his budget chief-the President decided to reduce MOL FY 1970 funding to $360 million. Mayo
passed this information along to Laird and also advised Helms that the
President also had decided to terminate the HEXAGON unmanned photographic
26 The next day Dr. Foster requested
satellite development to save money.*
Stewart to prepare suitable material that he and Dr. McLucas might use during
a meeting with Laird or Packard on 14 April.
.00(zelooRIAN) On 11 April Stewart forwarded to McLucas a lengthy paper
prepared by his staff on the effect of a $360 million budget cut on the MOL
schedule. It would delay the first manned flight as much as one year and
increase total program costs at least $360 million and, in addition, would
require approximately $550 million to $575 million in fiscal years 1971 and
1972. If this proved unacceptable, Stewart suggested continuing work on the
camera system only aiming toward a possible nnmAnned application. In this
case,.he would need up to $20 million in fiscal year 1969 funds to terminate
*The HEXAGON system was initiated in 1964-1965 as a proposed replacement for
the CORONA search system and as a possible partial substitute for the GAMBIT-3
spotting or surveillance system. The CIA was a strong proponent of this
system.
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work on all MOL contracts except for the camera. Another $200-$300 million
would be needed in fiscal year 1970, depending on whether a decision would
be made to proceed with an unmanned system. Still another option was to
"terminate the entire program." This would require up to $30 million in
additional funds to pay termination costs during the current fiscal year.27
-)ORIAN) In a separate attachment on MOL funding experiences and
( e1
the schedule slips, Stewart remarked that:
FY 1970 will mark the third straight year that MOL will have
been funded at a level $84 million or below program needs for a
reasonable development pace, and the third straight year that
development will have been stretched out and finances manipulated
on the premise that adequate funding would be available "next year."
To minimize past development stretchouts and their related net
increases in total program cost, the MOL Program has gradually moved
toward an expenditure funding basis, and the maximum non-critical
work (from a technological difficulty standpoint) has been deferred
as far as possible into the future. As a result, there is no
financial flexibility whatsoever in the program and the planned
future workflow balance can be described as somewhat marginal.28

3,T.e5ORIAN/GAMBIT/IMAGON) The above material was subsequently reviewei
by OSD and Air Force officials, as well as other possible alternatives,
including melding the DORIAN and HEXAGON equipment into a single system.
They finally decided that a memorandum should be prepared for the President
in a final effort to save the manned system. The draft of this memorandum,
worked on by Drs. Seamans and McLucas and General Stewart, sought to make
the point that astronauts in a manned system would increase the likelihood
of obtaining very high resolution photographs sooner, that targets would
be covered in a more timely manner, and that the United States would have
additional flexibility not practical in an unmanned system.29
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ORIAN/GAMBIT) As reworked toward the end of April, the proposed
Laird memorandum to the President--sent to Packard by Seamans--began:
Your expressed desire, as reported by Mr. Mayo, that we fund
MOL at less than the $525 million now requested of the Congress for
FY 1970 has resulted in our making a careful reappraisal of the program. I conclude that we either should fund MOL at a level commensurate with reasonable progress for the large amounts invclved, or
terminate the overt manned MOL program and continue only the covert
very high resolution (VHR) camera system toward future use in an
unmanned satellite....30
-DORIAN/GAMBIT) Meanwhile, General Stewart--who had become quite
pessimistic about prospects for survival of the program--began drafting
letters to be sent by Laird to chairmen of the House and Senate Armed
Services and Appropriations Committees announcing MOL's termination. He
also wrote draft letters to be forwarded for Senators and Representatives
from states that would be most seriously affected by termination.31
)5e5ORIAN/GAMBIT/HEXAGON) While these activities were underway in the
Pentagon, Budget Director Mayo and his staff were writing their own memorandum
to the President urging that MOL be terminated. In this memorandum, which
Mayo submitted to the President on 21 April 1969, he recalled that Mr. Nixon-before making his decision on the 9th (to terminate HEXAGON and slow down
MOL)--had reviewed the option of "continuing the HEXAGON search system and
the cancellation of MOL." On reflection, Mayo wrote, there might be additional
reasons for reconsidering this option. "Politically,"* it might be desirable
"to have the better performance of the HEXAGON search system to provide greater
assurance, for example, to members of Congress who would be most concerned
about our ability to police a strategic arms limitation agreement." In terms
of added intelligence value, he said, "the MOL is the more questionable.
*Mayo's emphasis.
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Cancellation of MOL and continuation of HEXAGON would provide about the same
savings below the presently proposed programs, both in FY 1970 and over the
next five years, as your current decision."32
eD0RIAN/GAMBIT/HEXAGON) In an attachment to his memorandum, Mayo
9
argued further that the urgency of achieving MOL objectives "has never been
fully established." Therefore, he thought it would not be "a serious penalty
to the nation" to defer the first manned launch by a year or more ($-165
million) or to reduce the MOL effort to that of optics and payload vehicle
technology ($325 million). In this paper, Mayo listed comparative costs
between GAMBIT, GAMBIT-3, and MOL for each launch, which indicated that
each MOL mission would run about $150 million a year as compared to GAMBIT-3's
cost for each mission of $23 million. "The incremental value of the MOL
resolution," he concluded, "is not enough of an improvement over the present
spotting system (GAMBIT-3) to justify the additional cost."33
The White House Meeting of 17 May 1969
(U) While the President reviewed these papers, there was a brief interregnum in early May. But news that the program was in possible danger
reached at least one professional journal and members of Congress. On 5 May,
in a story headlined "Budget Cuts Threaten MOL Project," Aviation Week reported
that: "New financial digs into funding for Air Force's manned orbiting
laboratory (MOL) reconnaissance satellite are raising questions as to the
program's future as a whole. Dearth of funding as well as technological
progress since the project's inception could spell an end or severe readjustment to the program...."31 The following day, during an appearance before
DORIAN/GAMBIT/HEXAGON
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the Senate Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences, Dr. Seamans commented
on MOL's financial problems. He said:
It is my view that the MOL...has been underfunded the past few
years. It is very difficult to run a program on a reduced budget
and still have it meaningful, and it is even more difficult when
the budgets are continually reduced to change the program to suit
the budgetary needs. I believe that if the funding is reduced much
below the present level, it would be very difficult to maintain
progress and to keep up morale and achieve any meaningful results.
So when this first came up after I joined the Department of
Defense, the question was, should we not reduce the budget below
President Johnson's level of $576 million. I raised the question,
should we not increase the budget.35
>Pe-DORIAN/GAMBIT) Not long after, OSD advised Seamans that the President
had agreed to receive a personal briefing on the program at the White House
before making his decision. On

9 May the Air Force Secretary met with members

of the MOL Policy Committee to review the entire program. Among those in
attendance were Dr. McLucas,

and Generals Ferguson, Stewart,

and Bleymaier, and several others. Ferguson reported he recently had
directed a Board of Air Force officers--representing the best space management
talent he had available--to review the program.* Their conclusion, he said,
was that MOL "was ready to go but it lacked the dollars necessary to proceed
efficiently." Bleymaier, in a presentation of MOL's status, declared that
the program was almost completely defined, test results to date had met or
exceeded Air Force expectations, and that no technical or facility problems
stood in the way of launching the first manned vehicle in mid-1972. He
requested the Committee's support for "a firm commitment" to provide him
$525 million in fiscal year 1970 and $625 million in 1971.36
*Ferguson organized the Board in April 1969. The MOL Policy Committee Meeting
of 9 May was convened at his request to hear the results of its review.
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eDORIAN/G.AMBIT) Under the circumstances, Bleymaier's request was
entirely unrealistic.

later remarked that he didn't think

"anyone would give the program a firm commitment for $625 million for FY 71
in the present environment." He pointed out that they had sought budgets
of over $600 million for a number of years "but the program had never made
it." Toward the close of the meeting, Dr. Seamans reqUested he be provided
copies of all the briefing charts for his meeting with the President. There
would be no point in discussing budget details at the White House, he said,
since his first job was "to save the program."37
-DORIAN/HEXAGON) On 17 :ay--a Saturday--Secretary Laird, Dr. Seamans,
and General Stewart rode over to the White House to submit to. Mr. Nixon "the
counter-case to the BOB proposal to terminate MOL." Among those attending
this meeting were Mr. Mayo and an aide, and Dr. Henry Kissinger, the President's
adviser on international affairs. Laird opened the session by stating he
believed responsible DOD officials should have the opportunity to state their
case to the President on difficult, complex issues, which was why Dr. Seamans
and General Stewart had been called in. After this introduction, the Air
Force Secretary began his briefing. He reviewed the historical events leading
'to Dyna-Soar's cancellation in 1963, the initiation of the MOL program,
and the two years of study which followed and led to President Johnson's
1965 go-ahead decision. He reported about $1.3 billion had been spent on
the MOL program to date, that another $1.9 billion would complete it, and
that about 65,000 people were involved in the program (including the
Associate Contractors and subcontractor personnel).38
-DORIAN/HEXAGON) Dr. Seamans described MOL's primary objectives
and showed the President a missile picture montage to illustrate why very
DORIAN/GAMBIT/HEXAGON
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high resolution photography was needed to analyze weapon performance. He
stated VER photographs would help the United States determine weapon system
performance and would be helpful during any future arms limitation arrangement made with the Soviet Union. He placed great emphasis on the activities
of man in MOL, noting that the astronauts could identify and select "high- •
value" targets, fine-tune MOL equipment, read-out information to ground
stations, and interpret film processed aboard the spacecraft. In his
opinion, he said, MOL had "more value than anything under consideration
by the President's Space Task Group."*
ORIAN/HEXAGON) At the conclusion of his briefing, Dr. Seamans
commented that the cancellation of MOL would be a "bitter pill" both for
the Air Force and him personally to "swallow." If permitted,'he said, he
would find $250 million somewhere in the Air Force budget to continue the
program. At one point, Secretary Laird recalled that, while in Congress,
he had supported MOL and had once prepared a committee minority report
criticizing McNamara for not putting more money into the program. After
the formal briefing, the President asked General Stewart for his opinion.
The Vice Director, MOL, responded that if the United States should achieve
an arms limitation agreement with the Soviet Union, he, the President, would
be "pushing us to accelerate MOL" and would want even higher resolution
photography to be sure the Russians were abiding by it. As the conferees
walked out of the President's office, Seamans reminded Mr. Nixon that fiscal
year 1971 actually would be the peak year for MOL. The President replied
that he understood but the fiscal year 1970 was his immediate concern.39
*Organized at the direction of the President in early 1969 under Dr. Lee A.
DuBridge, his science adviser, the Space Task Group was directed to review
the nation's space programs and to recoum►end future programs.
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-DORIAN/HEXAGON) The presentation seemed to have gone well and
00C;IV
there was some hope for a favorable outcome. Exactly when the President
made his decision is unknown. When he did, it was to accept Mayo's recommendation to terminate the MOL program and proceed with the HEXAGON project.
In deciding so, Mr. Nixon apparently took into account Dr. Seamans' remark
that cancellation would be a great disappointment to the Air Force. TO ease
the pain, the President arranged to address the Air Force Academy during
graduation ceremonies on 4 June 1969. His decision on MOL was still unknown
to the Air Force when, at Colorado Springs, he lashed out at critics of the
military, denouncing "the open season on the armed forces" and attempts to
make them a "scapegoat." He also defended his current international policies
and criticized as simplistic the slogans of the "isolationist school of
thought" that "charity begins at home, let's first solve our problems at
home and then we can deal with the problems of the world." Such a policy,
he said, would be disastrous for the United States. "The danger to us has
changed but it has not vanished. We must revitalize our alliances, not
abandon them; we must rule out unilateral disarmament because in the real
world it won't work." Further, he went on, "the aggressors of this world
are not going to give the United States a period of grace in which to put
our domestic house in order--just as the crisis within our society cannot
be puton a back burner until we resolve the problem of Vietnam."4°

....jelaSefDORIAN/HEXAGON)

Mr. Nixon's speech struck a responsive chord within

the Air Force and the other services. However, buried within his address
were also the following pertinent remarks on defense expenditures:
DORIAN/HEXAGON
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America's wealth is enormous, but it is not limitless. EVery
dollar available in the Federal Government has been taken from the
American people in taxes. And a responsible government has a' duty
to be prudent when it spends the people's money.
There is no more justification for wasting money on unnecessary
military hardware than there is for wasting it on unwarranted•social
no question that we should not spend unprograms. And there can bell
necessarily for defense. —
jeleDORIANMEXAGON) The day after this address, Dr. Foster phoned
General Stewart to advise that the President had decided to terminate the
project, except for the "automatic" camera system. This news set in moticn
a series of actions to publicly end the program. On 6 June, Stewart passed
the news to Bleymaier and advised detailed guidance would be provided him.
The next day he sent Bleymaier instructions to terminate all work on the
Gemini spacecraft, the Titan

and the astronaut space suit and to

cancel or reduce to a sustaining level work under other contracts. Military
construction on the Vandenberg.AFE launch facility was to be completed "to
the minimum practical extent and mothballed" but other construction was tc
be halted as soon as possible. Since a public announcement was to be made
on 10 June, after Congress was notified, Stewart directed Bleymaier to withhold information from the Systems Office staff until the close of the work
day, Monday, 9 June.42
jle-DORIAN/HEXAGON) Meanwhile, Col Ralph J. Ford and Lt Col Robert
Hermann of the MOL Program Office staff--working with OSD personnel completed a series of announcements connected with the President's decision.
These included a press release on MOL's cancellation, sample questions and answers for the press, classified and unclassified letters to chairmen of
key congressional committees, etc. A "termination scenario" was worked up
DORIAN/HEXAGON
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as follows: (1) affected government officials would be notified informally;
(2) former President. Johnson and Secretaries McNamara, Zuckert, and Brown
would be notified; (3) chairmen of congressional committees and individual
congressmen whose states would be affected would be informed; (4) I'OL contractors would be directed to terminate all efforts except covert camera
activities applicable to an unmanned system. After these steps were taken,
a press release might be distributed and a news conference held, if desired.43
>5e-DORIAN) On 9 June Packard formally directed Dr. Seamans to:
...terminate the MOL Program except for those camera system elements
useful for incorporation into an unmanned satellite system optimized
to use the Titan IIID. Directions to MOL contractors should be issued
on Tuesday morning, June 10, at which time we will also notify the
Congress and make a public statement that MOL is cancelled.
Close-out costs for MOL, which I understand are approximately
$75 million more than is now available to the MOL Program, should
be included in the unclassified FY 70 Air Force budget. An additional $175 million should be included in classified NRP portions
of the FY 70 Air Force budget. This will provide for development of
the camera system at a reduced pace, for competition for a new
spacecraft, and for .possible initiation of system development
late in FY 70.
All future work on the camera and an unmanned system will be
Dart of the NRP. As a security measure, appropriate elements of
the MOL Project offices and the camera system contracts should be
transferred to the Air Force NRP Special Projects Offices at an
early date. Overt MOL activities should be phased out in conjunction
with the closeout of MOL Program activities....-4
....4eislooRIAN) The next day the classified and unclassified letters were
delivered to key Senators and Representatives and, shortly after, Packard
announced the termination to the press. On Capitol Hill, Secretary Laird
told several Congressional committees that, "with the President's concurrence,"
he had decided to cancel MOL. He listed several reasons for the decision,
including the need "to either drastically cut back or terminate numerous
DORIAN/HEXAGON
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small but important efforts or one of the larger, more costly programs."
Laird stated that "major advances have been made by both NASA and DOD in
automated techniques for unmanned satellite systems....These have given us
confidence that the most essential Department of Defense space missions
can be accomplished with lower cost unmanned spacecraft." He. also said:
I wish to make two final points for the record. It should be
clearly understood that termination is not in any sense an unfavorable reflection on MOL contractors. They have all worked very hard
and have achieved excellent results. Likewise, MOL termination
should not be construed as a reflection on the Air Force. The MOL
goals were practical and achievable. Maximum advantage was being
taken of hardware and experience from NASA and other Department of
Defense projects, and the program was well managed and good progress
was being made. Under othr circumstances, the continuance would
have been fully justified.'5
(U) Few regrets. were voiced in Congress over the MOL decision. One
Senator--Cannon of Nevada--was unhappy, however, and complained he had
difficulty understanding "the logic of the Department of Defense." In one
breath, he said, OSD officials claimed the United States was in the greatest
mortal battle for survival--"a danger beyond any confrontation in our entire
history as a Nation"--and at the same time they terminate "the most advanced .
surveillance system yet conceived." Noting that $1.3 billion had already
been spent on MOL, he declared that to "scuttle this high investment for
political expediency is unfair to the taxpayer and raises new questions
concerning our national security.II

46

A trade journal editorialized two

days later:
Someday the Department of Defense is going to find that it needs
a manned military equipped space station positioned so that it can
watch our adversaries 24 hours each day. We will spend billions for
unmanned space-based detection and monitoring systems and Earth and
space-based warning systems only to find that in the long run it will
be more economical and reliable to place manned systems in fixed
synchronous orbits over viewing our adversaries....47
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(U) These opinions, however, were in the minority. The critics of
defense expenditures were pleased to see a major defense program ended.
Also, the Administration apparently hoped that the decision would reduce
some of the opposition to the President's Safeguard ABM program.* ThUs,
Secretary Packard--when he announced MOL's termination at a Pentagon press
conference--suggested to the correspondentS that its deilse should satisfy
the need for. further major reductions in the DOD R&D budget.. Senator Thomas J.
McIntyre, chairmen of the Senate Armed Services Subcommittee on research
and development, disagreed. The cancellation of MOL, he said on 11 June,
would not avert Congressional efforts to make additional cuts in the departments

$8.4

billion R&D budget. "At this point," he said, "I am not prepared

to accept the idea that terminating MOL is enough economizing on research
and development."48

*Mr. Nixon won Senate approval of his ABM plan by a margin of one vote, on
6 August 1969.
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XVI. POST-MORTEM
(U) For military and civilian personnel closely associated with
the program, including the MOL astronauts, the project's cancellation
came as a distinct shock. Hopes, dreams, ambitions were suddenly disrupted. The Associate Contractors, immediately affected, were faced
with the distasteful task of shutting down their MOL operations and
laying off workers.* MOL's termination sent employees scurrying around
to find new work as following letter, from a young high school girl in
California, Susan Kasparian, written to the Secretary of Defense on
12 June, notes. Miss Kasparian wrote:
The MOL program has been discontinued. I don't understand
why and how the government can do something like that--cancel
something which has taken years to start, that has taken so
much money to continue and time from men who could have been
more secure in another area of work. The past four years have
been a waste to every man involved in the MOL program. How
can the government say--all right, no more, find something
else to do? I don't notice anyone cancelling the government.
It's not a very pleasant experience to be out of a job.
There's so much to worry about. My father is now looking for
a job, we may move, because of the now extinct MOL program.
He got up every morning at 6:30, sat behind a desk working for
the government, came home at 5:30 and started the cycle again'
the next day. For what: Nothing, nothing at all. He has
wasted his time, his effort and his intelligence on a whim
of the government. Every single man and woman is like my
father. What are they getting in return for this. The
satisfaction of completing a job? The guarantee of another
job in the same area. No, nothing--I don't understand what
happens to all these People?
..I can't ask you to change your decision, so I'm just
asking you--why?'
*The grim news produced a headline in the Wall Street Journal: "Mass
Layoffs Likely at McDonnell Douglas Over MOL Cancellation.
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DORIAN) As Colonel Hermann of the MOL Program Office began
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drafting a reply explaining the government's need to reduce federal
expenditures, portions of the project were already shot down. On 10
and 24 June, McDonnell Douglas halted all Gemini B and laboratory
vehicle work at its St. Louis and Huntington Beach plants. On the
30th General Electric terminated work on the tracking mirror drive,
camera controls, simulator, and other equipment. Eastman Kodak halted
sensor R&D activity on the 30th.* The Martin-Aerojet General-United
Technology Center group closed out all Titan IIIM work on 18 July.
-DORIAN) By summer's end, contractor personnel assigned to
MOL had been drastically reduced. From 6,263 personnel on 10 June,

McDonnell Douglas cut its MOL staff to 369 by 30 September. General
Electric went from 2,628 to 304 workers, Eastman Kodak from 1,684 to

84, and the Titan HIV group from 2,391 to 140. Military and civilian
personnel in the MOL Systems Office declined from 266 to 26. Eight of
the MOL astronauts were subsequently reassigned to NASA, seven in
crew duty; the others returned to their services. In Washington, the
MOL Program Office at the end of December 1969 consisted of two officers

one airman, and two secretaries, down from 25 personnel in June.2
Colonel Ford, named assistant to Dr. Seamans for MOL to handle final
termination and close-out activities, took charge of the Program Office
after General Stewart was reassigned to Headquarters AFSC as Deputy
Chief of Staff/Systems.

*On 1 September 1969 the EK contract and related. activity were transferred to the. Directorate of Special Projects.
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MOL Program Costs
(U) On 10 June 1969, the day MOL was publicly terminated, General
Stewart appeared before a House subcommittee to discuss costs of the
program since engineering development began in September 1966. - He
reported that $1.3 billion had been expended for MOL RDT&E and another,

$46 million was used to purchase Sudden Ranch and build various facilities
at Vandenberg AFB. In addition, he informed the committee that the
Air Force would require an estimated $125 million in fiscal year 1970
funds to pay contractor termination costs. Consequently the total
overall cost of the MOL program would come to $1.54 billion.3
0550PIAN) OSD subsequently submitted to Congress a change in its
)
fiscal year 1970 MOL budget line item, reducing it from $525 million to
$125.3 million to pay the termination costs. This sum was to be used
for employee severance pay and relocation reimbursement, settlement
expenses, and allowable post-termination activities such as contractory
inventory, hardware, and equipment disposition, and plant maintenance.
In mid-July, however, the MOL Systems Office advised Colonel Ford that
the contractors' initial claims totalled $137.4 million. On his instructions, the Systems Office rejected their demands for full fees and, by
December 1969, the sum required had been reduced to $128 million. Toward
year's end Dr. Seamans was informed that a further reduction in their
closing costs was anticipated and that the $125 million fiscal year 1970
appropriation would be sufficient to satisfy all MOL program.obligations.
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Hardware Disposition
X-50RIAN) Along with an orderly phase out of the program, the Air
,
Force initiated studies to identify MOL hardware of technology which
might be useful to various USAF agencies or NASA. At the request of
Dr. Seamans, an ad hoc group--chaired by Dr. Yarymovych of the Office
of the Assistant Secretary of the.Air Force for R&D*--was formed at the
end of June to do the work. The group held its initial meeting in the
Pentagon on 1 July.* At a second meeting on the West Coast on 10-11 July,
Systems Office personnel and other officials briefed the group on the
status of MOL hardware and equipment and their possible future use.
During this second meeting, a plan for a final report was adopted and
various individuals were designated to write certain sections.5
(?_.S,<DORIAN) Associate contractors were invited to submit suggestions
to the ad hoc group for disposition or utilization of MOL equipment and
technology. After their presentations were made in Washington on 2L July,
the group began work on the final report. It considered both the
unclassified and classified NOL equipment. Among the latter were the
tracking mirror control system, image velocity sensor, Bimat On-Board
Film Processor, visual display projector, acquisition tracking scope,
and the mission simulator. One of the group's preliminary findings,
*Dr. Yarymovych had joined Flax's staff in 1968.
*In attendance from the NOL. Program Office were Gen Stewart, Col Stanley C.
White, Lt Col Donald L. Steelman, and Mr. Samuel H. Hubbard. Others present were: Brig Gen Raymond A. Gilbert, AFSC; Brig Gen Louis L. Wilson,
SAMSO; Col R. Z. Nelson, Dir/Space, Hq USAF; W. C. Schneider, Philip E.
Culbertson, and M. W. Krueger, NASA; H. P. Barfield, ODDR&E; Lt Col Larry
Skantze, MOL Systems Office; and Capt. Robert Geiger, Office of Space
Systems,
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submitted to Secretary Seamans in a report dated 1 August 1969, was
that decisions on disposition of most of the classified MOL equipment
6
would have to await completion of additional studies, already begun.
(U) In the case of the unclassified equipment, the group recommended-and Dr. Seamans authorized--the transfer to NASA of the MOL Laboratory
Module Simulator (developed by McDonnell Douglas) and its specially
modified IBM 360/65 computer. This equipment would be used in the
space agency's AAP Workshop. Its original cost was approximately $30
million.
(U) Dr. Seamans also authorized the turnover to the Air Force Office
of Scientific Research (AFOSR) of one complete set of Computer Integrated
Test Equipment (CITE) and its SDS 9300 computer. This equipment, developed
by GE at a cost of approximately $7.5 million to check out the mission
payload module, would be used to support the Tanden Van De Graff accelerator
program at Florida State University's Nuclear Physics Laboratory. Two
other partially completed CITE sets were to be disposed of in a routine
fashion with their associated automatic data processing equipment.*
(U) The Air Force Western Test Range was given one of two sets of
Computerized Aerospace Ground Equipment (CAGE) and its two Sigma 8 computers. CAGE had been developed by Martin (at a cost of approximately
$6 million) as an automated control and checkout system for the Titan IIIM.
It would replace two existing leased Vandenberg Automatic Data Equipment
*These sets were subsequently transferred to the Army's Redstone Arsenal,
after Army officials indicated they could make good use of the equipment
.and save $2 million in procurement monies. jemo (U), Hansen to Ford,
11 Dec 69, subj: Disposition of MOL Program CITE Equipment
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systems in use at the AFWTR and save approximately $600,000 a year
in leased costs. Sixteen remaining MOL computers were ordered reallocated
to support Air Force/DOD requirements.
(U) Dr. Seamans also approved the ad hoc group's recommendation
transferring to NASA the MOL astronaut feeding system, pressure suit
assemblies, waste management system hardware, and return the Gemini
equipment previously provided to the Air Force. Other MOL hardware and
technology--including fuel cells, attitude control engines, biotechnology
and certain classified experiments hardware and equipment--were to be
transferred to various Air Force laboratories and R&D activities.?
).5e5ORIAN) On 29 September, after the ad hoc group completed its
study of possible uses of classified MOL equipment, Dr. Seamans approved
the turnover to the Air Force Avionics Laboratory of the image velocity'
testing and sensor equipment, the Bi-mat On-Board Film Processor, visual
display projector, acquisition tracking scope, and other items.8
P4ORIAN) Concerning the other classified MOL hardware and equip,
ment, Air Force and NASA officials over a period of several months studied
their possible use by the Space agency. This effort began as early as

6 June 1969, the day after word of MOL's termination was passed to the
Air Force, when Secretary Seamans met with space agency officials and
offered them any MOL equipment and technology that might be useful. Present at this meeting were Colonel Ford and Samuel H. Hubbard, Chief of
MOL's Plans and Technology Division (a NASA assignee). Arrangements
were made to brief space agency officials on the DORIAN equipment. Subsequently, NASA in September 1969 advised the Air Force it was strongly
interested in General Electric's Acquisition and Tracking System (ATS)
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and Mission Development Simulator (MDS) for possible use in the space
agency's earth sensing program. It also requested additional information
about Eastman Kodak's facilities and capabilities to build large optics
for its astronomy program. Mr. Hubbard arranged to accompany Dr. Henry J.
Smith and W. S. Schneider of NASA to Rochester for a briefing on the firm's
technological advances.9
DORIAN) During the fall of 1969, in accordance with NASA's
7
expressed interest, a space agency contract was let to General Electric
and Itek (through Air Force channels) for a study of the application
of the ATS and mission simulator to the space agency's mission.* Col.
Lew Allen of the Office of Space Systems was designated as NASA's focal
point for the study. After NASA expressed interest in Air Force technical
participation, Dr. McLucas on 23 December 1969 designated Headquarters
AFSC and Col. Stanley C. White, former MOL Assistant for Bioastronautics,
as NASA's point of contact. Col. Benjamin J. Loret and Col. C. L. Gandy, Jr.,
both formerly with the MOL Program, were named to assist Colonel White.**10
.(‘DORIAN) Meanwhile, in August 1969 Dr. Smith and Mr. Schneider of
NASA accompanied Hubbard to Eastman Kodak, where they were briefed on the
significant advances the firm had made in sensor technology. A list of
MOL equipment that possibly could be used in NASA's astronomy program was
*The contract was dated 17 November.
**Dr. McLucas informed Dr. Newell of NASA that the Air Force retained "a
continuing high interest in the ATS and is enthusiastic about the possibility that it may be flown in AAP. The objectives that we hoped to achieve
in MOL using this equipment remain valid and we would hope that some if not
many of them could be accomplished in the workshop. ffiemo (TS-DORIAN),
McLucas to Newell, 23 Dec 6.g
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later provided them. Subsequently, at Hubbard's suggestion, NASA awarded
a study contract to Eastman Kodak

(20 January 1970) to undertake a rigorous

analysis of what astronomical use could be made of MOL hardware. The
equipment, meanwhile, was stored at the Eastman facility pending NASA's
review of the study and its decision about a future approach.11
(U) On 15 February, at the direction of Secretary Seamans, the MOL
Program Office closed its doors. The Systems Office was scheduled to
shut down on 30 June

1970. Thereafter, residual contractual matters were

to be referred to AFSC and all other MOL matters to the Office of Space
Systems for disposition.
Could the Program Have Been Saved?

(,B/-DORIAN) After MOL's demise, there was a post-mortem within and
.
outside the Program Office on what steps might have been taken to save
the project. One view--strongly held by some individuals--was that the
Air Force managers had made a serious error trying to proceed with a fullequipped, "all-up" MOL system. That is, they argued the program might
have survived if General Evans' suggestion of March

1966 had been pursued--

decoupling the optics from the first manned flight in order to fly the
"man-rated system" alone at an early date. If MOL had been flying, they
believed, it might have had a better chance of surviving.

...LS, ODORIAN) Another view--expressed as early as 1964—was even more
pertinent. As noted in Chapter IV, when General Bleymaier briefed the
Air Staff Board on

4 January 1964 on AFSC's proposed MOL implementation

plan, General Momyer expressed concern about "putting all the Air Force
man-in-space eggs in the reconnaissance basket." He recommended that
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other missions be examined. Unfortunately, the Air Force was unable to
come up with another mission it could sell to OSD. As a result, during
the late 1960's, MOL got caught between the extremely tight defense budget
caused by the Vietnam war and the CIA/BOB arguments that unmanned reconnaissance vehicles could do the job cheaper.
DORIAN) The cancellation of MOL ended an Air Force dream of space
flight that began in 1945, when General Hap Arnold spoke of the possibility
of "true space ships, capable of operating outside the earth's atmosphere."
After Sputnik, Air Force hopes and imagination soared, but its initial
plan of early 1958 to get a man into space "soonest" was scuttled six
months later with the creation of NASA. It then put its space flight hopes
into Dyna-Soar, only to see that program terminated in December 1963 by
Secretary McNamara.
.14)ORIAN)
#

Although the Defense Chief approved MOL as Dyna-Soar's

successor, it took two years of paper studies before the Air Force was
given the green light in 1965. Unfortunately, 1965 also was the year the
United States sent military forces into South Vietnam to prevent that
country's takeover by the Communist North. The cost of the Vietnamese war-which incredibly became the longest war in America's history--contributed
directly to MOL's demise. MOL had the misfortune, as one observer put it,
"of reaching a peak of financial need for full development and production
at a time when the war in Vietnam was draining off all available assets."
(U). During the summer of 1969--after hearing Dr. Seamans' lament
before his Senate Appropriations Committee that the decision to cancel MOL
had been reached "over the objections of the Air Force, including the
Secretary"--Senator Russell remarked: "I can understand the decision to
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postpone, but I did not know we had totally cancelled all military manned
exploratory use of space. Because of what man is now doing in space, the
control, knowledge, and utilization of space may well determine the course
of future wars." Many airmen were convinced .that this was so.
(LT) As the 1970's began, the Air Force had only the feeblest hope
that a new joint effort with NASA--to develop a "reusable" space shuttle
that could rendevouz with orbiting vehicles and return to land on earth
a la Dyna-Soar--might provide it with the opportunity to get in the
necessary "stick time" in space that it had sought for more than a decade.
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subj: Request for Navy Rqmts for Manned Space Station Testing.
A similar letter was sent tc the Army's Chief of Research and
Development.
31. Ltr (C), Zuckert to SOD, 17 Jul 63, subj: Space Technology Study.
32. DD 1355-1 Program Change (S), R&D, 24 Jul 63, subj:
by Dr. McMillan.
3J •

NOSS, signed

subj: Space Technology Study;
Memo (U), Gilpatric to SAF,
Memo (C), Brown to SAF, 30 Aug 63, subj: Mil Orbiting Space Station.

34. Memo (C), Brown to SAF, 30 Aug 63, subj: Mil Orbiting Space Station.
35. Activity Rprts (S), D/Adv Plng,Space, Weeks Ending 13 Ser and 20 Sep
63; Memo (C), Flax to DCS/R&D, 13 Sep 63, subj: OSS Pre-Program
Definition Study; Ltr (S), Gen. Kinney to AFSC, 13 Sep 63, subj:
Approval of OSS Pre-Program Definition Study.
36. AFRDPC Activity Rprt (S), D/Adv Ping, Space, Week Ending 4 Oct 63.
37. Sec/Def Decision/Guidance (S), signed by Gilpatric, 10 Oct 63,
subj: Orbital Space Station, counter-signed by Zuckert on 4 Nov 63.
Chapter III

1. McNamara Testimony, 2 Feb 63, Before House Cmte on Armed
88th Cong, 1st Sess, Hearings on Mil Posture, pp 465-67. Services,
2. Memo (S), McNamara to DDR&E, 18 Jan 63; DDR&E to ASAF (R&D), 28 Jan
63, subj: Gemini and Dyna-Soar Progs; Cantwell, pp
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3. Rprt (S), Air Staff Board Mtg 63-1, 1.Mar 63.
4. Ltr (S), LeMay to SAF, 2 Mar 63, subj: DOD Review of USAF Space
Prog.
5. Ltr (C), R. L. Bisplinghoff and B. McMillan to Zuckert, 9 Mar 63,
subj: Review of Technical Interests in.X-20 Prog.
6. Memo (C), Rubel to SOD, 13 Mar 63, subj: X-20 Prog. Review.
7. Memo (S), McMillan to SAF, 15 Mar 63.
8. Memo (C), McNamara to SAF, 15 Mar 63, subj: Review of AF Space
R&D Progs.
9. Memo (S), McMillan to SOD, 5 Jun 63, subj: Review of AF Space
R&D Prog.
10. Memo (S), Brown to McNamara, 14 Nov 63, subj: Approaches to a
Manned Nil Space Prog.
11. Ibid.
12. Memo (S), Brown to McNamara, 30 Nov 63, subj: Evaluation of an
Orbital Mil Test Module.
13. Ibid.
14. Ltr (S), Maj. Gen. J. K. Hester, Asst Vice CiS USAF to SAF-OS,
4 Dec 63, subj: Approaches to a Manned Mil Space Prog.
15. Memo (S), Zuckert to SOD, 4 Dec 63.
16. Memo (S), Flax to SAF, 4 Dec 63, subj: Manned Nil Space Prog.
17. Memos (S), Zuckert to McNamara, 5 Dec 63; Flax to Brown, 5 Dec 63.
18. Memo (B), Gilpatric to SAF, 5 Dec 63, subj: Change in DOD Space Prog.
19. DOD News Release No. 1556-62, 10 Dec 63; N. Y. Times, 11 Dec 63.
20. Memo (S), Drs. Hall and Mueller to Drs. Brown and Seamans, 27 Dec 63,
subj: Joint Review of Manned Orbital Progs.
21. Ibid.
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Chapter IV
1. See TS Atch, "Manned Orbital Program, Department of Defense,"
to Memo (S), Brown to Flax, 11 Dec 63, subj: Manned Orbital
Program.
2. Ibid.
3. Memo (S), Brown to Flax, 11 Dec 63, subj as above.
4. Ltrs (S), Maj Gen H. C. Donnelly, Asst DCS/R&D to AFSC, 16 Dec 63,
Subj: MOL; Schriever to Funk, 16 Dec 63, Subj: MOL Program.
5. Ibid.
6. Memo for Record, Maj B. J. Loret (MSF-1), Hq AFSC, 19 Jun 64;
Mins (S), 78th DSMG Mtg, 6 Jan 64; SSD Hist Rprt (S), MOL Program, 1st Half CY 1964, p2.
7. Rprt of ASB Mtg 64-1; Mins (S), 78th DSMG Mtz, 6 Jan 64; Ltr
(S/SAR), Lt Gen Howell M. Estes, Jr., Vice Cmdr, AFSC to Hq
USAF (Ferguson), 8 Jan 64, Subj: Prelim Plan for Implem of
MOL Program.
8. Mins (S), 78th DSMG, 6 Jan 64.
9. Ibid.
10. Memo (S), Kinney to Ferguson, 10 Jan 64, Sub,f: MOIL.
11. Msg SAFSS-1-M-0136 (S-BYEMAN), Martin to Greer, 7 Jun 63.
12. SAFSP-F/30-7-863 (S-BYEMAN), Greer to Martin, 30 Jun 63; SAFSS-1tc areer, 14 Oct 63;
M-0215 (S-BYEMAN), Martin to
0319022 Martin to Greer, 4 Jan b4.
13. Memo (TS/DORIAN), Gen Martin, Dii/NRO Staff to McMillan, 14 Jan 64,
Subj: MMOL.
14. Memo (S), McMillan to Ferguson, 15 Jan 65, Subj: Rqmts & Objs of
MOL.
15. Ltr (U), Kinney to McMillan, 19 Feb 64, Sub.!: Rqmts & Objs of
MOL; Activity R3rts (S), D/Adv Ping, Space, Wks Ending 7, 14 Feb 64.
16. Ltr (S), Flax to DDR&E, 18 Jan 64, subj: Manned Orbital Program.
17. Memo (C), Brown to Flax, 29 Jan 64.
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18. Msg (S) SCG 29-1-34, AFSC to SSD (Schriever to Funk), 29 Jan 64.
19. Ltr (C), Lt Col B. C. Gray, Secy to SSD Advisory Gp to distr,
31 Jan 64, Subj: Comments on SSD Division Advisory Gp on the
MOL Program.
20. Memo (S), MOL Experiments and Testing Philosophy (AS64-000-00575),
13 Feb 64; Ltr (S) Gen Hester, Vice CSAF to SAFUS, 24 Feb 64, Subj:
OSS Study and MOL Experiments.
21. Ibid.
22. Memo (C), Hall and Augenstein to Drs. Brown and Fubini, 5 Mar 64,
subj: Experiments for MOL and Purposes of the MOL Program.
23. Memo (C), Fubini to Under SAF, 9 Mar 64, Msg 60208 (U), USAF to
AFSC, 12 Mar 64.
24. Rprt (S/SAR), Support Panel, Project Forecast, "Space," Vol I,
pV-3, 4, Mar 64.
25. Ltr (S), McMillan.to Schriever, 3 Mar 64; Msg (S/DORIAN), WHIG-0974,
Martin to Gen Greer, 3 Mar 64.

26. Quoted in Msg (S/DORIAN) WHIG-0974, Martin to Greer, 3 Mar 64.
27. Msg (TS DORIAN), WHIG-0984, Mazza to
5 Mar 64.

and Lt Col Ford,

28. Memo for Record (C), Dr. McMillan, 26 Mar 64, subj: Policy for
Conduct of MOL Program; Ltr (U), AFSC (Col Jacobsen) to SSD.,
9 Apr 64, subj as above.
29. Ibid.
30. Dr. Brown's testimony, 9 Mar 64, before Senate Cmte on Aeronautical
and Space Sciences, 89th Cong, 2nd Sess, 1965 NASA Authorization,
pt 2, p 461.
31. Msg (s) 9-B-13, AFSC to SSD, 9 Mar 64.
32. Ltr (TS-BYEMAN), Col R. K. Jacobsen, Hq AFSC to Funk, 10 Mar 64,
subj: MOL Program.
33. Ltr (C), Funk to Blemaier, 17 Jan 64, Subj: Determination of
Experiments for the MOL Program, Rprt (S), Candidate Experiments
for MOL, prepared by MOL Experiments Wkg Gp, 2 vols.
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Prelim Techn Dev Plan for MOL (S/NOFORN), Apr 64 (revised as of
30 Jun 64).

35. Ltr (S), AFSC to Hq USAF (Ferguson), 8 Apr 64, subj: MOL; D&F
64-11c84, 13 Apr 64, signed by Flax.
36. Memos (S), Flax to DDR&E, 10 Apr 64, subj: MOL; Brown to McNamara,
21 Apr 64, subj: Initiation of MOL Pre-Phase I.
37. Memo (S), Brown to McNamara, 21 Apr 64, subj: Initiation of MOL
Pre-Phase I.
38. Memo (S-BYEMAN), McMillan to SecDef, 27 Apr 64, subj: Recon
Aspects of the MOL.
39. Memo (C), Brown to Zuckert, 29 Apr 64, subj: Approval of USAF
FY RDT&E MOL Program.
40. Memo (U), Flax to Vice CSAF, 4 May 64, subj: Approval of USAF
FY 64 RDT&E MOL Prog; Ltr (U), USAF to AFSC, 5 May 64; Memo (S),
Flax to Ferguson, 20 May 64, subj: OSS Studies; Ltrs (S), SSD
to Douglas, Martin, GE, 27 May 64, subj: OSS Study.
41. Ltr (S), McMillan to Schriever, 15 wy.64; Ltr (S), Ritland to
McMillan,_ 28 May 64.
Chapter V
1. Ltr (C), Ferguson to McKee, 7 Aug 63, subj: Nat'l Space Station
Program.
2. Ibid.
3. Ltr (U), Gen McKee, Vice CSAF to Deputies, et al, 23 Sep 63, Subj:
The AF and the Natl Space Program.
4. Memo (U), McMillan to McKee, 27 Sep 63, subj as above.
5. Ltr (S), Ferguson to Ritland, 8 Nov 63, subj: Implementation of
DOD/NASA Agreement.
6. AFSC Draft Proposal (U), MOL Mgt, 20 Jan 64.

7. Ibid.
8. Ltr (U), Schriever to Ferguson, 1 Feb 64; Ltr
Schriever, 6 Feb 64.
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9. Ltr (U), McMillan to Schriever, 6 Feb 64.
10. Ltr (S), Schriever to Funk, 10 Mar 64, subj: Field Level Mgt
of MOL; AFSC News Release No. 43-R-30, 13 Mar 64; Historical
Rprt, MOL Prog, 1st Half 1964, p 2.
11. Ltr (U), Schriever to Ferguson, 13 Mar 64; Ltr (C), Schriever
to McMillan, 18 Aug 64.
12. Memo (U), McMillan to CSAF, 29 Apr 64, subj: MOL Coordination
Office; AFCCS Draft Numbered AF Ltr, subj: MOL Coordination
Office.
13. Ltr No. 28 (U), McKee to Deputies, et al, 9 Jun 64, subj as above.
Chapter VI
1. Ltr (C) Bleymaier to Schriever, 1 Jun 64, subj: Alternative
'MOL Schedules.
2. Ibid.
3. Msgs (C), MSF-1-9-6-1, AFSC to SSD, 9 Jun 64; SCG 15-6-29, Schriever
to Funk, 15 Jun 64; MSF-1-8-7-4, AFSC to SSD (Bleymaier), 8 Jun 64;
Msg-1-23-7-8, AFSC to SSD, 23 Jul 64.
4. Memos (C), Flax to Ferguson, 3 Aug 64, subj: MOL Schedule Alternatives; Brown to Flax, 31 Aug 64, subj: Unmanned MOL Tests.
5. Msg (C), MSG-1-14-8-6, AFSC to SSD (for Bleymaier), 14 Aug 64.
6. Ltr (C), Ritland to McMillan, 17 Sep 64, subj: MOL Program.
7. Memo (S), MdMillan to DDR&E, 18 Sep 64, subj: MOL Program; Msgs (C),
SSHKM 000028, SSD to AFSC, 1 Oct 64; MSF-1-10132, 2 Oct 64; Memo (C),
McMillan to DDR&E, 6 Oct 64, subj: Ma Program.
8. Memo (C), Brown to McMillan, 14 Oct 64, subj: MOL Synopsis.
9. Ltr (C), Schriever to McMillan, 13 Nov 64.
10. Memo (S), McMillan to DDR&E, 23 Nov 64, subj: MOL Program.
11. Memo (S), DDR&E to SAF, 17 Nov 64, subj: Add'l Release of Funds
for FY 65 RDT&E on Titan III and Request for Program Stretchout.
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12. Ltr (S), Hq USAF to AFSC, 25 Nov 64, subj: Alternative Adjustment
Study of Titan III R&D Program; Ltr (S), Funk to Schriever, 7 Dec 64,
subj: Brown Memo for SAF, 17 Nov 64.
13. Memo (U), Flax to Zuckert, 12 Jun 64, subj:
Coordination.

DOD/NASA Space Station

14. Statement by James Webb, 4 Mar 64, before Senate Cmte on Aeronautical
and Space Sciences, 89th Cong, 2nd Sess, Pt 2, 1965 NASA Authorization, p 297.
15. Ltr (U), McNamara to Webb, 25 Sep 64.
16. Ibid.
17. Ltr (C), Webb to McNamara, 14 Oct 64.
18. Senator Anderson's remarks are quoted in Aviation Week, 7 Dec 64,

p. 16.
19. Quoted in the N.Y. Times, 20 Dec 64.
20. Memo for Record (S), Kermit Gordon, Director, BOB, 10 Dec 64, subj:
Manned Orbiting Laboratory (MOIL Program 1966 Budget).
21. Ibid.
22. MsE

5931 (S-DORIAN ), Lt Col Knolle to Lt Col Howard, 30 Sep 64.

23. Ibid.
24. Msgs Whig 1828 (TS-DORIAN), Stewart to Greer, 12 Oct 64;
6411 (S-DORIAN), Berg to Carter, 24 Nov 64.
25. Memos (U), Brown to Flax, 22 Oct 64, subj: MOL Pre-Program Definition Phase Studies; Flax to Brown, 5 Nov 64, same subj; Ross
to DDR&E, 25 Nov 64, same subj.
26. Atch 1 (S) to SSD Report, "MOL Growth Potential," Jan 65.
27. Ibid.
28. IDA Study S-185 (S), Review and Assessment of USAF/SSD MOL PreProgram Definition Phase Studies, Mar 65.
29. IDA Study S-179 (S), Simulation Aspects of.the MOL Program, Jan 65.
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Chapter VII
1. Memo (S), Brown to McMillan, 4 Jan 65, subj: MOL.
2. Ibid.

3. Msg 7559 (S), SAFSS to SSD (For SSGS), info AFSC, CSAF, SSD,
8 Jan 65.
4. Msgs Whig 2_40 and 2241 (TSDORIAN), McMillan. to Greer, 9 Jan 65.
(TS-DORIAN), Martin to McMillan, 22 Jan 65; Whig 2334.
5. Msg
SAFSS to Col Ford, 22 Jan 65.
6. Msg

(TS-DORIAN), Greer to McMillan, 30 Jan 65.

7. Memo (TS-DORIAN), McMillan to Brown, 5 Feb 65, subj: MOL Security
Guide.
8. Security Policies and Procedures for the DOD Manned Orbiting
Laboratory, signed by Dr. McMillan, 19 Feb 65.
9. Ltr.(C), Schriever to McMillan, 18 Aug 64.
10. Memo (U), Col Schultz to Gen Ferguson, 25 Sep 64, subj: MOL.
11. Ltr (C), Schriever to. MdMillan, 30 Oct 64.
12. Memo for Record (S-DORIAN), Brig Gen Evans, 6 Jan 64, subj: Mtg
with Dr. McMillan on MOL.
13. Memo (C), Vance to McMillan, 7 Jan 65.
14. SAF Order No. 117.4, 18 Jan 65, subj: Spl'Asst for !DL Program Mgt.
15. Memo (U), McMillan to Seamans, 5 Feb 65.
16. Memo (U), Zuckert to CSAF, 19 Jan 65.
17. Ibid.
18. Memo (C), Vance to McMillan, 25 Jan 65.
19. Minutes (S), Space Panel Mtg 65-3, 9 Feb 65.
20. Ltr (S), McMillan to Seamans, 8 Jan 65.
21. Ibid.
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22. Ltrs (S), Brown to Seamans, 11 Jan 65; Seamans to Brown, 21 Jan 65;
Brown to Seamans, 29 Jan 65.
23. Minutes (S), Mtg of NASA-DOD Study Team, 13 Jan 65.
24. Ltrs (S), Evans to Garbarini, 12 Feb, 26 Feb, 28 Feb, 1 Mar,
8 Mar, 8 Apr 65; Garbarini to Evans, 2 Mar, 10 Mar 65.
25. Ltr (S), Seamans to Brown, 17 Mar 65.
26. Minutes (C), E. N. Hilburn, MOL Study Cmte Review, 30 Apr 65.
27. Ltr (S-SAR), Seamans to Brown, 5 May 65; Interview, Berger with
Yarymovych, 25 Jul 67.
28. Minutes (C), NASA MOL Study Cmte Review, 12 Apr 65.
29. Excerpts, SecDef Press Conference, 23 Jan 65; DOD News Release
No. 52-35, 23 Jan 65.
30. Press Release, Decision on the MOL and Related Matters (U),
25 Jan 65.
31. Mr. Teague's letter was dated 25 Mar 65. He also is quoted in
Lawrence J. Curran, "Committee Asks LBJ for MOL Ruling," Missiles
and Rockets, 12 Apr 65, p 16.
32. Ltr (U), McNamara to the Vice President, 7 Apr 65.
33. Ltr (S), AFSC to Distributees, 24 Jan 65, subj: Request for Proposals No. RFP SSD-04-695-151, MOL Sys (Prelim Design Study);
Minutes (C-SAR), AF MOL Policy Cmte Mtg 65-1, 25 Feb 65.
34. DOD News Release No. 113-65 (U), 1 Mar 65, subj: AF Selects Contractors for MOL Studies.
35. Msg

6942 (TS-DORIAN), Greer to McMillan, 30 Jan 65.

36. Memo (C), McMillan to DDR&E, 22 Mar 65, subj: MOL Funds for Sustaining Contractor Efforts; Memos (C), Brown to SAF, 5 May 65,
subj: Approval of FY 65 RDT&E MOL Proj; Evans to SAF and Asst SAF
(R&D), 8 Jun 65, subj: MOL Funds for Sustaining Contractor Efforts.
37. Memo for Record (S), Douglas R. Lord, NASA, 12 Apr 65, subj: MidTerm Review of MOL Contracted Studies.
38. Msg Whig 3061 (TS-DORIAN), McMillan to Greer, 20 May 65.
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39. Ibid.
40. Memo (S), Evans to Dep Exec Asst to SAF, 4 Jun 65, subj: Status
Book for SAF (may Rpt); Memo for the Secretariat Record (S-DORIAN),
4 Jun 65, subj: Proceedings of AF MOL Policy Cmte Mtg 65-2; Minutes (0), AF MOL Policy Cmte Mtg 65-2, 1 Jun 65.
41. Ibid.
42. Ltr (IT), McMillan to Schriever, 22 Jun 65.
43. See the 13th Report of the Cmte on Govt Operations, 89th Cong,
1st Sess., Government Operations in Space, 4 Jun 65. •
Chapter VIII
1. Interview, Berger with Gen Evans, 29 Nov 67.
2. Memo (TS-DORIAN-GAMBIT), Zuckert to McNamara, 28 Jun 65, subj:
MOL Program.
3. Ibid.
4. Ibid.
5. Memo (S-DORIAN), Hornig to SecDef, 30 Jun 65.
6. Ibid.
7. Memo (S-DORIAN), Hornig to the President, 30 Jun 65.

8. Ibid.
9. Memo (TS-DORIAN-GAMBIT), Schultze to Vice President Humphrey,
8 Jul 65, subj: MOL.
10. Ibid.
11. Cited in Memo (TS-DORIAN-GAMBIT), McNamara to the President,
24 Aug 65, subj: Manned Orbiting Laboratory.
12. Ltr (S), Rusk to McNamara, 16 Aug 65.
13. Cited in Memo (TS-DORIAN-GAMBIT), McNamara to the President,
24 Aug 65, subj: Manned Orbiting Laboratory.
14. Interview, Berger with Col Battle, 9 Nov 65.
15. Memo (TS-DORIAN-GAMBIT), McNamara to the President, 24 Aug
65, subj: Manned Orbiting Laboratory.
16. Ibid.
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17. Ibid.
18. N.Y. Times, 26 Aug 65.
19. N.Y.Times, 29 Aug 65; Wash Post, 27 Aug 65.
20. Memo (U), Col J. E. Stay, Office of Information, To Asst
Sec Def (PA), 1 Nov 65, subj: Resume of MOL Letters.
21. The New Republic, 11 Sep 65.
22. N.Y. Times, 10 Sep 65; Missiles & Rockets, 22 Nov 65, p 17.
23. Memo for Record (S), Lt Col Daniel C. Mahoney, OASD/PA,
8 Sep 65, subj: MOL World Press Reaction.
24. Ibid.; Interview, Berger and Maj Hermann, 20 Oct 65.
25. NASA SP-4006, 1965 Chronology on Science, Technology, and
Policy, p 494.
Chapter IX
1. Memo (U), Col J. S. Chandler, Office of Asst Dep Cmdr for Space
(MOL), AFSC, to MSF-1, SAFSL, 3 May 65, subj: Telecon w/Gen Evans;
Memo (TS-DORIAN), Evans to McMillan, no date, subj: Mgmt of the
MOL Program.
2. Memo (S-DORIAN), Evans to McMillan and Schriever, 5 Jul 65, subj:
MOL Mgt.
3. Msg

8226 (TS-DORIAN), Martin to McMillan, 8 Jul 65.

4. Ltr (TS-DORIAN), Schriever to McMillan, 5 Aug 65, subj: MOL Prog Mgt.
5. Ltr (TS-DORIAN), Schriever to McMillan, 9 Aug 65, no subj.
6. Memo (TS-DORIAN), Zuckert to McNamara, 24 Aug 65, Tab A, Mgt of the
MOL Prog.
7. Ibid.
8. Memo (TS-DORIAN), Zuckert to Schriever, 25 Aug 65.
9. Memo for Record (TS-DORIAN), Col L. S. Norman, Jr., 28 Aug 65,
subj: Conference With Gen Schriever, 28 Aug 65.
10. Min (TS-DORIAN), AF Min Policy Cmte Mtg 65-3, 14 Oct 65; Secretariat
14 Oct 65.
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11. Ibid.
12. Memo (TS-DORIAN), Evans to Brown, 19 Oct 65, subj: MOL Mgt.
13. Ibid.
14. Memos (TS-DORIAN), Col Brian Gunderson, Dep Exec Asst, OSAF, to
Gen Evans, 2 Nov 65; Evans to Flax, 3 Nov 65, subj: Status Report
on OSD Relations.
15. Memo for Record (S-Special Handling), prep by Gen Martin, 25 Oct 65.
16. Draft (TS-DORIAN), Oct 65, subj: Procedural Considerations for
MOL Program Mgt (SAFSL BYE 37596-65)
17. Memos (TS-DORIAN), Stewart to Dr. Flax, 14 Oct 65; Stewart to Evans,
18 Oct 65, Evans to Schriever, 2 Nov 65.
18. Ltr (TS-DORIAN), Martin to Flax & Schriever, 12 Nov 65, subj:
.Procedures for MOL Program Mgt.
19. Ibid.
20. Memo (TS-DORIAN), Stewart to Flax, 24 Nov 65, subj:
Interview, Berger with Stewart, 1 March 1968.

MDL Management;

21. Msg Whig 3404 (TS-DORIAN)
to Col Gerry Smith, 22 Jul 65;
Talking Paper for Gen Evans (Ts-DORIAN), 16 Sep 65, subj: MOL Black
Financial Procedures; Agreement, MOL Black Financial Procedures
(TS-DORIAN), 4 Nov 65, signed by Dr. Flax and Gen Stewart.
22. Agreement cited above.
23. Memo (TS-DORIAN), Evans to Asst SAF(FM), 17 Dec 65, subj: MOL
Financial Procedures; Memo (U), Leonard Marks, Jr., Asst SAF to
Vice CSAF, 18 Jan 66, subj: MOL Financial Procedures.
24. MOL Program Directive No. 65-1 (TS-DORIAN), 25 Aug 65, subj:
Management of the MOL Program.
25. Ltr (U), Col Brady to All MOL Personnel, 1 Oct 65, subj: Min Organization and Structure; Memo (S), Col Brady, Asst Deputy Director, .
MOL, to Program Control Office, 28 Sep 65, subj: MUG Mgt Reporting
System.
26. Ltr (TS-DORIAN), Evans to Berg, 15 Oct 65, w/Atch Memo for Record
(TS-DORIAN), 12 Oct 65, subj: MOL Program Review il, 28-29 Sep 65;
Memo (U), Schriever to Berg, 21 Nov 65, subj: Application of 375
Series Mgt Procedures to MOL.
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27. Memo for Record (TS-DORIAN), 12 Oct 65, subj: MOL Program Review
#1, 28-29 Se"4 65.
9008, Berg to Schriever, 7 Oct 65; Missiles
28. Msg (5-DORIAN)
and Rockets, 18 Oct 65, p 16.
29. Memo (C), Evans to McMillan, 19 Mar

65.

30. Ltr (S-DORIAN), Schriever to McConnell, 12 Jun 65.
31. Ltr (S-DORIAN), Schriever to McConnell, 25 Jun 65.
32. Memo (5-DORIAN), Evans to Blanchard, 1 Jul 65, subj: MOL Contractor Selection; Memo (TS-DORIAN), Zuckert to McNamara, 24 Aug
65, subj: MOL Management.
33. Msg Whig 0001 (TS-Spl Handling), McMillan to Martin, 22 Aug 65.
34. Memo (C), Evans to Flax, 1 Sep 65, subj: Initiation of MOL Definition Phase.
35. Space Systems Division Government Plan for Program Management for
the MDL System (S-SAR), Aug 1965.
36. Memos (S), Flax to DDR&E, 10 Sep 65, subj: Initiation of MOL
Definition Phase; Brown to Flax,.20 Sep 65, subj: Approval of
(1) USAF FY 1965 RDT&E MOL Program; (2) USAF FY 1966 RDT&E MOL
Program.
9096 (S-DORIAN), Berg to Schriever, 19 Oct 65;
37. Msg
Memo (TS-DORIAN), Schriever to SAF, 8 Nov 65, subj: MOL
Monthly Status Report.
38. Memo (TS-DORIAN), Schriever to SAF, 8 Nov 65, subj: MOL Monthly
Status Report.
39. Memo (U), Evans to Schriever, 19 Nov 65, subj: Status of MOL Subcontractor Support; Msg (U) SSML 00006, MOL SEO to OSAF, 22 Dec 65.
40. Memo (TS-DORIAN), Schriever to SAF, 12 Feb 66, subj: MOL Monthly
Status Report, p 4.
41. Memo (U), Schriever to Berg, 4 Nov 65, subj: Policy Guidance
Regarding Selection of Subcontractors to Avoid Congressional
Criticism.
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Chapter X
1. Memo (S-DORIAN), Edwin H. Land to Donald F. Hornig, 18 Aug 65.
2. Ltr (S-DORIAN), Hornig to Brown, 24 Aug 65.

3. Msg Whig 0501 (TS-DORIAN), McMillan to Martin, 29 Sep

65.

4. Talking Paper for Gen Schriever, Oct 65, subj.: Manned vs Unmanned
(in a Chronological Listing of An Annotated Bibliography, Apr 66);
Memo for Secretariat Record (TS-DORIAN), by Gen Evans, subj: Proceedings of MOL Policy Cmte Mtg 65-3, 14 Oct 65.
5. Memo for Secretariat Record, cited above; Memo (TS-DORIAN), Schriever
to SAF, 8 Nov 65, subj: MOL Monthly Status Report; Min (TS-DORIAN),
AF MOL Policy Cmte Mtg 65-3, 14 Oct 65.
6. Memo for Record (TS-DORIAN), Brig Gen Martin, 10 Nov 65, subj:
8 Nov 65 PSAC Recon Panel Discussion on DORIAN.; Memo (TS-DORIAN,
Schriever to SAF, 9 Dec 65, subj: MOL Monthly Status Rpt. .
7.

Ibid.

8. Msg
Nov 65.

9312 (S-DORIAN), Martin to Flax, info Schriever, 12

9. Memo (TS-DORIAN/TALENT-KEYBDLE), Hornig to Flax, with Atch, 22 Nov 65.
10. Min (TS-DORIAN), AF MDL Policy Cmte Mtg 65-4, 30 Nov 65.
11. Memo (TS-DORIAN), Schriever to SAF, 4 Jan 65, subj: MOL Monthly
Status Rpt.
12. Ltr (S-SAR). Bera to Evans, 28 Dec 65, subj: Information to Contractors
9709 (S-DORIAN), Berg to Schriever, 29 Dec 65.
on MOL; Msg
13. Msg Whig 4585 (S-DORIAN), Schriever to Berg and Martin, 30 Dec 65;
Memo (TS-DORIAN), Schriever to SAF, 4 Jan 65, subj: MOL Monthly
Status Report.
14. Memo (TS-DORIAN), Evans to SAF, 12 Feb 66, subj: MOL Monthly Status
Rpt; Min (TS-DORIAN), AF MOL Policy Cmte Mtg 66-1, 8 Feb 66; Memo
(TS-DORIAN), Evans to SAF, 4 Mar 66, subj: MDL Monthly Status Rpt.
15. Memo for the Record (S-DORIAN), by Gen Evans, 4 Jan 66, subj: Mtg
with Gen Schriever on 29 Dec 66.
16. Memo (S-DORIAN), Schriever to Evans, 17 Jan 66.
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17. Memos (S-DORIAN), Col Norman to Vice Dir/MOL, 25 May 66, subj:
Final Rpt on the Role of Man in the MOL; Evans to Director, MOL,
25 May 66, same subj.
18. Rpt on Man in the MOL (S-DORIAN), 25 May 66.
19. Ibid.
20. Ltr (TS-DORIAN), BOB (Schultze) to McNamara, 21 Mar 66.,
21. Ltr (TS-DORIAN), McNamara to Schultze, 25 Mar 66.
22. Memo (TS-DORIAN), Foster to Flax, 6 Apr 66, subj:
Unmanned Sys Dev & Mission Comparison Study.

MOL vs A Wholly

23. Msg Whig 5063 (TS-DORIAN), Flax to Martin, 8 Apr 66.
24. Ibid.; Memo (S-DORIAN), Evans to SAF, 7 May 66, subj:
Status Rpt.

MOL Monthly

25. Msg SAFSL (S-DORIAN), Schriever to Berg, 27 Apr 66.
26. Min (TS-DORIANGAMBIT), AF MOL Policy Cmte Mtg 66-2, 29 Apr 66.
27.

Ibid.

28. Memo (TS-DORIAN-GAMBIT), Evans to Dep Dir, Defense Res & Engr (Strategic and Space Sys), 9 Aug 66, subj: Comparison of Manned and
Unmanned Versions of the DORIAN Sys.
29. Memo (TS-DORIAN-GAMBIT), Brown to DDR&E, 26 Aug 66, subj:
Unmanned Comparison Study.

Manned/

30. Ibid.
31. Memo for Record (S-DORIAN-GAMBIT), by Dr. Yarymovych, 17 Aug 66,
subj: Briefing to PSAC on MOL.
32. Ibid.
33. Memo (TS-DORIAN), Worthman to Flax, 19 Aug 66, subj:
Comments on the MOL.

PSAC Panel

34. Memo (U), Schriever to SAF, 31 Aug 66, subj: Manned Mil Missions
in Space.
35. Ltr (TS-DORIAN), McNamara to Schultze, 3 Oct 66.
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Chapter XI
1. Memo (C), Evans to Schriever, 3 Nov 65, subj: MOL FY 66-67 Funding.
Schriever's written remarks are scrawled on this memorandum.
2. Memo (TS-DORIAN), Brown to McNamara,
FY 67.

4

65,

Nov

subj: MOL Funds for

3. Memo (C), Fink to Foster, no date. Handwritten comment states this
memo was "Given to John Kirk, 18 Nov 65."

64.

4. min (TS-DORIAN), AF MOL Policy Cmte Mtg 65-4, 30 Nov
5. Msg (S-DORIAN), Whig 4467, Evans to Berg,
gramming Alternatives.
6. Msg (S-DORIAN)

9709,

9

Dec 65, subj: MOL Repro-

Berg to Schriever, 29 Dec

65.

7. Memo (TS-DORIAN-GAMBIT), Evans to Flax, 5 Jan 66, Subj: Talking Paper
for the MOL Prog, Tab 7; Atch to Memo (S-DORIAN), Evans to Schriever,
13 May 66, subj: EK Visit on 17 May, with atch, "Background Information on EKC Schedule."
8. Msg (S-DORIAN), Whig 4585, Schriever to Berg & Martin, 30 Dec 65.
9. Msg (S-DORIAN)

9783,

Berg to Schriever,

6

Jan

66.

10. "Background Information on EKC Schedule," cited in note 7 above; Msg
(TS-DORIAN/GAMBIT),. Martin to MDL Program Office, attached to Memo
(S-DORIAN), Evans to Schriever, 13 May 66, Subj: EK Visit on 17 May.
11. Msg (S-DORIAN)

9901, Col Smith to Flax, 19 Jan

12. Msg (TS-DORIAN), Whig
24 Jan 66.

4681,

66.

Flax to Col Smith, info Schriever & Berg,

13. "Background Information on EKC Schedule," cited in note

7.

14. Ibid.
15. Memo (S-DORIAN), prep by Col Walling, 13 Apr
MDL Systems Office, 2 Apr 66.

66,

subj

Program Review,

16. Msg (S-DORIAN)
0650, Martin to Flax, 4 Apr 66; Memo (TS-DORIAN),
Foster to D/NRO, 8 Apr 66, subj: Approval of Spl MOL Facilities at EKC.
17. Memo (S-DORIAN), Norman to Evans, 5 Apr
Problem.
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18. Msg (S-DORIAN), Whig 5055, Evans to Schriever, 7 Apr 66.
19. Memo for Record (S-DORIAN), by Gen Evans, 4 Jan 66, subj: Mtg with
Gen Schriever on 29 Dec 65.
20. Memo (U), Berg to Evans, 8 Mar 66, subj: Cost Review Team; Msg
(TS-DORIAN), Whig 4897, Flax to Martin, 10 Mar 66; Memos (S-DORIAN),
Evans to Flax, 29 Mar 66, subj: Establishment of a MOL Cost Review
Team; (S-DORIAN), Flax to Evans, 15 Apr 66, same subject.
21. Ltr (TS-DORIAN), Martin to Flax, Schriever, 22 Apr 66, subj: DORIAN
Cost Estimates.
22. Mins (TS-DORIAN), AF MOL Policy Cmte Mtg 66-2, 29 Apr 66; Memo
(TS-DORIAN), Evans to SAF, 6 May 66, subj: MOL Monthly Status Report.
23. Msg (S-DORIAN), Whig 5230, Flax/Schriever to Martin and Berg, 29 Apr 66;
Mins (TS-DORIAN), AF MOL Policy Cmte Mtg 66-2, 29 Apr 66.
24. Memo (S-DORIAN), Evans to Schriever, 13 May 66, subj: EK Visit on 17 May
with Atch prepared by Dir/Spl Projects, "Discussion Points for EK Visit,"
and "Background Information on EKC Schedule."
25. Ibid.
26. Msg (TS-DORIAN), Whig 5296, Flax to Martin, Berg, Evans, 20 May 66.
27. Mins (TS-DORIAN-GAMBIT), MOL Policy Cmte Mtg 66-3, 20 May 66.
28. Ibid.; Msg (TS-DORIAN), Whig 5301, Flax/Schriever to Berg and Martin,
23 May 66, subj: MOL Policy Cmte Mtg 66-3, 20 May 66.
29. Msg (S,-DORIAN). Whig 5033, Flax to Martin, 31 MAr 66: (TS-DORIAN), Whig
Lt Col
to Martin, 14 Apr 66; (S-DORIAN)j
515.0kW7
(S-DORIAN),
Evans
to
Flax, 11
Randall, 4 May 66;
Buettner to
subj:
Approval
of
FY 66
66,
May 66; Memo (C), Foster to SAF, 24 Jun
RDT&E Ma Program.
30. Memos (U), Evans to Maj Gen D. L. Crow, Dir/Budget, 3 Jun 66, subj:
MOL Funding; (c), Foster to Flax, 30 Jun 66, subj: FY 67 MOL Funding;
(U), Evans to Schriever, 8 Jul 66, same subject. •
31. Memos (S-DORIAN), Schriever to SAF, 22 Jun 66, subj: MOL Program Plan
and Funding Requirements; (S-DORIAN), Schriever to SAF, 20 Jul 66,
same subject.
32. Memo (S-DORIAN), Schriever to SAF, 22 Jul 66, subj: MOL Program Plan
and Funding Requirements.
33. Memo (S,DORIAN), Evans to Flax, 18 Aug 66, subj: Authorization for
MOL Full-Scale Development.
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34. Memo (S-DORIAN), Brown to Dir/MOL, 20 Aug 66, subj: Authorization tc
Proceed with the Engineering Development Phase of the MOL Program.
35. Msg

(S), SAFSL 90871, Evans to Berg, 30 Aug 66.

36. Memo (S-DORIAN), Evans to Brown, 7 Sep 66, subj: MOL Monthly Status
Report.
37. Memo (S-DORIAN), Evans to SAF, 7 Sep 66, subj: Engineering Dev Phase
of the MOL Program.
38. Memo (S-DORIAN-GAMBIT), Evans to SAF, 7 Sep 66, subj: MOL Monthly
Status Report.
Chpater XII
1. Intvw, Berger with Maj Robert Hermann, SAFSL, 12 Sep 68. Memo (U),
Evans to Maj Gen T. G. Corbin, 2 Sep 66, subj: Appreciation to
Colonel William B. Arnold.
2. Memo (S..DORIAN), Schriever to SAF, 7 Oct 65, subj: MOL Monthly Status
Report.
3. Memos (U), Evans to Brown, Flax, Schriever, Ferguson, 12 Nov 65, subj:
Request for MOL Briefing; Evans to Flax, 19 Nov 65, subj: Briefing for
Staff Members of House Mil Ops Subcmte on MOL Program.
4. Memo (U), Brig Gen L. S. Lightner, Dep Dir, SAFSL, to SAF, et. al.,
65, subj: Hearings on MOL.

Dec

5. Memo for the Record (U), by Gen Evans, 16 Dec 65, subj: Intvw with
Mr. Peter Girardi.
6. Memo for Record (U) by Col W. B. Arnold, 20 Dec 65, subj: MOL
Hearings, House Cmte on Science & Astronautics.
7. Memos for the Record (S-DORIAN), by Berg, 5 Jan 66, subj: Visit to
Congressman Miller; (U), by Arnold, 10 Jan 66, subj: Mtg with
Chairman Miller.
8. Memo for the Record (U), by Arnold, 13 Jan 66 subj: MOL Hearings Before
House Cmte on Science & Astronautics; Memo (C), Col B. S. Gunderson to
Flax, 14 Jan 66, no subj.
9. Ltr (U) Flax to Repr. Edward J. Gurney, 2 Sep 65; Aviation Week & Space
Technology, 6 Sep 65.
10. Rprt to the Congress from the President of the United States, 31 Jan 66,
on U.S. Aeronautics and Space Activities, 1965, pp 50-51..
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11. Orlando Sentinel, 4 Feb 66.
12. Memo for the Record (S), by Col Arnold, 7 Feb 66, subj: MOL Hearings.
13. Ibid.

14.mid.
15. Memo for the Record (S), by Col Arnold, 8 Feb 66, subj: MOL Hearings.
16. Ibid.
17. Ibid.
18. Ibid.
19. Space Daily, 15 Feb 66.
20. Memo for Record (U), by Hyman Fine, Msl & Space Systems Div, Dir/
Budget, 10 Feb 66, subj: Congressional Inquiry Re MOL.
21. Ltr (U), Sen. Holland to Sen. Anderson, 10 Feb 66, in Hearin& before
Senate Cmte on Aeronautics and Space Sciences, 89th Cong, 2nd Sess,
Manned Orbiting Laboratory, p. 9.
22. Memo (U), Col Walter T.
11 Feb 66.

Dep Chief, SAFLL, to Col Arnold,

23. Ltr (U), Col James M. McGarry, Jr., Dir, Off of External Activities, Hq
AFSC, to Gen Schriever, 14 Feb 66, subj: Location of MOL at VAFB.
24. Msg (S -DORIAN

0145, Berg to Schriever, 14 Feb o6.

25. Memo for the Record (S), by Col Arnold, 16 Feb 66, subj: MOL Briefing
for the Florida Delegation.
26. Ibid.; Memo (U), Lt Col Edgar L. Secrest, Jr. to Gen Corbin, 30 Mar 66,
Subj: Weekly Rprt on MOL.
27. Ltr (U), President Johnson to Publisher Martin Anderson, Orlando Sentinel,
18 Feb 66. Anderson ran the letter in his paper on 25 February.
28. Msg (S) SAFSL 90483, SAF to SSD (For Berg), 15 Feb 66; Rprt (S), Ad
Hoc Task Gp, 16-18 Feb 66; Memo for the Record (S), by Col Richard
Dennen, 18 Feb 66, subj: ETR vs WTR Launch from MOL.
29. Hearings before Senate Cmte on Aeronautics and Space Sciences, 89th
Cong. 2nd Sess, Manned Orbiting Laboratory, pp 2-9.
30. Ibid. pp 10-13. For the unexpurgated version of Dr. Foster's statement,
176-MOL Program Office Read File, Statement for the Record (S), 24

Feb 66.
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31. Ibid. pp 11, 12.
32. Ibid., pp 35-36.
33. Ibid., p.39.
34. Memo (U), Col B. R. Daughtery, Exec Asst, OSAF, to Flax, 11 Feb 66.
35. Hearings before Senate Cmte on Aeronautics and Space Sciences, p 39.
36. Ltr (S), Schriever to Gurney, 24 Feb 66; Ltr (U), Flax to Herlong, 2 Mar
66; Memo (S), Evans to Dir of Devi 11 May 66, subj: Questions for Mil
Const Subcmte (Sikes), House Appns Cmte; Ltr (U), L. Mendel Rivers,
House Cmte on Armed Services to Secy Brown, 1 Mar 66, Ltr (U), Brown
to Rivers, 14 Mar 66.
37. Memo (C), Col Arnold to Gen Corbin, 4 May 66, subj: Weekly Report
on MOL.
Chapter XIII
1. Memo for the Record (U), signed by Seamans 27 Jan, by Brown on 28 Jan 64,
subj: Gemini and Gemini B/MOL Program.
2. Ltr (j), Seamans to Brown, 7 Aug 64; Memos (j), Brown to McMillan, 14 Aug
64, subj: Gemini Spacecraft Production; McMillan to Brown, 15 Sep 64,
same subj.

3. Joint Statement by Secretary McNamara and Administrator Webb, issued
25 Jan 65.

4. Memo for the Record (S), by Evans, 9 Feb 65, subj: Mtg of 9 Feb 65.
5. Ltr (j), Seamans to Brown, 9 Mar 65; Ltr (C), Evans to Mueller, 15 Mar
65.

6. Memo for the Record (U-AF Eyes Only), by Evans, 18 Mar 65, subj: Gemini B
Procurement; Ltr (U), Seamans to Brown, 19 Mar 66; Memo for Record (C),
by Evans, 29 Mar 65, subj: Gemini B Procurement.

7. Ltr (U), Evans to Schriever, 30 Mar 65, subj: Acquisition of AF Gemini B
Spacecraft.

8. Memo for the Record (C), by Evans, 6 Apr- 65, subs: Gemini B Management
Proposal.

9. Ltr (J) Evans to Brig Gen David Jones, Hq NASA, 8 Apr 65, w/Atch, "Management Plan for Dev and Acquisition of Gemini Spacecraft for MOL."
10. Msg (U), SAFSL to BSD (for Schriever), 13 Apr 65; Ltr'(U), Brown to
Seamans, 12 Apr 65; Memo for the Record (U), by Evans and Jones, 13 Apr
65, subj: NASA/DOD Relations on Gemini B/MOL.
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11. Msgs (U), SAFSL 63400, OSAF to SSD (SSH), 14 Apr 65; SAFSL 63448, OSAF
to BSD (For Schriever), 14 Apr 65.
12. "Guidelines for the Dev of a Management Plan Defining NASA-DOD Relationship for the Gemini/Gemini B MOL," signed by Mueller and Ritland, 20 Apr
65; Announcement, Manned Spacecraft Center, undated, signed by
Dr. Gilruth, MSC Director.
13. Ltr (3), Seamans to Brown, 23 Sep 65.
14. Ltrs (U), Schriever to Mueller, 24 Sep 65; Evans to Berg, 7 Oct 65, subj:
MOL Support to be Obtained-from NASA; Col Brady to Evans, 25 Oct 65, same
subj.
15. Msg (U), Mueller to MSC (Gilruth, Matthews, Henry), 29 Nov 65, subj:
Transfer of Gemini Equipment to MOL; Ltrs (U), Mueller to Gilruth,
20 Nov 65; Mueller to Evans, 20 Nov 65; Memo (U), Maj M. C. Spaulding
to Evans, 30 Dec 65, subj: NASA Support of MOL.
16. Msg (U), SAFSL-6C-22879, Berg to NASA MSC (Lt Col Henry), 10 Mar 66,
subj: Transfer of NASA Gemini Equipment to MOL; Ltr (U), Berg to Gilruth,
26 Mar 66, subj: NASA Equipment Needed to Support MOL.
17. Memo for the Record (U), by Maj M. C. Spaulding, MOL Frog Office,
30 Mar 66, subj: NASA Gemini Equipment for MOL.
18. Ltr (C), Evans to Mueller, 6 May 66.
19. Msg (C), SAFSL 96372, OSAF to SSD (Evans to Berg), 3 Jun 66.
20. Ltr (U), Mueller to Evans, 7 Jul 66.
21. Ltr (U), Col Paul Heran, MOL Sys Office to Evans, 14 Dec 66, subj: Transferred NASA Equipment Costs.
22. Rprt (C) Preliminary Evaluation, Program 631A, Atch to Ltr (C), Col W. A.
Ballentine, Cmdr, Det 2, SSD (AFSC), to Evans, 13 Sep 66, same subj.
23. Ibid.
24. Ltr (C), Lt Col W. J. Fry to Gen Hedrick, Hq AFSC, 1 Dec 66, subj: Experiments Management Relationship with NASA.
25. The summary of experiments is based on NASA report SP-138, Gemini Summary
Conference, 1-2 Feb 67, Chpt 20, "DOD/NASA Gemini Experiments Summary,"
and Ltr C), Lt Col Fry to Gen Hedrick, 1 Dec 66, subj: Experiments
Management Relationship with NASA.
26. Ibid.
27. Ltr (j), Seamans to Brown, 23 Sep 65; Ltr (C), Foster to Seamans, 13 Oct i!
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28. Ltr (j), Schriever to SAF, 9 Nov 65, subj: NASA/DOD Manned Space
Flight Relationships.
29. Memo of Understanding Between DOD and NASA Concerning the Manned Space
Flight Programs of the Two Agencies, signed by Seamans, Webb, Foster,
and McNamara between 9 and 14 Jan 66.
30. Min (C), 1st Mtg, Manned Space Flt Policy Cmte, 21 Jan 66, by D. J. Fink,
OSD; Memos (U), Schriever to SAF, 25 Feb 66, subj: Manned Space Flt
Activities; Flax to Schriever, 14 Apr 66, same subj.
31.

Memorandum of Agreement (U), signed by Seamans and Foster, 21 Mar
subj: Establishment of a Manned Space Flt Experiments Board (MSFEB).

32. Ibid.
33. Chron (C), On-Board Experiments for NASA Apollo Program, atch to Memo
(C), Schultz to Flax, 12 Jan 65, subj: Policy on Approval of Apollo
On-Board Experiments; Memos (U), Flax to DDR&E, 3 Mar 65, same subj;
Flax to DDR&E, 29 Mar 65, subj: AF Experiment on Apollo Flt; Fubini
to Flax, 9 Apr 65, subj: AF Experiment for Apollo.
34. Min (U), MSFEB Mtg 66-1, 17 Jan 66.
35. Memo (S-DORIAN), Schriever to SAF, 4 Mar 66, subj: MOL Monthly Status
Report.
36. Memo (S-DORIAN), Schriever to SAF, 8 Apr 66, subj: MOL Monthly Status
Report.
37. Ltr (U), Evans to'Cmdr, AFSC, 6 Apr So, subj: DOD Experiments for NASA
S-IVB Orbital Lab; Memo (TS-DORIAU), Schriever to SAF, 6 May 66, sutj:
MOL Monthly Status Report.
38. Msg (U), SAFSL 84012 (Evans to Berg), 27 Jul 66; Ltr (S), Yarymovych
to Col W. A. Ballentine (Det 2, SSD), MSC Houston, 29 Jul 66, subj:
Transmittal of Program Plan re: AF Experiments for NASA S-IVB Workshop.
39. Memo (S-SAR), Evans to Flax, 25 Aug 66, subj: AF Experiments for NASA
S-IVB Workshop; Memo (U), Flax to Evans, 10 Sep 66, subj: Approval of
AF Experiments for NASA S-IVB Orbital Workshop.
40. Memo (S-DORIAN), Ferguson to SAF, 6 Oct 66, subj: MOL Monthly Status
Report: Summary (C), MSFEB Mtg 66-5, 19 Sep 66, prpd by Brig Gen Walter R.
Hedrick, 22 Sep 66.
41. Ltr (U), Col W. W. Sanders, MOL Prog Office to Mr. Haynes, Hq NASA,
et. al., 11 Oct 66, subj: Transmittal of NASA Forms 1138 for AF Experiment.
for S-IVB Orbital Workshop.
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42. Ltr (C), Evans to Mueller, 26 Oct 66; Msg (C), SAFSL 82424, Evans to
Berg, 27 Oct 66.
43. Ltr (C), Mueller to Evans, 7 Nov 66.

44.Memo (C), Lt Col W. J. Fry, DOD Representative; MSFEB Working Group,
to SCG, 25 Nov 66, subj: Summary of MSFEB Mtg 66-8, 21 Nov 66.
45. Msg (U), Evans to SSD (Berg), 29 Nov 66.
46. Twenty-third Report, Cmte on Government Operations, Missile and Space
Ground Support Operations, 89th Cong, 2nd Sess (Report No. 1340),
21 Mar 66.
47. Memo (U), Foster to Flax, 11 Mar 66, subj: Titan IIIC/MOL Studies.
48. Memo (S-SAR), Evans to Flax, 22 Apr 66, subj: Titan IIIC/MOL Capabilities
to Support NASA AAP: Mins (TS-DORIAN), AF MOL Policy Cmte Mtg 66-2,
29 Apr 66.
49. Ltr (U), W.E. Lilly, Hq NASA, to John E. Kirk, ODDR&E, 17 Jan 66; Memo
(S), Yarymovych to Flax, 9 Sep 66, subj: Data Provided NASA on the
Feasibility of T-III/MOL Support of NASA AAP.
50. Memo (S), Evans to Kirk, 6 Dec 66, subj: Coordination of NASA Apollo
Applications and DOD MOL Program.
51. Memo (S), Foster to Seamans, 10 Dec 66; Ltr (S), Willis H. Shapley,
Associate Deputy Administrator, NASA, to Foster, 23 Dec 66.
52. Report of the President's Science Advisory Committee, The Space Program
in the Post-Apollo. Perici, February 1967, pp 24-25. The final draft
of this report was circulated in December 1966.
53. Ltr (U), McNamara to the Vice President, 7 April 1967.
Chapter XIV
1. Mins (S-DORIAN), AF MOL Policy Cmte Mtg 66-5, 22 Nov 65.
2. Msgs (S-DORIAN), Charge ;790, Berg to Evans, 9 Dec 66; (S-DORIAN), Whig
5972, Evans to Berg, 9 Dec 66; Memo (S-DORIAN), Evans to Flax, 19 Dec 66,
subj: Release of FY 67 Funds; Memo (S-DORIAN), Flax to DDR&E, 4 Jan 67,
subj: MOL Program Plan and Funding Rqmt.
3. Memo (S-DORIAN), Evans tc SAF, 6 Mar 67, subj: MOL Monthly Status Rpt.
4. Memo (S-DORIAN), Evans to Randall, Yarymovych, 5 Mar 67, subj: Mar 10
Mtg.
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5. Ibid.
6. Msg (S), SAFSL 93344, Evans to SSD (SAFSL-1), 17 Mar 67; Memo (S-DORIAN),
Stewart to SAF, 5 Apr 67, subj: MOL Monthly Status Rpt.
7. Memo for Record (S-DORIAN), by Stewart, 28 Apr 67, subj: Mins, 15 Apr
MOL Mgt Mtg.
8. Msg (C), SAFSL-1/38417, MOL Sys Off (Bleymaier & Heran) to OSAF (Flax
and Ferguson), 2 May 67, subj: MOL Program Schedule.
9. Handwritten note, Flax to Stewart, 3 May 67, attacked to above msg.
10. Msg (S-DORIAN), Stewart to Bleymaier/Martin/Heran, 5 May 67.
11. Ibid.
12. Memo for Record (S-DORIAN), by Stewart, subj: Min, 11 May MOL Mgt
Mtg; Msg (S-DORIAN), Whig 6437, Flax/Stewart to Martin/Heran, 12 May. 67.
13. Min (TS-DORIAN), AF MOL Policy Cmte Mtg 67-1, 1 Jun 67.
14. MOL Program Office, High Resolution Photography, 7 Sep 67 (TS-DORIAN/
Talent Keyhole).
15. Memo for Record (TS-DORIAN), Lt. Col. James F. Sullivan, MOL Frog
Office, 25 Sep 67, subj: Secy McNamara's Visit to EK Company,
14 Sep 67; also EK Note, undated, subj: Important Comments Made
During Each Part of the Briefing, Doc F-022333-KH-001.
16. Notes, MOL Staff Mtg (TS-DORIAN), by Berger, 28 Sep 67.
17. Memo (S-DORIAN), Stewart to Flax, 23 Jan 68, subj:
Armed Services Cmte.
18. Memo (S-DORIAN), Stewart to SAF, 7 Nov 67, subj:

MOL and House
MOL Monthly Status Rpt.

19. Memo (S-DORIAN-GAMBIT), Stewart to SAF, 6 Dec 67, subj: MOL Monthly
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